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Interim Reliability Evaluation 
Program Procedures Guide 

Part I. Performing and Managing an IREP Analysis 

1. Introduction 
The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program 

(lREP), sponsored by the Division of Risk Analysis of 
the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the US 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, consisted of an anal
ysis of five plants. The first analysis was performed on 
the Crystal River Unit 3 nuclear power plant operated 
by Florida Power Corporation [1]. Motivation for the 
study was to determine whether a Babcock and Wil
cox designed facility had any risk-significant peculiar
ities in light of the accident at Three Mile Island. The 
study was conducted by Science Applications, Inc. 
with assistance from several national laboratories and 
contractors under the direction of the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission (NRC). A final report was prepared 
and submitted to the NRC in December 1981. 

In the fall of 1980, IREP was expanded to include 
analyses of four more reactors: 

Arkansas Nuclear One Unit One, operated by 
Arkansas Power & Light Company; 

Brow~s Ferry Unit One, operated by the Tennes
see Valley Authority; 

Calvert Cliffs Unit One, operated by the Balti
more Gas & Electric Company; and 

Millstone Unit One, operated by Northeast Utili
ties. 

The objectives of these four analyses were to: 

1. Identify-in a preliminary way-those acci
dent sequences that dominate the contribution 
to the public health and safety risks ori;:inating 
in nuclear power plant accidents. 

2. Develop a foundation for subsequelit, more 
intensive, applications of probabilistic safety 
analysis or risk assessment on the subject 
plants. 

3. Expand the cadre of experienced practitioners 
of risk assessment methods within the NRC 
and the nuclear power industry. 

4. Evolve procedures codifying the competent use 
of these techniques for use in the extension of 
IREP to all domestic light water reactor plants. 

The four analyses were performed concurrently 
under the direction of Sandia National Laboratories 
by four teams in three locations consisting of person
nel from Sandia National Laboratories, Idaho Nation
al Engineering Laboratory, the NRC, Battelle Colum
bus Laboratories, Science Applications, Inc., and 
Energy Incorporated. In addition, Arkansas Power & 
Light, Baltimore Gas & Electric, and Northeast Utili
ties provided people full time to participate in the 
program and to perform portions of the analysis. 

The four teams were provided with a set of draft 
procedures to guide the analysis. These were supple
mented with documents detailing methods which 
could be used. Because the procedures had never been 
utilized in total, some flexibility in approach was 
allowed among the teams. In general, however, the 
analyses were conducted under the guidelines set 
forth in the original procedures, although some varia
tions in detail persisted. 

One of the products sought from IREP was a 
revised set of procedures reflecting insights gained 
from performing the analyses and setting forth the 
manner for conducting similar analyses in the future. 
A concerted effort was exerted during the program to 
develop these insights. An independent review team 
consisting of experienced probabilistic risk assess
ment (PRA) analysts from NRC, Sandia National 
Laboratories, and Energy Incorporated periodically 
visited each of the teams. The team re\iiewed in detail 
the content of periodic status reports and the draft 
final reports. 
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In addition, insights and viewl! were solicited from 
ali partidpanta in the program. The participants rep· 
re.ented a diversity of experience and perspective. 
The IREP teams consisted of experienced PRA prac· 
titioners, experienced systems analyst& with limited 
Pl\A experience, personnel from both the research 
and regulatory sides of NRC, utility engineers and 
()perating personnel, and computational and human 
factors specialists. 

This document incorporates the experience 
gai.ned from the IREP analyses and sets forth proce· 
dures for future IREP analyses. It is divided into three 
parts. Part I, intended for management concerned 
with organizing and managing the performance of an 
IREP analysis, discusses what is involved in perform· 
ing the analysis and presents representative manpow· 
er needs and schedule. Quality assurance is discussed 
as well as suggested reporting points. 

Part II, intended for those performing the analy
sis, presents procedures for performing each major 
portion of the analysis. The study is broken down into 
seven major tasks. Part II presents an overview of each 
task describing the purpose, scope, information needs, 
aml assumptions pertinent to performing the task. 
The relationship of each task to othen is presented 
along with exama•les of the products resulting from 
the task. Procedures to be followed in performing each 
task constitut~ the major portion of Part II. Reporting 
recommendations for each task are also discussed. 

Part Ill provides detailed descriptions of methods 
which could be used for various portions of the an&ly· 
sis. This part supplements the procedures presented 
in Part II. Given the procedures and the methods, the 
analyst should be able to perform an analysis which 
would be consistent with that performed on other 
plants. 

2. Objectives, Scope, and 
Results of an IREP Analysis 

The original IREP analyses were conducted with 
several objectives in mind. Some of these were dis· 
cus11ed in the previnus section. Future IREP analyses 
will satisfy thP. following objectives: 
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l. Identify the dominant accident sequences and 
their frequencies of occurrence for the subject 
plant. 

2. Identify those plant features, e.g., hardware 
failures, human errors, procedural inadequa
cies, or test and maintenance outages, which 
are the most importent to the likelihood of core 
melt. 

3. Provide documented plant models for use in 
analyzing particular regulatory Kssue5 as they 
pertain to the plant analyzed. 

There may well be additional objectives depending 
upon the desires of those undertaking the analyses or 
upon the interests of the regulatory agency. 

Emphasis on the previous IREP analyses has been 
on the systems analysis portion of the risk assessment. 
In iact, neither the Crystal River study nor the subse
quent four plant analyses investigated containment 
phenomenology to any great extent and did not evalu
ate accident consequences at all. The Crystal River 
study assigned release categories based upon previous 
studies; the four plant analyses also deduced release 
categories from previous awdies, although in some 
cases supplemental plant-specific analyses were per
formed. Limited cc:1tainment analyses were per
formed in IREP to provide additional perspective as 
to which of the most frequent core melt sequencas 
would lead to potentially high consequence releases. 
This document does not discuss this process of limited 
containm~nt analysis. Information on this is con
tained in Reference 2. 

External hazards such as earthquakes and floods 
and certain internal hazards such as fires and inter
nally-caused flooding were excluded from the IREP 
analyses. This was primarily due to limited dtw~lop
ment of methodology to treat theso issues. 

The IREP analyses, however, throughly investi· 
gated plant response to loss of coolant accidents and 
anticipated plant transients to. ascertain the most 
frequent core melt sequences. Particular attention 
was paH to the role of support systems (su.:b as ac and 
de power, ~uxiliRey eoolingwaters~-stems, and ventila
tion} and to potential human errors in accident se
quences. Within the scope of the program, plant sys
tems were analyzed in great detail. 

Common caus~ aspect-a were included explicitly in 
the modeling. The following commr.n wu;;cs or depen
dencies were included: 

• Initiating event-· system response interrelation
ships. 

• Common support system faults effecting more 
than one front-line system or component. 

• Coupled human errors associ :~ted with test and 
maintemmce activities and iu r-aponse to acci
dent situations. 

e Shared components among front-line systems. 

Environmental common causes, e.~ .• dust, ice, fire, etc, 
were not included in the analyses. Other commonal
ities such as manufacturing defi ... iencies and installa
tion errors were alao not included. Finally, {3 factors 
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Interim Reliability Evaluation 
Program Procedures Guide 

Part I. Performing and Managing an IREP Analysis 

1. Introduction 
The Interim Reliability Evaluation Program 

(IREP), sponsored by the Division of Risk Analysis of 
the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research of the US 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, consisted of an anal
yais of five plants. The first analysis was performed on 
the Crystal River Unit 3 nuclear power plant operated 
by Florida Power Corporation [1]. Motivation for the 
study was to determine whether a Babcock and Wil
cox designed facility had any riR.k-significani pecu!\ar
ities in light of the accident at Three Mile Island. 'l 'he 
study was conducted by Science Applications, Inc. 
with assistance from several national laboratories and 
contractors under the direction of the Nuclear Regula
tory Commission (NRC). A fmal report was prepared 
and submitted to the NRC in December 1981. 

In the fall of 1980, IREP was expanded to include 
analyses of four more reactors: 

Arkansas Nuclear One Unit One, operated by 
Arkansas Power & Light Company; 

Browns Ferry Unit One, operated by the Tennes
see Valley Authority; 

Calvert Cliffs Unit One, operated by the Balti
more Gas & Electric Company; and 

Millstone Unit One, operated by Northeast Utili
ties. 

The objectivts of these four analyses were to: 

1. Identify-in a preliminary way-those acci
dent sequences that dominate the contribution 
to the public health and safety risks originating 
in nuclear power plant accidents. 

2. Develop a foundation for subsequent, more 
intensive, applications of probabilistic safety 
analysis or risk assessment on the subject 
plants. 

3. Expand the cadre of experienced practitioners 
of risk assessment methods within the NRC 
and the nuclear power industry. 

4. Evolve procedures codifying the compgtent use 
of these techniques for use in the extE'YlSion of 
IREP to all domestic light water reactor plants. 

The four analyses were performed concurrently 
under the direction of Sandia National Laboratories 
by four teams in three locations consisting of person~ 
nel from Sandia National Laboratories, Idaho Nation
al Engineering Laboratory, the NRC, Battelle Colum
bus Laboratories, Science Applications, Inc., and 
Energy Incorporated. In addition, Arkansas Power & 
Light, Baltimore Gas & Electric, and Northeast Utili
ties provided people full time to participate in the 
program and to perform portions of the analysis. 

The four teams were provided with a set of draft 
procedures to guide the analysis. These were supple
mented with documents detailing methods which 
could be used. Because the procedures had never been 
utilized in total, some flexibility in approach was 
allowed among the teams. In general, however, the 
analyses were conducted under the guidelines set 
forth in the original procedures, although some varia
tions in detail persisted. 

One of the products sought from IREP was a 
revised set of procedures reflecting insights gained 
from performing the analyses and setting forth the 
manner for conducting similar analyses in the future. 
A concerted effort was exerted during the program to 
develop these insights. An independent review team 
consisting of expedenced probabilistic risk assess
ment (PRA) analysts from NRC, Sandia National 
Laboratories, and Energy Incorporated periodically 
visited each of the te.tlm.s. The team reviewed in detail 
the content of periodic status reports and the draft 
final reports. 
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deteribing "other" unspecified catueS of system failure 
·were not conaidered. 

Given the limited .&COpe of an JREP analysis, an 
MfeB•ment of risk in tenM of a frequency
con.equencc curve or something similar is not possi
ble, Rather, the result& consist of an identification of 
the mo.t frequent core melt sp.quences. Of perhaps 
greatest importance. the analysis provides insight into 
plant design and operation which allows potential 
weaknesses to be disC4!rned and their relative impor
tance assessed. These qualitative insights constitute 
the most meaningful products of the analysis. 

Finally, the anaJysis results in a fairly complete 
model, within the scope of the program, of the possible 
sequences leading to core melt and of the systems, and 
their supporting systems, which are called upon to 
prevent such accidents. These models should prove 
valuable to the utility involved in the analysis by 
improving their onderstanding of their plant design 
and operation and as a tool for evaluating future 
design options. For the regulatory agency, these mod
els provide an information base documenting current 
plant design and provide a starting point for the 
analysis of regulatory issues irJ the future. 

3. IREP Methodology 
An IREP analysis consists of seven major tasks. 

These are illustrated in Figure 3-1. This section dis
cusses briefly each major task and the interrelation
ships among the tasks. Mor~ detailed information and 
procedures for conducting each task are presented in 
Part II of this document. The final portion of this 
section discusses information needs for the analysis. 

Figure 3·1. Major IREP Tasks 

3 .. 1 Plant Famiu.tzation 
The initial task of an IREP analysis is the devel

opment of familiarity with the plant and available 
information.. This task forms the foundation for the 
development of plant models in subsequent tasks. 
Several products are achieved in this task: 

1. A preliminary identification of initiating 
events (e.g., loss or coolant accidents, tran
sients) to be included io the analysis. 

2. An identification of functions to be performed 
for each initiating event to succeufully prevent 
core melt or to mitigate its consequentes. 

3. An identification or plant systems which per
form these functions {termed '"front-line sys
tems"). 

4. An identification of systems supporting front
line systems (termed "support systems"). 

5. Success criteria for each front-line system re
sponding to each initiating event. 

6. A grouping of initiating events into classes 
according to common responding systems and 
success criteria. 

At the conclusion of this task, the number and 
type of event trees to be constructed and the systems 
to be modeled have been identified. Thus, the model
ing effort in subsequent tasks has been clearly de
fined. 

3.2 Accident Sequence 
DelineatJon 

Accident sequences to be analyzed in the program 
are defined by constructing event trees for each initi
ating event group. Generally, ~parate event trees are 
constructed for each group. Each will be a unique tree 
with some difference in structure (otherwise, initiat
ing event groupings have not been properly ch~n). 

In this task, both functional and system event 
trees are constructed. These reflect the functions to be 
performed following each initiating event class and 
the responding systems to each initiating event group 
as defined in the plant familiariution task. The event 
tree structure reflects functional and system interrela
tionships and aspects of accident phenomenology 
which could affect core conditions, system operation, 
and/or accident consequences. 

At the conclusion of this task, models have been 
constructed reflecting all sequences to be assessed in 
the accident sequence an.llysis task. 
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3.3 Plant Syatema Analysis 
NuciNr power plant 1yatems are generally com

pies colleetiona of equipment. To conduct the risk 
aMeMment~ the contributors to failure of each aystem 
muat be identified and quantified. The mode!a to 
facllita~ thil quantirleation used in IREP are system 
fault treea. The fault treet represent all ways in which 
a certain undesired event (termed the "top event") 
may occur. 

Fault tree. are constructed for each front-line 
1yetem. They renect the succesa criteria identified in 
the plant fatniliarization task. Each succeaa criterion 
11 traneformed into a failure criterion which is the top 
event for a given fault tree. For example, if one out of 
two pump trains are required for system success, the 
top event of the fault tree becomes "both pump trains 
fall." Support system fault trees are developed in the 
context of the front-line systems they support. In a 
subsequent task, the support system trees are merged 
with the respective front-line system fault trees to 
reflect the ways, including support system faults, of 
achieving the undesired event. 

The task interfaces with the human reliability and 
procedural analysis task and the data base develop
ment task. Human err!>rs associated with test and 
maintenance activities and in response to accident 
situations are modeled in the fault trees. The fault 
trees are developed to a level of detail consistent with 
the data base utilized for quantifying failure probabil
ities. 

The outputs of this task are detailed mod6ls for 
each event found in the event trees. These models 
provide a key element to the accident sequence analy
sis task. 

3.4 Human Reliability and 
Procedural Analysis 

This task involves an identification of potential 
human errors associated with failure to restore equip
ment to operability following test and maintfmance 
activities and in response to accident situations. Test 
and maintenance procedures and practices are re
viewed for each front-line and support system to 
identify which components are removed from service 
during the activity and which could potentially be 
erroneously left in an inoperable state following the 
activity. Procedures expected to be followed in re
sponding to the accident situations modeled in the 
event trees are also identified and reviewed for possi
ble sources of human errors which could affect the 
operability or functionabiUty of responding systems. 

These potential human errors constitute ways in 
which front-line and support systems may fail to 
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perform and are iDto.rporated intD the appropriate 
system fault trees. 

In addition. data are developed lor human error 
failure rates. Upper bound estimates are used for 
initial allcnlatioDL For human errors expected to be 
signiflcant in the analysis. best estimate human error 
probabilities are developed reflecting plant-specific 
characteristics. · 

3.5 Data Base Development 
'rhis task involves the development of a data base 

for quantifying faults other than hUDW1 errors ap
pearing in the system fault trees. A generic data base 
representing typical failure rates for nuclear compo
nents was developed for IREP and may be found in 
Part III of the guide. Data for the plant being ana
lyzed, however, may differ significantly from indus
try-wide data. In this task, the operating history of the 
plant is reviewed to ascertain whether any plant com
ponents have unusual failure rates. Test and mainte
nance practices and history are also l't'lviewed to deter
mine the frequency and duration of these activities. 
This information is used to supplement the generic 
data base. This supplemented generic data base is 
used in the analysis of accident sequences. 

3.6 Accident Sequence Analysis 
The event tree and fault tree models and the data 

base are integrated in the accident sequence analysis 
task to calculate accident sequence frequencies and to 
identify the most probable faults contributing to each 
accident sequence. This is a time-consuming task 
generally performed with the assistance of a comput
er. There are many activities performed in this task, 
principally: 

1. Preparing computer input representing the 
logic of the fault trees. 

2. Identifying and correcting errors in the fault 
trees. 

3. Assigning failure probabilities to each basic 
fault in the fault tree and inputting these to the 
computer. 

4. Merging support system fault trees with the 
appropriate front-line system fault trees. 

5. Developing logic expressions and their comple
ments, if used. for the fault trees. 

6. D.eveloping expressions Ctf combinations of 
com;>onent faults (i.e., cut sets} resulting in 
each accident sequence. .... 

7. Quantifying the frequencies of all important 
accident sequences, including consideration of 
operator recovery actions. 
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Tbe ruulta of thia talk are c:omputerized, correet 
models repte~eDtiDJ the plant.,atemt and both quali
tative espreaions of fault eombinaticml and quantita
tive esprfiliona of cut set and accident ~equence 
!requenciM for all potentiaUy important accident ae
quence~. Thete product~ form the baeia for the f"mal 
talk. 

3. 7 lnterpretaUon and Analysis of 
Reaulta 

The final talk in an IREP analyai& is the interpre
tation and analyail of the results produced in the 
accident leQUence analysis taBk. Of primary interett 
are inalghte into plant features contributing signifi
cantly to risk. Some o£ these insights are developed by 
examining the cut seta which contribute most to the 
frequency of the most probable sequences (termed 
11dominant accident sequences"). Those cut seta repre
sent plant faults which contribute significantly to the 
possibility of core melt. 

Further insight may be developed by per£orming 
importance calculations of various types. There are 
standard codes which calculate various measures of 
Importance for individual events or classea of events. 
Sensitivity analyses on important aeaumptions or par· 
ticularly questionable data also aasiat in developing 
insight and perspective into the meaning of the 
11tudy's results. 

Finally, limited uncertainty calculations are per
formed. These primarily involve sampling of data 
from the distributions associated with each element in 
the data base and determining the effect on accident 
sequence frequencies. By repaating this process many 
times, an estimate of the possible range of results due 
to data unoortanties may be obtained. 

3.8 Information Needs 
A considerable amount of detailed plant informa

tion mu11t be supplied to the analysis team to ensure 
the performance of an accurate analysis in a timely 
manner. A listing of the documentation needed ia 
shown in Table 3.8-1. 

Basic plant information is contained in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). This information is 
generally not sufficiently detailed to allow comr .!te 
IREP models to be developed. Rather, it must be 
supplemented by detailed piping, instrumentation, 
and control drawings. In addition, the analysis team 
must have copies of or acceas to emergency, test, and 
maintenance procedures to facilitate the analysis of 
potential human errors. Even with such detailed in
formation, however, a point of contact at the plant 
and occasional visits to the site are essential sources of 
5nformation for the study. 

The team .ID.UBt, .of coune, haw copiee of this 
document to proride diNc:tioD to the ualysia. Copies 
of aupportiDg metboda doaments tefened to in later 
part.l af d:aia document are also :aeeded. Copies of 
previous IREP anal}'BfJS and any-e.imilar analyae~~ per
formed on the plant under atudy may prove worth
while. 

FiDally. several dOC"Jtment. are useful for various 
types of data. Tbeae include: 

1. EPRI NP-2230 [3): this contains data for the 
frequency of transient initiating events. 

2. Plant specific and other licensee event reports: 
these provide iaaight into poaible problem 
areas for more inve~rtigation and for collecting 
plant-specific data. 

3. W ASH-1400 141: this provides additional back
ground. 

4. NUREG/CR-1278 {5): thia details the proce
dure for analyzing human reliability and for 
quantifying human error probabUitia 

This information provides the baaia for the analy
sis. It must. undoubtedly, be supplemented by special
ized analyses or calculations or other documents perti
nent to issues which will arise over the course of the 
specific plant analysis. 

Table 3.8-1 .. Baalc Information Needa for 
I REP 

Final Safety Anal)ctia Report 

System Descriptions and Plant Drawings 

Other Probabilistic Analyaes of the Plant or a Similar 
Plant 

Electrical One-line Dra.wings 

Control and Actuation Circuitry Drawings 

Emergency, Teat, and Maintenance Procedures 

Plant Contact 

Plant Visits 

Methods Documents 

EPRI NP-2230, •ATWS: A Reappraisal-Part lll, Fre
quency of Anticipated Transients" [3] 

Plant ~;>ecific and Other Licensee Event Reports 

WASH-~400, -Reactor Safety Study" (4] 

NUREG/CR-1278. "'Randbook of Human Reliability 
Analysis With Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant 
Applications" [5] 

i5 ' 
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4. Makeup of the Analysis 
Team and a Representative 
Schedule 

4.1 The Analysis Team 
IREP analyaes are integrated, full plant analyses 

requiring a brolld range of expertise. Success of the 
project dependa strongly on the ability to assemble 
thit expertiee and coordinate their diverse activities. 
Baaed on the experience gained in previous IREP 
analyaea, the following team ia auggeated for future 
IREP studies: 

1 team leader experienced in probabilistic risk 
assessment (PRA) 

3-4 syatems analysts 
l an~lyst familiar with plant operations 
1 human reliability analyst, part-time 
1 data analyst 
2 computation specialists, part-time initially with 

full participation later in the study 

The previous IREP analysis teams consisted of 
people from a variety of organizations and back
grounds. Experienced PRA analysts headed each 
team. The teams primarily consisted of experienced 
systems analysts with varying degrees of PRA experi
ence from national laboratories, contractors, the 
NRC, and the participating utilities. In some cases, 
utilities supplied experienced operations personnel to 
assist in the analysis. Computer, data, and human 

· reliability specialists assisted in portions of the analy
sis. For most teams, all individt•flls were in one loca
tion. Some had broad utility involvement; others had 
more limited utility participation. Each team was 
somewhat different in makeup, affording the opportu
nity to better understand the characteristics sought 
for future analysis teams. 

4.1.1 Team Leader 
The team leader manages and integrates the anal

ysis and should have the requisite authority to do so 
effectively. He is respol'tsible for the technical content 
of the analysis and for ensuring consistency with the 
procedures and among different analysts. He should 
be someone experienced in probabilistic risk assess
ment. The team leader provides perspective and direc
tion to the effort. His primary technical role in the 
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study is to integrate the various portions of th~ analy
sis. This is a difficult task which requires experience to 
provide the perspective Dea!SS81'Y for this role. In 
addition, probabilistic risk assessments involve con
siderable· judgment since many issues as yet unre
i!Olved in the technical community mbSt be treated in 
the analysis. The team leader must weigh differing 
viewpoints and decide how the analysis is to be per~ 
formed. This is often a matter of judgment. but de
pends heavily on the objectives of the study and what 
portions need to be emphasized. In the course of the 
analysis, questions involving subtleties in modeling 
arise; guidance is needed as to the level of detail at 
which to terminate modeling. To make these and 
other judgments, the team leader must have been 
involved in a PRA previously. Many of these problems 
he will have faced before, and his 6perience will be 
invaluable in resolving new ones. 

4. 1.2 Uilllty Involvement 
Although project personnel may come from a vari

ety of organizations-contractors, consultants, and 
several in-house utility organizations-it is essential 
that utility personnel be intimately involved in the 
project. Such involvement can be expected in most 
projects since utilities are likely to be the most fre
quent sponsors of PRAs. The role of the utility in any 
PRA is, however, very important. The success of the 
project requires thorough familiarity with the plant, 
which can be best provided by utility personnel. The 
utility can provide people capable of making unique 
contributions to thie analysis. Among them should be 
someone thorougbly familiar with the operation of the 
plant. He should l!i.."1tderstand how the plant will be 
operated under acddent conditions and should be 
familiar with control room operation, plant equip
ment, and plant layout. Utility personnel -can also 
provide the necessary knowltld.ge of testing and main
tenance procedures as well P..s the accompanying ad
ministrative controls. The analysis team should also 
have access to plant personnel familiar with special
ized aspects of plant design, such as instrumentation 
and i:ontrol. 

In addition to providing unique capabilities to the 
team, utility personnelserve as focal points for gather
ing of information from the plant and for transmitting 
information pertaining to the analysis to the utility. 
They also ensure that the assumptions made in the 
analysis accurately reflect the design of the plant and 
help to ensure that the analysis is realistic. 



4.1.3 Anllytlclll Expertise Required 
The major portion of an IREP analysis is per

·fomsed by ay1tems analyst&, several of whom are 
needed on the team. The analysts should be familia: 
with 1ystem daign and operation and anal.:-;sis of 
systems, although they need not necessarily be thor
oughly familiar with probabilistic risk assessments. 
The systems analysts are responsible for developing 
the event-tree and system fault tree models for the 
plant. An IREP analysis therefore needs analysts who 
can provide the systems overview needed for event
tree construction and who can analyze both fluid and 
electrical systems. 

Persons with expertise in human-reliability and 
data analysis are desirable members of the team. The 
human-factors a11alyst assists the systems analyst in 
identifying the human errors to be included in the 
plant models and provides the insights needed to 
quantify these errors. The human-factors analyst 
need not have special training in the human-factors 
field, although such training is certainly desirable. 
The data analyst accumulates and analyzes generic 
and plant-specific data on component-failure rates for 
the quantification of accident sequences. He should 
have ex.per!ence in using various data sources and 
selecting the proper failure rate for the event in ques
tion. 

An IREP analysis produces logic models which 
are generally impractical to evaluate without. use of a 
Boolean algebra manipulating code. The team should 
include personnel familiar with the preparation of 
input and operation of the chosen code. 

4.2 Manpower Estimates and 
Schedule 

Manpower estimates by task are presented in 
Table 4.2-1; n rapresentative schedule is presented il1 
Figure 4.2·1. These are discussed briefly below. Re
porting and quality assurance are included in the 
table and figure, but are discussed in the next section. 

The plant familiarization task precedes all others 
and forms the basis for construction of the event tree 
and fault tree models. This task takes about six weeks 
and involves about nine man-months of effort. 

The accident sequence delineation and plant sys
tems analysis tasks proceed in parallel. There is con
siderable iteration involved in each. A substantial 
portion of the event tree analysis has been performed 
in the plant familiarization tasks of identifying the 
initiating events and responding systems. As a result, 
this task is estimated to take about three months and 
three man-months effort. The construction of detailed 
models for all front-line and Rupport systems requi.res 

considerably more time. estimated to take 6 months 
and require 33 man-months effort.. 

The human reliability and procedural analysis 
and the data base development tasks also pi'OCl':ed 
concurrt>ntly with the modeling efforts since both 
support the modeling. The human reliability analysis 
occurs over a longer period of time since this tends to 
be an iterative process. Refinement& in both data and 
human reliability rates are made during the accident 
sequence analysis when the more important events 
have been identified. Both tasks are estimated to 
entail about three man-months work. 

The accident sequence analysis is a time-consum
ing, iterative process. This task follows the construc
tion of the models. Much of the activity is d~voted to 
enlturing integration of the models, ensuring they are 
correct and consistent, and then quantifying them. 
This task takes about 5 months and involves a!Jout 20 
man-months effort. 

The final task, analysis and interpretation of re· 
sults, follows the accident sequence analysis. The 
quantitative analysis is done with standard codes iUld 
is generally not too time consuming. The qualitative 
analysis is fairly straightforward given the results of 
the previous task. This task takes about six weeks and 
requires about three man-months effort. 

Table 4.2·1. Manpower Estimates by Taak 

Manpower 
Estimate 

Task (Man-months)* 

1. Plant Familiarization 9 
2. Accident Sequence Delineation 3 
3. Plant Systems Analysis 33 
4. Human Reliability and Procedural 

Analysis 3 
5. Data Base Development 3 
6. Accident Sequence Analysis 20 
7. Analysis and Interpretation of 
~wts 3 

Report Preparation 14 
Quality Assurance and 
Management .J.g 

Tow 100 

*This may vary by as much as 10% higher or lower ~n actual 
application. 
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5. Quality Assurance and 
Reporting 

5. 1 Quality Assurance 
A function important to the efficiency and credi

bility of the analysis is quality assurance. An ongoing 
review of the work, rather than at completion of the 
study, ia the moat effective approach to quality assur
ance. Each analyst should keep a notebook of his 
analysis containing pertinent information such as de
scriptive material, correspondence, and notations re
garding assumptions made and supporting rationale. 
To maximize the quality of the product, people with 
various perspectives should review the work. A thor
ough review by the team leader of all work products 
provides the most effective means of assuring quality. 
The tearu leader should pay particular attention to 
assumptions made in the analysis and to consistency 
among different analysts in addition to ensuring the 
accuracy of the analysis. 

Plant personnel should review the analyses to 
ensure that the modeling is consistent with current 
plant design and operation. In addition to ensuring 
accuracy of the analysis, plant personnel should par 
ticularly review assumptions involved to ensure their 
plausibility and to ensure that the analysis is as realis
tic as possible. 

Recent IREP analyses were periodically reviewed 
by e. team of experienced PRA analysts not directly 
involved in the work. This team was effective in 
improving consistency among the various analyr.is 
teams and in improving the quality of the analyses 
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being performed. Interim atatus report.s were provided 
at the completion of eac)> "Jlajor work product. Each 
was thoroughly reviewed by the independent review 
team. Comments wet$- provided to the team leaders 
and ~orr~tior..-,to the model and improvements to the 
analysee were made as the study progreaeed. This 
helped to ensure high quality analyaea throughout the 
program and helped eliminate errors before they were 
propagated in subsequent tub. 

The emphasis of the review depends upon the 
product undergoing review. Review of the plant famil
iarization activity should focus on how well plant 
information has been integrated, the selection and 
grouping of initiating events, and the identification of 
and success criteria for front-line systema. In particu
lar, adequate documentation should be available to 
support the choice of success criteria. 

Emphasis in the review of the event trees should 
be on the appropriateness of event headillgS and on 
the proper reflection of system and phenomenological 
dependencies in the event tree structure. Phenomeno
logical dependencies are often not well known, and 
assumptions made in this regard should be carefully 
drcumented and reviewed. 

The top events of the fault trees should corre
spond to the converse of the 1uccess criteria defmed in 
the event tree. The entire tree should, of course, be 
reviewed. Particular attention, however, should be 
focused on the top logic of the fault tree. It is in this 
portion of the tree that major logic errors may arise. 
System specific assumptions are often reflected near 
the top ofthe fault tree. Lower in the tree, similar logic 
should appear for similar components. Development 
of the tree should terminate at a level consistent with 
the data available. 



Review of the human reUabillty talk should en
aure thai teat, maintenance, and emergency p~ 
durn have been thoroughly reviewed for potentW 
toUreet of human error. Each component which is 
placed in an inoperabl8 position during testing or 
removed from service during maintenance should 
have human erron in the appropriate fault tree 8880Ci· 
ated with failure to rntore the component to an 
operable 1tate unleu the probability of such errors is 
eo low that they are imignificant. Aaaumptiona auoci· 
ated wlth the human reliabilit1 analysis or accident 
retponae errors should be reviewed, particularly by 
plant peraonnel. to ensure that the scenarios analyzed 
renect expected accident conditions in terme of tim
Ins. information, and actions to be performed. 

The data base review should ensure that plant 
, J>toCularities reflected in licensee event reports are 

Included in the data. The review should pay particular 
attention to the applicability of the events reflected in 
the number of trials involved in demand failure proba
bility calculations. 

Review of the accident sequence analysis activity 
is somewhat more difficult since much of the work is 
performed by the computer. The general approach 
taken by the team, however, should be thoroul§hly 
dlscuslled. Often, accident sequence expressions are 
reduced by truncating probabilistically negligble 
terms from the expression. This aspect of the analysis 
11hould be reviewed in particular, with emphasis on 
truncation values used, when the truncation is per
formed, and the treatment of complement events. 
Truncation values should not exceed 10-e and trunca· 
tion should be performed at the cut set level. Truncat
ed complement equations may be used, if necessary, 
provided they are consistent with the truncated fail· 
ure equations and are developed from the truncated 
system equation. Dominant accident sequences 
should be reviewed to ensure that: 

1. The cut sets actually will cause the sequence to 
occur (each literal causes some equipment/sys
tem to fail; the combination should result in all 
failure~> reflected in the sequence). 

2. Each ever; • in the dominant cut sets is properly 
quanl;ified. 

a. Recovery factors reflect an understanding of 
actions to be taken and of their plausability 
under accident conditions. 

------·-------·------· --·-- -

The uncertainty and ~vity analysis sbouid 
refteet proper 'J'8.IIP5 of values for the data and should 
address major 8II&UIIlptiona made in the analymis. In
sight. developed should reflect major findinp uaoci
ated with the dominant accident sequences and any 
plant peailiarities identified in the study. 

Finally. the final report should be reviewed to 
ensure that: 

1. Findinp -of the .tudy are clearly stated (and 
supported by the analyaia) 

2. Assumptions inherent to the analysis in general 
and related to syatema/sequencea in particular 
are clearly stated 

3. Information pertinent to the calculation of the 
frequency of dominant and near dominant se
quences is presented in sufficient detail to al
low the reader to replicate these calculations. 

Quality assurance and management of the project 
are ongoing throughout the project. They are estimat
ed to entail approximately 12 man-months effort. 

5.2 Reporting 
Reports are desirable at the completion of each 

major work product. Preparation or these reports 
facilitates timely documentation or analyais assump
tions and techniques and forms the bases of review for 
the team leader, plant personnel, and the independent 
review team. 

A recommended list of reports and their timing is 
presented in Table 5.2-1. An informal report consists 
of a letter presenting results of the task and explaining 
their derivation. Interim reports are more formal doc
uments presenting results and explaining their devel
opment in detail. The contanta of these reports 
should, to the extent possible, reflect the contents of 
the appropriate sections of tbe final report. Although 
this requires more effort initially, it facilitates the 
review process and reduces the work necessary to 
prepare the draft report at the conclusion of the study. 

Documentation associated with an IREP ana1ysis 
is substantial ud is a time conauming task. As pre
sented in the previous section. reporting requires 
greater than a man-year of effort. This, however, is 
time well &pent. A well-prepared documentation of 
this thorough analysis will serve as a reference for 
future analyses and decisions to be made by the 
utility. 
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T..,.__5.2·1. Recommended Reporta 

1. Informal Report: Plant familiarization 

2. Fint Interim Report: Plant familiarization, event trees, preliminary front-line 
tyatem fault trees 

3. Second Interim Report: Front-line and support system fault trees, preliminary 
human reliability and data analysis 

4. Informal Report: Initial accident sequence analysis (techniques, initial !""....,ults), 
revised hum.'\n reliability and data analyses 

6. Draft Report: Results and their interpretation 

6. Final Report (ready for publication) 
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2 Months 

6 Months 

9 Months 

12 Months 

15Months 

17 Months 



Part 11. Procedures for an IREP Analysis 

Part I of this guide presented an overview of 
performing and managing an IREP analysis. It is 
intended primarily for managers who may be consid· 
ering performing such an analysis. This part of the 
guide, however, is intended primarily for analysts who 
will be performing the analysis. The purpose is to 
provide, in the context of the analysis as a whole, 
procedures for conducting each major task of the 
analysis. 

To achieve this purpose, this part of the proce· 
dures guide di£1cusses each of the seven major •.asks: 

1. Plant Familiarization 
2. Accident Sequence Delineation 
3. Plant Systems Analysis 
4. Human Reliability and Procedural Analysis 
ll. Data Base Development 
6. Accident Sequence Analysis 
7. !nterpretation and Ana!ysis of Results 

For each task, an overview is presented describing 
the task purpose, scope, and relationship to other 
task!! Information needs and assumptions pertinent 
to the task are also discussed. The overview serves to 
place the task in perspective relative to the other tasks 
and to the analysis as a whole. 

Given this perspective, step-by-step procedures 
are provided for performing each major task. These 
procedures present a logical approach for achieving 
the task's objectives. An identified product corre
sponds to each step in the procedure. The procedure 
contains all of the principal steps involved in perform
ing the task. However, the reader is cautioned not oo 
view this as a "cookbook" exercise. Considerable judg
ment must be exercised by the analyst throughout the 
analysis, and unique situations will undoubtedly arise. 

Further guidance supplementing the procedures 
in methodologically difficult areas is presented in Part 
111 of the guide. Again, this discussion cannot be 
viewed as complete. New problems undoubtedly arise 
which the analysts will have to solve. Part III of the 
guide provides guidance for solving some of the prob
lems found in previous analyses. 

Concluding the discussion of each major task is a 
section detailing information to be included in the 
report of the task. Included are representative prod
ucts from completed IREP analyses to provide addi
tional insight into the desired prod1.1.cts and format. 

In many instances limitations are placed on the 
scope and depth of the analysis. In some cases, these 
are based on experience which has shown additional 
detail to be probabilistically unimportant. In other 
cases, such as the treatment of recovery. analysis is 
limited to potentially significant sequences. In a few 
instances the methodology is not sufficiently devel
oped to facilitate analysis of a particular area in a 
manner consistent with the rest of the analvsis. 

Although limitations often exist, many of them 
are not inherent limitations to the application of PRA 
techniques. If desired, the analyst could investigate 
these areas in greater depth using similar techniques. 
This portion of the guide details procedlll . s consistent 
with the scope and depth of previous ffiEP analyses. 

The procedures reflect the assumptions to be 
made and the steps to be performed to conduct an 
analysis of similar scope to past IREP analyses. If 
analyses of a broader scope are considered-for exam
ple, inclusion of external events, expanded treatment 
of common modes, or expanded treatment of cognitive 
human errors-the assumptions, guidelines, and pro· 
cedures should be reexamined. 

A summary o~ the procedural steps and products 
is contained in Section 8 of this part of the document. 

1. Plant Familiarization 

1.1 Overview of the Plant 
Familiarization Task 

1.1.1 Purpose 
An IREP analysis integrates diverse sources of 

information and analyses to perform a detailed analy
sis of reactor systems and accident sequences. To 
efficiently and effectively conduct the analysis, it is 
important that the analysts initially gain an overall 
familiarity with the facility and that s preliminary 
identification of models to be constructed be made. 
The purpose t.f the plant familiariz&tion task is to 
develop this familiarity and to establish the founda
tion for subsequent modeling activities by identifying 
the initiating events to be considered in the analysis, 
the systems to be model~d, and the dependencies 
among systems and their support systems. 
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1.1·~2 Procluc* 
The product. of the plant familiarization task 

UHd in subHq:uent portions of the analyaiB are as 
follows: 

1. A lat of initiating event. to be included in the 
analysis srouped according to common miti
satiDJ eyetem requirement&. 

2. A table ehowing mitigating system success cri
teria for each initiating event sroup. 

3. A lilt of ayatems needed to respond to one or 
more initiating events; these are termed "front
line 11yatema" and correspond to the systems 
defined in the success criteria. 

4. A lint of systems which oupport one or more of 
the front-line systems; these are termed "sup
port systems." 

5. A table showing dependencies between front
line &t:Jd support systsms and among support 
systems. 

Examples of these products from previous IREP ana
lyses are contained in Section 1.3 below. 

1.1.3 Reletlonehlp to Other Tasks 
The plant familiarization task is the initial task of 

the analysis. The products of this task are used in the 
accident sequence delineation and plant systems anal
ysis tasks. 

The list of grouped initiating events corresponds 
to the initiating events in the event trees constructed 
in the accident sequence delineation task. One event 
tree is generally constructed for each initiating event 

group. The headings of a particular event tree corre
spond to the front-line systems responding to the 
initiating event group. This information is CODtained 
in the table showing system success criteria for each 
initiating event group. 

The &ts of front-line and support systems corre
spond to all systems to be modeled in the plant 
systems analysis task. Success criteria contained in 
the system success criteria table are transformed into 
the corresponding statement of system failure which 
is the "top event" of the appropriate front-line system 
fault tree. Success criteria for the &\lpport systems is 
not a product of the plant familiarization task. These 
must be developed in the context of the front-line 
system model. However, fault trees are constructed for 
all systems in the support systems list, and they are 
attached to the appropriate front-line and support 
system/support system systems as shown in the front
line support-system and support system dependency 
tables. 

These interrelationships are summarized in Table 
J..l-1. There is no input from other tasks since this is 
the first task of the analysis. Task products are listed 
along with the corresponding tasks using each prod
uct. 

1. 1.4 Information Needs 
This being the initial task in the analysis, no 

information from other tasks is used. The info1..:l&tion 
needs for this task are as follows: 

1. Final Safety Analysis Report. 
2. Licensee Event Reports for the plant under 

study and for other plants of similar design. 

Table 1.1·1. Plant Familiarization Task Relationships 

Input From 
Other Tasks Products 

None 1. Initiating events list, grouped by mitigat-
ing requirements 

2. System succesE~ criteria 

3. Front-line systems list 

4. Support systems list 

5. System dependency diagrams 
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Other Tasks 
Using Products 

Accident Sequence Delineati!:n--one event tree 
for each initiating event group 

Accident Sequence Delina'ltion-defines head
ings for each eve"t tree 

Plant Systems Analysis-defines systems to be 
modeled 

Plant Systems Analyeis--defines systems to be 
modeled 

Plant Systems AnalysiR-defmes context for 
support system modeling 
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3. EPRI NP-2230, .. ATWS; A Reappraisal-Part 
· 3, Frequency of AnticipRted Transients {3]". 
4. Analyaea, if any, pertinent to the selection of 

succeu criteriiL 

Section 1.2 discussea the use of thi& information to 
perform this wk. 

1.1.5 Scope 
The invettigation of initiating events performed 

in this task is limited to those events associated with 
internal plant equipment. The only exception to this 
is loss of offsite power. Environmental initiating 
events such as tornados, wind, ice, etc., are generally 
excluded as are events such as earthquakes, fires, and 
floods. The resulting list of initiating events should be 
viewed 88 preliminary. Additional tasks will yield 
more insight which could modify the list. Full power 
operation placett the most severe requirements on 
responding systems. As a result, transients are 88-

aumed to occur at full power; events occurring at cold 
shutdown are generally not included in the analysis. 

The system success criteria should be as realistic 
as possible. One purpose of an IREP analysis is to 
perform as realistic an analysis of the plant as is 
practical. As such, excess conservatism should be 
avoided. Often, specific analysis may be necessary to 
ascertain the most realistic success criteria. The time 
necessary to obtain this information may necessitate 
using information from the FSAR in the tables pro
duced in this task, recognizing that these may be 
modified later as more documentation becomes avail
able. 

Areas requiring closer investigation, such as cer
tain success criteria, should be identified as early as 
possible in this analysis. Work should begin to resolve 
these areas as soon as possible. Lacki.ng more specific 
information, however, a conservative assumption 
should be made and work should progress. 

1. 1.6 Assumptions and Guidelines 
The investigation of support system faults which 

could result in a reactor trip and which could affect 
the reliability of mitigating systems (Step 8, below) is 
limited to a postulation of single faults. This analysis, 

while not complete, identifies many of these potential
ly important faults. Further analysis would be ex
tremely time consuming and many multiple faults are 
expected to be probabilistically insignificant. 

1.2 Plant Familiarization 
Procedures 

The plant familiarization task involves l3 steps. 
Figure 1.2-1 illustrates the interrelationships among 
the various steps of this task. 

Figure 1.2-·1. Step Relationships for Plant Familiarization 
Task 

1.2. 1 Description of Each Plant 
Familiarization Procedural Step 
Function/System Relationships 

Step 1. Identify the systems performing each function 
important to preventing or mitigating the 
consequences of a core melt following a loss· 
of-coolant accident or transient initiating 
event. 

]?ascription: The functions to be performed following 
e. LOCA or transient in pressurized and boiling water 
reactom are discussed in Part III. The functions to be 
performed following a LOCA are summarized as fol
lows [6]: 
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LOCA FUNCTIONS 

PWR 

A. Render reactor &ubcritical 

B. Remove core decay heat 
1. During injection phase 
2. During recir~~dation phase 

C. Protect containment from overpressure due 
to steam evoiution 

1. During injection phase 
2. During recirculation phase 

D. Scrub radioactive material from containment 
atmosphere 
1. During injection phase 
2. During recirculation phase 

The functions to be performed following a transient 
are summarized as follows [6]: 

BWR 

A. Render reactor subcri~ical 

B. Remove core decay heat 

C. Protect containment from overpressure due 
to steam evolution 

1. Early 
2. Late 

D. Scrub radioactive material from containment 
atmosphere 

TRANSIENT FUNCTIONS 

PWR 

A. Render reactor subcriticai 

B. Remove core decay .1eat 
l. Environment heat sink 
2. Containment heat sink 

C. Protect reactor coolant system from 
overpressure failure 

D. Protect containment from overpressure due 
to steam evolution 

E. Scrub radioactive material from containment 
atmosphere 

The effort to develop a simple, complete catalogue 
of accidents involving a reactor core is facilitated by 
distinguishing between front-line systems and sup
port systems (see step 2). Front-line systems are those 
which perform the functions listed above. Examples of 
such systems include the reactor protection system, 
the core spray and low pressure coolant injection 
systems, and the containment spray and fan cooler 
systems. 

Using information from the Final Safety Analysis 
Report supplemented by discussions with plant per
sonnel or systems information from the plant, identify 
the systems performing each plant function tabulated 
above. 
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BWR 

A. Render reactor subcritical 

B. Remove core decay heat 
1. Environment h{'at sink 
2. Containment heat sink 

C. Protect reactor coolant system from 
overpressure failure 

D. Protect containment from overpressure due 
io steam evolution 

E. Scrub radioactive material from containment 
atmosphere 

Product: List of systems performing each function. 

Step 2. Identify supporting systems for each system 
identified above (in Step 1). 

Description: For each system identi.fied in the preced
ing step, identify those support Slstems required to 
faciliate operation of the system in response to a 
LOCA c.r transient. Sur.n systems stmeraliy actu1:1te 
the fr-ont-lir-e system, supply motive and control pow
er, supply component or room C()IJling, and supply 
other ser•;ices. Where system operation requires oper
ator ..:untrcl, consider the operators as a "support 
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sys~m" in the aenae that they !acilitate .system re
lpollle to the initiating event. Information needed to 
perform this step is contained in the Final Safety 
Analysis Report. This may be supp~mented by dis. 
CUIIJions with plant personnel or system information 
supplied by the plant. 

Further. identify any other support systems upon 
which these support systems depend. 

Product: List of support systems for each system 
performing a LOCA or transient function 
and systems upon which support systems 
depend. 

Initiating Events 

Step 3. Identify ranges of loss-of-coolant accidents. 

Description: The primary coolant system contains 
piping of various sizes. The IREP analysis examines 
accident sequences initiated by postulated pipe 
breaks ranging from the smallest LOCA for which 
emergency systems would be required to respond 
(those for which the coolant loss rate exceeds the 
capacity of the normal makeup system) up to and 
including the largest piping in the primary system. 
Using information contained in the Final Safety Anal
ysis Report and plant drawings, identify these ex
tremes. 

The lower bound on the break area for the class of 
smallest LOCAs may be significant. Small leaks and 
very small line breaks are .-ather common in reactor 
coolant systems. Thus the assessed frequency of oc
currenc.'e of the smallest LOCA class is likely to be a 
sensitive function of the minimum break area. This 
may prove to be important to the calculated risk. Thus 
some care should be taken in identifying the smallest 
LOCA sizes which would lead (realistically) to core 
melt if emergency core cooling fails. 

In addition, subdivide the range of LOCAs into 
classes for which plant response, in terms of systems 
and the required subsystem operability, is the same. 
This information is contained in the Final Safety 
Analysis Report or may be found in analyses of partic
ular events performed by the vendor or the utility. 

Product: List of LOCA break sizes. 

Step 4. Identify locations of potential loss-of-coolant 
accidents in systems which interface with the 
primary coolant system. 

Description: Loss-of-coolant accidents may occur in 
piping which is normally isolated from the primary 

system but which, because of failure of isolation, could 
become part of the primary system. A loss-of-coolant. 
accident in such systems is not likely unless the sys
tem is a low pressure &yP>tem. If, however. low pressure 
piping is exposed to primary system pre:;;sure, rupture 
of the piping could ~..ccur. 

Identify all aySt.t:;i..olS which interface with the pri
mary system. For these systems. search for paths 
through which primary system coolant could enter low 
pressure piping should isolation valves fail to be or 
remain closed. The analyst notes in this search flow
Jimiting orifices which could reduce pressure of the 
intruding primary coolant flow. 

Most interfacing systems contain some low pres
sure piping. Thus, all are potential LOCA sources. 
However, "'generally if more than two independent 
failures must occur before reaching the low p>·essure 
piping or if orifices must fail, the probability of &uch a 
LOCA will be negligible and need not be considered in 
the analysis. List all systems in which such an inter· 
facing system LOCA could occur. Note which of these 
could occur outside containment, and note which 
could be isolated. 

Product: Interfacing systems LOCA list. 

Step 5. Identify LOCA break locations which could 
disable or partially disable responding sys
tems. 

Description: For breaks in certain locations in the 
primary system, the functionability of emergency 
cooiant injection systems may be impaired due to the 
injected coolant flowing out the break rather than 
onto the core. Examples of this could be a cold leg 
break in which flow from one accumulator or low 
pressure injection sys~m line may be diverted out the 
break. Such situations influence the calculation of 
accident Requence frequencies both in terms of the 
initiating ev~nt frequency and of the probability of 
successful mitigation. 

Two special uses deserve mention. One involves a 
loss-of-coolant accident whORe symptoms do not actu
ate the Safety Features Actuation System. An exam
ple could be a LOCA initiated by rupture of a reactor 
pump seal. In such a CS!!.e, manual actuation of the 
mitigating systems may be required. Another involve:; 
a less-of-coolant accident outside the emergency core 
cooling des4"·1 envelope. An example of this would be 
gross ruptllle of the reactor vessel. In such a case, it is 
genarally assumed that the emergency coolant injec
tion systems ~ not adequate to prevent core melt. 

An additional possibility could be a break lOCSltion 
where, because of entrapment volumes below the 
break, flow would not reach the sump. In sucn cases, 
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operability of recirculation system& could be impaired 
if containment spray systems have failed. 

Survey the primary coolant system to identity any 
such break location~. Note the effect on the system& 
which supply emergency coolant and note any other 
peculi&r reaponae characteristics. 

Product: List of LOCAl which impact mitigating sys· 
tems. 

Step 6. Ident\fy applioable transients from the list of 
11standard" transients. 

!ill.cription: The Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) has classified and estimated generic occur
rence rates for transient event initiators at nuclear 
power plantii in EPRI NP-2230 [3]. This work serves 
as a starting point from which to estimate the types 
and frequencies of transients to be expected in the 
subject plant. Tabulate which of the transients in the 
EPRllist are applicable to the plant and indicate their 
generic occurrence frequency. 

Product: List of 11standard" transients for this partic
ular plant. 

Step 7. Review plant history to identify additional 
transient initiating events. 

Description: The plant may be susceptible to tran
sients other than those listed in. EPRI NP-2230. Re
view the licensee event reports from the plant and 
from plants of similar design and discuss the plant's 
operating history with plant personnel to ascertain 
whether transients other than those identified in Step 
6 have occurred or could occur. Add these to the list of 
transient initiating events. 

Product: List of plant-specific transient initiating 
events. 

Step 8. Identify support system faults which could 
cause the reactor to trip and which could 
affect responding systems. 

Description: Some transient events may be initiated 
by component failures in support systems which could 
not only initiate the incident but also affect the opera
bility of systems needed to respond to the event. 
These dependencies for such transient initiating 
events influence the calculation of accident sequence 
frequencies. 

Postulate single faults in each support system 
identified in Step 2. Ascertain (1) whether the fault 
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would cause the reactor to trip and, if so, (2) whether 
the reliability' of any of the front-line syt:tems re
sponding to the transient would be affectai. if both 
conditions art! satisfied, add the fault to the list of 
transient initiating events to be analyzed. 

Such faults must ftr5t of all cause the reactor to 
trip. Otherwise, the plant systems would not be called 
upon to respond, and the event would not be of 
interest to this analysis. If the reliability of ~ponding 
systems is not also affected by the fault. the fault can 
be grouped with other plant transients requiring the 
same mitigating systems and need not be given special 
consideration in the quantification process. 

Support system faults are most readily evaluated 
on a train level, e.g., loss of particular ac or de buses or 
loss of a component cooling loop or cooling to a 
particular room. It is at this level that the effects on 
mitigating systems is most readily discernible. To 
calculate the frequency of such events, however, the 
contributions of individual component failure rates 
must often be evaluated. These are then combined to 
give train-level failure rates. 

Additional support system initiating events may 
be discovered in subsequent tasks when developing 
the system fault trees, examining support system/ 
front-line system interfaces, or reviewing plant proce
dures. Any such events should be added to the set of 
initiating events for the analyRis. 

Product: List of transients initiaterl by support sys
tem faults. 

Mitigating System Requirements 

Step 9. Identify mitigating system requirements for 
each LOCA size and location. 

Description: Fundamental to the development of 
plant models in subsequent tasks is the identification 
of mitigating E!ystems and success criteria for each 
LOCA and transient initiating event. For each of the 
LOCAs identified in Steps 3 - 5, identify the combina
tions of systems called upon to perform each plant 
function (a subset of the systems from Step 1) and the 
number of trains of the system needed to successfully 
perform the function (e.g., one out of two core spray 
loops). This information may be found in the Final 
Safety Analysis Report. 

The objective of the IREP study is to use realistic 
analyses of accident phenomenology. Thus it is unnec
essary to employ licensing conservatism in the identi
fication of mitigation requirements often found in the 
FSAR. If more realistic analyses have been performed, 
the results should be used. However, realistic analyses 
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of emergency oore cooling system (1 . !CS) require
ments may not be available. It may be more efficient 
to proceed with the analysis employing the CODHrva
tive licensing criteria to define ECCS requirements, 
but to note instances of suspected coDHrvatiama. If 
after the initial assessment of accident sequence fre
quencies the conservatisma are predicted to influence 
the core melt frequency significantly, more refined 
ECCS success/failure criteria should be performed. 

Product: Table of LOCA mitigating systema and suc
cess criteria. 

Step 10. Identify mitigating system requirements for 
each transient initiating event. 

Description: This step is analogous to Step 9. For 
each transient initiating event identified in Steps 6 - 8, 
identify the combinations of systems called upon to 
perform each plant function and the associated sys
tem success criteria. Success criteria should be as 
realistic as poBSible, but the analysis should not be 
halted while realistic calculations are performed. 
Rather, conservative assumptions should be made 
which may be relaxed later, if necessary and appropri
ate. 

Product: Table of transient mitigating systems and 
success criteria. 

Initiating Event Groups 

Step 11. Group LOCA initiating events according to 
common mitigating system requirements. 

Description: Using the results of Step 9, group LOCA 
initiating events according to common mitigating sys
tem requirements. That is, group all LOCAs in which 
the systems responding to the LOCA and the success 
criteria associated with each system are the same. In 
pressurized water reactors (PRWs) this can generally 
be done by effective break size. In boiling water reac
tors (BWRs) whether the break is a liquid or steam 
line break is also generally a determining factor. 
LOCAs involving interfacing systems or in locations 
affecting the operability of responding systems often 
cannot be grouped with others and form their own 
separate groups. 

This grouping forms the basis for the develop
ment of event trees and the quantification of accident 
sequence frequencies. One event tree is developed for 
each LOCA group. Generally a frequency is estab
lished for each group, and calculation of the sequence 
frequency is performed using this frequency. 

Product !..ist of grouped LOCA initiating events. 

Step 12. G1 :\UP transient initia.ting event& according 
to common m.itigatiug :sy&tem .requirements. 

Description: This step is analogous to "3tep 11. Group 
all transients in which the systems responding to ~e 
transient and the success criteria asaociated with each 
system are the same. Transients initiated by support 
system faults often cannot be grouped with others 
because of their effects on the reliability of the miti
gating systems. 

Product: List of grouped tfansient iuitiating events. 

Task Products 

Step 13. Summarize task products for the b.sk report. 

Description: The five products of the plant familiar
ization task are listed below. The first product corre
sponds to the products of Steps 11 and 12. System 
success criteria tables summarizing success criteria for 
each LOCA and transient initiating event group are 
developed by combining the groupings with the miti
gating system requiremanta specified in Steps 9 and 
10. 

The list of front-line aystema for the analysis 
corresponds to those systems listed on the tables 
summarizing the system succeaa criteria. (Note: This 
list may not correspond to the list developed in Step 1. 
For example, the standby liquid control &yatem may 
perform a reactor subcriticality function in BWRs, 
but it U:'lY not shut down the reactor quickly enough 
to adequately respond to any of the initiating event. 
identified for the analysis.) In some CBBe8 the aam.e 
system may be called upon tn perform different func
tions with different success criteria. If so, multiple 
success criteria should be noted on the front-line 
system list. For the purposes of the systems analysis. 
these art! analyzed as separate cases. Each must be 
analyzed. 

The list of support systems corresponds to the 
support systems from Step 2 for each front-line and 
support system. Finally. front-line system/support 
system and support system/support system depen
dencies are summarized in tabular or diagram form. 

Products: 
1. List of LOCA and transient initiating events 

grouped according to mitigating system re
quirements. 

2. Table summarizing system success criteria for 
each LOCA and transient initiating event 
group. 
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3. L~t of front-line systems. 
4. List of support systems. 
5. Table/diagram relating front-line/support sys

tem ~nd support system/support system de
pendencies. 

1.3 Plant Familiarization 
Documentation and 
Example Products 

The documentation associated with the plant fa
miliarization task should clearly present the logical 
thought process used in performing the task. This 
process involves the identification of plant functions 
and system relRtionships, the identification of LOCA 
and transient initiating events, and the grouping of 
initiating events according to common mitigating sys
tem requirements and the system success criteria 
associated with each initiating event group. In addi
tion, areas for further investigation and refinement in 
subsequent portions of the study should be document
ed. This section suggests information to be document
ed upon completion of this task and includes exantple 
products from previous analyses. This report consti
tutes the informal report on the plant familiarization 
task to be reviewed approximately two months after 
beginning the analysis. 

1.3. 1 Plant Functions and Systems 
Relationships 

The initial efturt of this task is the idP.ntification 
of plant functions and relationships between plant 
systems and functions and among the systems. The 
functions selected for preventing core melt and for 
mitigating the consequences should a core melt occur 
should be documented. A list, such as in Table 1.3-1, 
relating plant systems to the functions they perform 
should be provided. Accompanying the list should be a 
discussion of the sources of information used in its 
development. A subset of these systems, as identified 
in Step 13, comprises the set of front-line systems for 
the analysis. List these as well (see Table 1.3-2). A 
brief explanation of why certain systems on the func
tion/system list are not front-line systems should be 
included if there are any such systems. 

The dependencies among front-line systems and 
their support systems should also be documented. For 
the purposes of this task, a table such as Table 1.3-3 
would suffice along with a discussion of how the 
dependencies were identified. From this table, a list
ing, such as in Table 1.3-4, of support systems to be 
analyzed in the plant systems analysis task should be 
compiled. 
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Table 1.3-1 Transient Function/System 
Index 

TranFient 
Function 

Reactor Subcriticality 

Core Cooling 

Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) 
Overpressut•e Pro
tection/RCS Integrity 

System(s) 

a. Reactor Protection 
System 

b. High Pwssure Injection 
System• 

a. Power Conversion 
System 

b. Emergency Feedwater 
System 

c. High Pressure Injection 
System & Pressurizer 
Safety Relief Valves 

Pressurizer Safety Relief 
Valves 

RCS Inventory Makeup High Pressure Inje,:tion 
System 

Containment 
Overpressure 
Protection 

Radioactivity Removal 

a. RePctor BuiJding Spray 
System 

b. Reactor Building Cool
ing System 

Reactor Building Spray 
System 

•The high pressure injection system may only perform 
reactor subcriticality if the reactor coolant system compo
nents survive the overpressure transient following reactor 
protection system failure. 

Adapted from Reference [8]. 

Table 1.3-2. List of Front-Line Systems 
Reactor Protection System 

Core Flood System 

High Pressure Injection/Recirculation 

Low Pressure Injection/Recirculation 

Reactor Building Spray Injection/Recirculation 

Reactor Building Cooling Sy~tem 

Power Conversion System 

Emergency Feedwater System 

Pressurizer Safety Relief Valves 



... ~ 
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------------------------------------~--------~~-----------Table 1.3-3. Front-una SyNmt u SUpport Syttems o..-ndenciH 

front UM .,....,. .. 

Core Flood B.,.tem 

Hlth PrHHre lnjeodon I 
Reolrouletlon 

Low p,....,,. Injection/ 
Recirculation 

Reutor lullcllnt Spray 
ln)ectlon! Reolroullltlon 

Reutat lk:lldbg Cooling 
lyatem 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I 

' 

I I I I 

I I I 
I 

I I 

I I ' 

' 
Emereenoy Feedwater lyaem I I I 

1 I 

I I 
I i 

I I ; I 

I I 

Note: All,..,.,......,.. fGr ................. - ... of ...... power. 

Adapted from Reference {8]. 

I 

I ' 
I 

I I 

I I I I 

I I 

I 

I 

I 
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T•ble 1 .. 3-4. List of SUpport Syetern• 

Offeite ac Power 

Dietel ac Generators 

125V de Power 

Engineered Safeguards Actuation Syatem 

Emersency Feedwater Initiation and Control System 

Service Water System 

Inatrument Air System 

Integrated Control System 

Intermediate Cooling System 

ac Switchgear Room Cooling 

de Switchgear Room Cooling 

High Pressure P~mp Room Cooling 

Low Preuure/Spray Pump Room Cooling 

Nonnuclear Instrumentation Power 

1.3.2 Initiating Events 
The selection of initiating events, both LOCAs 

and tranaients, is a major product of this task. These 
should be clearly identified, and the selection process 
documented to establish the basis for developing 
event trees and determining initiating event frequen
cies in aub&equent tasks. This effort may be summa
rized in a table, such as the one shown in Table 1.3-5, 
produced in Step 13. This table lists all initiating 
events to be used in the analysis. 

The identification of LOCA initiators involves 
several different steps. First of all, the range of piping 
diameter in the primary systems should be document
ed and, in particular, how the smallest LOCA size was 
chosen should be discussed. The search for potential 
interfacing LOCAs should be documented by listing 
the systems interfacing with the primary system and 
how they were assessed for inclusion as initiating 
events. This should provide the reader with a clear 
understanding of why some were chosen and others 
were not. For the example in Table 1.3-5, no interfac
ing LOCAs were selected for further anal:~.rsis. Fmally, 
any particular break locations which could adversely 
affect the initiating systems should be noted, and 
these effects should be discussed. 

The selection of transient initiating events may be 
documented by reproducing the list of initiators found 
in EPRI NP-2230 and noting which are applicable for 
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the planL A brief explanation for those not fOUDd to 
be applicable abould be provided. Thoee events added 
to this list aa a result of the review of the plant's 
operating history should be discussed, and the events 
Ahould be summarized. Finally, the review of support 
ayatems for single faults which could both cause a 
plant trip and advemely affect the reliability of the 
mitigating 8)'81;em should be discussed. 

Table 1.3-5. lniUaUng Events to be Used 
In the Analyslt 

Initiating 
Event 

Designator Description 

B(1.2) LOCA with a O.SB to 1.2 in. equivalent 
diameter break 

8(1.66) LOCA with a 1.2 to 1.66 in. equivalent 
diameter break 

B(4) LOCA with a 1.66 to 4 in. equivalent 
diameter break 

B(lO) LOCA with a 4 to 10 in. equivalent diam
eter break 

B(13.5) LOCA with a 10 to 13.5 in. equivalent 
diameter break 

B(> 13.5) LOCA with an equivalent di.ameter 
break greater than 13.5 in. 

T(LOP) Loss of offsite power transient 

T(PCS) Transient initiated by a total interrup
tion of main feedwater 

T(FIA) All other transients which do not affect 
front-line systems significantly 

T(A3) Transient initiated by a failure of a~ 
power bus A3 

T{B5) Transient initiated by a failure of ac 
power bus B5 

T(DOl) Transient initiated by a failure of de 
power bus DOl 

T(D02} Transtent initiated by a failure of de 
power bus 002 

T(LOSW) Transient initiated by failuro of Service 
Water Valve CV -3824 

Adapted from Reference [8). 
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1.3.3 Mitigating Sy81.,.., Succeu 
Crtterle, and lnltletJng Event Groupings 

The final significant product o( this task is the 
grouping of initiating eventa by mitigating system 
rf!Quirementt and the identification of mitigating sys
tem euccet~ criteria for e~h initiating event group. 
How the mitigating sys' .eme for each initiating event 
were identified should be described as well u the 
prOcess of grouping the initiating events. This process 
may be summarized by listing the LOCA break size 
ranges to be considered and by listing the transients in 
each transient initiating event group. An example is 
shown in Table 1.3-6 listing the EPRI NP-801{7] 
transients (the source used in the analysis from which 
the example was taken) in each of these initiating 
event groups. 

This discu&~on should provide references md support 
for each .W."Ce&&l crit.eric-n and note which ones are 
thought to be eoDBei!V&tive and those which are to be 
further investigated. This information may be swn
Dl8l'ized in a ta».b1e such as the one shown in Table 
1.3-7. 

This being the initial stage of the analysis, ·there 
will undoubtedly be a number of questions which need 
to be answered and assumptions req'Uiring further 
substantiation before the analysts feel comfortable 
with the products of this task. The analysis must 
proceed, but a listing of iteJDB for further investigation 
should be compiled and the plan for addressing each 
should be discussed. 

The selection of mitigating system success criteria 
for each initiating event group should be discussed. 

Table 1.3-6. Grouped EPRI NP-801 
Transient Initiating Events Requiring an 
Immediate Rapid Reactor Shutdown 

Transient 
Designator 

T(LOP) 

T(PCS) 

T(FIA) 

Description 

Loss of offsite power 

Total interruption of 
the Power Conversion 
System (main feedwater) 

All other transients 
which do not affect 
front-line systems 
significs.ntly 

EPRI 
NP-801 

Transients 
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16, 17,• 18, 
20, 21, 22, 
24, 25, 29, 
30 

1, 2, 3, s. 
10, 14, 15, 
17,• 33, 34, 
37, 38, 39, 
23 

One feed water pump will be lost on a MSIV closure of one 
steam generator loop. Both feedwater pumps <:OUJd be lost 
depending on the position of a trip selector switch in the 
control room. Therefore, since it is a 50-50 chance of losing 
both pumps, half of #l7's frequency falls in T(PCS) and 
half of T(FIA). 

Adapted from Reference [8]. 
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Table 1.3-7. LOCA Success Criteria 

LOCA Size 

7.9E-4- 0.008 ft2 

.38 in.-1.2 in. D 
Stuck Open 
ERV - 0.0056 ft2 

Max. recorded RCP 
seal failure 0.0035 ft2 

0.008 - 0.015 ft2 

1.2 - 1.66 in. D 
Stuck Opa-;--
Pa Safet?; 
0.0145 rt 

0,015-0.087 (t2 

1.66 -4 ii'l. D 

0.087 - 0.66 ft2 

4- 10 ln. D 

0.55 - 1.0 ft2 

~~ 

>I ft2 

>,!!!A. in. D 

Reactor 
.Subcriticality 

2:6 control rod 
groups inserted into 
the core by the reac
tor protection aye
tem (Rp.:;)• 

N•·T-

Injection Phase 

Containment 
Overpl'eiiSure 

Protection 

Due to Steam 

Evolution 

1/2 reactor bldg. 
spray injection 
(RBSI) OR 1/4 reac
tor bldg. ran coolers 
(RBCS} 

Post 
Ac:cldent 

Radioactivity 

Removal 

Emergency 

Core 

Cooling 

1/2 RBSI 1/3 high pressure in
jection (HPIS) and 
1/2 aafety/relief' 
valves (SRV) OR 1/ 
3 HPIS and 1/2 
emergency feedwater 
lEFS) 

2/3 HPIS and 1/2 
SRV OR 1/3 HPIS 
and 1/2 EFS 

l/3HPIS 

1/3 HPIS and l/2 
low preaure injec
tion (LPIS) 

1/2 LPIS and 1/2 
cote Oood tanks 
(CFS) 

1/2 LPIS and 2/2 
CFS 

Containment 

~ 
Protection 

Due to Steam 

EvolutioD 

1/2 reactor bldg. 
spray t"'eci:tc. 
(RBSR) aud aurup 
mWng with 1/3 
HPRS and 1/2 
LPRS heat ochang
er OR 1/4 RBCS 

1/2 RB-~R and sump 
mixing with 1/2 
LPRS heat uchang
er OR 1/4 RBCS 

1 

Recirculation Pbale 

Pa.t 
Accident 

Redioactivity 

Removal 

l/2RBSR 

Bmerpney 
Core 

Coolin& 

1/3 hilh PreiiUle Ndrc. 
(HPRS) and 1/2 LPRS 
beat ucbanpr OR 112 EFS 
(durin& ifUect.lon pb.t) 
and 112 deaay hMt nmo¥*1 
ayetem 

1/3 HRPS and 1/2 LPRS 
heat e~cllaJIIIIr 

1 
1/2 low prea~~ure nclrc. 
(LPRS) 

•The HP IS can perform reactor aubcriticality by injecting borated water in the event of RPS failure. However, since operation of the HPlS cannot prevent the 
pressure transient associated with RPS failure, the HPIS should not be considered a reactor subcriticality front·Jine system. 

Adapted frotn Reference [8) 
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2. Accident Sequence 
Delineation 

2.1 Overview of the Accident 
Sequence Delineation Task 

2.1.1 Purpo~e 
An IREP analysis consists of an evaluation of 

accident sequences-initiating eventa followed by 
combinations of successful and/or unsuccessful opera
tions of responding systems-which could lead to core 
melt. Event tree models are constructed to delineate 
the appropriate accident sequences to be analyzed. 
The purpose of this task is to develop both functional 
and systemic event trees delineating accident se
quences to be analyzed. 

2.1.2 Products 
The products of the accident sequence delineation 

task are as follows: 

1. Functional event trees for plant response to 
loss-of-coolant accidents. 

2. Functional event trees for plant response to 
transient initiating events. 

3. Systemic event trees, one for each initiating 
event group (defined in the plant familiariza
tion task). 

4. Descriptions of each functional accident se
quence, each systemic event tree and its events, 
and interrelationships reflected in the struc
ture of each systemic event tree. 

Examples of these products from previous IREP ana
lyses are contained in Section 2.3 below. 

2.1.3 Relationship to Other Tasks 
The initiating event groups for which event trees 

are to be constructed are identified in the plant fatnil
iarization task. Specifically, the plant familiarization 
task produced lists of LOCA and transient initiating 
events grouped according to common mitigating sys
tem requirements. These lists define the event trees to 
be constructed in this task, one for each initiating 
event group. In addition, the systern success criteria 
tables produced in the plant familiarization task for 
each initiating event group define the functions and 

front-lirie systems which appear as headings of the 
appropriate functional and :Systemic event t.rePs. Thus 
the basic information needed to becin t.b event 
trees-the initiating events and l'elpOnding functions 
and systems-is identif'Jed by the preceding task. 

Several of the pt"oducts of this task are used 
subsequently in the analysis. The systemic event trees 
define the accident sequences to be analyzed in the 
accident sequence analysis. task. The frequency of 
each core-melt accident sequence ia quantified by 
combining initiating :!venta with the appropriate sys· 
tem fault trees as defined by the event tree. 

The event descriptions accompanying each sys
temic event tree specify the conditiolUI under which 
the plant system models are to be developed in the 
plant systems analysis task. These must be clearly 
specified to ensure that the system models are consis
tent with the event tree structure to facilitate proper 
accident sequence analysis. They also provide guid· 
ance to the accident sequence analyst ahould he need 
to consider any special conditions .among eventa. 

These interrelationships are summarized in Table 
2.1-1 in which the input from other tasks are related to 
their use in this task and the products are related to 
other tasks using the products. 

2. 1.4 Information Needs 
The foUowing information, which are products of 

the plant familiarization task, is neede<!: 

1. List of LOCA initiating events grouped accord
ing to mitigating requirements. 

2. List of transient initiating events grouped ac
cording to mitigating requirements. 

3. System success criteria for LOCA initiating 
event groups. 

4. System success criteria for transient initiating 
event groups. 

Other information pertinent to the performance of 
this task includes the Final Safety Analysis Report, 
simitar analyses of this or a similar plant, analyses 
relating containment phenomenology to plant sy5tem 
operability durir.g core-melt seq~ences. emergency 
operating procedures for the events under question, 
and supplemental methodological information con
tained in Part III of this guide. 

How this information is used in the steps per
formed in this task is discussed in Section 2.2. 



! 
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Inputa From Use in 
Other Tub Thia Tuk". 

1. List of LOCA initiating Identif"tea number and 
eventl grouped accord- type of LOCA aystemic 
iq to mitigating re- event trees to be con-
quiremenu (plant fa- atructed. 
mUiarilation tuk). 

2. List of traDJient initiat- Identifies number and 
1111 eventa srouped ac- type of transient sya-
cording U> mitigating re- temic event trees to be 
qulrementa (plant constructed. 
familiarization task). 

3. Table summarizing ays· Identifies front-line sys-
tem success criteria for tems to be used as event 
each LOCA initiating headings on appropriate 
event group '(plant fa- LOCA systemic event 
miliarization task). trees. 

4. Table aummarizing ays- Identifies front-line ays-
tem succeas criteria for tems to be used as event 
each tranaient initiating headings on appropriate 
event group (plant fa· transient s~rstemic event 
miliarization task). trees. 

2.1.5 Scope 
The event trees constructed in this task should 

reflect not only systems whose operability influences 
whether an accident sequence results in core melt, but 
also systems whose operability influences the conse
quences of the accident sequence. Some systems, such 
as those associated with containment overpressure 
protection and postaccident radioactivity removal, 
may affect only the timing and magnitude of radioac
tive material released without affecting the possibility 
of core melt. Such systems should be included on the 
event tree ~ven though the emphasis of the IREP 
analysis is only on core- melt sequences. For further 
use of the analysis, the incorporation of consequence 
distinctions in the event tree may prove useful. 

In addition to functional and system interrela· 
tionships, the event tree structure should reflect possi
ble phenomenological considerations which may in
fluence core conditions, system operability, and/or 
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11. 

2. 

3. 

CtberTasb 
Products Uaing Products 

LOCA functional event 
trees. 

Transient functional 
event trees. 

Systemic event trees for Accident Sequence 
each LOCA and tran- Analysis-defines initi-
sient initiating event ating evenL and system 
group. combinationa to be ana-

lyzeci. 

Descriptions accompa- Plant Systems Analy-
nying each event tree sia-specifies conditions 

under which systems to 
be modeled. 

Accident Sequence 
Analysis-specific ape-
cial conditions to be in-
corporated into the se-
quence at~ysis. 

accident consequences. A detailed investigation of 
accident phenomenology is beyond the scope of IREP. 
Rather, Part Ill ofthis guide includes a brief compila
tion of phenomenological relationahipe which have 
been included in some previous risk assessments. 
These provide a starting point for consideration in 
constructing event trees for a particular plant. The 
analyst, however, should seek to identify any addi
tional phenomenological relationships which niay be 
unique to the particular plant. 

Many of these phenomenological issues are not 
currently resolved. The analyst must make his best 
judgment regarding assumptions for the particular 
analysis. Issues for which assumptions are uncertain 
and wllich may influence the results of the analysis 
should be identified as candidates for the sensitivity 
analysis discussed as part of the interpretation and 
analysis of results task. 



2.1.8 AHumptlona and Guidelines 
In general, separate systemic event trees should be 

construct.td for each LOCA and transient initiating 
event group. Each tree should have a unique structure, 
reflecting the different mitigating system require
menta which were the b1111is for the groupings of initi
ating events. Event tree headings consist only of the 
front-line systems responding to the given initiating 
event r'OUp. 

The structure of the eve~t trees may differ for one 
or more of the following reasons. First, the combina
tions of front-line systems re!ponding to the initiating 
event3 may differ. Second, although the combinations 
of systems may be the same, the success criteria for 
certain systems may differ among different initiating 
events. FinaJly, the functional and system interrela
tionships reflected by the tree structure itself may 
differ among different initiating events. 

In some instances, the same event tree structure 
may apply for different initiating events. The most 
frequent instances of this are the event trees for 
loss-of-offsite power and for loss-of-main feedwater 
transients. If the two trees are identical, then only one 
event tree need be constructed. In such cases, howev
er, the same accident sequences need to be evaluated 
for each initiating event since quantification of the 
sequences would differ due to differing system power 
dependencies for the different initiating events. 

The following assumptions have generally been 
made in past analyses and should be made in conduct
ing future am•lyses of similar scope: 

1. Failure cf containment overpressure protection 
systems will cause containment failure which, 
in turn, will fail core cooling systems drawing 
water from the sump (sequence s2ct e.g., in 
WASH-1400 [4]). 

2. Credit has been given for containment fan ,~1-
ers in a core-melt environment. The possibility 
of their failing due to aerosols in containment is 
treated as a sensitivity issue. 

3. Credit has been given for recirculating systems 
(e.g., containment sprays) drawing from the 
sump in a post-core-melt environment. The 
possibility of their failing due to debris in the 
sump is treated as a sensitivity issue. 

4. Once the core has melted, possible consequence 
distinctions associated with pouring water on 
the core debris using the emergency core cool
ing systems have not been considered. Opera
bility of containment sprays, however, has been 
considered. 

5. The possibility of successful1y terminating ac
cidents involving anticipated ti·ansients with
out scram (ATWS) has been considered in 

------. ·-·---

analyses of pressurized water ~rs. Thia 
generally includes the implicit assumption that 
the reactor coolant system survives the initial 
pressure spike. In boiling water reactors, 
ATWS events have generaD.y been considered 
to lead to core melt. 

6. V e&Yel failure due to pressurized thermal shock 
has generally not been included, nor have 
steam generator tube rupture events. 

7. Recovery of systems once initially failed bas 
generally not been conside1'8d in the event 
trees, hut rather has been treated as part of the 
final sequence analyses of potentially domi
nant accident sequences. 

8. In boiling water reactors, long-term operability 
of containment overpressure protection sys
tems following failure to inject coolant onto the 
core has generally not been considered. Opera
bility of these systems is not expected to influ
ence consequences of the core-melt accident. 

2.2 Accident Sequence 
Delineation Procedures 

The accident sequence delineation task involves 
25 steps. Figures 2.2-1 and 2.2-2 illustrate the interre
lationships among the various steps of the accident 
sequence delineation task. Part III, Section 2, of this 
guide contains further methodological guidance. 

Figure 2.2-1. Step Relationships for Accident Sequence 
Delineation Task: Functional Event Trees 

1\'STbiF ...... ~ ---LOCA'U71 ...._,..,.., 

Figure 2.2-2. Step Relationships for Accident Sequence 
Delineation Task: Systemic Event Tree 
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2.2.1 Deacrlptlon of Each Accident 
SeqUence Delineation Procedural Step 

LOCA F'Jnctional Event Trees 

Step 1. Place the functions required following a 
LOCA as identified in the plant familiariza
tion task in the approximate order they will 
be called upon. 

De&cription: Event trees generally present the func
tions in the approximat.1 order they will be called 
upon following the initiating event. Therefore, the 
initial step in constructing the functional event tree is 
to identify the order in which the required functions 
will be performed. 

The LOCA functions for both PWRs and BWRs 
were specified in Step 1 of the plant familiarization 
task. These are listed in the approximate order they 
would be called upon following the LOCA during the 
injection phase of the accident. Note that some func
tions are performed during injection and recirculation 
phases of the accident. Recirculation functions gener
ally follow completion of all injection functions. 

The LOCA functions should be reviewed in light 
of the mitigating systems identification performed in 
the plant familiarization task. It may well be that the 
functions required change for different sizes of 
LOCAs. For example, the subcriticality function is 
ensured bv the physical processes associated with 
some break sizes. In that case, the subcriticality func
tion would not be required and, hence, would not 
appear on the event tree. Separate functional event 
trees should be developed for each LOCA category. 

Product: Ordered list of functions to be accomplished 
following a LOCA. 

Step 2. Identify dependencies among the set of LOCA 
functions. 

Description: The event tree structure reflects depen
dencies among the functions performed following the 
initiating event. To facilitate construction of the tree, 
these dependencies should be clearly identified. Func
tional dependencies are of three types: 
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1. The function succeeds/fails by definition due 
to success/failure of another function or set of 
functions. 

2. The function fails/succeeds due to the expected 
physical processes associated with the accident 
sequence. 

3. Success/failure of the function does not affect 
the potential for core melt or reduce the CODE;'!· 

quences of a core melt due t.l the success/ 
failure of other functions in the accident se
quence. 

An example of the f'llBt dependency ·would be the 
failure of the "remove core decay heat duri"tg recircu
lation phase" function if it failed during the injection 
phase, assuming the same equipment is expect.ed to 
perform each functi(m, A possible e:r.ample of the 
second type of dependency would be the failure of the 
"protect containment from overpressure due to steam 
evolution" function should some physical process fol
lowing core melt be known to disable containment 
systems. (As mentioned in Section 2.1.6, however, 
credit is generally given for containment system oper
ability.) An example of the third type of dependency 
would be that the performance of the "scrub radioac
tive material from containment atmosphere" function 
does not matter if other functions have been success
fully performed and core melt has been averted. 

To perform this step, information regarding the 
systems performing the functions developed in the 
plant familiarization task should be reviewed. Com
monalities among the systems performing the func
tions alert the analyst to possible dependencies on the 
function level. This approach is most useful in identi
fying the f'll'St type of dependency. 

The other two types of dependencies are most 
readily identified by thinking through each functional 
accident sequence in light of possible phenomenologi
cal relationships and in terms of whether each func
tion in the sequence affects whether the core melts 
and/or the consequences of a core melt. This may be 
done best by first constructing the functional event 
tree reflecting the first type of dependencies and then 
by reviewing the tree sequence by sequence {see Step 
3). 

Product: List of dependencies among LOCA func
tions. 

Step 3. Construct functional event trees, one for each 
LOC.A category in which the functions or 
dependencies change, incorporating the de
pendencies identified in Step 2. 

Description: The functional event tree reflects the 
functions to be performed following the initiating 
-event and the dependencies among these functions. 
One functional event tree is constructed for each 
category of LOCAs in w"hich the required functions 
differ or the dependencies among the functions differ. 
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The functional event tree is constructed by fli'St 
ordering the events to be considered. This was done in 
Step 1, above. The first event tree heading is the 
initiating event. The others correspond to the re
sponding functions ordered as in Step 1. Each event is 
given a unique alphabetic designator. Conceptually, 
the initial event tree has success/failure branches for 
each function. Actual construction of the tree involves 
the analyst deciding at each branch point whether a 
success/failure branch is needed, depending upon de
pendencies among the functions and reflecting this 
logic in the tree. Functional dependencies were identi
fied in the preceding step. As mentioned in Step 2, it is 
perhaps easier to initially reflect only dependencies in 
which functions succeed/fail by definition due to suc
cess/failure of other functions. Phenomenological de
pendencies and inconsequential functions are easiest 
identified in the context of the functional accident 
sequences reflected by the event tree being dew~loped. 
The final functional event tree reflects these aspects 
by removing the appropriate branches from the tree. 

Product: Functional event trees for each unique 
LOCA category. 

Step 4. Assess each LOCA functional accident se
quence to ascertain whether it results in core 
melt. 

Description: The only sequences of interest in the 
analysis are those which result in core melt. Therefore, 
each functional accident sequence identified in the 
functional event tree should be assessed to determine 
whether it results in core melt. Sequences involving 
failure to remove core decay heat result in core melt. 
Other sequences may result in core melt if faHure of 
other functions indirectly results in loss of core heat 
removal as, for example, in the case of containment 
overprotection failure resulting in loss of core heat 
removal during recirculation. 

Product: Tabulation next to each LOCA functional 
accident sequence noting whether core melt 
results or not. 

Step 5. Prepare a brief description of each LOCA 
functional accident sequence. 

Description: The event tree is a pictorial representa
tion of accident sequences to be analyzed. As is appar
ent from the previous steps, development of the event 
tree involves several thought processes. To communi
cate the meaning of the event tree, a descript!on of 
each functional accident sequence is prepared. This 

description briefly discusses the functions succeeding 
and failing in the sequence, relationships and depen
dencies ll.Dlong the functions (often reflected in the 
tree structure as weU}, the physical processes associat
ed with the sequence, and whether and why it results 
in core melt. The discussion should explain each omit
ted branch point in the sequence. This step summa
rizes Steps 1-4. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany LOCA function
al event trees. 

Transient Functional Event Trees 
The steps for constructing transient functional 

event trees are analogous to Steps 1-5, above, for 
constructing LOCA functional event trees. Therefore, 
descriptions of Steps 6-10 are omitted; the user should 
refer to the description of Steps l-5 and apply them to 
the transient tree. Steps 6-10 are, however, summa
rized below. 

Step 6. Place the functions identified in the plant 
familiarizntion task as necessary following a 
transient in the approximate order they will 
be called upon. 

Product: Ordered list of functions to be accomplished 
following a transient. 

Step 7. Identify dependencies amcng the set of tran
sient functions. 

Product: List of dependencies among transient func
tions. 

Step 8. Construct functional event trees, one for each 
transient category in which the functions or 
dependencies change, incorporating the de
pendencies identified in Step 7. 

Product: Functional event trees for each unique tran
sient category. 

Step 9. Assess each transient functional accident se
quence to ascertain whether it results in core 
melt. 

Product: Tabulation next to each transient function
al accident sequence noting whether core 
melt results or not. 

Step 10. Prepare a brief description nf each tr!'nsient 
functional accident sequence. 
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Product: Descriptions to accompany transient func
tional event trees. 

LOCA Systemic Event Trees 
Part Ill, Section 2.2, discusses in more detail the 

development of a systemic event tree. The steps in
volved are briefly discussed as follows: 

Step 11. Place the front-line systems identified in the 
plant familiarization task as responding to 
each LOCA initiating event group in the 
approximate order they will be ca!led upon 
following a LOCA. 

Description: Systemic event trees generally present 
the systems in the approximate order they will be 
called upon following the initiating event. Therefore, 
the initial step in constructing the systemic event tree 
is to identify the order in which the required systems 
will respond. 

The systemic event trees consist of the initiating 
event and the front-line systems which respond to the 
event. The front-line systems for each LOCA initiat
ing event group are those systems contained in the 
table summarizing system success criteria for each 
LOCA initiating event group (Step 13, plant familiar
ization task). This is a subset of the list of front-line 
systems. 

The approximate ordering of system response 
may be ascertained by referring to the order the 
functions are performed (Step 1, above). 

By matching the systems with the functions in 
order of functions a~~o in Step 1, a first approximation 
of system order is obtained. For those functions per
formed by more than one system, the order of the 
systems is governed ly other considerations (see Steps 
12, 14). For thia step, the analyst need not be con
cerned with such details. 

Product: Ordered list of front-line systems rei)90nd
ing to ea~h LOCA initiating event group. 

St.ep 12. Identify dependencies among the set c..f 
front-line systems responding to each 
i..OCA initiating event group. 

Description: The systemic event tree structure re
flects dependencit:s among the systems ;.·,..s~onding to 
the initiating event. To facilitate co".;.;·. . . ··t:on of the 
tree, these deptmdencies sho tld be • !Mr!y 1dent.ified. 
System dependencies are of three types: 
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1. The syetem succeeds/fails by definition -due to 
success/failure of another. system or set of sys·· 
terns. 

2. The system fails due to expected physical pro
cesses associated with the accident sequence. 

3. Success/failure of the system does not affect 
the potential for core melt or reduce the conse
quences of core melt due to the success/failure 
of other systems in the accident sequence. 

An f!xample of the first dependency would be the 
failure of the containment spray system in the recircu
lation mode if the :.:.w pressure recircu!ation system 
has failed, assuming they share the same pumps and 
suction. An example of the second type of dependency 
would b<> failure of the low pressure recirculation 
system following loss of the containment cooling sys
tems in the injection mode. Loss of containment cool
ing could cause early containment failu~e. Sudd~n 
depressurization of containment could cause water in 
the sump to boil, failing pumps drawing water from 
the sump. Part III, Section 2.1, of this guide contains a 
brief discussion of some phenomenological depend en
des found in past risk assessments. An example of the 
third type of dependency would be in the functionabi
lity of a sodium hydroxide system to remove postacci
dent radioactivity. This may be ineffective at reducing 
post-core-melt consequences and does not influence 
whether the core would melt. Therefore, its operabil
·JY is inconsequenth.l to the analysis, and it should be 
removed from the tree. 

To perform this step, information regarding the 
mitigating systems for each initiating event group in 
the summary r.uccess criteria table should be reviewed 
to identify potential dependencies. In addition, often 
the same equipment is used as part of different sys
tems. This will beeome clear when each system is 
i:nvestigated in the following task. The same equip
ment may also be used in both the injection and 
rE:circulation modes with only minor valve :realign
ments or with different success criteria. Such com
monaliti'3s alert the analyst to possible dependencies. 
Generally, the analyst must make a probabilistic judg
ment-if ihe most probable faults are shared between 
two systems, both may be assumed to fail when one 
does. In some cases, such as a shared refueling \Vater 
storage tank, failure of :;uch common equipment is 
sufficiently improbable that the dependency may be 
ignored in the event tree. ~1hen in doubt, neglect the 
dependency when constr ..tcting the event tree. This 
will merely add a few n·ore sequences to the tree, 
which is better than 1osiag a potentially significant 
one. Any dependencies will be appropriately treated 
when the fault trees are combined in the sequence 
analysis. 

The other two types of dependencies are most 
readily identified by thinking through each systemic 
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accident sequence in light of possible phenomenologi
cah·elat: .>nships and in terms of whether each system 
in the sequence affects whether the core melts and/or 
the consequences of a core melt. This may be done 
best by fint constructing the systemic event tree 
reflecting the imt type of dependencies and then 
reviewing the tree sequence by sequence (see Step 13). 

Product: List of dependencies among front-line sys
tems for each LOC./~ initiating event group. 

Step 13. Construct systemic event trees, one for each 
LOCA initiating event group, incorporating 
the dependencies identified in Step 12. 

Description: Construction of the initial systemic 
event tree is analogous to the development of the 
functional event tree described in Step 3, only using 
systems rather than functions. Refer to that discus
sion inserting "system" for function, "Step 11., for Step 
1, and "Step 12" for Step 2. 

Product: Systemic event trees for each LOCA initiat
ing event group. 

Step 14. Review each LOCA systemic event tree to 
ascertain whether the structure would sim
IJlify, while retaining system dependency in
formation, if the order of events were 
changed. If so, modify the tree. 

Description: The initial ordering of systems was in 
terms of approximate order of response following the 
LOCA. Several systems performing the same function 
were ordered in no particular fashion. As a result, the 
event tree constructed in the previous step may not be 
in its most reduced (i.e., fewest sequence) form. 

The tree structure should reflect all possible com
binations of systems necessary to perform a given 
function. Once the function has been successfully 
performed, success/failure choices for other systems 
performing the functions are generally inconsequen
tial (similar to the third type of dependency above). 
As a rt:sult, there is often a given ordering of systems 
to minimize the number of potentia! outcomes. This is 
particularly true if the same system is involved with 
differing success criteria in combination wit.h other 
systems to perform a given function. 

The analyst must search for the proper ordering of 
systems within a given function to reduce the total 
number of sequences. Unfortunately, this process is 

more or le!is by trial and error. Part ill contains an 
example of this step. 

There may also be instances in which the reorder
ing of systems on the event tree which perform differ
ent functions may result in s!mplification of the tree. 
The analyst should review th!: tree structure and 
simplify the tree, if possible. 

Product: Further simplified LOCA systemic event 
trees. 

Step 15. Identify where transient-induced LOCAs 
transfer into the LOCA systemic event 
trees. Review the structure to ensure appli • 
cability of the tree for transient-induced 
LOCAs. H the structure is not applicable, 
modify the tree. 

Description: In many cases, an accident sequence ini
tiated by a transient develops into a LOCA due to a 
stuck-open relief valve, opening of a relief valve to 
establish feed-and-bleed cooling, or leaking or rupture 
of a reactor coolant pump seal. Such sequences are 
generally modeled by transferring from the transient 
tree to the appropriate LOCA tree. The LOCA event 
tree structure should be constructed to be compatible 
with such a transfer. 

Since this has not yet been i:Onsidered, the exist
ing structure may not be compatible. To be compati
ble, the tree must be structured such that: (a) no 
system whose operability has ~en determined prior 
to the transfer point on the transient tree appears 
subsequent to the transfer point on the LOCA tree; 
and (b) all systems and only those systems required to 
successfully terminate the transient-induced LOCA or 
to reduce its consequences appear subsequent to the 
transfer point on the LOCA tree. The analyst should 
review the tre~ structure to ensure these two conJ.i
tions are met. If not, modify the tree. 

Product: LOCA systemic event trees compatible with 
transient-induced LOCAs. 

Step 16. Assess each LOCA systemic accident se
quence to llScerta~n whether it results in 
core melt. 

Description: This step is analogous to the analysis of 
LOCA functional accident sequeD. ... -es. See the descrip
tion of Step 4 considering "'systemic" rather than 
functional accident sequences. 
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In addttion, Q&ign a mnemonic designator to each 
sequence consisting of the initiating event designator 
and the designators of each failed sysum in the se
quence, and note to which functional accident se
quence each system accident &equence corresponds. 
This may be done by noting the corresponding func
tional accident S!!quence numbe:. 

Product: Tabulation next to each LOCA systemic 
accident sequence noting whether core melt 
results or not, a mnemonic: designator, and 
the corresponding functional accident se
quence. 

Step 17. Develop system failure definitions and sys
tem modeling conditions for""· : \ system for 
each LOCA initiating event group. 

Description: System models develo:>ed in the next 
task must be constructed to be compatible with the 
assumptions and criteria used to develop the systemic 
event tree. Therefore, the analyst should document 
this information reflecting his understanding of the 
context in which the system fault tree will be used in 
the sequence analytJis. Any important timing consid· 
erations should also be noted. 

In addition, the analyst should document all de
pendencies reflected in the event tree structure. Each 
omitted branch point on the tree should be ex;>lained. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany each LOCA sys
temic event tree. 

Transient Systemic Event Trees 
The steps for constructing transient functional 

event trees, except for the transfer to the LOCA tree 
for transient-induced LOCAs, are aN·.Iogous to Steps 
11-17, above, for constructing LOCA dystemic event 
trees. Therefore, except for Step 22, descriptions of 
Steps 18-24 are omitted~ the user should refer to the 
descriptions of Steps 11-17 and apply them to the 
transient tree. Steps 18-24 are, however, summarized 
below. 

Step 18. Place the front-line systems identified in the 
plant familiarization task as responding to 
each initiating event group in the approxi
mate order they will be called upon following 
the transient. 

Product: Ordered list of front-line systems respond
ing t0 each transient initiating event group. 
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;tep 19. Identify dependencies among the set of 
front-line systems ~ponding to each 
transient-initiating event group. 

Product: List of de:pendencies among front-line sys
tems for each transient-initiating event 
group. 

Step 20. Construct systemic event trees, one for each 
transient-initiating event group, incorporat
ing the dependencies identified in Step 19. 

Product: Systemic event trees for each transient
initiating event group. 

Step 21. Review each transient systemic event tree to 
W~certain whether the structure would sim
plify, while retaining system dependency in
formation, if the order of events wen: 
changed. If so, modify the tree. 

Product: Further simplified transient systemic event 
trees. 

Step 22. Identify which sequences result in a 
transient-induced LOCA. For these se
quenr.es, transfer to the appropriate LOCA 
tree at the appropriate branch point in the 
tree. 

Description: Many transients become loss-of-coolant 
accidents due to a stuck-open relief valve, opening of a 
relief valve to establish feed-and-bleed cooling, or 
leaking or rupture of a reactor coolant pump seal. 
Such sequences are generally modeled by transferring 
from the transient tree to the appropriate LOCA tree. 
The transfer is generally made from the transient tree 
just after the event which results in the LOCA, for 
instance "safety or relief valve fails to reclose." CQm
!"~tioihty with the LOCA tree should be considered as 
discusset\. in Step 15. In most cases, only the LOCA 
tree requi.·es modification. In some cases, however, it 
may be necessary to modify the transient tree. 

Product: Transient systemic event trees with trans
fers to the appropriate LOCA tree for 
transient-induced LOCAs. 

Step 23. Assess each tr~:msient systemic accident se
quence to ascertain whether it results in core 
melt. 



Product: Tabulation nest to each transient systemic 
accident sequence noting whether core melt 
reaultu or not, a mnemonic deBignator, and 
the corresponding functional accident se
quence. 

Step 24. Develop system failure defmitions and sys
tem modeling conditions for each system for 
each transient-initiating event group. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany each transient 
systemic event tree. 

Task Products 
Step 25. Summarize task products for the task report. 

Description: The four products of the accident se
quence delineation task are listed below. The LOCA 
functional event tree corresponds to the product of 
Step 4. The transient functional event tree corre
sponds to the product of Step 9. The systemic event 
trees for LOCAs and transients correspond to the 
products of Steps 16 and 23, respectively. The accom
panying descriptions were developed in Steps 5, 10, 
17, and 24. 

Products: 

1. LOCA functional event trees. 
2. Transient functional event trees. 
3. Systemic event trees for each LOCA and 

transient-initiating event group. 
4. Descriptions accompanying each event tree. 

2.3 Accident Sequence 
Delineation Documentation and 
Example Products 

The documentation o.>f the accident sequence de
lineation task should present both the functional and 
systemic event trees and should clearly state t-he event 
definitions for use in subsequent tasks. This section 
suggests information to be documented upon comple
tion of this task and includes example products from 
previous IREP analyses. This constitutes a major 
portion of the first interim report on the analysis. 

2.3. 1 Functional Event Trees 
The initial products of this task are LOCA and 

transient functional event trees. The development of 
these trees should be discussed, and the final ve!Sion 
of the trees should be presented with each sequence 
numbeted and annotated as to whether it results in 

core melt or not. Each sequ2nce on the trees should be 
discussed in terms of which functions succeed and fail, 
the relationships and dependencies am~ the func
tions, the physical processes associated with the se
quence, and whether Md why it results in a core melt. 

An example functional event tree js shown in 
Figure 2.3-1. A description of Sequence 3, adapted 
from the Arkansas Nuclear One IREP analysis [8] 
follows. 

Sequence 3-In Sequence 3, the emergel'lcy cool
ant recirculation function is unavailable which causes 
a core melt. The containment overpressure protection 
during recirculation and radioactivity removal during 
recirculation functions are available, however, to po
tentially reduce accident consequences. The contain
ment overpressure protection during recirculation 
function can delay or prevent a post core melt over
pressure failure. The effectiveness of the containment 
overpressure protection during recirculation and ra
dioactivity removal during recirculation functions in 
reducing accident consequence therefore depends on 
how long the systems performing containment over
pressure protection can delay overpressure or if over
pressure can be prevented. 

2.3.2 Systemic Event Trees 
The other principal products of this task are the 

systemic event trees. The development of these trees 
should be discussed, and the fmal version of the trees 
should be presented with each sequence given a mne
monic designator and annotated with whether it re· 
suits in core melt and the corresponding functional 
accident sequence. Each event should be briefly de· 
scribed and the appropriate success criterion for the 
event in the context of the particular systemic event 
tree should be clearly stated. In addition, each branch 
point on the tree for which a success/failure choice has 
been omitted should be noted and the reason for not 
including a choice stated. A sequence-by-sequence 
description of the event tree need not be included due 
to the large number of sequences. 

An example systemic event tree, taken from the 
Arkansas Nuclear One IREP analysis[B), is shown in 
Figure 2.3-2. The following dependencies are reflected 
in the tree by omitting success/failure choices s.t cer
tain branches. 

1. The reactor protection system (RPS) does not 
appear as an event on this tree. For breaks of 
this size range, it is predicted that operation of 
the RPS is not required. The core is rendered 
subcritical by voiding of the core following the 
LOCA. 
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2. A decision branch for reactor building apray 
·injection (RBSI) can be eliminated for ae
quences in which core cooling and the reactor 
building fan coolers (RBCS) both succeed. Fot 
Lhese sequences, the core and containment are 
11uccessfully protected during the injection 
phase. Whether or not the RBSI operates 
would not affect accident consequences and 

. therefore does not matter. The reason for elimi· 
nating the RBSI branch rather than the RBCS 
branch, which also performs the containment 
overpressure protection function, is that the 
RBCS would be actuated first following a 
LOCA at 4 psig while the RBSI starts later at 
30 psig. 

3. If the core flood system (CFS) fails, a decision 
branch for the low pressure injection system 
(LPIS) does not appear since core cooling fails 
and operation of the LPIS is moot. (In reality, 
CFS failure may not cause core melt but rather 
only limited core damage. The Arkansas Nucle· 
ar One IREP study assumed core melt will 
occur because no information was available to 
ascertain the amount of core damage.) 

4. A decision branch for the low pressure recircu
lation system (LPRS) is not given for se
quences involving failure of core cooling during 
injection (i.e., following CFS or LPIS failure). 

5. Since the RBSI and reactor building spray 
recirculation (RBSR) share most of the same 
equipment, failure of the RBSI precludes suc
cess of RBSR. Therefore, no decision branch i<! 

given for RBSR, given Event C. A branch r...lln 
also be eliminated for sequences in which me 
RBCS and the high pressure racirculation sys
tem (HPRS) both succeed. For these se
quences, the core and containment are success
fully protected during the recirculation phases. 
Whether or not the RBSR operates would not 
affect accident consequences and therefore 
does not affect accident consequences and 
therefore does not matter. 

6. Decision branches for low pressure recircula
tion system heat exchangers (LPRSX) are only 
given if the RBCS fails and the RBSR sue· 
ceeds.lf RBCS fails, containment overpressure 
protection is already provided and LPRSX is 
not required. Event G, the alternate method of 
containment overpressure protection, requires 
success of both LPRSX and RBSR. If RBSR 
fails, then, operation of LPRSX is moot. 

Definitions of D4 and D2 are as follows: 

Euent D4 - Core Flood System (CFS) Failure
Following a large LOCA, the CFS operates in conjunc· 
tion with the LPIS to provide the function of emer
gency core cooling during the injection phase. The 
CFS consists of two tank trains which passively inject 
borated water to the reactor vessel when the vessel 
pressure drops below 600 psig. 

Based on discussions with the vendor, successful 
CFS operation following a 8(13.5) LOCA requires 
that the contents of one of two tank trains be injected 
into the vessel. 
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Figure 2.3·1. Example LOCA Functional Event Tree 
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Event Dz - Low Preuure Injection Sy•tem 
(LPISJ Failure-A. dilcuued in the previous w.baec
tion, the LPIS operates in conjunction with the CFS. 

Baeed on discusaiom with the vendor, succesaful 
LPIS operation requires that the flow of one of two 
pumps be delivered to the reactor vessel via one of two 
low pressure injection lines. 

t • 
a ~:~~ 

• CM 
t • 
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Figure 2.3·2. Eumple LOCA Systemic Event Tree for 
Breaks 10 in. <D:Sl3.5 in. 

2.3.3 Issues for SensHivlty Analysis 
There may be instances in which success criteria 

or phenomenological considerations are not well
known and in which assumptions must be made. 
These mmy well be candidates for sensitivity analysis 
later in the analysis. These should be documented for 
later reference. An example of one such issue is dis
cussed in Part II, Section 7.3.2.1 

3. Plant Systems Analysis 

3.1 Overview of the Plant 
Systems Analysis Task 

3.1.1 Purpose 
A major objective of an IREP analysis is to identi

fy and quantify the principal ways in which core melt 
accide:r.ts may occur. Event trees, as described in the 

·---~--- ,_ ... ~.a.~~---~ ... ----

previous :&eetion. defme the combinations of system 
failures whicli.for a given initiating -event. could cause 
core melt. To ~tify the ways in which each plant 
system may fail, fault tree modele are constructed. 
These models represent an ways within the scope of 
the analysis in which a certain undesired event (the 
"top event," in this case system failure) may occur. 
The purpose of this task is to develop fault tree models 
for each front-line system and for each support system 
in the context of the front-line systems it support&. 

3. 1.2 Products 
The products of the plant systems analysis task 

are as follows: 

1. Fault trees for each front-line system for each 
of the success criteria specified on the event 
trees. 

2. Fault trees for each support system developed 
in the context of each front-line system it sup
ports. 

3. A description of each system detailing the pur
pose of the system, the system configUration, 
system interfaces, instrumentation and con
trol, testing and maintenance, applicable tech
nical specifications, how the system operates, 
and assumptions used in the analysis of the 
system. 

4. An identification of further component failure 
rate data needs, if any. 

Examples of these products from previous IREP 
analyses are contained in Section 3.3 below. 

3.1.3 Relationship to Other Teaks 
The plant systems analysis task integrates infor

mation from several other analysis tasks to produce 
system models for each plant system in the analysis. 
As such, it interfaces with several other analysis tasks. 

The systems for which fault trees are to be devel
oped are those contained in the front-line and support 
system lists produced in the plant familiarization 
task. The tables of success criteria for each initiating 
event group contained the critetia which, when stated 
as failure criteria rather than success criteria, become 
the top events for each front-line system. More than 
one fault tree may be developed for a given front-line 
system should success criteria for the system change 
for differing initiating events. 

Support system fault trees are developed in the 
context- of the front-line systems they support. The 
system dependency diagrams developed in the plant 
familiarization task convey the relationships between 
front-line and support systems and among support 
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aytt.JDJ. Generally, at least one support system fault 
t~eC~ is neceuary for each front-line system it supports. 

The descriptive material accompanying the sys
temic event treea produced in the accident sequence 
delineation task further speciraes conditions under 
which the fault trees are developed. It is important 
that these conditionalities be clearly defined and in
corporated into the fault trees to ensure compatibility 
between fault trees and event trees in the accident 
sequence analysis task. 

The human reliability and procedural analysis 
task supports the development of the fault trees by 
identifying ways in which operator actions may cause 
syatems, or more specifically, system components to 
fail. These actions generally fall into two categories: 
those asaociated with restoration of components to 
operability following test and maintenance activities 
and those asr.ociated with operator response ulldflr 
accident conditions. The identified human errors are 
included, as appropriate, in the fault tree develop
ment of the system. 

Finally. the data base provided by the data base 
development task provides the plant systems analyst 
with guidance as to the level of detail to develop the 
system fault trees. The fault trees should be developed 
to a level of detail consistent with the existing data 
base-less detail or more detail will make quantifica
tion of the accident sequences difficult. On the other 
hand, the systems analyst may identify failure modes 
for components in the system which are not included 
in the d&tii base. Should this occur, these needs should 
be discussed with those responsible for the data base 
development task to ensure that the appropriate data 
is available for the accident sequence analysis. 

The products of the plant systems analysis task 
are used primarily in the accident sequence analysis 
task. One of the primary purposes of that task is to 
develop expressions containing all the ways each core 
melt accident may occur. This is done by tir&t merging 
the support system fault trees with the appropriate 
front-line system fault trees as defined in the appro
priate event tree accident sequence. The products of 
the plant systems analysis task form a key element in 
the accident sequence analysis. System descriptions 
produced as part of this task are included in the final 
report. 

TheRe inter!'elationships are summarized in Table 
3.1-1 in which the input from othe~ tasks is related to 
their use in this task and the products are related to 
other tasks using the products. 

3. 1.4 Information Needs 
The following information is needed from other 

IREP analysis tasks: 
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1. From the plant familiarization task: the front
line systems list, the support 11}'8tems list, sys
tem sueeess criteria. and system dependency 
diagrams. 

2. From the accident sequence delineation task: 
systemic event trees and accompanying ev~nt 
descriptions. 

3. From the human reliability and procedural 
analysis task: the list of human errors B88oci&t
ed with test .and maintenance activities and 
associated with operator response to accidents. 

4. From the data base development task: the ge
neric data base. 

In addition to these inputs from other tasks, 
substantial documentation on plant system design 
and operation is needed. Such documentation in
cludes: 

Final Safety Analysis Report 
System descriptions (often used in operator 
training) 

As-built system drawings 
Electrical one-line drawings 
Control and actuation circuitry drawings 
Emergency, test, and maintenance procedures. 

Furthermore, Part III of this guide and accompa
nying references provides additional guidant"e to as
sist in performing this task. How this information is 
used in the steps performed in this task is discussed in 
Section 3.2 below. 

3.1.5 Scope 
Fault trees should be constructed for each froni.

line system, one for each set of success criteria. Front
line system fault trees terminate at the component 
and an identification of support system requirements. 
Conditions specified in the event trees should be 
reflected in the fault trees. 

Fault trees should be constructed for each support 
system in the context of the front-line systems each 
supports. For example, if electric power is needed by a 
component, an electric power fault tree for supplying 
power to the component is developed. This tree in
cludes the breaker at the component. Often one bus 
supplies many components so that portions of the 
electric system fault tree are common to many compo
nents. In such cases, liberal use of transfer symbols 
eliminates duplic -.tion in drawing the trees. Support 
system fault trees should be developed to reflect each 
logical variation necessary for each front-line system 
application. 



Table 3.1•1. Plant Sy•tems Analy• Taak RelaUonahlpa-

Inputs From Use in Other Tasks 
OtherTasb This Task Products Using Products 

1. Front-line systems list · Defines front-line sys- 1. Fault trees for each Accident Sequence 
(plant familiarization tems for which fault front-line system for Analysis-identifies all 
task). trees to be constructed. each of the success cri- ways each system may 

teria and consistent fail to use in deriving 
with conditions speci- ways in which accident 
fled in the systemic sequence may occur. 
event trees. 

2. Support systems list Defines support systems 2. F'ault trees for each sup- Accident Sequence 
(plant familiarizations for which fault trees to port system developed Analysis--provides 
task). be constructed. in the context of each models to merge with 

front-line system it sup- front-line system fault 
ports trees to identify all 

ways in which each 
front-line system may 
fail including support 
system faults. to use in 

' deriving ways in which . 
i; accident sequences may 
I 
' occur. 
~ 
;; 3. System success criteria Defines top events for 3. System descriptions. 
~ 
f (plant familiarization front-line system fault 

~ task). trees. 

! 4. System dependency dia- Defines relationship be- 4. Identification of further Data Base Develop-I· 
~· 
~ grams (plant familiar- tween front-line and component failure rate ment-additional data t 
~ ization task). support system fault data needs. to be collected to sup-
i~ trees in context of each plement the generic • r. 
7 supported front-line data base. 

system. 

5. Systemic event trees Specifies condition~ for 
and accompanying front-line system fault 
event descriptions (acci- trees. 
dent sequence delinea-
tion task). 

6. Identified test and Identifies faults for in-
maintenance restoration elusion in the fault 
errors (human reliabil- trees. 
ity and procedural anal-
ysis task). 

7. Identified human errors Identifies faults for in-
in response to accidents elusion in fault trees. 
(h1;man reliability and 
procedural analysis 
task). 

~ 8. Exiating data bane (data Specifies level of detail 
base development task). for fault trees. 
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The fault trees abould reflect the detail contained 
in the data base and ahould include component un
availability due to outages for teat and maintenance, 
human erron IIIOCiated with failure to restore equip
ment to ita operable state following teat and mainte
nance, and human errors associated with accident 
responae. Potential operator recovery actions for 
failed or mispositioned components should not be 
included in the fault trees. Such considerations are 
often accident sequence specific and component fail
ure mode specific and are best treated in a more 
limited fashion as described in the accident sequence 
analysis task. 

The following common mode failure aspects 
should be reflected in the fault trees: 

• Initiating event-system respons~ interrelation
ships 

• Common support system faults effecting more 
than one front-line system or component 

• Coupled human errors associated with test and 
maintenance activities and in response to acci
dent situations 

• Shared compoilents among front-line systema. 

Environmental common causes, e.g., dust, ice, fire, 
etc., are not within the scope of the analysis. Other 
commonalities such as manufacturing deficiencies 
and installation errors are also considered beyond the 
scope of the analysis. Finally, P factors describing 
"other," unspecified causes of system failure are not to 
be included as part of the analysis. 

3.1.6 Assumptions and Guidelines 
A variety of approaches may be used to develop 

system fault trees. This guide has chosen not to speci
fy a particular approach, since all approaches should 
yield equivalent results. It is, however, important to 
clearly specify the assumptions and guidelines associ
ated with the fault tree development to ensure consis
tency. 

Although a specific approach is not specified by 
this guide, it is suggested that all analyses begin by 
simplifying the system drawings and dividing them 
into piping segments, for fluid systems, or wiring 
segments for electrical systems. Guidance for such 
segmentation is provided in Part III, Section 3.1, of 
this guide. The top-level logic of the fault tree should 
then ~ constructed in terms of these segments. Once 
the top-level logic is so developed, the fault tree 
further develops the logic for each segment. 

It is not necessary to construct fault trees for all 
plant systems. Th\lse systems which do not interface 
with other plant systems and for which sufficient 
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system-wide reliability data emt:s may .not require 
fault trees. Examples of such systems are the reactor 
protection system or .control rod hydraulic systt;u., 
power-operated relief and code safety valves, and the 
power conversion system. In the ease .of power conver
sion system faults, data exists for losses of power 
conversion system. This system does, however. inter
face with other plant systems. It is important to 
separate out the interfacing faults in the analysis. A 
technique for treating the power eonversion .system ia 
discussed in Part ill, Section 3.3, of this guide. 

To permit proper quantification of accident se
quences in which the initiating event may affect the 
operability of a responding system, system fault 
events which could also be initiating events (e.g., 
LOCA events, loss of offsite power) should be explicit
ly included as appropriate in each systern fault tree. 

To simplify and reduce the size of the fault trees, 
certain events are often not induded due to their low 
probability relative to other events. The foll"'wing 
simplifying assumptions are made: 

1. Include only single passive failures (such as 
pipe breaks) which can fail the entire system 
unless they are initiating events as well. 

2. Consider flow diversion paths for fluid systems 
only if they could seriously degrade or fail the 
system; a general rule is that if the pipe diame
ter of the diversion path is less than one-third 
that of the primary flow path, the diversion 
path may be ignored. 

3. Consider spurious control faults for compo
nents after initial operation only in those cases 
where the component is expected to receive an 
additional signal during the course of the acci
dent to readjust or change its operating state. 

The inclusion of potential human errors in the 
fault trees is also limited by the following assump
tions: 

1. Do not include misposition faults of valves 
prior to an accident in those cases where the 
... -alve position is indicated in the control room 
and monitored each shift. 

2. Do not include misposition faults prior to an 
accident ff the component receives an automat
ic signal to return to its operable state under 
accident conditions. 

3. Do n:>t include potential operator recovery ac
tions in the fault tree; "verify" statements in 
procedures should be tr<:lated as recovery ac
tions- ftecovery actions are considered as part 
of t.'te fmal accident sequence analysis for po
tentmlly dominant accident sequences. 
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Maintenance fault. should be included for each 
applicable component. Often tecbnical specifications 
do not permit multiple traina of a given system to be 
out for maintenance. Building tbia aspect into the 
fault trees increaaes modeling complexity aubstantial
ly. Thus it is recommended to include all maintenance 
faulta in the tree. Should the analyst deaire to pre
clude technical specification violations, thia may be 
done by removing the terms which violate technical 
specifications from the accident sequence expressions 
developed in the accident sequence analysis task. 

A naming ~heme should be developed for identi· 
fication of fault tree events. This should be done prior 
to development of the tretltl and should be used consis
tently by each analyst. Use of a specified naming 
scheme helps ensure accurate reduction and quantifi
cation of the fault tree. 

The analysts should also be aware of introducing 
logic loops i~to the fault trees. These often occur when 
time-dependent interrelationships among auxiliary 
systems (e.g., electric power, room cooling, service 
water) have not been adequately considered. This is 
particularly a problem when different analysts devel
op the front-line and corresponding support systems. 
While these loops can be resolved when the front-line 
and support system fault trees are combined in the 
Accident Sequence Analysis Task, it is preferable to 
avoid introducing loops in the logic in the fmt place. 
This topic is discuased in some detail in Part III, 
Section 6.1. 

3.2 Plant Systems Analysis 
Procedures 

The plant systems analysis task involves 14 steps. 
Figure 3.2-1 illustrates the interrelationships among 
the various steps of the plant systems analysis task. 
Part III, Section 3, of this guide contains further 
methodological guidance. 

figure 3.2·1. Step Relationships for Plant Systems Analy
sis Task 

3.2.1 oeicrtptlon ot Each ,Plant 
Syatenw Analy8le Procedural Step 

SJ!tem Review and F 11ult Tree Definition 

Step 1. Review information for each front-line system 
to ascertain how the system operates, inter
faces with other systems, instrumentation and 
control for the system, and how it is tested 
and maintained. 

Description: Before beginning to develop a system 
fault tree, it is esaential that the analyst thoroughly 
understand the system to be anal~. This includes 
an understanding of aystem operation in terms of how 
the system performs its intended function under all 
conditions specified in the event trees, of which com
ponePts must operate, of which must change state, 
and whether such operations are manual or automatic. 
In addition, the analyst must identify instrumenta
tion associated with system operation and any BS80Ci· 
ated control systems to thoroughly understand man
ual or automatic operation. 

System boundaries, particularly in sites with mul
tiple units and for aystems supported by several sys
ten.3, must be clearly dermed. Generally, no credit is 
given in the initial fault tree for receiving flow from 
a· lother unit unless this is the normal flow path. This 
may be treated subsequently when possible recovery 
actions are evaluated. Front-line systems generally 
include all principal components in the system and 
local support for the components (e.g., circuit breaker, 
control circuits) which do not affect other components 
or systems. Further support systems are modeled as 
support systems {see Step 11). Such front-line system
/support system interfaces should be well understood 
by the systems analyst before modeling activities be
gin. Much of this information has been developed as 
part of the p~&Ult familiarization task. 

Teat ard maintenance procedures should be re
viewed pa~fing particular attention to identifying the 
components which are removed from their accident
response state to perform test or maintenance. To 
ascertain the importance of these alignments, the 
analyst should also investigate whether such compo
nents receive a signal to return the operability in event 
of an accident, whether there is a test override circuit, 
and the frequency and procedure for checking compo
nent positions, both locally and in the control room. 

This information may be developed for each 
front-line system by searching the FSAR, system de
scriptions often used in operator training, system and 
support system drawings, and emergency, test, and 
maintenance procedures. 
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Product: System deseripticm for esc;~ front.line BYB
.. tem. 

Step 2. Using system success criteria from the plant 
familiarization task and event failure defini
tions accompanying the BYBtemic event trees, 
develop clearly stated failure conditions :md 
modeling conditions for each front-line sys
tem. 

Description: It is also essential that the analyst clear
ly define the event to be modeled and the associated 
conditionalities before beginning the fault tree. The 
"top eventtt of the fault tree is derived by converting 
the success criteria specified for the system into a 
statement of system failure. This is simply the con
verse of the success criteria. For example, requiring 1 
of 4 trains for system success is equivalent to a top 
event of 4 of 4 trains of the system failing to operate 
under the specified conditions. 

Modeling conditionalities, such as timing of 
events, were specified in the accident sequence delin
eation task in the context of each particular event tree 
sequence. Such conditionalities should be clearly un
derstood: the systems analyst and event tree analyst 
should work together closely at this stage to ensure 
compatibility of the models. 

More than one fault tree may be required for a 
front-line system should the system respond to differ
ent initiating events with different f.IUccess criteria or 
under different conditionalities. 

Product: Statement of a top event for each front-line 
system fault tree. 

Step 3. Develop a simplified system drawing depict
ing the system to be modeled in the fault tree. 

Description: Often the as-built system drawings con
tain considerably more information than is required in 
the systems analysis. To assist the analyst in clearly 
specifying his system and to simplify review of the 
analysis, the analyst should develop a simplified 
drawing specifying the system as modeled in the anal
ysis. Simplifications include the omission of instru
mentation from the drawing, omission of pipe seg
ments which do not have a significant impact on 
system performance (e.g., piping less than one-third 
the diameter of the main system piping), and omission 
of supply lines for which credit is not taken in the 
initial analysis (e.g., alternate ~u:>ply from another 
unit). In addition, lines containing normally closed 
manual valves which could only improve system per
formance if opened may be omitted unless procedures 
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specify their openir.:r in response to accidents. Such 
actions are considered only in the consideration of 
operator recovery actions. 

The simplif"led drawing, however, ahould contain 
all piping segments and components incluc!al in the 
analysis. It should show the state of the components 
just prior to system actuation and possess labels corre
sponding to the plant equipment labels for each com
ponent. The system description (Step 1) should ad
dress components per their label and specify which 
components change state (and how) upon system ac
tuation. 

Product: Simplified system drawing for each front
line system. 

Step 4. Decompose the simplified system drawing 
into piping or wiring segments. 

Description: Development and review of the top level 
logic of the fault tree is facilitated by use of piping or 
wiring segments. Decomposition of the system into 
segments is the first step in this process. The decom
position is performed simply by placing a node on the 
simplified drawing at each point where two or more 
pipes or wires intersect. Each portion of the system 
between nodes is a segment. Part III, Section 3.1, of 
the guide contains an example of this process. 

Product: Simplified drawing annotated with seg
ment.~ for each front-line system. 

Fault Tree Development 

Step 5. Develop system logic for each top event in 
terms of the pipe or wire segment configUra
tion. 

Description: Once the analyst is familiar with his 
system and modeling conditions, the fault tree model
ing may begin. There are several approaches to devel
oping fault trees (see References 9 to 11). All yield 
equivalent results, so no particular method is suggest
ed here. The top level logic, however, should be con
structed in terms of the segments specified in Step 4. 
This greatly simplifies review of the basic tree struc
ture. 

Product: Top-level logic for each front-line system. 

Step 6. Develop logic for each segment in terms of 
segment components. 

Description: Given the top-level logic has been devel
oped, the fault tree development proceeds by model
ing the logic associated with the components in each 



segment. This is generally a collection of component 
failures under an OR gate due to the way in which the 
aegmenta were defined. 

Product: Front-line system fault trees developed to 
the component level. 

Step 7. Develop the logic for each component includ
ing hardware faults, test and maintenance 

·unavailability, human errors, and support 
system faults. 

~scription: Development of the front-line system 
fault tree is completed by modeling the causes of the 
component being unavailable including hardware, hu
man, and support system faults, and test and mainte
nanc(l .mavailability. Human errors include both res
toration errors associated with test and maintenance 
activities and accident response errors as identified in 
the human reliability and p.-ocedural analysis task 
(see Part Ill~ Section 3.5.) Support system faults 
should be developed only to the system level at this 
time. That is, development should terminate with 
faults such as failure of component cooling or ac 
power, etc. Support system faults are developed in 
Step 10 of this task. 

Throughout the fault tree development, the ana
lyst should ensure that the event naming scheme has 
been consistently used. 

Product: Complete initial fault tree for each front
line system. 

Step 8. Ensure that the data base includes data for 
each fault in the fault tree. If data for any 
events are missing, inform the data analyst. 

Description: To quantify the frequency of each acci
dent sequence, unavailability data must be provided 
for each basic event in the fault tree. The data base 
development task produces a set of data for use in the 
analysis. This data base should be reviewed by each 
systems analyst to ensure that data exists for each 
basic event in the analyst's fault tree. If not, the data 
analyst should be informed so as to develop the appro
priate data for use in the quantification process. 

Product: List of further data needs for the nata base 
development task. 

Step 9. Review each f:ront-line system to ensure all 
support system interfaces have been included 
in the tree. If some are omitted, add them. 

Description: As an additional check on the complete
ness of the fault tree, the analyst should ensure that all 
front-line/support system dependencies identified in 
the plant familiarization task have been included at 
the appropriate component in the front-line system 
fault tree. Any noted omissions should be added to the 
tree. 

Product: Revised fault tree for each front-line system. 

Step 10. Define the top events for each support sys
tem in the context of the developed front
line system fault trees. 

Description: Fault trees for the support systems are 
not necessarily developed on the system level. Rather, 
they are dweloped to reflect only those portions of the 
system needed to support a given component. Top 
events are defined in terms of this front-line system 
support such as "failure to provide ac power to high 
pressure pump A." The analyst should also s~ify any 
modeling conditionalities, particularly with respect to 
timing of events. !:nrealistic failure modes may be 
postulated if s•.tch conditions are not taken into ac
count. 

~?duct: Stateznent of top events for each support
system fault tree. 

Step !1. Develop fault trees for each support system 
as in Steps 1-9 and consistent with the con
ditions specified in Step 10. 

Description: The support system fault trees are con
structed in a manner anaJogous with the development 
of the front-line system fault trees as described in 
Steps 1-9 above. 

Guidance for modeling control circuits and actua
tion systems is provided in Part III, Section 3.2. Part 
Ill, Section 3.4, provides guidance for modeling con
tinuously operating systems common among support 
systems. These include systems such as the compo
nent cooling system and plant electrical system. 

Product: Fault trees for each support system. 

Step 12. Ensure that all initiating events which could 
affect system operability are included in 
each front-line and support system fault 
tree. If not, include them. 

Description: To accommodate the dependencies 
among initiating events and mitigating systems in the 
accident sequence analysis, it is important that the 
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initiatin& evf!nta which affect system operability be 
included in the fault trees. Such events includ~ 
LOCAB in an injection line or in a location such thd 
now will be diverted out the break, loss-of-offsite 
power, and other support-system-initiated transients 
such as IOBB-of-service water or particular power bus
es. The initiating event& should be included at the 
appropriate level in the tree, generally as component 
failure modes. 

Product: Further revised fault tree for each front-line 
and support system. 

Step 13. Review all fault trees to ensure common 
equipment and common faults among dif
ferent systems have been given the same 
event names. If not, modify the trees to 
ensure consistency. 

Description: To ensure proper accounting for com
mon failures in the accident sequence analysis, it is 
important that common faults each have the same 
identifier. In most cases, different analysts will have 
analyzed different systems and may not have ensured 
that the same component or fault was given the same 
name. This is particularly true if each front-line sys
tem analyst has developed his own support systems. 
An example of such a commonality would be the sump 
suction valves frequently shared by the containment 
spray and low presRure recirculation systems. Failure 
of these valves should have the same name in both 
front-line system fault trees. The analysts must review 
their fault trees together to ensure consistency among 
the trees. 

Product: Final set of fault trees for each front-line 
and support system for use in the accident 
sequence analysis task. 

Task Products 

Step 14. Summarize task products for task report. 

Description: The task products are listed below. The 
fault trees correspond to the final set of ;:-,ult trees 
produced in Step 13. The system descriptio.,& corre
spond to the products of Step 1 and the first part of 
Step 11. Data needs were identified in Steps 8 and 11. 

Products: 
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1. Fault trees for each front-line system for each 
of the success criteria and consistent with con
ditions specified in the systemic event trees. 

2. Fault trees for each support system developed 

in the context of each front-line system it sup
ports. 

3. System descriptions for each front-line and 
support system. 

4. List of further data needs. 

3.3 Plant Systems Analysis 
Documentation and Example 
Products 

The documentation of the plant systems analysis 
task should provide a clear understanding of each 
plant system as modeled by the analyst and should 
contain the initial fault tree model of the system. This 
section suggests information to be documented upon 
completion of this task and includes an example sys
tem description from a previous analysis. This consti
tutes the major portion of the second interim report. 

3.3. 1 System Description 
The system descriptions developed in this task for 

each front-line and support system should be docu
mented. The description should begin with a brief 
description of the system's purpose; that is, what are 
the principal functions the system helps perform and 
to what accident initiators is it expected to respond. A 
description of the piping/wiring configuration should 
follow, accompanied by a simplified schematic of the 
system. Piping/wiring segments should be noted on 
the schematic. This discussion should clarify system 
boundaries used in the modeling effort. If certain flow 
paths have been ignored, thest'! should be noted and 
rationale provided. 

The systems supporting the front-line or support 
system r.hould be delineated, and the effect of failure 
of the support system should be discusssed. This 
should be done by using tables such as those generated 
in a failure modes and effects antilysis. Other auxilia
ries such as instrumentation and control systems and 
their relation to system operation should also be 
discussed. 

Testing and maintenance associated with the sys
tem should be discussed. This discussion should in
elude a discussion of testing and maintenance fre
quencies and associated equipment manipulations to 
facilitate a clear understanding of which equipment is 
t.aken out of service and which may be candidates for 
errors of restoration following the activity. This infor
mation may be summarized in tables such as those in 
the example (see Section 3.3.3). Any pertinent techni
cal specifications should also be mentioned. 



Operation of the system in response to various 
initiating events should also be discussed. This discus
sion should specify equipment which changes state to 
initiate the system, what signals cause the system to 
actuate, and any required operator actions. If the 
operator is to perform any backup actions (such as 
initiating flow from an alternate water source should 
the primary source fail), these should be discussed 
along with the control room or local indications that 
the operator would have to perform the action. 

3.3.2 System Fault Tree 
The systems analysis effort eulminates in the 

development of the fault tree model for each front-line 
and support system. At this stage of the analysis, the 
initial fault trees are complete. These should be in
cluded in the task documentation. Accompanying the 
fault tree of each system should be a clear statement of 
the failure criterion under each set of accident condi
tions. Assumpiions made in the development of the 
fault tree should be delineated, and rationale for the 
assumption should be provided. 

The entire fault tree for each system should be 
included. This includes the top logic in terms of 
piping/wiring segments and the logic for each seg
ment. Accompanying the fault tree should be a fault 
summary sheet. At this stage of the analysio, the sheet 
contains only the fault identifier and a brief descrip
tion of the event. Data entries are added in a subse
quent task. 

Finally, a list of data not found in the data base 
should be included for use by the data base analyst. 

3.3.3 Example System Description 
An example system write-up for the emergency 

feedwater system taken from the Arkansas Nuclear 
One Unit 1 (AN0-1) IREP analysis [8] follows. 

3.3.3. 1. System Description of the 
Emergency Feedwater System 

The Emergency Feedwater System (EFS) de
scribed and analyzed in the AN0-1 report differs from 
the current system installed at AN0-1. Changes pro
posed to the current system have been approved by 
NRC and are scheduled for implementation in early 
1982. Because they will result in significant improve
ments in the availability of EFS functions under 
certain postulated plant conditions, it was deemed 
appropriate to analyze the system as it will be config. 
ured fol!owing these changes. 

The major revisions to the EFS will be the change 
from "normally closed" to "normally open" of some 

EFS block valves, the change from ac power to b.".t
tery-backed de power for certain valve functions, and 
the installation of a new safety-grade control system 
for emergency ftledwater system pumps arid valves. 
Because some engineering and administrative uetails 
of the revised system have not yet been completed, it 
waa necessary to make assumptions regarding some 
aspects of the system for purposes of analysis. These 
assumptions will be indicated in the following discus
sion where appr<>p:riate. 

3.3.3.2 Purpose 
The purpose of the AN0-1 EFS is to backup the 

Main Feedwater System (MFS) in removing post
shutdown decay heat from the reactor coolant system 
via the steam generators. During normal shutdowns 
the MFS is throttled down to a level capable of 
removing decay heat, and the EFS is not utilized. 
However, if the plant shutdown is caused by a loss of 
the MFS or the reactor coolant pumps, or if the MFS 
is lost subsequent to the plant shutdown, then the 
EFS is put into operation. It is important to note that 
at some other PWRs the MFS is not throttled down 
during normal shutdowns. Instead, the MFS is 
tripped and the backup feedwater system l'.t these 
plants, the .. auxilliary" feedwater system, is put into 
operation during all shutdowns. This note is made to 
explain why the backup feedwater system at AN0-1 is 
labeled emergency rather than auxiliary. 

3.3.3.3. Description 
The EFS consists of two interconnected trains, 

capable of supplying emergency feed water to either or 
both SGs from either of two water sources under 
automatic or manual initiation and control. A simpli
fied piping diagram is included as Figure 3.3-1. 

The system pumps take suction from either the 
condensate storage tank or from the service water 
cystem and discharge to the SGs. In the flow path 
between the emergency feed water pumps and the SGs 
there are EFS isolation valves, check valves, control 
valves, flow instrumentation, and pressure instruMen
tation to control the flow of emergency feedwater to 
the SGs. The EFS is designed tc provide a minimum 
of 500 gal/min of emergency feedwater to the SGs at. 
1050 psig within 50 se-conds of a system initiation 
signal. 

The primary water source for botb EFS trains is 
the condensate storage tank, T-41. This tank is re
quired by technical specifications to contain a reserve 
of 107,000 gallons for EFS use. Water is suppl~ed from 
this tank to e common suction header via a single 
eight-inch line containing a locked-open valve, CS19. 
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Calculations based on an approximate cumulat:ve 
deca··: heat curve indicate that the condensate storage 
tank reserve is sufficient for over ten hours of EFS 
operation. This period of EFS operation would not 
normally occur since the decay heat removal system 
would be brought into operation after about four 
hours. There are other connections to this suction 
supply li!:e. These are supply connections to the con
densate transfer pumps and an interconnection with 
the unit 2 c ... ndensate storage tanks, 2'I'-41A and 2T-
41B. The unit 2 condensate storage tanks will usually 
be available as an alternate water supply for the unit 1 
EFS. (They are not shown on Figure 3.3-1, because, 
this source of potential emergency feed water was not 
analyzed.) 

An alternate suction source is available from the 
nuclear service water system, loops one and two. Suc
tior. may be manually transferred from the condensate 
storage tank to the nuclear service water system by 
means of ac moto;--operated valve pairs CV2806/ 
CV2802 and CV2803/CV2800. A common control 
switch for each pair causes the valves to assume 
opposite positions; that is, if one valve (e.g., CV2806) 
is open, the other valve (CV2802) is closed and vice 
versa. A second operator action, the opening of ac 
motor-operated valves CV3850 and CV3851, is also 
required. Operators are alerted to perform this suction 
transfer by a low condensate storage tank alarm and 
by a low suction pressure alarm on the common suc
tion header. 

The EFS train B uses a turbine-driven pump 
(P7 A) rated at 720 gal/min at 1070 psig. The train A 
pump (P7B) is motor-driven and is rated at 780 gal/ 
min at 1070 psig. These flows include a normal red<'· 
c:Jlation flow of 15 gal/min and, under low system flow 
conditions, recirculation flow paths open to allow 78 
gal/min flow. 

The pumps are interconnected. downstream from 
11 check valve at their discharge by two separate cross
ties, one containing de-powered valves and the other 
ac-powered valves. In addition, t!J.ere is another cross
tie containing two normally closed ac-powered valves. 
Thus e~ch pump can supply either or both steam 
generators. 

The flow of emergency feedwater to each SG is 
controiled by redundant motor-operated control 
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valves in parallel paths. These control valves are de
signed to fail "as is." Initiation and control instrumen
tation for these valves are described in Section 3.3.3.5. 

Each SG can be isolated from emergency feed
water flow by normally closed motor-operated valves 
(CV2620, CV2670, CV2626, and CV2627). These 
valves are located in the parallel lines downstream of 
the normally open emergency feed water control valves 
(CVX-1, CVX-2, CVX-3, and CVX.-4). Initiation and 
control instrumentation for these valves is described 
in Section 3.3.3.5. 

Steam supply for emergency feed water pump P7 A 
turbine is obtained from both steam generators via 
valves CV2666, CV2667, and CV2617. Downstream of 
these valves, the pipes join to form a common supply 
to the pump turbine. A check valve is installed in each 
line downstream of valves CV2617 and CV2667 (see 
Figure 3.3-1) to preclude blowing down a good steam 
generator in the event of a steam line or feed line break 
at the other steam generator. Upstream of the turbine 
are redundant de motor-operated normally closed 
valves (CVY-1 and CVY-2). These valves are opened 
automatically on EFS initiation. They may al~;o be 
manually opened. A description of the control~> for 
these valves is contained in Section 3.3.3.5. 

Steam from valves CVY-1 and CVY-2 passes 
through a red"!ldant pressure-reducing station and on 
to the turbine governor and overspeed tri!l valve. 
Turbine trip is alarmed in the control room. The valve 
must be reset locally. Two overpressure relief valves 
(PSV 6601 and PSV 6602) are connected to the ster.m 
supply line upstream of the turbine governor. These 
valves will protect tb.e piping and turbine downstream 
of the pressure-reducin~: valves in the event of PRV 
failurE'! to limit pressure surges. 

Turbine exhaust is vented directiy to the atmo
sphere. 

All ac- and de-powered valves fail "as is" on the 
loss of electric power. All such valves, shmm on 
Figure 3.3-1, are co11trollable locally (manually) and 
from the control room, and their position is indicated 
in the control room. Power for the indication and 
control of these valves is derived from the power 
source for the respective valve motors. 
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Figure 3.3-1. Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 Emergency Feedwater System 

3.3.3.4 System Interfaces/Support 
System FMEA 

Except for electric power, the emerge<tcy feed
water pumps, pump motor and turbine are self-con
tained entities without dependencies on secondary 
support systems. The bearinf- on the tw·bine and 
both pumps are lubricated by slinging oil from reser
voirs near the bearings. Cooling is accomplished by 
water flow through the pumps and by heat transfer to 
the surroundings. System interactions which could 
affect availability are detailed in Table 3.3-1. (Only 
some of the interactiuns are detailed in this example 
system description.) A system not listed is the Emer
gency Feed·,..·ater Initiation and Control (EFIC) sys
tem, which is actually a subsytem to the EFS. EFIC is 
discussed in detail in a separate system description 
and in general in Section 3.3.3.5 of this description. 

The two EFS t.rains are powered from diverse 
power sources. The motor-driven pump (P7B} is 
powered by ac. Power for ac-driven components need
ed to obtain emergency feedwater flow is derived from 
diesel generator-back~td 4160 Vac busses. In addition 
to pump P7B, the following valves are ac powered: 
CV2800, CV2803, CV281-:, CV2814, CV2626, CV2667, 
CV3850, CV26S6, CV3851, CV2670, CV2617, CVX-2, 
aiid CVX-3. 

To ensure emergency feedwater flow in the event 
of a loss of aU ac power, the turbine-driven pump train 
(train B) derives its steam from the SGs and elec!.ric 
power from a battery-backed de buss for its steam 
feed valves. Valves requiring battery-backed de power 
are as follows: CV2815, CV2816, CVY-1, G\lY-2, 
CVX-1, CV2802, CV2806, CVX-4, CV2620, and 
CV2627. 
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Table 3.3-1. ANo-1 Emergency Feedwater Sr•tem lnteraction-FMEA 

Effect of Support 
·Component Failure Subsystem Failure on 

Detection/ Effect on Overall System 
Support ~mponent FUiure Recovery System Operation Function 

(Sub)Syttem Affected Mode Frrtential (Aasume no Recovery) (Uiume no reoovery) 

4160V Bua A-3 Motor ..driven Lou of function 1. MuWple Low Loss of one-out-of-two Lou of Train A upsueam 

plllllp p7B voltage alarma EFS pumJII from crossover. 

Losa of alternative water 

supply from aervioe water 

ayatem to Train A. 

Valve CV2800 Fail open 2. Auto&tart of None 

diesel generator #1. 

'.'"llve CV2626 Fail cloaed Autoclosure of None 
Valve CV2667 Fail closed output breaker None 
Valve CV2670 Fail cloaed :S15 B. None 

Valve CV3850 Fail closed Loaa of alternate water supply 

from service water system Loop 

1 

Valve CV2803 Fail closed Loss of alternate water aupply 

from service water system Loo~ 
1 

Valve CV2813 Fail closed Loss of alternate croasover path 

between Train A and Train B 

4160V Bus A-4 Valve CVX-2 Fail open 1. Multiple low None Loss of alternative water 

voltage alarm& supply from service water 
system to Train B 

Valve CVX-3 Fail open None 

Valve CV2617 Fail open 2. Autostart of None 

Valve CV2666 Failcloaed diesel generator None 

Valve CV2814 Fail closed #2. Autoclosure Loss of alternate crossover 

of output breaker path between Train A and 

:S15 8 TrainB 

Valve CV3851 l<'ail closed Loss of alternate water supply 

from aervice water system Loop 

2 

Service water Pump P78 Loea of service 1. Multiple alarms Loss of alternate water supply Loss of EFS Train A 

Loop 1 water suction from service water system upstream from crossover 

to EFS Train A after depletion of conden-
Bate storage tank 

2. Start service water 
pump and/or realign 

service water system 
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3.3.3.5 Instrumentation and Control 
The· EFIC is an instrumentation system designed 

to provide the following: 

1. Initiation of the EFS. 
2. Control of emergency feedwater to maintain 

appropriate steam generator level set points 
(approximately 2 and 20 feet). 

3. Level rate control when required to minimize 
RCS overcooling. 

4. Termination of main feed water to a steam gen
erator during approach to an overfill condition. 

5. Directing emergency feedwater to the appro
priate steam generator(s) under conditions of 
steam line break or main feedwater or emer
gency feed water line break downstream of the 
check valve. 

6. Termination of emergency feedwater to a 
steam generator on approach to overfill condi
tions. 

7. Control of set points for the atmospheric dump 
valves. 

EFIC is a safety-grade system which operates on 
battery-backed de power. The logic is contained in 
relay racks and individual component controllers. 
Automatic initiation will occur whenever one of four 
conditions exist: 

• Loss of both main feedwater pumps 
• Loss of all four reactor coolant pumps 
• Low water level in either steam generator 
• Low pressure in either steam generator. 

The automatic initiation will open valves CVY-1 
and CVY -2 to start the turbine-driven pump. The 
initiation signal also closes the circuit breaker to start 
the motor-driven pump. Once a pump is started, 
emergency feedwater flow will occur, since the flow
paths, including the discharge cross-ties, are either 
normally open or automatically opened by the EFIC 
system. 

Bypass controls are provided to prevent undesired 
initiation of the EFS due to low steam generator 
pressure during startup and shutdown or during 
maintenance activities. The bypass is administrative
ly controlled and does not preclude EFS initiation due 
to los& of reactor coolant pumps, main feedwater 
pumps, or low steam generator level. 

Normal control of emergency feedwater flow is 
achieved with flow ccntrol valves CVX-1, CVX-2, 
CVX-3, and CVX-4. If the EFh.: sy~tem senses a loss 
of main feedwater pumps, loss of reactor ... oolant 
pumps, or low level or pressure in the steam genera
tors, it 11tarts both emergency feedwater pumps and 

closes the main feedwater valves CV2624, CV2625, 
CV2674, and CV2675. Emergency feedwater flow is 
directed through CV2620, CV2626, CV2627. and 
CV2670 to the upper nozzles in the steam generators. 

CVX·l through CVX-4 are normally controllt.d 
by the EFIC system. The EFIC system adjusts these 
valves to attain and maintain oneoftwosteam genera
tor level set points, depending on reactor coolant 
pump (RCP) status. If the RCPs are running, the low 
level is maintained. If the RCPs are off, the high set 
point is maintained in order to promote natural circu
lation in the reactor coolant system. A 1088 of the EFIC 
signal will result in the valve failing in the "as is" 
position which, depending on SG conditions at the 
time of failure, could be the closed position. AU valve 
and pump controllers are designed so that signals 
from the EFIC system will override any other control 
signals. 

Instrumentation provided in the control room and 
its wailability given three (i.e., power source depen
dency) plant conditions are: 

Loaa of 
MFWDueto 

l'>&s of Loss of 
Loss of Off site Allac 

Indication MFW Power Power 

CST-llevel No No No 
CST-llevel alarms Yea Yea Yes 
Emergency 
feedwater flow Yea Yea Yes 

Valve positions Yea Yes No• 
OTSGlevel Yes Yes Yes 
OTSG level alanns Yes Yes Yes 

•For all except de-powered valves CVX-1, CV2802, CV2806, 
CVX-4, CVY-1, CVY-2, CV2815, CV2816, CV2620, and 
CV2627. 

3.3.3.6 Operator Actions 
For a loss of MFW, no operator action is required 

to establish emergency feedwater flow. The operator 
will verify proper flow control and adjust the flow 
control valves as required. Certain failu.raa (e.g., mis
positione;i valves, pumps fail to auto start, etc.) have 
the potential of being corrected from the control room. 

In the event of total loss of ac power, the turbine
driven pump would at.'lrt automatially and all the de 
powered valves would be aligned to permit flow to the 
steam generators. In addition, during the course of 
such a transient, the operator could control these 
\•alves from the control room. 
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3.3.3 .• 7 SurvelllaiTice 
NOTE: Test procedure& have not yet been 
prepared for the proposed EFS configUI'ation 
covered in this analysis. It is 8.88umed here 
that testing frequencies and procedures will 
be equivalent tc those for the eu:-rent system, 
as described below. 

The procedures for periodic testing are summa
rized in Table 3.3-2. These procedures verify capabili
ty for manual (but not automatic) start and control of 
the EFS. (The automatic start capability is currently 
"tested" when the EFS is required, i.e., upon loss of 
MFW during operation.) Emergency feedwater flow 
rate to the steam generators at eJ':acied steam genera
tor temperatures and pressures is not verified due to 
concern for deleterious effects on the system (e.g., 
thermal shock to feedwater nozzles and potential for 
rapid cooldown events). Tests that have impacts on 
system availability which were addressed in the analy
sis are shown in Table 3.3-3. 

3.3.3.8 Maintenance 
Maintenance acts, which are analyzed here, are 

those which require isolation of the component. The 
EFS has. 20 active components (MOVs, pumps) capa
ble of being isolated. Isolation is achieved by closing 
the appropriate upstream and downsteam valves from 
the component under maintenance (see Table 3.3-4). 
(Only a partial list is included in this example system 
description.) 

Table 3.3-2. Summary of Emergency 
Feedwater System Testing and Periodic 
Maintenance 

Supplement I 
(Monthly) 

Supplement II 
(Monthly) 

Supplement III 
(Quarterly) 

Supplement IV 
(18 Months) 

Supplement. V 
(Refueling) 

Supplement VI 
(Refueling) 

Start electric pump manuaUy
measure suction and discharge 
pressures, bearing vibration. 

Start turbine pump-measure 
auction and discharge pressures, 
bearing vibrations and turbine 
steam valve stroke times. 

Operate all system control 
valves and record stroke times 
and interlock functions. 

Start electric pump and feed 
steam generators, rerord flow to 
steam generators ( -225 psi 
head). 

Disconnect turbine from pump. 
Measure turbine speed at which 
overspeed trips occur and cali
brate as necessary. 

Flush lines between Service 
Water System Loops 1 and 2 
and pump suction. 

Table 3.3-1. Emergency Feedwater System Component Test Summary Sheet 

Components Which Must 
Be Aliv:r.ed Away 
From Emergency 

Position With Expected Expected 
Component Test With No Frequency Outage Time 
Undergoing Type of Procedure Auto of for 

Test Test Number Return Test Test 

Pump P7A Flow 1106.06 CVX-1 Monthly 1 Hour 
Supplement 2 CVX-4 

Pump P7B Flow H06.06 CVX-2 Monthly 1 Hour 
Supplement 1 CVX-3 
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Table 3.3-4. Emergency Feedwater System Component Teat Summary Sheet 

Components Which Must 
Be Aligned Away 
From Emergency 

Position With Expected Expected 
Component Maint. With No Frequency Outage Time 
Undergoing Type of Procedure Auto of for 

Test Maintenance Number Return Maintenance Maintenance 

Pump P7B Maintenance A-EFW-1 Close CV2800 3.1E-5/h 7h 
Requiring Disable Breaker 5333 
Disassembly; Close CVX-3* 
Motor Close CVX-2 
Maintenance Disable Breaker A311 

Pump P7A Maintenance A-EFW-3 Disable· Breaker 6181 3.1E-5/h 7h 
'Requiring Close CV2802 
Disassembly Close CVX-1 

Close CVX-4 
Disable Breaker Y -1** 
Disable Breaker Y-2** 
Disable Breaker 5533 

CV2803 Maintenance A-EFW-4 Disable Breaker 5193 l.BE-6/h 4h 
Requiring Close CV2800 
Assembly; Close CVX-3 
Valve Motor Cloxe CVX-2 
Maintenance Disable Breaker A311 

Disable Breaker 5194 

CV2806 Maintenance A-EFW-6 Disable Breaker 6181 1.8E-6/h 4h 
Requiring Close Valve CV2802 
Disassembly; Close CVX-1 
Valve Motor Close CVX-4 
Maintenance Close CVY-1 

Close CVY-2 
Disable Breaker 6185 

CVX-3 Maintenance A-EFW-8 Disable Breaker X-3 l.BE-6/h 4h 
Requiring Disable Breaker A311 
Disassembly; Disable Breaker 5193 
Valve Motor Close CV2800 
Maintenance Close CVX-2 

Close CV2670 
Disable Breaker 5533 

CV2670 Maintenance A-EFW-10 Disable Breaker 5332 l.BE-6/h 4h 
Requirmg Close CVX-3 
Disassembly Close CVX-4 
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3.3.3.0 Technical SpeclflcaUon 
UmltaUone 

The limiting condition for operation for the EFS 
requires two independent emergency feedwater 
pumps and associated flow paths be operable with: 

1. One emergency feed water pump capable of be
ing powered from an operable emergency bus. 

2. One emergency feed water pump capable of be
ing powered from an operable steam supply 
system. 

If one emergency feed water train becomes inoper
able for 24 hours, the plant must be placed in hot 
shutdown within the next 12 hours. If not restored to 
operable status within the nex.t 36 hours, the unit shall 
be brought to a cold shutdown condition within the 
next 12 hour&. 

Technical specifications also require the availabil
ity of 107,000 'gallons of water in the condensate 
storage tank (T-41) for EFS use. 

3.3.3.10 Operation 
A simplified schematic of the EFS is given in 

Figure 3.3-1. From the figure it can be seen that the 
EFS is a two-train system-a steam-driven turbine 
pump train and an electric pump train. The pump 
trains draw from either the preferred condensate stor
age tank or from the service water system and deliver 
to the steam generators. Due to interties at the pumps' 
discharge, either pump can feed either steam genera
tor. Steam required to operate the turbine pump is 
extracted from either steam generator upstream of the 
two main steam isolation stop valves. 

Both pumps are started automatically under any 
of the conditions listed in 3.3.3.5, or by operator 
action. Pump P7B is started by application of power 
to the electric motor. Pump P7 A is started by opening 
of valves CVY-1 and CVY-2 to admit steam from the 
steam generators to the pump turbine. Upon initia
tion, emergency feed water will flow from pump P7B to 
steam generator A through valv~ Ji'W10A, CVX-3, Q-
1, CV2670, and FW13A. Pump P7B will also feed 
steam generator B via valves FWIOA, CVX-2, Q-3, 
CV2626, and FW13B. Similar discharge paths are 
provided for pump P7 A. Flow to steam generator B is 
throLigh valves FW10B, CVX-1, Q-4, CV2620, and 
FW13B. Flow to steam generator A is via valves 
FWlOB, CVX-4, Q-2, CV2627, and FW13A. 

Under normal operation all four of the flow paths 
described are open. If it is necessary tn isol9*.e one 

so 

steam generator (see Section 3.3.3.5 ), the motor
operated valves in the appropriate paths will be 
closed. For example, steam generator A would be 
isolated by closing valves CVX-3, CV267t>, CVX-4, 
and CV2627. Regulation of £eedwater Cow is normally 
accomplished by controlling the position of valves 
CVX-1, CVX-2, CVX-3, and CVX-4. Additional flexi
bility in directing feedwa~r flow can be achieved by 
operator control of valves CV2813 and CV2814. How
ever, this has not been reflected in the analysis. Steam 
supply for the turbine-<lri\lf.'n feed water pump flows to 
a common header from steam generator A (via valves 
CV2666, CV2667, and 0-6) and steam generator B 
(through valves CV2617 and 0-5). From this point, 
flow is through parallel control valves, CVY -1 and 
CVY -2, and parallel regulating valves CVY -3 and 
CVY -4, which control steam flow and pressure. Pres
sure safety valves PSV6601 and PSV6602, down
stream of CVY -3 and CVY -4, open if necessary to 
protect against pressure surges. A governor valve and 
an overspeed trip mechanism are included in the 
turbine housing. 

Suction water supply to the feedwater pumps is 
normally provided from the condensate storage tank 
to a common suction header through valves CS19, 
CS98, and CS99. From this point, flow to pump P7B is 
through valve CV2800 and to pump P7A is through 
valve CV2802. An alternate suction source is provided 
for "ach pump. Water from Service Water Loop 1 can 
be provided to pump P7B through valves CV3850, 
SWU, and CV2803. Water can be supplied to pump 
P7 A from Service Water Loop 2 through valves 
CV3851, SW13, and CV280G. Note that valve CV2800 
is interlocked with CV2803 and that valve CV2802 is 
interlocked with CV2806 so that the service water 
system and the condensate storage tank cannot be 
directly connected to each other. The condensate 
transfer pumps and the unit 2 condensate storage 
tanks are also connected to the unit 1 CST through 
valve CV19. (No credit was given in the analysis for 
the use of the unit 2 condensate storage tank as an 
alternate water supply.} 

A recirculation flow path of 15 gal/min is provided 
for pump P7B (through valve FW1056) and for pump 
P7A (through valve FW1055) to allow for pump cool
ing. In addition, a 78 gal/min recirculation flow path is 
provided through valves CV2815 and CV2816. These 
valves are interlocked with pump discharge valves 
CV2620, CV2626, CV2627, and CV2670 so that the 78 
gr.tl/min recirculation path is open whenever normal 
pump discharge flow is blocked. 
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4. ·Human Reliability and 
Procedural Analysis 

4.1 Overview of the Human 
Reliability and Procedural 
Analysis Task 

4.1.1 Purpoee 
An important aspect of any probabilistic risk as

sessment is the treatment of human action. Given the 
high degree of hardware reliability and redundant 
design a&Sociated with nuclear power plant systems, 
human interfaces with the system are often significant 
contributors to system unavailability. This may mani
fest itself in errors in the restoration of equipment to 
operability following test and maintenance activities 
or in errors in manipulating equipm!!nt in response to 
accident situations. On the other hand, operators may 
take actions to correct misalignments of equipment or 
to overcome failures under accident conditions. The 
purpose of this task is to identify potential human 
errors during or following test and maintenance activ
ities, to identify potential human errors in response to 
accidents, and to quantify the most significant of 
these. In addition, analysis performed in this task 
serves to help identify and evaluate operator recovery 
actions under accident conditions. 

4.1.2 Products 
The products of the human reliability and proce

dural analysis task are as follows: 

1. A list of potential t.est and maintenance resto
ration errors for each front-line and support 
system. 

2. A list of potential !!ignificant human errors in 
response to each important accident sequence. 

3. Upper bound failure probabilities for each 
identified human error. 

4. Human reliability analysts' best estimate fail
ure probabilities for all significant human er
ror$. 

5. Estimated probabilities for postulated opera· 
tor recovery actions for the most frequent core 
melt accident sequences. 

E~amples of these products from previous IREP 
analyses are contained in Section 4.3. 

4. 1.3 Relationship to Other Tasks 
The human reliability and procedural analysis 

task relies upon input from other tasks to specify the 

nature of the analysis. The analysts performing this 
work must work closely with those constructing the 
event tree and fault tree models and with those per
forming the accident sequence analysis. 

The systems to be rel'iewed for potential human 
errors associated with test and maintenance activities 
are specif"led in the front-line and support system lists 
produced in the plant familiarization task. The test 
and maintenance procedures for each system are re
viewed to give the analyst a thorough understanding 
of these activitit.a and to identify potential human 
errors which could result in equipment being inopera
ble when called upon. The product of this review is a 
list of potential test and maintenance restoration er· 
rors for each system to be included in the fault trees 
produced in the plant systems analysis task. 

The accident sequence delineation task identifies 
accident sequences to be analyzed. An important as· 
pect of this analysis is a review of operator actions to 
be performed in response to each accident situation. 
The analysts performing the human reliability and 
procedural analysis must work closely with those pet
forming the event tree analysis and receive from them 
the set of situations to be reviewed. For each, the 
emergency operating procedures are reviewed to iden
tify potential hillllan errors. These are then conveyed 
to the appropriate pl811t system analyst for incorpora
tion into the appropriate fault trees. 

Human actions quantified in this task are input to 
the accident sequence analysis task. There are three 
sets of products produced. First, upper bound failure 
probabilities are developed for each test and mainte
nance and accident response error. These values are 
used in the initial accident sequence evaluation to 
determfm; potentially significant accident sequences. 
Once the pc1tential probabilistically significant acci
dent sequt:nces are identified, the accident aequence 
analyst provides the human reliability analyst with a 
list of aequences for closer scnttiny. The second ~t of 
products are best estimate probabilities for the human 
errors contained in these sequences for use in the fmal 
accident sequence analysis. In addition, potential op
erator recovery adions are examined for the pvtent~al
ly significant accident sequences. The human reliabil
ity analyst works with the sequence analysts to help 
ideniify potential recovery actions as part of the acci
dent sequence analysis task. The list of potential 
recovery actions is evaluated to produce the third set 
of values used in the accident sequence analysis, the 
set of estimated probabilities of recovery actions. 
These relationships are S\;Dllllarized in Table 4.1-1 in 
which the input from other tasks is related to their use 
in this task, and the products are related to other tasks 
using the products. 
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Table 4.1•1. Human ReHabiHty and Procedural Analysts Task Relatlon•hlpa 

lnpuk From 
Other Tub 

1. Liata of front-line and 
IUpport 1y1tem1 (plant 
familiarization taak) 

2. Liat of accident Be· 

quences to be reviewed 
(accident sequence de
lineation task) 

3. List of potentially im
portant accident ~
quencea following initial 
screening (accident se
quence analysis task) 

4. List of potential recov
ery actions for selected 
accident sequences (ac
cident sequence analysis 
task) 

Uae in 
ThisTak 

Identifiea ayate11111 for 
which teat and mainte
nance procedures should 
be reviewed 

Identifies sequences for 
which emergency proce
dures should be reviewed 

Identifies human errors r 
quiring accurate probabili 
ty estimates 

Identifies recovery actio 
for which probability esti
mates are needed 

4. 1.4 lnformatlnn Needs 

Products 

1. Liut of potential tcest 
and maintenance resto
ration errors for each 
front-line support sys
tem 

2. List of potential signifi
cant human errors in 
response to each impor· 
tant accident sequence 

3. Upper bound failure 
probabilities for each 
identified human error 

4. Human reliability ana
lysts' best estimate fail
ure probabilities for all 
significant human errors 

5. Estimate probabilities 
for recovery actions 

Other Taka 
U.mg Product& 

Plant Systema Analyaia-errora to 
be incorporated into front-line and 
support syBtem fault trees · 

Plant Systems Analysis-erron to 
be incorporated into appropriate 
front-line and support system 
fault trees 

Accident Sequence Analys~ta 
to be used in initial screening cal
culations 

Accident Sequence Analys~ta 
to be used in fmal sequence calcu
lations 

Accident Sequence Analysis-data 
to be ~ in consideration of re
covery for aelected sequences 

The human relit> bility and procedur.ll &J;uJ:r.;ts 
work closely with the other analysts of tht p;:ogram 
and receive information for several other tasks: 

complete set of emergency operating procedures, and 
plant administrative pl'Qr'~ciures. In addition, famil
iarity with control room layout and, in some instances, 
quite specific information relating to control panel 
layout is needea. Documentation provides some of the 
needed information, but a visit to the control room 
and disc~ssuons with plant personnel are needed. F;,_ 
nally, accompany!ng methods documentation cor,
tained in Part lll, Section 4, of this guick and in 
NUREG/CR-1278 [5] provide furthar guidance fGr 
the conduct of this "-ask. How this information is used 
in the steps perfonned in this task is discussed in 
Section 4.2. 

1. From the plant familiarization task, the list of 
front-line and support systems. 

2. From the accident. sequence delineation task, a 
list of sequences to be analyzed for human 
errors. 

3. From the accident sequence analysis task, a list 
of accident sequences for which accurate hu
man error probabilities are needed and a list of 
operator rp.::.,,•ery s.ctions to be quantified. 

In additi1m to input from other tasks, consider
able information is required pertinent to plant opera
tion. These ne,,ds include test and maintenance proce
dures for each front-line and support system, a 
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4.1.5 Scope 
For the fau)t tree models, it is desirable to have as 

complete an identification of human errors as possible 
within certain constraints. For test and maintenance, 



each eyatem ahould be thoroughly reviewed. For oper. 
aton•· erron in response to BCCidents, however, the 
pottulation of errors shcJuld be limited to improperly 
performing actior..a called for in the emergency operat
ing procedures. The analysis generally does not in
clude accident diagn01is errors nor does it include 
poBtulating random erron of commission. Should a 
review of the operators' training, the plant'slimita and 
precaution~, or the control room layout lead the ana
lyst to expect diagnostic errors or errors of commis
sion, these should be included. It is expected, however, 
that few such errors will be included in the analysis. 

The quantification of human errors is often a 
time-consuming task, and the number of available 
experienced human reliability analysts is limited. 
Therefore, it is desirable to initially develop only 
upper bounds for the human errors. The initial screen
ing calculations done in the accident sequence analy
sis task will substantially reduce the number of acci
dent sequences which require further scrutiny. Only 
for human errore contained in these sequences do 
improved estimates need to be obtained. 

4. 1.6 Assumptions and Guidelines 
The review of emergency procedures for identifi

cation of human errors associated with accidents may 

appear to be a formidable task. However, such a 
review is greatly simplified by the fact that many 
accident sequences appear similar and that only a few 
steps involve actions which must be analyzed. One 
procedure frequently applies to many sequences. 

The estimation .of human error probabilities 
should follow the guidelines of NUREG/CR-1278 [5). 
Test and maintenance restoration error probabilities 
can often be developed from a single model which 
reflects the plant's administrative practices associated 
with these activities. The estimation of human error 
probabilities associated with accident response, how
ever, is sequence specific. Care must be taken to 
develop a model applicable for the particular situation 
in question. 

4.2. Human ReliabiiHy and 
Procedural Analysis Procedures 

The human reliability and procedural analysis 
task involves 17 steps. Figure 4.2-1 illustrates the 
interrelationships among the various steps of the hu
man reliability and procedural analysis task. Note 
that some steps are independent of others in the task. 
Part III, Section 4, of this guide contains further 
methodological guidance. 

TEST AND 
~MERGENCV OPERAliNG ADMINISTRATIVE PLANT HUMAN 

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES VISIT I&! ACTIONS 
ESTORATION ERRORS PROCEDURES REVIEW 

REVIEW (41 REVEWI&I 
111 IZI R 

t + .. + 
HUMAN ERRORS IN l UPPER BOUND 

RESPONSE TO ESTIMATE8171 

ACCIDENTS (3) 

t 
NOMINA!. HUMAN PERFORMANCE SHAPING DEPENDENCY 

TALK-THROUGH - TASK ANAL VSIS 191 f-t. ERROR ~ FACTORS f+ MODIFICA TIOHS 
PROCEDURES 181 

PROBABILITIES (11) MODIFICATIONS 1121 (13) 

_1 

HUMAN RELIABILITY 
EVENT TREE 1101 

HUMAN ERROR 
ESTIMATES FOR 

CANDIDATE DOMINANT 
ACCIDENT SEQUENCES 

1141 

+ 
HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITIES FOR 

RECOVERY OF 
RECOVF-RY 

RECOVERABLE 
MODIFICATIONS (161 

EQUIPMENT FAULTS 
(181 

Figure 4.2·1. Step Relationships for the Human Reliability and Procedural Analysis Task 
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4.2.1 o.crlptlon of Each ttum.. 
RellllbWty and Procedural Analy ... 
ProCedural Step 

This section contains a brief summary of the 
procedural ateps for the human reliability and proce
dural analysis task. A more detailed discussion of 
selected steps is contained in Part III. Section 4. 
Substantial portions of this section and the section in 
Part Ill were taken directly from NUREG/CR-2254, 
SAND81-1655, 44A Procedure for Conducting a Hu
man Reliability Analysis for Nuclear Power Plants" 
by B. J. Bell and A. D. Swain (12]. 

Identification of Potential Human Errors 

Step 1. Review test and maintenance procedures for 
each front-line and support system. Identify 
all components moved from their accident 
response states or taken out of service. Postu
late restoration errors for these components. 

Description: Equipment is occasionally moved from 
its accideht response position for testing and often 
removed from service for maintenance. If the equip
ment is not restored to its operable position following 
these activities, it could be unavailable to respond to 
accident situations. Such faults are included in the 
front-line and s·upport system fault trees. 

To identify these potential errors, the test and 
maintenance procedures should be reviewed to identi
fy components removed from their accident response 
states. Particular attention should be given to identi
fying components closed to facilitate maintenance of 
another component, for example, the closing of man
ual valves on either side of a pump to perform pump 
maintenance. This information should be document
ed as part of the system description, Step 1 of the 
preceding task. Postulate restoration errors for each 
case and include them in the fault trees developed in 
the previous task. 

Product: List of potential restoration errors following 
test and maintenance activities. 

Step 2. Review the emergency operating procedures 
applicable to each accident sequence. List all 
human actions to be performed in response to 
the accident. 

Description: The plant operators are often called 
upon to perform valve realignments or to actuate 
equipment in response to accident situations. Such 
actions are specified in the emergency operating pro
cedures. The procedures associated with each accident 
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.sequence delineated in the event trees should be re
viewed, .and a·iist should be compiled of the operator 
actions to be performed for each sequence. 

The investigation, at this point, is limited to those 
actions specified in the procedure. While it is recog
nized that the operator may perform other actions 
which could assist in recovery from the accident, these 
are not of interest at this time but will be treated 
subsequently. Similarly, the operator may perform 
unspecified incorrect actions which could degrade 
plant response to the accident. These are not consid
ered other than postulating that actions specified in 
the procedure are incorrectly performed. 

Product: List of accident response actions as defined 
in the procedures. 

Step 3. Ascerta~n which human act::"ns identified in 
Step 2 could degrade the ·.liability of front
line and nupport system components if im
properly performed. Postulate human errors 
for these at.'tions. 

Description: All actions in response to an accident 
may not necessarily adversely affect safe shutdown of 
the plant if improperly performed. For example, the 
procedures may call for radiological protective l:lctions 
which, if not performed proparly, may not influence 
whether or not the core melts. On the other hand, 
actions assocJated with the i'ront-line systems called 
upon to mitigate the accident could well influence the 
ability to safely shut down the plant if improperly 
performed. 

The analyst should review each action identified 
in the previous step to ascertain which ones are impor
tant in this regard. For these, human errors are postu
lated, and the faults are incorporated into the appro
priate fault trees. 

Product: List of potential significant human errors in 
response to accidents. 

Information Acquisition and Upper Bound 
Probability Estimation 

Step 4. Review s.rlm.inistrative procedures t.o under
stand the plant's administrative control sys
tem. 

Description: An important element in the estimation 
of human error probabilities is the administrative 
practices of the plant, particularly the tag out proce
dure for removing equipment from service and return
ing it to operability. The human reliability analyst 



ehould develop a general understanding of these prac
tices. A more thorough understanding will be gained 
in subsequent steps. 

Product: Basic understanding of plant's administra
tive controls. 

Step 5. Visit the plant to gain familiarity with the 
control room, with the implementation of 
administrative controls, and to clarify ques
tions raised in the procedural review. 

Description: At least one plant visit specifically in
cluding a detailed survey of the control room should 
be made at the onset of a human reliability analysis. 

In the initial visit to the plant, the human reliabil
ity analyst should make notes on relevant perfor
mance shaping factors, especially those dealing with 
the control room operations and the paperwork asso
ciated with change and restoration activities. General 
information about the plant's operating characteris
tics and a "feel" for the effectiveness of the plant's 
administrative control system are to be derived from 
this visit. 

In surveying the control room, note specifics relat
ing to the layout of controls and displays. Take copi
OU!I notes on the characteristics of critical controls and 
displays, noting any factors that would influence their 
use-anything that would aid or hinder the operators 
in either locating, manipulating, or interpreting them. 
Deviations from good human factors engineering 
practices should be noted. Record any specifics rela
tive to the operation of critical subsystems that have 
been pinpointed for observation by the systems ana
lysts. If they have already identified any plant proce
dure that will be examined, use the time at this point 
to perform a talk-through of that procedure (see 
Step 8). 

Product: Basic understanding of control room envi
ronment and improved understanding of 
plant's administrative controls. 

Step 6. Review the context of performance of human 
actions identified in Step 3 to ensure factors 
important to evaluation of these actions 
learned from the plant visit are so noted. 

Description: For a ~iven s~enario or sequence of 
events, the systems a.nalyf!ts pinpoint human actions 
that directly affect the system-critical components 
they have previuusly identified (see Step 3). In the 
light of the information obtained from the plant visit, 

the human reliability analyst must :review these ac
tions in the context of their actual performance to 
determine whether any factors emt that influence 
behavior on these system-critical actions that may 
have been overlooked uy the systems analysts. For 
example, if performance of a different task affects 
performance of a system-critical action, this effect 
must be eonsidered in the human reliability analysis 
even though the f'llSt task in itself is not important to 
the reliabilty of the system as defined by the systems 
analysts. 

Product: Notes on insights gained from the p! ant visit 
pertinent to postulated human erro~'S. 

Step 7. Develop upper bound estimates of human 
errors identified in Steps 1 and 3 for use in 
initial screening calculations of accident se
quence frequencies. 

Description: The initial accident sequence analysis 
involves performing screening calculations to identify 
accident sequences for closer scrutiny. Upper bound 
estimates of human error probabilities suffice for 
these screening calculations. For those sequences sur
viving the screening process, termed "candidate domi
nant accident sequences," a better estimate is needed 
(see Steps 8-15). 

Upper bound estimates are developed by review
ing the general human error probabilities contained in 
NUREG/CR-1278 [5] and modifying those, roughly, 
in light of the information gained from the previous 
steps. Precision is not important at this stage of the 
analysis. The human reliability analyst, however, 
should be certain that his estimates are truly upper 
bound estimates. 

Product: Set of upper bound probability estimates 
for each identified human error. 

Development of Best Estimate Human Enor 
Probabilities 

Step 8. Talk through the procedures associated with 
each action contributing to the candidate 
dominant accident sequeraces identified in the 
accident sequence analysis task with plant 
operating personnel to gain a full understand
ing of the performance of each task. 

Description: For those human errors contributing to 
sequences which survive the initial screening ealcula
tions, it is important t.o develop best estimate human 
error probabilities. The first step in this process is to 
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tar: through the procedures associated with each sig
niracant human adton. In a Wk-tbrough of a set of 
ptocedu.:ea for which safety-critical events have been 
identified, the human reliability analyst questions 
someone familiar with the performance of that proce
dure on specific points of the procedure until tiae 
analyst is so familiar with the tasks that he could 
perform them himself or at least be able to understand 
fulJy the performance of an operator. During the 
talk-through, the human reliability analyst must de
termine the performance shaping factors that influ
ence behavior, such as the location and the physical 
&nd operating characteristics of specific controls, the 
type and location of alarms and annunciated indica
tors, control room manning and task allocation, and 
time requirements and limits for alarm indications 
and responses. The analyst must also determine the 
meaning of the specific instruction resulting from 
each command that is given in the set of procedures. 
The analyst must specify in language he can under
stand the exact interpretation the operators will make 
from the sometimes vague wording of plant proce
dures. At times, these interpretations are based on the 
operator's knowledge of system operation rather than 
on a standardized plant definition of the term in 
question. When this is the case, the human reliability 
analyst must ascertain whether all the operators de
fine that term in the same way. 

Product: Understanding necessary to analyze more 
closely the potentially significant human 
errors asBociated with the plant. 

Step 9. Perform a task &nalysis of each task contrib
uting to the candidate dominant accident se
quen-ces. This forms the basis for the develop
ment c~ human reliability event tree models. 

Description: At this point, a formal breakdown of the 
procedure into tasks or smaller units of behavior 
should be done; that is, for each step in the p•tocedure 
that was identified for analysis by the systl,ms .'\na
lysts, individual units of operator !>erformance must 
be identified, along with other information germane to 
these performances. These individual units of perfor
mance const~tute elements of behavior for which po
tential errors can be identified. In other words, a large 
task made up of a set of steps sha•tld be broken down 
in order that errors associated with ~ach step might be 
identified. 

Once the breakdown of task steps has been done, 
errors likely to b<;! made must be identified for each 
step. The step8 ~hould be listed chi:onologically. Based 
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on the characteristics of the actual performance situa
tion, the human reliability analyst must determine 
which types of errors the operator is likely to make 
and which he is not. 

Once the errors likely to be made on each unit of 
performance have been identified, the analyst must 
examine the situetion for other factors that may influ · 
ence performance. The entire performance scenario 
must be considered in this e:umination. The analyst is 
looking for elements taking place usually outside the 
scope of the procedures the operator is foUowing that 
could influence his performance. Fur example, tf 
something is to be done at the discretion of tb.~ shift 
suparvisor, whether the supervisor remem~rs to or
der the task will have a definite effect or. whether the 
operator performs the task. These factors extraneous 
to the procedure itself that affect the probability of 
human error often involve some sort of failure of the 
plant's administrative control system. The quality 
and the potential (during a particular performance 
sequence) for disruption of the plant's personnel com
munication system will also have to be examined in 
these cases. 

Events other than human actions that, on occur
ring, affect subsequent performance must also be 
taken into account. If an operator's cue to initiate a 
task involves some signal from the equipment or an 
order from a supervisor, the probability of that signal 
being generated or that order being given must be 
considered. 

Part Ill, Section 4.1, contains more guidance for 
conducting the task analysis. 

Product: A listing of activities associated with each 
task pertinent to the candidate domini 
accident sequences. 

Step 10. Develop human reliability event trees for 
each task associated with the candidate 
dominant accident sequences. 

Description: In making a probabilistic statement as 
to the likelihood of occurrence of human error events, 
each error defined as likely in the task analysis is 
entered as the right limb in a binary branch of a 
human reliability analysis (HRA) event tree. Chrono
logically, in the order of their potential occurrence, 
these binary branches form the limbs of the HRA 
event tree. 

De9elopment of the HRA event tree is the most 
critical part of the proce.~ for quantifying the proba
bilities of human errors. If the task analysis has listed 
the possible human error event.s in the order of their 
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potential occurrence, the transference of this informa
tion onto the HRA event tree is made much easier. 
Each potential error and success are represented as 
binary brar~ches on the tree, with subsequent errors 
and BUcces&eS following ditectly from immediately 
preceding ones. Take care not to omit the incorpora
tion of errol"l1 not found in the task analysis table that 
w~re determined to have a potential effect on the 
human error probabilities listed in the table. For 
example, errors of administrative control that affect a 
task's not being performed but that may not appear in 
the task analysis table must be included in the HRA 
evant tree. 

Part III, Section 4.2, contains more guidance for 
developing human reliability event trees. 

Product: Event tree models for each potentially sig
nificant human error associated with the 
analysis. 

Step 11. Assign nominal human error probabilities to 
each event on each human reliability event 
tree. 

Description: Now that the errors have been identi
fied, defined, and diagrammed, estimates of the prob
ability of occurrence for each of them must be as
signed. Chapter 20 of NUREG/CR-1278 [5] provides 
guidance for this activity, including data on basic 
human error rates. The source for the human error 
probabilities for each event should be recorded along 
with the assumptions made in their derivations. 

Part III, Section 4.3, contains more guidance for 
assigning nominal human error probabilities. 

Product: Initial estimates for each event on the hu
man reliability event trees. 

Step 12. Estimate the relative effects of performance 
shaping factors on the human error proba
bilities and modify them accordingly. 

Description: A primary consideration in conducting a 
human reliability analysis is the variability of human 
performance. This variability occurs within any given 
individual in the performance of tasks across time 
{from day to day, from week to week, etc.). Variability 
is caused by performance shaping factors acting with
in the individual or on the environment in which the 
task is performed. Because of this variability, the 
reliability of human performance usually is not pre
dicted solely as a point estimate but is determined to 
lie within a range of uncertainty. A point value human 
error probability for the analysis can be estimated by 

considering the effects of relevant performance shap
ing facrors for the task in question. Estimates dis
cussed so far in this document apply to nonstressful. 
normal working conditions. Mod.ificationa of these 
nominal estimates can be made on the basis of guide
lines provided in NUREG/CR-1278 [5). 

The nominal human error probabilities are to be 
used when the scenario outlined in the Handbook [5] 
(NUREG/CR-1278) reflects the situation bei~~g ana
lyzed. If the plant situation is wome in terms of tbe 
performance shaping factors or the response require
ments than the one described in tbe Handbook, the 
human error probability for that task should be higher 
than the nom.inal value. That is, if the analyst judges 
the situation u~tler study to more likely result in error 
than the one outlined in the Handbook, a human error 
probability closer to the upper bound than the nomi
nal value should be used. Likewise, if a plant's situa
tion is judged to be less likely to result in a human 
erro!' than the one outlined in the Handbook, a human 
error probability closer to the lower bound than the 
nominal should be used. 

Product: Revised human error probabilities including 
performance-shaping factor effects. 

Step 13. Assess the level of dependence among differ
ent tasks and incorporate this into the hu
man error probability estimates. 

Description: Dependence can occur uetween two per
formances with respect to errors of omission, errors of 
commission, or both. If dependence is assessed due to 
the fact that twc::. ·;tions are called for in the same pro
cedural step, dependence is likely to affect human 
error probabilities for errors of omission. If compo
nents are to b~ manipulated at different times in a 
given procedure, the dependence is likely to affect the 
human error probabilities for errors of commission, 
especialiy for selection errors. In effect, the perfor
mance shaping factors referred to in the previous step 
may not only result in a general raising or lowering of 
estimated human error prohRbility, they may also 
change the dependence among tasks. PaTt III, Section 
4.4, discusses this subject in detail. 

Product: Revised human error probabilities incluciing 
dependence among tasks. 

Step 14. Estimate the probability of each human 
error contributing to the candidate domi
nant a'-cident sequences using the human 
rf\liability analysis event trees from Step 10 
and event probability estimates from Step 
13. 
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Descriptio~-·~~ Once the human error events have been 
identified. and quantified individually, their contribu
tion to the probabilities of system success and failure 
muat be determined. All ;>aths in an HRA event tree 
should be defined as contributing to system success or 
failure in terms of their p.:>ssible system consequences, 
not in terms of the specific human errors leading to 
thete consequences. 

At this point in the human reliability analysis, the 
systems ·analysts should examine the HRA event tree 
for discrepancies between their understanding of the 
system and the human reliability analyst's representa
tion of it. 

Product: Human error probabilities for each event 
contributing to the candidate dominant ac
cident sequences. 

Recovery Considerations 
The accident sequence analysis task uses the 

above-developed best estimate human error pro babili
ties and other improved data to derive improved 
accident sequence frequency estimates. Potential re
covery actions are assessed for all sequences which 
contribute significantly to the frequency of core melt. 

Step 15. For human errors expected to contribute 
significantly to the core melt frequency, de
termine the effects of possible recovery ac
tiona and modify the human error probabili
ties appropriately. 

Description: The incorporation of recovery factors 
should be done in stages, the purpm~e of this being to 
decrease the amount of time re4 l.lired for each human 
reliability analysis. If there are five re"overy factors 
operating for a given scenario, the human reliability 
analyst mH.y for example choose to model only two of 
them at first. If the inclusion of these factors suffi
ciently reduces the frequency of the given sequence 
such that it is no longer a t~ignificant contributor to the 
frequency of core melt, no more work needs to be done 
at this time. If this scena:io still shows up as one of the 
potentiaily dominant sequences, the other thrt'e re
covery factors should be analyzed. 

Some recovery fadors are highly situation-speci
fic, while others can be applied generically. Alerting 
cu<ls for recovery actions for any given t;ransient will 
always depend on the specifics of the response re
quirements for that tiansient. However, when analyz. 
ing recovery factors operating after maintenance ac
tivities, it will sometimes be possible to generate 
generic HRA event trees that cnn be applied without 
modification to every such case for that plant.. This is 

possible because in many plants a single procedure 
dictates the steps to be followed in restoring compo
nents following ma.nten:mce. In either case .. the recov
ery factor can take the form of a point valui! {a human 
error probability) or of a separate HRA event tree. 
The point value or the total succers probability of the 
recovery HRA event tree should be inserterl on the 
associated error limb of the main HRA event tree. The 
probability of error for that limb is then multiplied by 
the failure probability for tha recovery factor to obtain 
the probability of an unrecovered error. 

Product: Revised human error probabilities for sig
nificant human errors. 

Step 16. For recovery actions associated with recover
able nonhuman-error related events (compo
nent failures, etc.) identified in the accident 
sequence analysis task, estimate the proba
bility of properly performing each action. 

_De~cription: Many faults which are n~' related to 
human errors may, in fact, oe recoverable. The most 
significan~ of these are determined in Steps 15 and 16 
of the accident sequence analysis task. Estimation of 
recovery probabilities is, at this time, not an advanced 
art. The model used in past IREP studies first dt>ter
mined whether faults were recoverable or not, then 
how much time was available to perform recovery 
actions. For those faults deemed recoverable, the ac
tio~a required and the locati:m of the action were 
ascertained. The model. which was used assigned a 
probability of recovery for all recoverable actions 
based on the time available and whether the s.<:·;ions 
could be performed in the control room or locally. 

This model should be reviewed for the plant under 
question. Improvements in the art should be taken 
advantage of as well. In particular, consideration 
should be given to the length of time needed to 
diagnose the situation, to perform local actions, and 
the effect these factors have on the probability of 
recovery. Ti.1ese estimates are then used in the fine.l 
sequence frequency quantification. 

Product: Estimates of recovery probability for recov
erable faults associated with the candidate 
dominant accident sequence. 

Task Products 

Step 17. Summarize task products for the task report. 

Description: The products of the human reliability 
and Jlrocedural anr.!ysis task are listed below. Test 
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and maintenance errors were identified in Step 1. 
Significant accident response errors were identified in 
Step 3. Upper bound and best estimate human error 
;:>robabiHties were developed in Steps 7 and 14, respec
tively. Recovery estimates were developed in Steps 15 
and 16. 

Products: 

1. List of potential test and maintenance restora
tion errors for each front-line and support 
system. 

2. List of potential significant human errors in 
response to each accident sequence. 

3. Upper bound failur~ probabilities for each 
identified human error. 

4. Human reliability analysts' best estimute fail
ure probabilities for each human error contrib
uting to the candidate dominant accident se
quence. 

5. Revised human error probabilities, including 
recovery actions. 

6. Estimated probabilities for recovery of all re· 
coverable faults. 

4.3 Human Reliability and 
Procedural Analysis 
Documentation and Example 
Products 

The human reliability and procedurAl analys~s 
task identifies potential human erron to be included 
in the analysis, provides probability estimates for 
these errors, and assists in the inclusion of operator 
recovery actions in the analysis. This task supports 
the plant systems analysis and accident sequence 
analysis tasks. This section suggests documentation of 
this task. This information comprises parts of the 
second interim and the second informal reports. 

4.3.1 Review of Procedures and Initial 
Probability Estimates 

The initial steps of this task involve review of the 
test end maintenance procedures to identify potential 
restoration errors and review of the emergency proce
dures to identify potential accident response error:;. 
Th.e results of the test and maintenance procedure 
revi~·':'J may be documented in t.he test and mainte
nance summary sheets of each system description (see 
Part II, Section 3.3). The·:·· .beets summarize compo
nents removed from their operable state for test and 
maintenance activities. Each has a possible restora
tion error. 

The review of emergency procedures should be 
described. This .should discuss the relation of particu
lar procedures to particular accident sequences, and it 
should summarize those steps of the procedure which, 
if improperly performed, would degrade plant re
sponse to the accident. The components affected 
should be specified as well as the actione to be per
formed. An example summary dWcU!iSion from the 
Arkansas Nuclear One IREP [8] may be found in the 
following section. 

Initial screening calculations generally use upper 
bound estimates for ~~uman error probabilities. The 
values chosen for each class of human error-those 
associated with test end maintenance restoration and 
those associated with accident responses-should be 
specified, and supporting rationale should be provid
ed. 

4.3. 1.1 Example Summary of a Review of 
Emergency Procedures 

If a break in the reactor coolant system occurs, 
various alarms and indications in the control room 
will notify the operator that a LOCA is occurring. In 
response to a large LOCA, the operator is expected to 
follow the LOCA emergency procedures to bring the 
plant to a safe shutdown condition. These procedures 
outline the appropriate operator actions which must 
be performed during the accident (e.g., monitor ECCS 
pump flow rates, change the position of certain valves, 
ate.). If certain critical procedural steps_ are either 
omitted or not performed correctly (i.e., errors of 
omission and commission), the reliability of the front
Hne and support systems responding to the LOCA 
may be degraded. It is important, then, to identify 
these critical procedural steps so that potential opera
tor errors associated with performi~ them can be 
assessed and included in the fault tree models for the 
systems responding to the LOCA. 

In response to a LOCA which is ~0.01 ft2, the 
main procedures the operator would follow are: 

1202.06 Section !..Loss of Coolant/RC Pressun•
Rupture Greater Than HPI Capacity 

1202.06 Section 2 .. LoPs of Coolant/RC Pressure
Rupture Withb HPJ Capacity 

Referring to the LOCA emergency core cooling 
success criteria (Table 1.3-7), it can be deduced that 
Section 1 is implemented following LOCAs gteater 
than 10 inches in diameter, Section 2 is implemented 
following LOCAs less than 4 inche..<; in di.ameter, and 
hoth sections are implemented following LOCAs of 
between~ inches and 10 inches in diameter. 
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In response to a LOCA which is :$0.01 ft2, the 
main procedures the operator would follow are: 

1202.06 Section 2 .. Loss of Coolant/RC Pressure-
Rupture Within HPI Capacity 

1102.10 Plant Shutdown and Cooldown 

1104.04 Section 6 .. Decay Heat Removal Cooldown 

1103.11 Draining and N2 Blanketing of the Reactor 
Coolant System 

Procedure 1202.06, Section 2, would be implemented 
during all accident sequences represented on the 
B(1.2) event tree corresponding to LOCAs of diameter 
less than 1.2 in. Procedures 1102.10, 1104.04, and 
1103.11 would only be implemented during B(l.2) 
accident sequences involving operation of the DHRS. 

The LOCA procedures were reviewed by the. event 
tree analysis team and :plant personnel in order to 
identify critical procedure steps. For a step to be 
identified as critical, it must have the potential for 
degrading the reliability of the front-line and support 
systems responding to the LOCA if the step is omitted 
or incorrectly performed. 

Those steps identified to be potentially critical are 
summarized in Table 4.3-1 It can be noted that certain 
potentially critical operator actions are not described 
by a step in the LOCA procedures. These operator 
actions were discovered through discussion with plant 
personnel. Operator errors of omission and commis
sion, which are appropriate to the performance of 
these steps, were assessed and incorporated into sys
temic fault tree models. 

4.3.2 Human Reliability Models 
Following initial screening calculations, certain 

sequences are selected for closer scrutiny. For human 
l'!rror events in these sequences, best estimate proba
bility estima~es are derived. Each human error event 
chosen for closer scrutiny should be discussed. For 
each, describe the action to be performed in the con
text of the applicable accident sequence. This discus
sion should not only describe the event, but it should 
also detail the information available to the operator, 
the appropriate performance shaping factors, level of 
dependence, and other information pertine,nt to the 
model. The discussion should culminate in the devel
opment of the human reliability event tree and its 
q uan tificn tion. 

Some events will contribute to dominant accident 
sequences and recovery considerations will be a part of 
the analysis. For these events, include a discussion of 
recovery and its influence on the estimation of the 
e\·ent probability. 
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4.3.3 Recovery of Component 
Failures 

Selected component failures in the dominant acci
dent sequences may be recovered by judicious opera
tor action. The human reliability analyst and systems 
analysts develop a recovery model for these events as 
part of this task. This model should be documented 
and discussed in terms of the criteria for recoverabili
ty, the estimation of the time to perform the act, an<i 
the estimated recovery probability. 

5. Data Base Development 

5. 1. Overview of tho Data Base 
Development Task 

5. 1. 1 Purpose 
To quantify the frequency of each accident se

quence, failure rate data is required for each basic 
event in the fault treeii. Some of these events are 
human errors; the quantification of these was de
~.:-dbed in the previous task. The vast majority of 
events, however, consists of failures of components 
and unavailabilities due to testing and maintenance 
outages. Each component, in tum, may fail in several 
wBys. Thl'l purpose of the data base development task 
is to develop generic data and, where appropriate, 
plant specific data for each mode of failure and for the 
testing and maintenance unavailabilities for all com· 
ponents in the front-line and support system fault 
trees. 

5. 1.2 Products 
The producte of the data base development task 

are as follows: 

1. A table of generic component failure rate data 
Zor each event in the fault trees. 

2. A table !Jf plant specific test and maintenance 
u.nav.ailabilities for each system/component. 

3. A list of initiating event frequencies for each 
initiating event group. 

4. Plant specific component failure rate data for 
selected components. 

Examples of these products from previous IREP ana
lyr;es are contained in Section 5.3. 

5.1.3 Relationship to Other Tasks 
The generic data base for use in !REP analyses is 

provided in Part Ill, Section 5, oi this guide. However, 
the data base shculd be reviewed to ascertain whether 



*The notation indicates maximum diameter size. For example, B(l3.5) corresponds to LOCAs of 10·13.5 inches in diameter. 
Refer to Table 1.3-7 for corresponding break size ranges. 

Adapted from Re(erence [8] 
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all or the needed data is contained in the list. In 
addition, the fault tree analysts may provide the data 
bue developer with a list of further data needs. 

The generic data base, however, must be supple
mented by plant specifiC data in some instances. Test 
and maintenance frequencies generally differ from 
plant to plant. This information is needed for each of 
the systems/components contained in the front-line 
and support aystellllliata provided by the plant famil
iarization task. 

In addition to component failure rate data and 
test and maintenance frequencies, the data analyst 
provides an estimate of initiating event frequencies. A 
frequency is needed for each initiating event group 
identified in the plant familiarization task. 

The generic data base supplemented by plant 
specific teat and maintenance frequencies and by the 
few peculiar data needs missing from the original list 
provide guidance to the fault tree analyst regarding 

. ··-----------·---~-----

the appropriate level of detaiL This data base and the 
list of initiating event frequencies form the basis for 
the quantification of accident sequence frequencies. 

Once the initial sequence calculations are per
formed, a set c1f potentially significant accident se
quences is identUfied by the accident sequence analysis 
task. Data associated with these sequences should be 
checked more carefully to ensure it applies to the 
particular plant. It may be that some data for the 
events in theJe sequences differs substantially from 
the generic data. If so, it is important w replace the 
generic data with plant specific data to obtain a more 
realistic estimate of accident sequence frequencies for 
the final sequence quantification. 

These relationships are summarized in Table 
5.1-1. Input from other tasb is listed along with the 
correspondil!lg use of this iP{ormation in this task. 
Task products are also listed along with the corre
sponding ta:sks using each product. 

Table 5.1·1. Data Baae Development Task ~~••tlonahlpa 

lnput.oJ from Uses in Other Tasks 
Othet Tasks This Task Products Using Products 

1. List of front-line and Identifies systems and 1. Generic failure rate Accident Sequence Analysis-used 
support systems (plant components for which data for all component in initial sequence qUBlltification 
familiarization task) test and maintenance failures Plant Systems Analysis-provides 

frequencies are needed guidance as to appropriate level of 
detail 

2. List of initiating events Identifies initiating 2. Plant specific test and Accident Sequence Analysis-used 
groupe-d ac~ordin~r tn events and groups for maintanance unavaila- to quantify accident &equen~ fre-
common mitigating re- which frequAncies are bilities for each system/ quencies 
quirements (plant fa- needed component 
mili1uization task) 

., List ·,)f component fail- Identifies further data 3 . Initiating event fre- Accident Sequence Ana1ysis-used .... 
uie rate data needs, if needs for the particular quencies for each initi- to oiuantify accident sequence fre-
any, not contained in plant analysis ating event group quencies 
generic data base (plant 
systems analysis task) 

4. List of potential domi· Identifies component 4. Plant-specific compo- Accident Sequence Analysis-used 
nant sequences (acci- data requiring closer nent failure rates for se- in quantification of frequency of 
dent sequence analysis scrutiny lected components dominant accident sequeoces 
task) 
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&.1.4 Information Needl 
The data base developer requires some input from 

other taaks: 

1. From the plant familiarization task. the lists of 
front-line and support syatema and the list of 
initiating event& grouped accordin« to common 
mitigating requirements. 

2. From the plant systems analysis task, an iden
tification of any deficiencies in the generic data 
base. 

3. From the accident sequence analysis task, a list 
of potentially significant accident sequences 
providing a set of data for closer scrutiny. 

This input must be supplemented by a substantial 
amount of information. The generic data base is pro
vided in this guide (see Part III, Section 5). Generic 
and, in some cases, plant specific initiating event data 
is contained in EPRI NP-2230 [2]. To supplement this 
data and to ascertain plant-specific anomalies, the 
data base developer should obtain all licensee event 
reports !or the facility. To the extent practicable, 
pla.'!t maintenance and control room logs should be 
reviewed to reveal any components with particular 
high outages. Test intervals me.y be obtained from a 
review of the plant's technical specifications. Plant 
logs are needed to ascertain maintenance frequencies 
and durations. How this information is used in the 
steps performed in this task is discussed in Section 
5.2. 

5. 1.5. Scope 
The collection of plant-specific data is a time

consuming task. This should be limited to obtaining 
test and maintenance frequencies and durations, and 
to a brief review of logs or discussions with plant 
personnel to ascertain abnormally failure-prone or 
unusually reliable components. A more detailed 
search should be limited to those components contrib
uting to potentially dominant accident sequences. 

5. 1.6 Assumptions and Guidelines 
The data base developed should contain mean 

values, medians, and error factors. Generally a lognor
mnl failure rate is assumed. Mean values should be 
provided for use in point estimate accident sequt'nce 
frequency calculations. Median values and error fac
tors art.' required for propagation of uncertainties. 

5.2 Data Base Development 
Procedures 

The data base development task involves 13 steps. 
Figure 5.2-1 illustrates the interrelationships among 
the various steps of the data base development task. 
Note that some steps are independent of iltbers in this 
task. Part Ill, Section 5, of this guide contains further 
guidance. 

-QAT&--m 
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Figure 5.2•1. Step Relationships for the Data Base Devel
opment Task 

5.2. 1 Description of Each Data Base 
Development Procedural Step 

Operating History 

Step 1. Review licensee event reports for the facility 
and note any peculiar problems associated 
with plant operation. 

Description: A generic data base for use in IREP 
analyses is presented in Part III, Section 5, of this 
guide. Each plant is different, however, and it is 
important to identify areas where the plant's operat
ing history is at variance with the generic data base. 
The first source of information which should be re
viewed in this regard are the licensee event reports. 

Product: List {)f plant-specific occurrences which 
may raise questions regarding the applica
bility of generic data. 
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Step 2. Dilcule plant operati..ug history with knowl
edgeable plant penonuel to ascertain peculiar 
operational problemJ. 

Description: A further source of information regard
ing plant peculiaritiee ia the experience of the plant 
operatore. Often they can point the analyst to particu
larly troublesome equipment or can supplement data 
in licensee event reports based on their responses to 
the incident&, 

Product: Further lilt of plant-specific occurrences 
which may raise questions regarding the 
applicability of generic data. 

Test and Maintenance Data 

Step 3. Review plant technical specifications for each 
front-line and support system to ascertain 
test intervals for each system. 

Description: Calculations of system unavailability 
due to outage for testing requires knowledge of the 
frequency of testing. This, of course, is the reciprocal 
of the test interval. Testing intervals are specified in 
the plant's technical specifications. These should be 
reviewed to determine the test interval for each front
line and support system identified in the plant famil
isrization task. 

P1oduct: Test frequencies for each front-line and 
support system. 

Step 4. Review plant logs and conduct discussions 
with plant personnel to determine test dura
tiona, maintenance frequencies, and mainte
nance durations for each front-line and sup
port system/component. 

Description: The calculation of test and maintenance 
unavailabilities also requires knowledge of the test 
duration and maintenance frequencies and durations. 
The data will vary from system to system and com
ponent to component. Plant logs contain much of this 
information. This should be supplemented by infor
mation gained from discussions with plant personnel. 
Often, data on individual components is grouped to 
obtain data on component types due to the scarcity of 
data for a particular component. This is done, for 
example, for pumps and valves of givi!n type. ~-n.::'·t a 
procedure is certainly acceptable. 

Product: Test durations, maintenance frequencies, 
and durations for each front-line and sup
port system/component. 
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Step 5. Calculate test and maintenance unavailabili
ties for each syt !.em/component and estimate 
the error factors associated with each. 

Description: Using test and maintenance frequencies 
and durations, calculate the unavailability of f!llch 

front-line and support system/component using the 
formulas contained in Part m, Section 5.3, of this 
guide. 

Product: Plant specific test and maintenance un
availability data. 

Generic Data Base Modifications 

Step 6. From the review of plant logs performed in 
Step 4, add to the list of plant pecularities 
from Step 2 any components for which the 
maintenance frequency is abnormally high. 

Description: Components which have high mainte
nance frequencies not only suffer large maintenance 
unavailabilitiea, but also have high failur~ rates. Add 
these components to the list of components for which 
generic failure rates may not be appropriate. 

Product: More complete list of plant peculiarities. 

Step 7. For the component& for which the generic 
data base does not seem appropriate, calcu. 
late new failure rates and modify the generic 
data base. 

Description: Using data collected from the review of 
licensee event reports, plant logs, and discussions with 
plant personnel, calculate failure rates for each com
ponent listed in Stepd 1, 2, and 6. Guidance and 
formulas for performing these calculations are con
tained in Part III, Section 5.2, of this guide. Modify 
the generic data base with these plant-specific failure 
rates. 

Product: Modified generic data base. 

Step 8. For those component failure rates not includ
ed in the generic data base, as identified by 
the plant systems analysts, develop estimates 
for their failure probability and associated 
error factors. 

Description: The plant systems analysts may identify 
components or failure modes for which failure rate 
data is not contained in the generic data base. A list of 
such data needs is a product of tb:: plant systems 
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analy•ia task. In ihe same manner u other failure 
rate& are obtained, calculate failure rates for these 
componenta or component failure modes. For Que&· 

tionable failure rates, use conservative values. 

Product: S\Jnplementa to the data base to make it 
complete for this analysis. 

Initiating Event Freguencies 

Step 9. For each initiating event identified in the 
plant familiarization task u applicable to the 
plant, list the generic frequency given in 
EPRI NP-2230 [3]. 

Description: Accident sequence frequency estimates 
require frequencies of the initiating event in addition 
to system unavailabilities. The plant familiarization 
task has identified the initiating events applicable to 
this analysis and has grouped them according to com
mon mitigating system response. The first step in 
developing initiating event frequencies is to simply 
compile the generic frequencies for each applicable 
initiating event given in EPRI NP-2230 [3]. 

In some cases, such as for support systems related 
initiating events, the generic initiatin& event data base 
may not contain the event. For these cases data may 
be contained in the generic hardware data or the 
analyst may need to develop plant-specific data from 
plant information. 

Product: List of initiating events applicable to the 
plant and the associated generic frequency. 

Step 10. From EPRI NP-2230,licensee event reports, 
or other data sources, note where plant-spe
cific initiating event frequencies differ sub
stantially from those in Step 9. Modify the 
initiating event frequencies accordingly. 

Description: Initiating event frequencies vary from 
plant to plant. For those whi~;:h differ substantially 
from the generic frequencies, plant-specific frequen
cies should be used. EPRI NP-2230 contains this 
information for some plants. For others, this must be 
obtained directly from the operating history by count
ing the incidence of the initiating event and dividing 
by the number of years the plant has operated. 

Product: List of initiating event frequencies consis
tent with plant experience. 

Step 11. From the daw prepared in Step 10, calculate 
the fr~quency of each initiating event group 

identified in the plant familiarization task 
and estimate the associated enor factors. 

Description: Event trees are constructed for each ini
tiating event group. Thus accident sequence calcula
tions begin with the frequency of each group rather 
than individual initiating events. The frequency ofthe 
initiating event group is simply the sum of the fre
quencies of the events in the group. Information re
garding error factors for initiating events may be 
found in Reference [13]. 

Product: Plant-specific dt'.ta for the frequency of each 
initiating event group. 

Data Refmement 

Step 12. For each event in the set of candidate domi
nant accident sequences identified in the 
accident sequence analysis task, ree:umine 
the data used to ensure it is consistent with 
data developed in the previous steps. For 
selected components, develop plant-specific 
data consistent with plant operating experi
ence. 

Description: Initial calculations of accident sequence 
frequencies performed in the accident sequence analy
sis task result in a selecti<.on of sequences for closer 
scrutiny. These are termed "candidate dominant acci
dent sequences." Data for all events appearing in the 
candidate sequences should be reviawed to ensure it 
reflects the analyst's best estimate failure probability 
based on his review of the plant's history and data 
developed in the previous steps. Any component fail
ure contributing greatly to core melt should be given 
particular attention. Modifications to the data used in 
initial screening calculations should be given to the 
sequence analyst for use in the fmal sequence frequen
cy calculations. 

Product: Refined data, as needed, for use in final 
sequence quantification. 

Task Products 

Step 13. Summarize task products for the task report. 

Description: The products of this task are listed be
low. G~neric failure rate data is given in Part III, 
Secticn 5. Plant-specific test and maintenance una
vailabilities were derived in Step 5. Initiating evr..1t 
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poup frequen.ciet were produced in Step 11. A modi
fied Jeneric data bue refleeting plant-.peci(JC varia
tlont aad additional failure modes synthesizes the 
productt of Stept7, 8, and 12. 

Producta: 

1. Generic failure rate data for aU component 
failures. 

2. Plant-specific test and maintenance unavaila
bilities for each system/component. 

3. Initiating event frequencies for each initiating 
event group. 

4. Supplemented and modified generic data base 
and plant-specific component failure rates for 
selected components. 

5.3 Data Base Development 
Documentation and Example 
Products · 

The data base development task produces compo
nent failure rate and initiating event frequency data in 
support of the plant systems analysis and accident 
sequence analysis tasks. This section suggests docu
mentation of this task. This information constitutes 
part of the second interim report and the second 
informal report. 

5.3.1 Component Failure Rate Data 
The final set of data compiled for the accident 

sequence analysis task should be presented. This set 
should include component failure rates and test and 
maintenance unavailabilities for each front-line and 
support system component. The table should include 
means, medians, and error factors. Deviations from 
the generir. data base should be noted and discussed in 
the accompanying text. The text should also summa
rize any pertinent events which have occurred at the 
plant. The table should be similar in form to the 
generic data base found in Part III, Section 5. 

This information also appeai'S in other task re
ports. Test and maintenance frequencies are included 
in the test a :l maintenance summaries for each sys
tem description (see Section 3.3). Component failure 
rates are also entered on the fault summary sheets 
accompllllying each fault tree (see Section 6.3). 
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:5.3.2 Initiating Event FrequenCies 
Another proCiuct of this task used in the quantifi-

4l:ation of accident sequence frequencies is the set of 
·!:he initiating event frequencies. The compiled fre
quencies of each initiating event group should be 
presented. Means, mediana, and error factors for each 
event should be included. Each entry developed from 
information other than that of EPRI NP-2230 should 
be so noted and discussed in the accompanying text. 
The text should also discuss any pertinent initiating 
events from the plant's history. The table of initiating 
events from the Arkansas Nuclear One IREP {8) is 
shown in Table 5.3-1. This table presents median 
values only and does not include means and error 
factors. 

Table 5.3·1. Initiating Events Used In the 
ANo-1 Analysis 

F"luency 
Initiating er 

Event Reactor 
Designator Description Year 

B(l.2) LOCA with a 0.38 to 1.2 in. 2.0x1o-2 

equivalent diameter break 
8(1..66) LOCA with a 1.2 to 1.66 in. 3.b:10-4 

equivalent diameter break 
8(4) LOCA with a 1.66to 4 in. 3.8:1'.10-4 

equivalent diameter break 
8(10) LOCA with a 4 to 10 in. equiva- 1.6x10 ... 

lent diameter break 
8(13.5) LOCA with a 10 to 13.5 in. 1.2xl0-6 

equivalent diameter break 
8(>13.5) LOCA with an equivalent di- 7.5x10-6 

ameter break > 13.5 in. 
T(LOP) Loss of offsite power transient 3.2xlo-• 
T(PCS) Transient initiated by a total 1.0 

interruption of main feedwater 
T(FlA) All other transients which do 7.1 

not affect front-line systems 
significantly 

T(A3) Transient initiated by a failure 3.5110-2 

of ac power bus A3 
T(B5) Transient initiated by a failure 3.5x10-2 

of ac power bus B5 
T(DOI) Transient initiated by a failure l.Sxl0-2 

of de power bus DOl 
T(D02) Transient initiated by a failure LSxlo-2 

of de power bus D02 
T(LOSW) Transient initiated by failure 2.6xl0-3 

of Service W!iter Valve CV-
3824 
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8. Accident Sequence 
Analysis 

8.1 Overview of the Accident 
Sequence Analysis Task 

8.1.1 Purpoee 
The previous tasks have involved the develop

ment of models representing plant systems and acci
dent sequences which lead to core melt. To quantify 
these models, data was developed for each fault tree 
event. The accident sequence analysis task integrates 
these portions of the analysis to calculate the frequen
cy of each core melt accident sequence. The purpose of 
this task is to identify the dominant accident se
quences for the plant, that is, those core melt se
quences expected to have the highest frequency. This 
is done by analyzing the accident sequences defined 
by the event trees using the fault trees for each 
front-line and support system and the human reliabil
ity, test and maintenance, and component failure rate 
data. 

6. 1.2 Products 
The products of the accident sequence analysis 

task are as follows: 

1. Fault tree models for each front-line system 
including all support system faults. 

2. Estimated frequencies for each core melt acci
dent sequence. 

3. A list of accident sequences for closer scrutiny 
and consideration of operator recovery actions 
(these are termed "candidate dominant acci
dent sequences"). 

4. A qualitative expression, including recovery, 
containing the most significant contributors to 
each potentially dominant accident sequence. 

5. A table of dominant accident sequences and 
their frequencies. 

Examples of these products from previous IREP ana
lyses are contained in Section 6.3. 

6.1.3 Relaiionship to Other Tasks 
The accident sequence anal~11is task consi~ts of 

integrating the information developed in the preced
ing tasks to cakulate core melt accident sPquence 
frequencies and qualitative expressions of the failut·es 
contributing most significantly to each sequence. The 
event trees developed in the accident sequence delin
eation task define the combinations of initiating 

events and :aucoeas/failure states .of responding sys
tems to be analyzed. The front-line and support sys
tem models developed in the plant systems analysis 
task, when merged, constitute the system models to be 
used in the Bequence analysis. Given these two inputs. 
qualitative expressions of the combinations of compo
nent failures, human errors. test and maintenance 
unavailabilities, and restoration errors which result in 
each core melt accident sequence are develnped. 

The quantification of accident sequeru:e frequen
cies generally takes place in at least two stages. In 
order to calculate initial sequence frequencies, the 
first stage, termed the initial screening weulation, 
uses: 

1. Upper bound faibn(' probabilities from the 
human reliability and procedural analysis task. 

2. Initiating event frequencies, generic compo
nent failure rates, and plant-specific test and 
maintenance frequencies and durations from 
the data base developm.,nt task. 

This list of sequences and sequence frequencies is 
used in the subsequent task-- interpretation and anal
ysis of results-for sensitivity analyses. 

Following initial calculations of sequence frequen
cies, a group of the most frequent accident sequences 
is chosen for closer scrutiny and consideration of 
operator recovery actions. This list of sequences and 
their qualitative expressions of failure are used by the 
human reliability analysts to determine those human 
errors for which best estimate failure probabilities are 
to be calculated and by the data base analyst to 
identify component failures which should be checked 
for accuracy in light of plant-specific information. 
This set of sequences is also used in the next task for 
performing sensitivity calculations. 

A f'mal calculation of Accident sequence frequen
cies is performed for the candidate dominant accident 
sequences using the improved human error estimates 
and recovery probabilities provided by the huma~t 
reliability and procedural analysis task and including 
any changes made in the data base. The most frequent 
sequences are termed "dominant accident sequences." 
The expressions of failure combinations and the esti
mated sequence frequencies form the basis for the 
interpretation and analysis of results task in which 
engineering insights regarding the most significant 
plant feature& are developed and in which uncertain
ty, sensitivity, and importance calculations are per
formed. 

Teble 6.1-1 summarizes the relationship of the 
accident sequence analysis task to the others in te~ms 
of the relation of input from other t&sks to this task 
and the relation of products of this ta.~k to other tasks. 
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0\ Table 6.1·1. Accident Sequence Analysis Task RelaUonshlps 

Inputa From 
Other Tasks 

1. Systemic event treea for each LOCA 
and transient initiating event group 

(accident sequence delineati')n task) 

Uaesin 
TbisTaak Producta 

Def'lllell accident aequeocee-initiating ,1. Fault tree model for eacll front-line 

event and 11)18tem suc:ee~~~~/failura a,.tem indud.iug all aupport ayatem 

combination&-to be analyzed faults 

Other Tab 
Uling Producta 

2. r<'atJlt trtes for each front-line and Provides fault trees to be merged; 2. &timated frequeDCiea for each core Analyaia ud Interpretation of Relult.-uled in 
support system (plant 11)18tema anal- merged models U8ed in sequence 

ysis taU) analysis, combined according to 

event tree structure 

3. Upper bound failure probabilitiea for 

each identified human error (hUDlall 

reliability and proctdural analysis 
task) 

4. Generic failure rate data for each 

coml)<'nent failure in merged fault 

trees (data base development task) 

5. Plar•t·apecific teet and maintenance 

frequencies and durationa for eacb 

eyetem/ccmpornJnt (data base devel-
<'pment taak) 

6. Initiating evant frequencies for each 

initiating event group (data base de-

velopment taa!d 

7. Beat estimste failure probabilities 

for bumar. erron in candidate domi

nant accident aequen~ (human reU

ability and (lrocOOW"al analyaia Uwk) 

8. Plant-apecifi~ componMt failure 

rates for ael~ ooniponenta (data 

b1111e development taak) 

9. Estimated probabilities for recovery 

actions (human reliability and proce
dural analysis ta.&k) 

Used in initial screening calculations 

of accident aeque'!lce frequencies 

Used in initialiiCl'eening calct.•lationa 

of accident sequence frequencies 

Used in calculation teat and mainte· 

nance contributors to accidents ae-
quence frequencies 

Used in quantification of accident 

sequence frequencies 

Used in final quantification of acci
dent sequences frequencies 

Used in final quantification of acci

dent sequence frequencies 

Ua«l In recovery conaideraticna r.,r 
final quantification of accident se
quence frequencies 

- ~., . r,.-..........,...__.,.._.,._... • -• 

melt accident sequence aenaitivity analysis 

3. Liat of candidate dominant accident Data Base Development-identifiM component 

aequencee for cl01er scrutiny and re- failure rate data requirinc cl01er ~Cn~tiny 

oovery consideration~; qualitative ell· 
Human Reliability and Procedure Analyaia-

preaion of aignificant contributiona 
identifies human erron for whieh belt eatimate 

for each sequence 
failure probabiliti111 are to be ealculaled and 
recovery actiDM for which probability eati· 

mates are needed 

Analysis and Interpretation of Resulu-uaed In 

aenaitivi1.y analy;Oa 

4. Table of dominant accident ae- Analyaia and Interpretation Reeulta-baaia for 

quencea and their frequencies; quali- development of engineering i1111ight1, uncer· 

tative ellpresaiona of significant con- tainty, &eMitivity, and Importance calculatione 

tributon to each 

i 
.i 



8~ 1.4 Information Needs 
The accident sequence analysts require the sys

temic event trees from the accident ~~equence delinea
tion task and the fault trees for each front-line and 
support system froro the plant systems analysis task. 
A variety of data pertaining to human error rates, 
recowry probabilities, initiating event frequencies, 
component failure rates, and test and maintenance 
restoration error probabilities are provided by the 
human reliability and procedural analysis and data 
basfi development tasks. These are listed on Table 
6.1-1. 

Part III, Section 6, of this guide provides substan
tial guidance for dealing with the complexities of this 
task. A computer code for dealing with large Boolean 
equations is essential. If thorough familiarity with the 
code is not already possessed by someone on the 
analysis team, code documentation would ba neces
sary. In considering possible recovery actions, detailed 
information regarding information available to the 
operator and possible actions which can be taken from 
the control room are needed. Analyses of the time to 
irreparable damage to components, to dryout of the 
steam generators, and to the onset of core uncovery 
are also needed for selected accident sequences. How 
t-his information is used in the steps performed in this 
task is discussed in Section 6.2 below. 

6.1.5 Scope 
Core melt acddeut sequence frequencies should 

initially be calculated for all sequences using the 
generic data base &nd upper bound human error esti
mates. From this list of sequences and their frequen
cies, a set of candidate dominant accident sequences 
should be selected for further analysis. No further 
analysis need be performed on sequences excluded 
from the candidate set. 

The qualitative expressions developed for each 
fault tree and each accident sequence tend to include 
many, many terms. These expressions may be judi
ciously truncated based on probability. However, the 
analyst must be careful to truncate at the proper time 
in the analysis and at appropriately small values to 
preclude losing potentially significant terms. Guid
ance in this regard is given below and in the accompa
nying method~:~ documentation. 

The development of qualitative accident sequence 
expressions should include not only initiating events 
and system failures, but also system successes as well, 
as defined by the event tree. Inclusion of system 
successes may eliminate some terms from the failure 
equation which are logically precluded by success of 

another system. Failure to a~unt for system success
es may result in erroneous sequence equations and 
overestimated accident sequence frequencies. The 
over-estimation can be quite large. 

Possible operator recovery actions should be in
vestigated onl:v for the candidate dominant accident 
sequences and, for these sequences, only for the most 
significant cut sets. Recovery actions and probabilities 
differ for each combination -of failures; hence, it is 
desirable to limit these investigations to only the most 
important cut sets of the most important sequences. 
Point estimate values should be used for all sequence 
calculations. Whenever possible, mean values should 
be used. The associated statistical distributions are 
used only in the limited uncertainty analY!is de
scribed in the next task. 

6. 1.6 Assumptions and Guidelines 
The initial task of the accident sequence analysis 

is to merge the support system trees with the appro
priate front-line system trees to obtain a set of fault 
trees consistent with the event trees including support 
system faults. The resultant merged trees should be 
carefully checked for accuracy including consistency 
of event names and descriptions with the system and 
conditions modeled, removal of any logic loops {dis
cussed in Part III, Section 6.1), without loss of any cut 
sets, and resolution of any gates "dangling," that is 
without appropriate output. A plot of these trees js a 
useful tool as is a check of the cut sets obtained by 
solving the trees. It is very important that errors in the 
fault trees be removed before proceeding to the se· 
quence quantification. Otherwise, much time and 
money will be wasted! 

In the development of expressions for each system 
(to be used in the sequence analysis), faults in the 
fault trees are often coalesced into "superevents" or 
"independent subtrees ... Such a practice is acceptable, 
in fact desirable, provided that the events coalesced 
are independent of all other events in the analysis. 
Coalescing iaults independent only within the given 
system can lead to failure to properly treat commonal
ities among system in the sequence calculation ami a 
possible underestimation of sequence frequencies. 

Standard assumptions made in system and se
quence quantification are that events with different 
names are independent and that the , ae event ap
proximation is acceptable. As mentioned above, sys
tem and sequence expressions may be truncated on 
probabilistic grounds to improve efficiency in the 
calculation. However, the expression for each system 
should use upper bound estimates for questionable 
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event probabilitiet (e.g., human erron). The probabil
ity of any event which may abo be an initiatiug event 
(i.e., 1oM of oflsite power and support system initiat
ins eventa) ahould be set to 1.0 in all truncation 
operationa. Failure to follow these guidelines could 
reault in some terms bein( dropped from the expres
sion that should not be. Truncation should also be 
performed baed on the probability of a cut set, not 
the number of terms or on the value of a given event. 
Cut &eta, 11ot events, should be deluted from the ex
presaion. 

Truncation values of 10-P or less are ae£eptable 
for cut seta in either systems or sequences. Truncation 
values greater than 10-• are unacceptable unless abso
lutely necessary. Between these two values, the ana
lyst must make a judgment. For systems responding 
only to loss-of-coolant accidents, truncation values of 
to-• are acceptable. When combined with the initiat
ing event frequency. this corresponds to keeping all 
terms of at least to-t Since transient frequencies can 
exceed 1 per reactor year, it is desirable to truncate 
systems responding t.o transient events as close to 10-9 

as pos11ible. Howeli'Cir, this value may result in too 
many cut sets for t.'"le available computing capabilities 
even after coaleodng independent faults in the fault 
trees. In such cases, truncation shouJci be made as low 
as existing capabilities permit. 

'I'he inclusion of success events in the sequence 
ex~>ressions may be performed in several ways de
pending upon the capabilities of the given team. 
Should a complement equation for each system be 
developed, however, it should either be the complete 
complement or the complement formed from the 
truncated system equation. Truncation of t:1e comple
ment equation may lead to erroneous results. 

Finally, consideration of recovery actions should 
generally be limited to simple actions which may be 
performed from the control room. The first consider
ation for recovery is whether the fault is re~overable or 
not. Damaged or failed equipment is consia,'ted. non
recoverable, i.e., no credit i~ given for equi!l)ment 
repair. Misposition or actuation faults are often recov
erable, as are human errors m1.1.de in response to the 
accident. The second consideration involves the time 
availabie to perform the act and where the action may 
be accomplished. Faulta which are recoverable from 
the control room are generally included in the analysis 
if there is sufficient information available to diagnose 
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the problem and time tD perform the action. Faults 
which require .local recovery actions are generally 
e:u:luded from the analysis. Exceptions to this guide
line may be reasonable if substantial time exists for 
performing the action. However, for actions outside 
the control room. consideration must be given to the 
location and its characteristics (temperature, radia
tion environment, security, etc.) in considering wheth
er the fault is in fact recoverable and in considering 
the time to perform the act. 

6.2 Accident Sequence Analysis 
Procedures 

The accident sequence analysis task involves 19 
steps. Figure 6.2-1 illustrates the interrelationships 
among the various steps of the accident sequenCP. 
analysis task. Part III, Section 6, of this guide contains 
further methodological guidance. 

6.2. 1 Description of Each Accident 
Sequence Analysis Procedural 
Step 

Fault Tree Preparation 

Step 1. Form complete fault trees for each front-line 
system by merging the support system fault 
trees, as appropriate, with the front-line sys
tem fault trees. 

Description: Fault trees were produced in the plant 
systems analysis task fo! each front-line and each 
support system. In this task, an expression for the 
ways in which each accident sequence may occur is 
desired, inclut~:ng both front-line and support system 
faults. The fir&, step in this process is to form fault 
trees for each front-lire system including support 
system faults. Th~s is done by &ttaching the appropri
ate support system fault trees to the front-line system 
trees. ThEs merging process results in having a set of 
fault trees, O'le for each event tree heading. 

Product~ Front-line system fault trees complete with 
support system faUlts. 

Step 2. Plot each merged front-line system fault tree. 
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!II!VIIED RECOVERY' 
ACTJOIU IN UOHT Df 
TIME AVAILAIIL£ ,,.1 

Figure 6.2-1. Step Relationships for the Accident Sequence Analysis Task 

Description: A r3lot of each fault tree is highly desir· 
able as a mechanism for checking the tree for consis
tency and for the analyst to review against the system. 
The merged fault trees can be quite large and use of a 
computerized plotting routine facilitates this step. 

Product: Set of plots for front-line systems. 

Step 3. Using the plots developed in Step 2, check the 
fault trees to ensure consistency of event 
names with system drawings, compatibility 
wit!:: failure definitions for the ~.;vents on the 
event trees, absence of logic loops, and ab
sence of dangling gates. Correct any errors 
found. 

Description: The fault trees may contain any of st>ver
al errors. The analyst should search these out, refer
ring to the plot, to ensure that the fault trees are 
correct before proceeding. 

The first check involves simply checking· the plot 
against the system drawing and the analyst'~' knowl
edge of t.he system to ensm ~ that it logically repre
sents the system and that the fault tree event namP.s 

are consistent with those on the system drawing. Care 
should be taken, tJnce again, to ensure that common 
faults among different systems have bee=t given the 
same name. 

The systems analyst and ~vent tres analyst should 
also review the tree together to ensure compatibility 
with the system ~'~lure definitions specified by the 
event tree. In particular, conditionalities specified by 
the event tree should be reflected in the fault tree. 

Logic loops may become apparent after merg:_ng 
the support systems with the front-line systew;;. An 
e!::mple of such a loop would be a diesel generato: 
relying on service water (to keep the diesel cool) and 
the service water depending on the diesel generator for 
power if offsite power is lost. Any such loops found 
shm.:ld be removed as the code will not be able to solvf' 
trc.:s with loops. This should be done carefully so as to 
ensure that no cut sets are lost in the process. Often, 
such loops are not real; that is, some conditionality has 
been lost. For example, a ,notor-operated valve may 
depend on the diesel to change the valve's state at the 
start of the accident. The diese~. in tum, relies on 
;;ervice water, as alY.>ve. However, failure of service 
water results in long-term failure of the diesel and, 
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hence, is not a failure mode of the valve which changes 
state early in the sequence. Such unrealistic loops 
should be removed. In fact, the analyst should check 
all such components to ensure that nonreal fault 
modes are removed. Some logic loops, such as in the 
first example above, are real. The logic must then be 
"cut" and, often, the structure of the tree must be 
slightly rearranged. The topi,. cf logic loops is dis·· 
cussed in more detail in Part 111, Sectbn 6.1. 

A final problem which will be apparent from the 
plot is the problem of dangling gatea. Each gate shl.luld 
have inputs and outputs. Often, however, due to a 
keypunching t•rror or misnaming, gates will appear 
which la(;k an input or an output. Such problems are 
readily apparent and easily solved. 

Product: Corrected, merged front-line system fault. 
trees. 

Step 4. Coalesce fault tree ewmts which are indepen
dent of all other systems into "superevents," 
as appropriate, in each merged front-line sys
tem fault tree. 

Description: As mentioned above, the fault trees may 
be quite hrge. To more efficiently solve for the expres
sion for each accident sequence, faults which do not 
appear elsewhere in any other f11ult tree may be co
alesced into single events to replace portions of the 
appropriate front· line system fault tree. This must be 
done with care, however, to ensure that all events in 
the super-event are truly independent lest potential 
common events be lost in the process. Computer codes 
are available which perform this operation; alterna
tivel:t, the knowledgable analyst can do this by hand, 
using the plots produced in Step 2. This is generally 
done only up to the pipe segment level. That is, 
independent faults in different pipe segments are not 
coalesced. Part Ill, Section 6.2, of the guide contains a 
further discussion of this :;>rocess. 

Product: Merged front-line system fault trees with 
coalesced independent faults. 

St.ep fi, l?repare input to the fault tree analysis code 
for each merged fr;mt-line system fault tree 
with ccaiesced independent faults. 

Description: The trees developed in Step 4 are those 
which will be used in the accident sequer · analysis. 
Prepare the input to t.he code for these ~t2t. .• 1ollowi11g 
+.he appropriate input format. 

Prortuct: Computerized fault trees for each merged 
front-line system fault tree with coalesced 
independent faults. 

Step 6. Plot each merged front-line :;ystem fault tree 
with coalesced independent events and per
form the same checks as in Step 3. Correct any 
errors found. 

Description~ The analyst should ensure that the trees 
produced in Step 4 and input in Step 5 are correct 
before proceeding with the sequence analysis. The 
description of Step 3 provides guidance in this regard. 

Product: Corrected, marged f:ront-iine system fault 
trees with coalesced independent faults. 

Front-Line System Expressions 

Step 7. Develop qualitative expressions fo::- the com
binations of events-cut sets-which tould 
result in failure of each front-line system. 
Truncate each expression by eliminating cut 
sets having a probability of 10-9 or less (un
less a higher truncation value is necessary). 

Description: Before proceeding to the development of 
cut set expressions for each accident sequence, expres
sions should be devr;loped for each front-line system. 
This is genel·ally done with a Boolean algebra code. 
The expressions can be quite large. This is somewhat 
9lleviated by truncating from the expression all cut 
sets having a valu~ of 10-9 or less. Experience has 
shown that cut sets having a value this sm&ll do not 
contribute significantly to the accident sequence fre
quency, even if they are common failures among sever
al systems. Should the expression still be too large, a 
higher truncation value may be chosen, but it is not 
r>:!commended. The higher +he truncation value, the 
greater the chance that significant contributors may 
be lost. Part III, Section 6.3, of this guide further 
discusses the development of system minimal cut sets 
and truncation. 

Product: Truncated, qualitative cut set expressions 
for each front-Ene system fault tree. 

Step 8. Check the most probable and fewest term cut 
sets for each front-line system failure to en
sure these combinations of events actually do 
cause the top event. I[ not, correct the fault 
tree. 



Description: It i& impovt.Mt that these qualitative 
expres&iOIII be correct and represent the actual ways 
in which the aystem may fail before proceeding to the 
development of accident sequence expressions. It is 
impractical to check all of the cut sets. Ho"' over, the 
systems analyst should check those contrib., · :~ ctost 
to the probability of system failure and those having 
the fewest terms. Ensure each wl'llbination cati.Ses the 
system to fail. Ii not, the fault tree muc.t be corrected. 
Check to ensure that the corrections do not contradict 
the coalescing of independent events. If so. return to 
Step 4. Otherwise, return to Step 6. 

Product: Verified, and corracUJd if ne,,.,:;r.<u·y, cut set 
expressions for each fl:'ont-lmt) tl}Ct.:!m. 

Step 9. If complement equations are to be used to 
account for system success statep, in the acci
dent sequence analysis, form the complement 
of each trun<'ated front-line system expres
sion. 

DescriJ:!ti2!!: Accident sequences includl! system suc
ce~ .. et:l as well as system failures. It is important t.hat 
the act..dent sequence cut set expressions contain only 
combinations of events which do not contradict the 
system successes included in the s£:quence. Syst.em 
succe1~ses may be accounted for in sev\.'!ral ways (sea 
Part II!, Section 6.4). However, if complement equa
tions are formed, they should be formed from the 
truncated front-line syste«~ expressions developed in 
Step 8. 

Product: Complement expre2sions for each front-line 
system fanlt tree. 

Screening Cat£1'\ations for Sequence Frequencies 

Step 10. Form qualitative expressions for each core 
melt accident sequence by apprn9rita.tely 
combinin~ iuitiating e·1ents and froHt-line 
system success and failure expressions (f1·om 
Step~ 8 and 9). Truncat.P these expressions, 
if nc.cessary, by eliminating sequence cut 
sets having a frequency of 10-9 or less (un
less a higher truncation value is neccnary). 

Description: Qualitative expre&sions of the combina
tions of events leading to each ce-re melt sequence are 
developed by combining the system ;;uccess and fail
ure expresr.ir,us v.ith the inititlting event in the combi
nations epeci:c'ied in the event trees This is done 
essentially by combining under an AND g.'lte the 
appropriate ex.pre<>sior.s and solving uging the laws ot' 
Boo lea: t algebra (see Part EI, S.·~cticn 6.4). 

Thest! expressions can be quite large. They may be 
judiciously tnocated by dropping all cut sets of value 
10""' or less. A higher truncat:on value may be ch~n. 
if necessary, but it is not recommended. There may 
hundred& of cut seta of order 104 ; truncation at lO..s 
would result in m'.scalculating the frequency of a !0~ 
sequence which, experience has shown, may be signifi
cant. 'I'he truncation value should be consistent with 
or higher thllll that used in Step 7 multiplied by the 
frequency o~ the initiating event. Choice oi a lower 
value would result in an inromplete expression, to that 
order, since some terma would have been lost. in 
Step 7. 

Product: Qualitative, truncated cut set e:r.pressicns 
for each accident sequence. 

Step 11. Check the most frequent and fewest wrm 
sequence cut sets to ensure these combina
tions of events actually do cause the acci
dent sequence to occur. If not, conect the 
appropriate model. 

Description: The qualitative expression for each ae
quence should be checked to ensure that each combi
nation of events results in the Kquence occurring. It is 
impractical to check all the cut sets. However, the 
analyst shCJuld check those contributing most to the 
frequency of the sequence and those having the fewest 
terms. To correct errors, gt;nerally changes mWJt be 
made to the fault trees. Depending on the nature of 
tJ-te error, return to Step 4 or Srep ·1. 

Product: Verified, .ii.nd corrected if necessary, cut set 
exvressions for each core melt accident se
quence. 

Step 12. Quantify the frequency of each core melt 
accident sequence using the generic data 
base and upper bounJ. astimates, where nec
essary. 

Description: The frequency of each core melt acci
dent rlequence should be estimated using the guneric 
data base wd plant-specific test and mairat.en.mce 
unavailahilities from the data base development task 
and upper hound human error estimates from the 
human~reliability and procedural analysis task. More 
accurate data is not use-rl at this step. Th£:. purpose 
here is to estimate the sequence frequencies for the 
purpose of selecting a subset for more accurate quanti
fication. If truncation was performed in Step 10, an 
estimate of the sequence frequ~:ncy may aheady have 
been obtained. This process is discussed more fully in 
Part III, Section 6 . .:;. 
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Product: Estimated frequencies for each core melt 
accident sequence. 

Step 13. Select a set of accide'=<t sequences for closer 
scrutiny, refined data et;timates, and recov
ery considerations. Theurt are termed "candi
date dominant accident t~equences." 

Description: Development of plant-specifi~ data, best 
estimate human error probabilities and re,::overy data 
can be a time-consuming task. It is ad·~antageous to 
limit these activities to those sequences which could 
contribute most to the freq1.1ency of core melt. Thus in 
this step, a subset of sequences termed "candidate 
dominant accident sequences" are chosen for more 
precise frequency estimations. 

The selection of sequences is generally a matter of 
analyst judgment. Often, a natural break point in the 
spectrum of sequence frequencies will be apparent; for 
instance, the'l'e may be a few sequences with frequen
cies around 10-4 to 10-6, several with frequencies of 
10-•, and many with frequeacies of 10-7 or less. Th<: 
analyst ml\y choose to exa~'.;line only those having 
frequet-des 10-6

• The choice of sequences, however, is 
not too critical. If all chosen sequences ·ave their 
frequencies reduced below the chosen cutoff frequen
cy BB a result of improved calculations and inclusion of 
operAtor recovery actions, the Malyst need only exl:llD.
ine more sequences. 

Product: Set of candidate dominant accident se
quences. 

Final Sequence Frequency Calculations 

Step 14. Using the human reliability analysts' best 
estimate human error probabilities and re
vised component failure rate data (where 
appropriate), calculate the frequency of 
each candidate dominant accident sequence. 

Description: An imprcved frequency estimate of each 
candidate dominant accident sequence is obtained by 
repeating Step 12 using best estimate human error 
probabilities frcm the human reliability and proce
dural at.alysis W.sk and improved component failure 
tate data from th(: data base development task. 'f'hese 
calculations represent t.he best estimate accident se
quence frequenc~~q. excluding t·ecovery connider
ations. This step is discussed further in Part III, 
Section 6.6. 

Product: Revised sequence frequency "Stimates for 
the candidate dominant accident sequences. 
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Step 15. Identify the cut sets which contribute signifi
cantly to the revised candidate dominant 
accident sequence frequency estimates. For 
each, determine which faults tATe reooverable, 
the action which must be taken, the location 
from which the action is to be taken, and 
time required to perform the action. Tabu
late this information. 

Description: Each sequence cut set represents one 
way the accident sequence may occur. The informa
tion available to the operator and the recovery action 
to be taken varies depending on the particular cut set. 
Thus potential operator recovery actions cannot be 
considered on a sequence level, but rather they must 
be considered on a fieQUence cut set level This investi
gation is limited to those cut f.oJts which contribute 
significantly to the frequency of each candidate domi
nant accident sequence. 

To evaluate the potential for operator recovery, 
certain information must be compiled. First, deter
mine if the faults in the sequence are recoverable. If 
not, recovery for the cut set need not be further 
considered. Generally, only simple faults such as mis
alignment or actuation faults are considered recover
able. No credit is given for repairing components or 
heroic actions. 

Given that a fault is recoverable, the recovery 
action to be taken, where it is to be taken, and tha time 
required to perform the action complete the basic 
information regarding recovery actions for the recov
ery model. This information should be collected in rc 
table. 

Product: Table of faults for which recovery will be 
considered and data pertinent to their 
quantification. 

Step 16. Estimate the time available for performing 
each recovery action. If this time is leBP than 
that required to perform the act, remove the 
fault from the list of recoverable faults. Add 
this information to the recovery table from 
Step 15. 

Description: In addition to the data collected in the 
previous step, one must consider how much time is 
available to perform the recovery action. This time, 
referred to in Part III, Section 6.7, as the "critical 
time," depends on the accident sequence and may, in 
some cases, depend upon the cut set. This time is 
related to the phenomena associated with the se
quence such as the time to boil dry the steam genera
tors, the time to the onset of core uncovery, or the 



length of timt a tomponent may operate without 
toOiing. The critical tim~ for the sequence should be 
eompared with the tin~e it takes to perform the recov
ery action (see Step 15). For those cases in which the 
critical time is less than the time to recover, the fault 
should be removed from the set of recoverable faults. 
Otherwise, add the cr[tical time to the recovery table. 

Proouct: Modified recovery table to be used in quan-
tification of recovery actions. 

Step 17. Using estimate& of the probability of recov
ery from the human reliability analyst, recal
culate the frequency of each candidate domi
nant accident sequence including recovery. 

Description: The final sequence frequent calculation 
is performed by multiplying each sequence cut set. by 
th.; probability of nonrecovery (1-P(recovery)). This 
step is described in more detail in Part III, Section 6 7, 
of this guide. 

After performing the calculP.tion, check the set of 
cut sets for each sequence to r~nsure that the largest 
cut set for which recovery was not considered (recall in 
Step 15 that recovery was considered for only the 
significant cut sets) is still not significant compared to 
the values after including recovery of those previously 
deemed significant. If any cut sets appear to be signifi
cant and recovery has not been conside!"~d. repeat 
Steps 15-17 including these additional cut. sets. 

Product: Final estimate of the frequency of each can
didate dominant accident sequence. 

Step 18. Select a set of the most frequent accident 
sequences to be termed "dominant accident 
Eleq uences." 

Description: Using the results of Step 17, a subset of 
candidate domim:mt accident sequences is chosen as 
the dominant accident nequences. The choice is again 
a matter of analyst judgment, but often all sequences 
greater than a given frequency, say 10-6

, are chosen or 
the sequences contributing greater than a certain per
cent, say 90% , of the core melt frequency are chosen. 

Product: Set of dominant accident sequences for the 
plant. 

Task Products 

Step 19. Summarize task products for the task report. 

Description: The products of the accident sequence 
analysis task are listed below. The fault tree models 

·--- ·--· --- . 

correspond to tbotl~ produced in S~p 6. Estimated 
frequencies for ti8.Cb core melt accident sequence were 
calculated in Step 12. Frequencies and ·qualitative 
expressions for the candidate dominant and dominant 
accident sequei'Ce& were developed in Steps 11, 17, 
and 18. 

Products:. 

1. Fault tree models for each front-line system 
including support system faults. 

2. Estimated frequencies for each core melt acci
dent sequence. 

3. Set 0f candidate dominant accident sequences, 
their frequencies, and qualitative expressions 
of significant contributors to each. 

4. Set of dominant accident sequen.::es, their fre
Q.uencies, and qualitative expressions of signifi
cant contributors to each. 

6.3 Accident Sequence Analysis 
Documentation alid Example 
Products 

The documentation of the accident sequence 
analysis task should provide the final set of merged 
fault trees for each front-line system, a clear descrip
tion of the analysis process, and inf:>rmation pertinent 
to the selection and quantification of candidate and 
dominant accident sequences. This section suggests 
information to be documented upon completion of 
this task and includes examples from previous ana
lyses. These constitute the products of the second 
informe.l re;mrt and the results for the draft final 
report. 

6.3. 1 Merged Fault Trees 
A principal product of this task is the set of 

merged, front-line system fault trees. The initial >et of 
fault trees was documented as part of the plant sys
tems llnalysis task. The final set offault trees, whkh is 
the set of front-line syslent fault trees merged with 
their support systems, should be documented upon 
their completion. These should be plotted in terms of 
their independent subtrees. if used. Accomp~nying 
these plots should be completed fault summary sheets 
showing the faults in each independent subtree, brief
ly describin~ each event, and showing the pertinent 
failure rate data. 

Examples of these products are shown in Figure 
6.3-1 and Table 6.3-1. These illustrate portions of the 
emergency feedwater syc.tem fault tree and fP.ult sum
mary sheets from the AN0-1 IREP analysis. 
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Figure 6.3·1. Fault Tree for the Emergency Fffidwatt~r System 

Flgu.•e 6.3·1. (cont) 
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~ Table 6.3-1. Fault Summaries for Emergency Feedwater System 

~ Fault Fault 
Event Subevent Component Subevent FaDwe ~ l>uratiOD Subevet EwDt 
Nldlle Name Type De.cription Ratelh Time (h) Time (h) Unavailability Una...uabilit;)> 

LF-EFW-E3 EFWOOQIX-CCC-LF Check Valve- FaDure to open lE-4 
j!! cc 

EFWOOX3A· VOC-LF Motor-Opero::ted Failure to 1£..4 I; 
Valve.OC remain. open ri 

EFW2670A-VCC-LF Mctor-Operated Failure to open 4E-8 1 
l 1 Valve-CC 

i 1 Failure to lE_. 
remain open : I 

EFW51XXA-CBL-LF Cable Open circuit 3E-6 360 l.lF.-3 ; ~ 
EFW51XXA-BOO-LF Circuit FaDurt! to lE-3 

Breaker-00 tnmafer 

ZFW51XXA-BOO-CC Circuit Faults in 2E-3 
Breaker control 

circuit 

A-EFW-8 CVX-3 Maintell&Dal 1.8E-6 4 7.2E-6 ' A-EFW-10 CVZ670 Maintenance l.SE-6 4 7.2E-6 ME-l! 

1 LF-EFW-E4 EFWOOQ~X-CCC-LF Check Valve- Failure to open lE-4 
cc 

EFWOOXIA-VOC-LF Motor-Operated Failure to lE_. 1 
Valve.OC remain open 1 

EFW2620B· VOC-LF Motor-Operated Failure to open 4E-3 ;i 
Valve-CC ~ 

Failure to IE-4 
; 

remain open 

EFWOIJ02B-CBL-LF Cable Open circuit 3E-ti 360 l.lE-3 .j ,, 
EFWOD02B-BOO-LF Circuit Failure to 1&3 !1 

Breaker-00 ~er ~ ,, 

21!:-3 
~ 

EFWOD02B-BOO-CC Circuit Faults in ~ 
Breaker control •I 

c:ireuit ~~ 

A-EFW-11 CVX-1 Maintenance 1.8&-6 4 7.2E-6 

A-EFW-12 CV2620 Maintenanc::e I.SE-6 4 7.2E-6 8.-CE-3 

LF-EFW-ES EFWOOQZX·CCC-LF Checlc Valve- Failure to 01_110 IE-4 
cc 

EFWOOX4B-VOC·LF Motor-Operatad FAilure to lE-4 
Valve-OC remtin open 
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8.3.2 Sequence Anely ... 
The principal activity of this task is the develop

ment of qualitative cut eet expreesioM for each acci
dent aequence and the quantification of accident se
quence frequencies. To facilitate an understanding of 
the evaluation procees, the teciulique used should be 
briefly described. This discusaion ahould discuss the 
integration of the event t:ees. fault trees. and data 
base aa the input to the accident aequence analyaia 
and clearly describe each step in the analyeis. This 
includes the process of identifying independent aub
trees (if they were used), the development of syatem 
cut set expressiona and the development of sequence 
cut set expreasiona (including aucceBS events). Trun
cation valuea used in various stages of the analysis 

Table 6.3·2. Example Recovery Table• 

should be stated, and rationale for their selection 
should be provided. 

The selection of candidate dominant accident se
quences should be diacusaed, including the criterion 
for candidacy. The recovery model used in the analy
sis should be diacussed as well. Modifications made to 
the data following initial screening calculations ahould 
also be documented including the tables documenting 
recovery actions. 

To clarify the analysis process. an eumple calcu
lation illustrating each step of the process should be 
provided. An eumple recovery table ia presented in 
Table 6.3-2. To this table should be added more 
explicit identification of the action to be taken and 
time required for the action. 

Pipe (or Wire) Segment Local Fault: LF-SWS-S2 System: Service Water 
Sequence Considered: All LOSP Critical Time: 30 minutes 
Unavailability w/o Recovery: 5E-3 Unavailability w/Recovery: 4.6E-4 

Probability of Non-Recovery: 0.09 

Is It Location of 
Sub-Event Name Recoverable? Recovery Action q,w/o Rec. P(NR) q,w/Rec. Comments 

SWSOOlBX-COC-LF t E 

SWS002BX-COC-LF E E 

A-SWS-3 N 2.2E-4 1 2.2E-4 

SWSOP4BA-PMD-LF y Control Room 1.7E-3 0.05 8.5E-5 Start standby 
pump is recovery 
action 

0303-CBL-LF y Control Room lE-4 0.05 5E-6 

SWS0303A-BOO-LF y Control Room lE-3 0.05 SE-5 

SWS0303A-BOO-CC y Control Room 2E-3 0.05 lE-4 

*Taken from Reference 8. 
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8 .. 3.3 AcclcMnt Sequence 
Docu~Mfd4'1Uon 

The inftun~ation provided for each accident se
quence should , uowide the user with suffiCient infor
mation to verif~ the fault contributors to the .sequence 
and to approximate the calculation of sequence fre
quency. Documentation could become voluminous; 
the suggested dCJCumentation provides a minimum 
neces!W'y to achieve the above objectives. 

. Each candidate dominant accident sequence 
should be documented as follows. Provide a table 
containing the initiating event and its frequency and 
the initial sequence frequency (following initial 
screening) and the final sequence frequency. In addi
tion, include the dominant minimal cut sets and their 
initial and final probability. The fault summary 
sheets provide the definition of minimal cut set identi
fiers. 

An example of this is .shown iD Table 6.3-3. In 
thisexample, sequence and cut set unavailabilities are 
provided. These do not reflect the frequen~ -of the 
initiating event. The sequence frequency, obtained by 
multiplying the sequence unavailability by the initiat
ing event frequency. is also provided. 

The dominant accident sequences should also be 
listed. Each should be briefly discussed in tenns of the 
systems which succeed and fail and the associated 
accident sequence timing and phenomenology. The 
accident sequence frequency should be stated and the 
dominant fault contributors discussed. In addition, 
the dominant cut sets. their description, and their 
frequency should be listed. An example dominant 
accident sequence discussion taken from the Arkansas 
Nuclear One IREP analysis is found in the following 
section. 

Tabla 6.3·3 LOCA Accident Sequence Cut Seta• 
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Initiating Event: B(l.2) Initiating Event Frequency: 0.02/yr 

Sequence Identifier: B(l.2)01 
(Sequence 24 on B(l.2) Event Tree) 

Total Sequence: B(1.2) KD1 Y ~ F 

Sequence (without recovery) 
Sequence (with recovery) 

Dominant Minimal 
Cut Set.-; 

LF.HPI-Hl4*LF-SWS-VCH4B 

LF-HPI-Hl4*LF-SWS-Sl4 

LF -HPI-Hl4*LF -SWS-85 

LPI1407A-VCC-LF•LF-HPI-Hl4 

HPI-PUMP-CM 

LF-HPI-Hl4*LF-SWS-S2 

LF -HPI-Ht4•LF -ECS-ROOMIOO 

LF-HPI-Hl4*LF-AC-B5 

LF-HPI-Hl4*LF-AC-A3 

*Adapted from Reference (R] 

Unavailability 

l.lE-3 
1.4E-4 

Unavailability 
w/o Recovery 

3.2E-4 

1.4E-4 

1.4E-4 

l.lE-4 

lE-4 

7E-5 

7E-5 

6.2E-6 

3.4E·6 

Probability 

Freguency 

2.2E-5/yr 
2.8E-6 

Unavailability 
Non-Recovery w/Reoovery 

0.01 3.2E-6 

0.01 l.olE-6 

O.ot 1.4E-6 

0.23 2.6E-5 

1.0 lE-4 

0.05 3.5E-6 

0.01 7E-7 

0.05 S.lE-7 

0.23 7.7E-7 
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8.3.4 Example Dominant Accident 
~l*cualion 

Sequence 8(1.2)01 a, ')', IJ, t: This sequence is 
initiated by a reactor coolant pump seal rupture or a 
rupture in the reactor coolant system (RCS) piping in 
the range 0.38 in. < D ::= 1.2 in. (B(l.2)), followed by 
failure of the high pressure injection system (01). 

Contaiument failure is predicted by one of the follow
ing: vessel steam explosion (a), containment overpres
sure due to hydrogen burning (')'),penetration leakage 
(IJ), or base mat melt-through (E). 

This sequence assumes a small LOCA occurs fol
lowed by failure of the high pressure injection system. 
Containment systems would operate as designed to 
control containment pressure and to remove radioac
tivity from the atmosphere, but failure of the ~ore 
cooling 11ystem would lead to boiloff of the water 
covering the core resulting in core melt. 

The dominant failure mode of the high pressure 
injection system is predicted to be failure of the 
operator to ~;/tiate the system. Information received 
from the veudor indicates an engineered safeguards 
high pres!lure injection system actuation signal due to 
low RCS pressure may not be generated following 
some LOCAs <1.2 inches in diameter. Th!'i sequence 
assumes an engineered sefeguards signal will not be 
generated prior to core uncovery and that the operator 
must initiate the system. 

The frequency of this sequence is estimated as: 

B(L2)Dt = 2.s x w-6
• 

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, to this 
frequency are listed and discussed below. 

Cut Set 

B(l.2)*HPI-PUMP-CM 
8(1.2)*LF-HPI-H14*LPI1407A-VCC-LF 
B(1.2)*LF-HPI-H14*LF-SWS-S2 
B(1.2)*LF-HPI-H14•LF-SWS-VCH4B 
B(1.2)•LF-HPI-H14*LF-SWS-S5 
B(l.2)*LF-HPI-Hl4 *LF -SWS-814 

Cut Set 
Frequency1 

2xlO.a (1)~ 
5.3:d0'7 (.23) 

7x10'8 (.05) 
6.4x10-i (.01) 
2.8x10-8 (.01) 
2.8x10-i (.01) 

1The number in parentheses represents the probability of 
nonrecovery which was factored into the cut set freqmmcy. 
To obtain the cut set frequency without recovery, divide the 
frequency listed by the number in parentheses. 
2In general, operator errors are given a nonrecovery factor of 
1. This is because the human factor models of these faults 
have explicitly considered recovery. 

Term Descriptions 

B(l.2) -reactor coolant pump sr failure; F (B(l.2)) 
= 2:d0-2/Ryr. 

HPI-PUMP-CM - failure of operator to initiate 
HPIS; p(HPI-PUMP-CM) = lxiO-'. 

LF-HPI-Hl4 - local faults in HPIS pipe segment 
H14 (fails C pump); p(LF-HPI-H~4) = 0.014. 

LPI1407A-VCC-LF - local faults of valve CV1407 
(fails A and B pump suction); p(LPI1407 A-VCC-LF) 
= 8.2xi0-3

• 

LF -SWS-82 - local faulu. in SWS pipe segment 82 
(fails A and B pump cooling); p(LF-SWS-82) = 
5xlo-a. 

LF-SWS-VCH4B- local faults of ac and de switch
gear room cooler VCH4B (fails A and B pump ac/dc 
power cooling); p(LF-SWS-VCH4B) = 0.023. 

LF -SWS-85 - local faults in SWS pipe segment S5 
(fails A and B pump cooling); p(LF -SWS-85) = 0.01. 

LF -SWS-814 - local faults in 8WS pipe segment Sl4 
(fails A and B pump cooling); p(LF -SW8-8 14) = O.OL 

The containment failure mode probabilities and 
release category placements 8l'e: 

P(a) 0.0001; category 1 
P('Y) 0.5; category 2 
P(p) = 0.007; category 5 
P(E) = 0.5; category 7 

Multiplying the sequence frequency with the contain
ment failure mode probabilities results in the final 
sequence values. 

An important insight realized from the analysis of 
this sequence is that a possibility exists for failing one 
of the three high pressure injection system pumps 
given a LOCA <1.2 inches in diameter prior to gener
ation of an engineered safeguards signal. During nor
mal operation, one of the pumps is operating and 
takes suction from the makeup tank to perform t.he 
function of makeup and purification of the RCS. (This 
same pump is realigned to take suction from the 
borat-ed water storage tank upon an engineered safe
guards signal to perform the function of emergency 
core cooling.) 

Upon a small LOCA the pressurizer level and 
pressure would begin tc1 decrease and automatic con
trol actions will cause the makeup flow control valve 
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to go fully open and the presaurizer heaterB to turn on, 
respectively. An auxiliary calculation indicates that 
the preaaurizer heaters will remain covered ror an 
·extended period and thua maintain RCS pressure well 
above the engineered safeguards actuation set point. 
The calculation also indicates that the makeup tank 
would empty pdor to uncovering the pressurizer heat
era. The makeup tank is estimated to empty within 
-14 mins after LOCA initiation or about 10 mins 
after thl'low makeup tank level alarm. Upon dry out 
of the makeup tank it is assessed that the operating 
high pressure injection pump will fail in a short time. 

It should be noted that failure of the operator to 
initiate the high pressure injection system prior to 
makeup tank dryout is part of the analyzed failure of 
the operator to initiate the system prior to core unco
very. 

7. Interpretation and 
Analysis of Results 

7. 1 Overview of the 
Interpretation and Analysis of 
Results Task 

7.1.1 Purpose 
The previous task quantified the frequency of 

each core melt accident sequence, identified the domi
nant accident sequences, and developed expressions 
for the combinations of failures contributing most to 
the fre(juency of each dominant accident sequence. 
There :::emains the most important task of the analy
sis: that of interpreting and analyzing these results. 
The purpose of this task is to develop engineering 
insight into those plant features contributing most to 
the frequency •lf core melt and to estimate the uncer
tainties and sensitive assumptions associated with th~ 
results. 

7. 1.2 Products 
The products of the interpretation and analysis of 

results task are as follows: 
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1. An identification and discussion of the plant 
features contributing most to the frequency of 
core melt 

2. An estimate of the range of uncertainty assod
ated \\lith each dominant accident sequence 
and with the overall core melt frequenc,.r 

3. An identification of assumptions which, if 
changed, could change the results, an estima
tion of the size of the changes, and a discussion 
of their significance 

4. Calculations of importance measures and eluci
dation of any additional engineering ir>-.sights 
arising from the calculations. 

Examples of these products from previous IREP 
analysas are contained in Section 7 .3. 

7.1.3 Relationship to Other Tasks 
The interpretation and analysis of results task 

relies upon information provided by the accident se
quence analysis task. The qualitative expressiGns for 
the dominant and candidate dominant accident se
quences form the basis for the development of insight 
into those plant features contributing significantly to 
the core melt frequency. These expressions are also 
the basis for the uncertainty, sensitivity, and impor
tance calculations performed to give additional in
sight into the importance of various plant features, the 
uncertcinty of the results, and the sensitivity of re
sults to various analysis assumptions. 

Uncertainty calculations are performed primarily 
to estimate the range of results arising from uncertain
ties in the input data. To do these calculations, info!'
mation regarding the distribution and error factors 
associated with each event in the expressions for thl" 
dominant ll.ccident sequences is needed. This is pri
marily provided by the data base development task. 
Should any human errors contribute, however, this 
information must come from the human reliability 
analysts. 

Sensitivity analysis is performed to better under
stand the effects of modeling uncertainties and analy
sis assumptions. The sensitivity analysis may entail 
considerations which effect more than just the domi
nant or candidate dominant accident seq!lences. If so, 
the estimated frequencies of each core melt accident 
sequence may be needed from the accident sequence 
analysis task. 

This being the final task of the analy:;is, the 
products of this task are not used in other tasks. 
Rather, they form the basis for developing conclusions 
for the final report. 

The task relationships for the interpretation and 
analysis of results task are summarized in Table 7 .1-1. 
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T1ble 7.1·1. Interpretation and Analral• of Re1ults Talk R6laUonahiPI 

Inputt. ··· , . m Other Taab Uses in This Taak Products 

1. Table of dominant accident se- Basis for identifying plmt features 1. Identification and discussion 
quencea and their freqtumcies; contributing most to rilre melt fre- of the plant features contrib-
qualitat!ve expres&iona of signiti- quency; used for uncertainty, im- uting most to the frequency 
cant contrib3tors to each (accident portanee, and sensitivity analyses of core melt 
sequence analysis task) 

2. Table of candidate dominant acci- Used for identifying additional in- 2. Estimated range of uncer-
dent sequences and their frequen- sights into important plant fea- tainty associated with each 
cies; qualitative expressions of sig- tures; used in sen.sitSvity analyses donrlnantaccidentsequenee 
nificant contributors to each and with the overall core 
(accident sequence analysis task) melt frequency 

3. Fc.timated frequencies of each Ueed in sensitivity analyses if as- 3. Sensitivity analysis of as-
core-rnelt accident sequence (acci- aumptions effect more than candi- sumptione which could 
dent sequence analysis task) date dominant accident sequences change the results 

4. Distribution and error factors as- Used in uncertainty calculations Importance calculation& and 
sociated with data base (data base 
development .utd human reliability 
and procedural analysis tasks) 

7. 1.4 Information Needs 
The information required for this task is primarily 

provided by the accident sequence analysis task. This 
includes the dominant and candidate dominant acci
dent sequences, their frequencies and cut set expres
sions, and the estimated frequencies of each core melt 
sequence. From the data base development and hu
man reliability and procedural analysis tasks are tht 
distributions and error factors associated with domi
nant accident sequence contributors obtained. 

Part III, Section 7, of this guide contains method
ological guidance for performing the analyses of this 
task. The W)CCrtainty and importance calculations &l'e 
facilitated by having a computer code avaih1ble. If 
familiarity with the codes is not already possessed by 
someone on the analysis team, code documentation 
would prove useful. 

7.1 . .5 Scopa 
A primary purpose of an IREP an.q.lysts is to 

develop engineering insights into plant features signif
icant to core melt. This information ifl contained in 
the cut set expressions for the most impo,.tant core 

discussion of engineering in-
sights derived therefrom 

melt sequences. Uncertainty, Reneitivity, and impor
tance calculations may provide additional insight. 
However, the primary objective of these analyses is to 
develop further inaight into impmtant plant features 
and into the analysis, rather than to develop statistical 
evidence to accompany the quantitative analysis. 
Hence, these analyses are fairly restrictive in scope. 

Uncertainty analysis is performed on only the 
dominant accident sequences. As stated above, the 
purpose is to develop an estimate of the possible range 
of uncertainty of the results, not to develop statistical 
confidence intervals. Similarly. the imp.3rtance cale1.1· 

lations are performed only on the variables and classes 
nf events associated with the dominant accident se
quences. 

While the sensitivity analyses may well involve an 
examination of a broader class of accident sequences, 
the analyses should be limited only to thosf. assump
tions for which there m-e great uncertainties and as
sumptions which the anal;rat. believn could affect the 
1 .nalysis results, if changed. 

Importance calculations are performed on the ba
sis of the importance of events to the frequency of ce>re 
melt. If p?operly normalized, the results of individual 
event importance calculations can be add"!d toge:th2r 
to obtain im;l'Ortance estimates for classes of events. 
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7 .1.8 Assumptions and Guidelines 
Standard assumptions regarding component fail

ure rate data are that they exhibit lognormal distribu
tions. Human error data are sparse and uncertainties 
are generally large. In performing sensitivity analyses, 
parameters are generally varied one at a time. Impor
tance measures are generally restricted to the 
Birnbaum and Fussell-Vesely measures. 

7.2 Interpretation and Analysis of 
Results Procedures 

The interpretation and analysis of results task 
involves 14 steps. Figure 7.2-1 illustrates the relation
ships among the various steps of the interpretation 
and analysis of results task. Part III, Section 7, of this 
guide contains furtht!r methodological guidance. Note 
that some steps are independent of others within this 
task. 

Flgurra 7 .2·1 Step Relationships for t.h2 interpretation and 
Analysis of Results Tnsk 
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7 .2.1 Description of Each 
Interpretation and Analysis of Re&uHs 
Procedural Step 

Engineering Insights 

Step 1. Ana!yze the qualitative expressions of failure 
combinations contributing most to the fre
quency of the dominant accident sequences 
identified in the previous task to identify 
those p11fticular aspects of plant design con
trihutingsignificantly to the likelihood of core 
melt. 

Description: Insight into the plant features contrib
uting most to core melt can be gained dir~?Ctly from the 
qualitative cut set expressions developed in the previ
ous task for each dominant accident sequence. The 
analyst should identify which components and which 
component failure modes contribute significantly to 
each dominant accident sequence. 

In addition to the specific-plant equipment con
tributing significantly, patterns or classes of failures 
may be evident. The analyst should examine the rela
tive contributions of human errors, test and mainte
nance, and hardware faults. Analyzing the results 
from the pen:pective of which initiating events con
tribute most bignificantly yields additional insight. 
These results e?~ substantiated by importance calcu
lations (see Ste,l)s 11-13). 

Product: Set of engineering ineights associated with 
the dominant accident sequences. 

Step 2. Assemble insif;hts develQped in the course of 
performing the tasks of the analysis which, 
although they may not contribute significtmt
ly to the C:orequer.JC). of core melt, are interest
ing observatin~ts about the plant design and 
operation. 

Description: Insights are often gained over the course 
of the analysis which do not contribute to the domi
nant accident sequences. Examples of such insights 
may be sing]e failures in certain systems or equipment 
which is not adequately tested by foliowing the test 
procedures. These constitute a valuable product of the 
analysis and should be ilbmiinated. 
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System leve! insights may be gained from the 
a11alysts' review of the systems and their operation or 
from the system failure expressions de·1eloped in the 
previollli task. Additional sequence insights may be 
gained from the sequence expressioru; of the nondo
minant accident sequences. Any such insights should 
be ctocumented as results of the analysis. 

Product: Additional engineering insights regarding 
plant design and operation. 

Uncertainty Analvsis 

Step 3. Using the medians and error factors associat
ed with each event, statisticali.y estimate the 
median frequency and associated error factors 
for each dominant accident sequence. 

Description: The accident sequence frequencies cal
culated in the previous task were point estimates 
based on using mean values for each failure probabili
ty. Additional information is contained in the fre
quency distribution associated with each dominant 
accident sequence. The investigation of uncertainties 
is limited to the distribution2 associated with each 
dominant accident sequence. 

The technique generally used, described in Part 
III, Section 7.2, of this guide, consists of a Monte Carlo 
sampling from the distributions iiSSociat~d with each 
variable in the accident sequence expression. From 
many samples, a distribution of frequencies for the 
accident sequence is developed. Care must be taken to 
ensure that values selected for correlakd variables are 
selected from the same distribution in each simula
tion. From the distributions, median and mean fre
quencies and associated error factors can be estimated 
for each dominant accident r.equence. 

Product: Uncertainty estimates for each dominant 
accident sequence. 

,:'+.ep 4. Form a qualitative expression of the combina
tions of failures leading to core melt from the 
dominant accident sequence expressions. 

Description: To e::~timate the frequency and associat
ed uncertainty uf core melt and to perform importance 
calculatiora::~ with respect to core melt, an expression of 
the ways of having core melt occur is needed. The 
entire core r.telt exi)ression would be enormous. An 
approximate expression containing the most signifi
cant contributors is formed by taking the Boolean s:.Im 
of the dominant accident sequence expressions. (See 
Part III, Section 7.1). 

Product: Cut set es-pression for core melt. 

Step 5. Using the medians and error factors -associat
ed with end: event, statistically estimate the 
median frequency and associated error factors 
for core melt. 

Description: Using the expression developed in Step 
4, calculate the median and mean -core m£:lt frequency 
and associate.tl error factors in a m&nner analogous to 
that described in Step 3. 

Product: Core mslt frequency and uncertainty esti
mate. 

Step 6. Identify the principal sour.:es of uncertainty 
associated with each dominant accident se
quence and with core melt. 

Description: Analyze the results of Steps 3 and 5 to 
ascertain which variables and which sequ,)nces con
tribute most to the uncertainty associated with the 
dominant accident sequences and with thP frequency 
of core melt. Document these tindings as additional 
insights into the analysis. 

Prorluct: Insight into aspects of the analysis contrib
uting significantly to the uncertainty of the 
analysis results. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Step 7. Identify assumptions/data whi.ch could vary 
due to lack of knowledge ol' uncerLjnty and 
which could, if changed, alter the set of domi
nant accident sequences. 

Description: Additional insight into the analysis may 
be gained by performing limited sensitivity analysis. 
Many assu.mr'bns were made in t.he ana~ysis and, 
sometimes, dat ue sparse suggesting possible wide 
variations. Examples iuclude whether !>r not to gi" :e 
credit for feed and bleed cooling, whether pump cool
ing or pump room cooling is required, and the proba
bility of internal disk rupture for a motor-operated 
valve. Compile a list of assumptions or dP.ta which 
could have an impact on the analysis resu]U;. 

Product: Set of topics to be analyzed in the sensitivity 
analysis. 

Step 8. Identify the range of variation possible fO!' 
.zach sensitivity issue. 



Description: For each topic id~ntified in Step 7, iden
tify the range of variation to be used in the sens.l~i.vity 
analysis. For twumptions, this is often merf\y a 
choice of making the assumption or not. For data, 
upper and iower bolllJdP are identified. 

Product: Range of \'ariation for each sensitivity is6ue. 

Step 9. Assess the effect on the dominant accident 
· sequences and their frequencies resulting 

from varying each sensitivity issue over ita 
possible range of values. 

Description: Recalculate the frequencies of each 
dominant accident sequence by varying each sensitiv
ity is~ue one at a time over its range identified in 
Step 8. If the analyst believes there is a strong correla
tion among the issues, sensitivity calculations should 
include multiple variations of assumptions at the 
same tim.a. 

Product: Sensitivity analysis for each selected issue. 

Step 10. Identify the aseumptions/data which, if var
ied, result in significant changes in the anal
ysis results. 

Description: Compare the results of the previous step 
with the original dominant accident sequence fre
que.ncien. Observe which change the analysis results 
significantly and which do not. Document these in
sights. 

Product: Insight into issues which, if varied, result in 
significant changes in the analysis 1esults. 

fu:!portancc Calculations 

Step 11. Using the expr~ssion for core melt developed 
in Step 4, c&lcu!ate the importance of each 
event to core melt. 

Description: Standa!d meru;ures, termed "importance 
measures," have been developed to express the relative 
importance of events in a cut set expressim.l. 'I'hese 
m~asures ~enerally reflect the sensitivit.y of the tvtat 
probability to the change in event (:)rababiEty. Pert 
Ill, Section 7.3, of this guidP. discusses some of ~hese 
measures.. 

Of particular interest is the sensitivity of core meit 
frequency to change' in event prob.~bilities. In the 
case of an went contributing w onl:v one term in the 
cnre melt expreGsion, the sensitivity is fairly obvious. 
If the ever.t contributes to ~everal terms, howevel', a 
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bit more computation is required. Calculate the im
portance ..>f each event in the core melt expression. 

Product: Event importance with respect to core melt. 

Step 12. Calculate the importance with respect to 
core melt of each desired class of events. 

Description: The relative importance of classes of 
events is also of interest. Some such classes j_nclude: 
hume.n errors, test and maintenance unavailabilities, 
initiating events, &nd classes of hardware faalts such 
as power, room cooling, and component cooling faults. 
Tha importance of such classes of e•1ents may be 
cuculated from the results of Step 11 as descrit-ed in 
Part Ill, Section 7.3, of this guide. 

Product: Event clusa importance with respect to core 
melt. 

Step 13. Identify the most im?ortant events and 
event classes in terms cf core melt. 

Description: Assess the resuits of Steps 11 and 12 and 
note which events and f.vent classes are mos~ impor
tant to core melt. That is, to which event and event 
class probabilities is the frequency of core malt most 
sensitive. Compare with the insights developed in 
Step 1. Those insights from Step 1 should be cvn· 
fumed. Additional insi.ghi.s ms.y have been gained as 
well. 

Product: Insight into the most important events/ 
event classes to core welt. 

Task Products 

Step 14. Summartze taek products for the task report. 

Descripti11n: The products of the interpretation an( 
analysis of results task are listOO below. Plant fe~>~tuces 
contributing to core melt are identif:ed and discussed 
in Step 1. Uncertainty estimates for the tlominant 
accident sequences and core me-lt are developed in 
Steps 3 and 5. Sensitive assumptions are irlentified in 
Step 10. Importance insights are derived in Step 13. 

Product&: 

1. Identification and discussion of the phnt fea
tures cor:r-·ibuting most to the frequency of 
core Melt 

2. Identificat~on of the principal sources of uncer
tainty and an estimate of th~ range of uncer
tainty as:.oci..1ted with the frequency of each 
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dominant accident .sequence and with the fre. 
quency of core melt 

3. ldentiracation of 888umptions which, it varied. 
~uld :significantly change tbe l'esults and an 
esti~DJ.te of the possible range of results 

4. IdentifiCation of the most important events 
and cla.ases of events to the core melt fre
quency. 

7.3 Interpretation and Analysis of 
Results Documentation and 
Example Products 

This task concludes the IREP analysis and pulls 
together the engineering insights sought from the 
analysis. AB such, this is one of the most important 
taska and ahould be clearly documented. This section 
suggests documentation for this task. This informa
tion is included in the draft final report. 

7 .3. 1 Engineering Insights 
The insight into the plant features contributing 

significantly to core melt constitute the most impor
tant study results. The dominant cut sets of each 
dominant acciJent sequence should be discussed in 
the documentation of each sequence (see Section 6.3). 
Additional system level insights may be found in the 
system descriptions. These insights should be assem
bled and summarized. Insights from the uncertainty, 
sensitivity, and importance calculations should be 
included as well. 

The Arkansas Nuclear One IREP summarized the 
insights in bullet form. An example follows. 

7.3.1.1 Example Engi~~Jerlng Insights 
During the course of the Arkansas Nuclear One 

IREP analysis, several engineering insights were real
ized concerning the operational safety of the plant. 
Some of the plant Design Engineering Insights are 
listed below. 

• The list of the dominant sequences and those 
identified to be near domir ant indicates that the 
following general classes of accident sequences 
contribute most to the AN0-1 core melt fre
quency. 

-LOCAs initiated by reactor coolant pump seal 
ruptures contribute -20%. 

-Station blackout sequences contribute -20%. 
-Sequences initiated by ANO ac and de power 

bus failures contribute -35%. 

-Other transients and am.all LOCAs contribute 
-20%. 

-Large LOCA sequences contribute <5%. 

• The total frequency of (:Ore melt for AN0-1 is 
estim.:..ted at 5xl0-6/yr. This estimate is similar 
to estimates made for .several other light water 
reactors in other probabilistic risk 8Sfleisments, 
e.g., Surry {4), Peach Bottom (4], Oconee [14), 
and Grand Gulf. [15]. 

• Several single failures were identified in front
line and support eystems. Operator reoo.rery of 
some of these single failures is possible, however. 
The single failures identified were: 

-The high pressure recirculation system pump 
room cooling has several single failures due to 
loss of electric power and service water events. 
The operator may recover from this event by 
starting an alternate room cooler, but plant 
procedures and/or control room indication 
may not be adequete to perform recovery ac
tions before high pressure pump failure occurs. 

-A single valve failure can obstruct the common 
service water discharge line. This would cause 
a reactor trip and several transient mitigating 
systems would be unavailable. The operator 
may recover from this event by performing 
actions away from the control room and utiliz
ing an alternate discharge line. 

-Both emergency feedwater pumps take suction 
from the condensate storage tank through a 
common header containing three valves. Fail
ure of any of thes.:: valves could cause failure of 
both pumps before the operator recognizes the 
problem and aligns the suction of the pumps to 
an alternate water supply. 

-All pumps located within the high pressure, 
low pressure, and spray system take suction 
from the borated water storage tank via a 
common header containing a manual valve. 
Failure of this valve in the closed position 
would cause failure of all three systems. No 
recovery action was identified since the domi
nant valve failure mode would require disas
sembly of the valve to correct it. 

• The list of dominant accident sequences indi
cate that support system faults are important to 
the risk of the plant. The most imprJrtant sup
port systems were ac/dc power and a service 
water. Of lesser importance were room cooling 
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sy.11tem1 and automatic actuation systems. The 
Co~r were most impommt because faults 
within theae sy.stema can cause a reactor initiat~ 
ing event with conoomitant Cailure of several 
safety system components. Service Wllter and 
ac/dc faults also had lower recovery potential 
than other support systems. Room cooling and 
~auto actuation system faults were of leu impor~ 
tance because significant initiating events were 
not identified and recovery potential was gener~ 
ally high. 

7 .3.2 Uncertainty, SensltlvHy, and 
Importance Calculations 

Uncertainty, sensitivity, and importance calcula~ 
tiona are performed to add further perspective on the 

results. The techniq~ used in the uncertainty analy
sis should be discussed and the results summarized in 
a table such as Table 7.3-1. 

The discussion of each sensitivity issue should 
state why the issue was chosen for sensitivity analysis 
and the results of the analysis. Any additional insights 
gained from the analysis should be noted. An example 
sensitivity discussion, taken from the AN0-1 IREP 
analysis {8], is found in the following section. 

Finally, the techniques used in the importance 
calculations should be discussed. The importance 
measures chosen should be identified and briefly dis
cussed, and the results should be presented in tabular 
form. Any additional insights gained from the analysis 
should be noted. 

Tabla 7 .3·1. Data Uncertainty Analysis Results* 

Point Error 
Sequence Estimate Median Mean Factor 

B(1.2)Dl 2.8~ 5.2E-6 6.5E-6 3 

B{1.2)D1C 4.4E-6 5.5E-6 7.0E-6 3 

T(LOP)LD1 YC 9.9E-6 1.7E-5 6.4~ 11.4 

B(4)YH1 1.4E-6 l.7E-6 2.0E-6 2.4 

'l'(DOl)LD1 YC 3.1E-6 3.6E-6 4.2E-6 3.8 

T(D02)LD1YC 2.5E-61 2.2E-6 3.4E-6 4.4 

B(l.66)H1 1.2E-6 1.5E-6 l.SE-6 2.2 

T(DOl)LQ-Da 4.0E-6 4.8E-6 l.GE-5 11.6 

T(A3)LQ-Ds 3.3E-6 4.7E-6 1.6E-6 13 

T(FIA)KD1 2.8E-6 2.8E-6 2.0E-5 37 

'l'(DOl)LDt 2.2E-6 3.2E-6 4.3E-6 3.2 

T(A3)LD1 9.5E-7 1.4E-6 1.8E-6 3.4 

T(DOl)LD1C l.SE-6 2.2E-6 3.0E-6 3.3 

T(A3)LD1C 1.4E-6 1.9E-6 2.5E--6 3.0 

Total Core Melt 4.2E-52 6.0E-5 9.2E-5 4.3 

NOTES: 
1. Point estimate is larger than median due to cut set tru'lcation which was required oo perform the 
Monte Carlo simulation. 
2. This is the total core melt frequency of these 14 sequences only. 

*Taken from Reference [8] 
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7 .3.2~ 1 SenlltiYtty Analylla of Reactor 
Cool•nt Pump (RCP) SUI Rupture lnltldng 
Event Frequency 

Thtl frequency of B(l.2) WCAs (0.02/Ryr) was 
dominated by reactor coola.nt pump teal ruptures. 
Th'- frequency e.timate was baaed upon generic in
duetry data (9). On May 10, 1980, AN0-1 experienced 
one of the mOtJt severe RCP seal ruptUl'e evente that 
have occurred in the nuclear induetry. The peak flow 
rate WM estimated at 350 gal/min and the high pres
sure injtection waa actuated by the operators in accor· 
dance with the ANO LOCA emergency procedure. 
Before termination of the event, 60,000 gallons of RCS 
water accumuhtted in the containment. This section 
will recalculate the frequency of core melt accidents 
initiated by B(1.2) LOCAs using ANO specific, rather 
than generic, RCP rupture date. 

Before presenting the results of the recalculation, 
it should be noted that generic RCP seal rupture data 
waa used because a statistical significance test indicat
ed that generic and ANO specific data were not incon
sistent. The recalculation presented below is, there
fore, only meaningful if for some reason ANO should 
in the future become atypical via an occurrence of 
another RCP rupture event. 

AN0-1 has operated for -7 years with the occur
rence of one major (i.e., >50 gal/min) LOCA due to a 
RCP seal rupture. The 8(1.2) LOCA frequency ~ased 
on this data is 0.14/Ryr. The frequency estimates of 
sequences 8(1.2) 0 11 and 8(1.2) D 1C are increased to 
2x10-6 and 3.5x10-6

, respectively, via use of this da
tum. In addition, some sequences which were previ
ously nondominant would now become important. 
These are listed below: 

B(l.2)D1YC - 5.lx10-6/Ryr. 

B(1.2)LHI = 6x10-8/Ryr. 

Increasing the frequency of these four sequences 
in turn raises the ANO core 1nelt frequency from 
5xl0- 5 to 9.7x10-6/Ryr. 

8. Summary of IREP 
Procedures 

Part II of this guide has presented the procedures 
for conducting an IREP analysis including an over
view of each task, procedures and descriptions for 
each task, and document:<ttion suggestions and exam
ple products. For the convenience of the user desiring 
a more compact set of procedures, this section sum
marizes the procedures developed in the previous 
sectit)ns. 

8.1 Summary of Plant 
FamUiariZatlon Procedures 

FunctioniS)'!tem Relationships 

Step 1. Identify the systems performing each function 
important to preventing or mitigating the 
consequences of a core melt following a LOCA 
or transient initiating event. 

Product: List of systems performing och function. 

Step 2. Identify supporting systems for each system 
identified above {in Step 1). 

Product: List of support systems for each system 
performing a LOCA or transient function 
and systems upon which support systems 
depend. 

Initiating Events 

Step 3. Identify ranges of LOCAs. 

Product: List of LOCA break sizes. 

Step 4. Identify locations of potential LOCAs in sys
tems which interface with the primary coolant 
system. 

Product: Interfacing systems LOCA list. 

Step 5. Identify LOCA breek locations which could 
disable or partially disable responding sys
tems. 

Product: List of LOCAs which impact mitigating sys
tems. 

Step 6. Identify applicable transients from list l)f 
"standard" transients. 

Products: List of "standard" transients for this par
ticular plant. 

Swp 7. Review plant history to identify additional 
transient initiating events. 

Product: List of plant-specific transient initiating 
events. 

Step 8. Identify support system faults which could 
cause the reactor to n:p and which could 
affect responding systems. 
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Prod.uet; lbt of tnmaienta initiated by support sys
umfaulta. 

Mitipting Sxstem Requirements 

Step 9. Identify mitigating system requirements for 
each LOCA size and location. 

Product: Table of LOCA mitigating systems and suc
ceee criteria. 

Step 10. Identify mitigating tJystem requirements for 
each trarulient initiating event. 

Product: Table of tramient mitigating systems and 
success criteria. 

Initiating Event Groups 

Step 11. Group LOCA initiating eve11ts according to 
common mitigating system requirements. 

Product: List of grouped LOCA initiating events. 

Step 12. Group transient initiating events according 
to common mitigating system requirements. 

Product: List of grouped transient initiating events. 

Task Products 

Step 13. Summarize task products for task report. 

Products: 

1. List of LOCA and transient initiating events 
grouped according to mitigating system re
quirements. 

2. Table summarizing system success criteria for 
each J. .. OCA and transient initiating event 
group. 

3. LiP:t of front-line systems. 
4. List of support systems. 
5. Table/diagram relating front-line support f£Ild 

systems and support system/support system 
dependencies. 

8.2 Summary of Accident 
Sequence Delineation Procedures 

LOCA Functional Event Trees 

Step 1. Place the functions required following a 
LOCA as identified in the plant familiariza
tion task in the approximate order they will 
be called upon. 
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Product: Ordered list of functions to be accomplished 
following a LOCA. 

Step 2. Identify dependencies among the Bet of LOCA 
functions. 

Product: List of dependencies among LOCA func
tions. 

Step 3. Construct functional event trees, on2 for each 
LOCA category in which the functions or 
dependencies change, incorporating the de
pendencies identified in Step 2. 

Product: Functional event trees for each unique 
LOCA category. 

Step 4. Assess each LOCA functional accident se· 
quence to ascertain whether it results in core 
melt. 

Product: Tabulation next to each LOCA functiona1 
accident sequence noting whether core melt 
results or not and a ~r-emonic designator 
for each. 

Step 5. Prepare a brief description of each LOCA 
functional accident sequence. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany LOCA function
al event trees. 

Transient Functional Event Trees 

Step 6. Place the functions identified in the plant 
familiarization task as necessary following a 
transient in the approximate order they will 
be called upon. 

Product: Ordered list of functions to be accomplished 
following a transient. 

Step 7. Identify dependencies among the set of tran
sient iunctions. 

Product: List. of dependencies among transient 
fur1ci:.ions. 

Step 8. C.)nstruct fur.ctional event irees, one hJr each 
transisnt category in which the ~unctions or 
dependencies change, incorporating the de
pendencies identified in Step 7. 

Product: l<'Unctional event trt;e!i for each unique tran
sient category. 
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Step 9. A.uess each tranaient functional accident &e· 

quence to ascertain whether it re~~ult. in core 
melt. 

Product: Tabulation next to each transient function· 
al accident sequence noting whether core 
melt results or not. 

Step 10. Prepare a brief description of each transient 
functions( accident sequence. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany tra.'lSient func
tional event trees. 

LOCA SYStemic Event Trees 

Step 11. Place the front· line systems identified in the 
plant familiarization task as responding to 
each LOCA initiating event group in the 
approximate order they will be called upon 
foJlowing the LOCA. 

Product: Ordered list of front-line systems respond
ing to eac~ LOCA initiating event group. 

Step 12. Identify dependencies among the set of 
front-line systems responding to each 
LOCA initiating event group. 

Product: List of dependencies among front-line sys
tems for each LOCA initiating event group. 

Step 13. Construct systemic event trees, one for each 
LOCA initiating event group, incorporating 
the dependencies identified in Step 12. 

Product: Systemic event trees for each LOCA initiat
ing event group. 

Step 11. Review each LOCA systemic event tree to 
ascertain whether the structure would sim
plify, while retaining system dependency in
formation, if the order of events were 
changed. If so, modify the tree. 

Product: Further simplified LOCA systemic event 
trees. 

Step 15. Identify wher~ transient-induced LOCAs 
transfer into the LOCA systemic event 
treeS~. Review th.e structure to ensure appli
cability of the tree for transient-induced 
LOCAl!. If the structure is not applicable, 
modify the tree. 

Product: LOCA aystemic event trees compatible with 
transient-induced LOCAs. 

Step 16. Assess each LOCA systemic accident se
quence to ascertain whether it results in 
core melt. 

Product: Tabulation next to each LOCA systemic 
accident sequence noting whether core melt 
results or not, a mnemonic designator, and 
the corresponding functional accident se
quence. 

Step 17. Develop system .failure defmitions and sys
tem modeling conditions for each system for 
each LOCA initiating event group. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany each LOCA sys
temic event tree. 

Transient SY5temic Event Trees 

Step 18. Place the front-line systems identified in the 
plant familiarization task as responding to 
each initiating event group in the approxi
mate order they will be called upon following 
the transient. 

Product: Ordered list of front-line systems respond-
. ing to each transient initiating event group. 

Step 19. Identify dependencies among the set of 
front-line systems responding to each tran
sient initiating event group. 

Product: List of dependencies among front-line sys
tems for each transient initiating ev~nt 
group. 

Step 20. Construct systemic event trees, one for each 
transient initiating event group, incorporat
ing the dependencies identified in Step 19. 

Product: Systemic event trees for each transient initi
ating event group. 

Step 21. Review each transient systemic event tree to 
ascertain whether the structure would sim
plify, while retaining system dependency in
formation, if the order of events were 
changed. If so, modify the tree. 

Product: Further simplified transient systemic event 
trees. 
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develop clearly atated failure conditions and 
modeling cor;.dition.e for each front-line 
•ystem. 

Product: Statement of top eventa for each front-line 
system fault tree. 

Step 3. Develop a simplified system drawing depict
ing the system to be modeled in the fault tree. 

Product: Simplified ey.stem drawing for each front
line system. 

Step 4. Decompose the simplified system dr3wing 
into piping or wiring segments. 

Product: SimpHfied drawing annotated with seg
menta for each front-line system. 

Fault Tree Development 

Step 5. Develop system logic for each top event in 
terms of the pipe or wire segment configura
tion. 

Product: Top-level logic for each front-line system. 

Step 6. Develop logic for each segment in terms of 
segment components. 

Product: Front-line system fault trees developed to 
the component level. 

Step 7. Develop the logic for each component includ·· 
ing hardware faults, test and maintenanCia 
unavailability, human errors, and suppm:t 
system faults. 

Product: Complete initial fault tree for ear.h front
Una system. 

F·tep 8. Enaure that the data base includes ds.ta for 
each fault in the fault tree. If data for any 
events are missing, inform the data analyst. 

Product: Li&t of further data needs for the data base 
development task. 

Step 9. Review each front-line system to ensure all 
support system interfaces have been included 
in the tree. If some are omitk"tl, add them. 

Product: Revised fault tree for each front-line system. 
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SteJ, 22. Identify which sequences result in a tran
sient-induced LOCA. Fo:t these aequences, 
transfer to the appropriate LOCA tree at the 
appropriate branch p-oint in the tree. 

Pr~xluct: Transient systemi-c: event trees with trans
fers to the appropriate LOCA tree fortran
sient-induced LOCA.s. 

Step 23. Assess each transient systemic accident se
quence to u.certain whether it results in core 
melt. 

Product: Tabulation next to each transient systemic 
accident sequence noting whether core melt 
resulta or not, a mnemonic designator, and 
the corresponding functional accident se
quem.:e. 

Step 24. Develop system failure definitions and sys
tem modeling conditions for each system for 
each transient initiating event group. 

Product: Descriptions to accompany each transient 
!IYStemic event tree. 

Task Products 

Step 25. Summarize task products for task report. 

Products: 

1. LOCA functional event trees. 
2. Transient functional event trees. 
3. Systemic event trees for each LOCA and tran~ 

sient initiating event group. 
4. Descriptions accompanying each event tree. 

8.3 Summary of Plant Systems 
Analysis Procedures 

System Review and Fault Tree Definition 

Step 1. Review information for each front-line system 
to ascertain how the system operates, inter
faces with other systems, instrumentation and 
control for the system, and how it is tested 
and maintained. 

Product: System descriptions for each front-line 
system. 

Step 2. Using system succesa criteria from the plant 
familiarization task and event failure defini
tions accompanying the systemic event trees, 



Step 10. Define the top events for each support sys~ 
tem in the context of the developed front
line system fault trees. 

Product: Statement of top events for each support
system fault tree. 

Step ll. Develop fault trees for each support system 
. as in StePJ 1-9 and consistent with the con~ 

ditions specified in Step 10. 

Product: Fault trees for each support system. 

Step 12. Ensure all initiating events which could af
fect system operability are included in each 
front-line and support system fault tree. If 
not, include them. 

Product: Further revised fault tree for each front-line 
and support system. 

Step 13. Review all fault trees to ensure common 
equipment and common faults among dif
ferent systems have been given the same 
event names. If not, modify the trees to 
ensure consistency. 

Product: Final set of fault trees for each froHt-line 
and support system for use in the accident 
sequence analysis task. 

Task Products 

Step 14. Summarize task products for task report. 

Products: 

1. Fnult trees for each front-line system for each 
of the success criteria and consistent with con
ditions specified in the systemic event trees. 

2. Fault trees for each support system developed 
in the context of each front-line system it sup
ports. 

3. System descriptions for each front-line and 
support system. 

4. Lil1t of further data needs, 

8.4 Summary of Human 
Reliability and Procedural 
Analysis Procedures 

Identification of Potential Human Errors 

Step 1. Review test and maintenance procedures for 
each front.-line and support system. Identify 
all components moved from their accident 
response states or taken out of service. Postu
late restoration errors for these components. 

Product: List of potential restoration erroru following 
test and maintenance activities. 

Step 2. Review the emergency operating procedures 
applicable to each accident sequence. List aU 
human actions to be performed in response to 
the accident. 

Product: List of accident response actions as defined 
in the procedures. 

Step 3. Ascertain which human actions identified in 
Step 2 could degrade the reliability of front· 
line and support system components if im
properly performed. Postulate human errors 
for these actions. 

Product: List of potential significant human errors in 
response to accidents. 

Information Acquisition and Upper Bound 
Probability Estimation 

Step 4. Review administrative procedures 1<' under
stand the plant's administrative control sys
tem. 

Product: Basic understanding of plant's administra
tive controls. 

Step 5. Visit the plant to gain familiarity with the 
control room, with the implementation of 
administrative controls, and to clarify ques
tions raised in the procedu&·al review. 
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Product: Buie undentanding of eontrol room envi~ 
ronment and improved undentanding of 
plant's administrative controls. 

Step 6. Review the conte:a:t of performance of human 
actions identified in Step 3. Ensure that fac
tors learned from the plant visit important to 
evaluation of these actions are so noted. 

Product: Notes on insights gained from the plant visit 
pertinent to postulated human errors. 

Step 7. Develop upper bound estimates of human 
errore identified in Steps 1 and 3 for us~ in 
initial screening calculations of accident se~ 
quence frequencies. 

Product: Set of upper bound probability estimates 
for each identified human error. 

DeveloJ:!ment of Best Estimate Human Error 
Probabilities 

Step 8. Talk through the procedures associated with 
each action contributing to the candidate 
dominant accident sequences identifi.ed in the 
accident sequence analysis task with plant 
operating personnel to gain a fuU understand
ing of the performance of eac) +ak. 

Product: Understanding necessary to analyze more 
closely the potentially significant human 
errors associated with the plant. 

Step 9. Perform a task analysis of each task con~ 
tributing to the candidate dominant accident 
sequences. This forms the basis for the devel
opment of human reliability event tree 
models. 

Product: A listing of activities O.l:lsociated with each 
task pertinent to the candidate dominant 
accident sequences. 

Step 10. Develop human reliability event trees for 
eaeh task associated with the candidate 
dominant accident sequences. 

Product: Event tree models for each potentially sig~ 
nifice.nt human error associatE'd with the 
analysis. 
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Step 11. Assign nominal human error probabilities to 
each event on each human reliability event 
tree. 

Product: Initial estimates for each event ·on the hu
man reliability event trees. 

Step 12. Estimate the relative effects of performance
shaping factors on the human error probabil
ities and modify them accordingly. 

Product: Revised human error probabilities including 
performance-shaping factor effects. 

Step 13. Assess the level of dependence among differ
ent tasks and incorporate this into the hu
man error probability estimates. 

Product: Revised human error probabilities including 
dependence among tasks. 

Step 14. Estimate the probability of each human 
error contributing to the candidate domi
nant accident sequences using the human 
reliability analysis event trees from Step 10 
and event probability estimates from Step 
13. 

Product: Human error probabilities for each event 
contributing to the candidate dominant ac
cident sequences. 

Recovery Considerations 

Step 15. For human errors expected to contribute 
significantly to the core melt frequency, de
termine the effects of possible recovery ac
tions, and modify the human error probabil
ities appropriately. 

Product: Revised human error probabilities for sig
nificant human errors. 

Step 16. For recovery actions as~:~ociated with recover
able nonhuman-error related events (compo
nent failures, etc.) identified in the acc-ident 
sequence analysis task, estimate the proba
bility of properly perl'orming M~h action. 

Product: Estimates of recovery probability for recov
erable faults associated with the candidate 
dominant accident sequence. 



Tuk Products 

Step 17. Summarize task products for the task report. 

Products: 

1. Liat of potenti11l test and maintenance restora
tion errors for each front-line and support 
11ystem. 

2. List of potential significant human errors in 
response to e11.ch accident sequence. 

3, Upper bound failure probabilities for each 
identified human error. 

4. Human reliability analysts' best estim~tte fail
ure probabilities for each human error contrib
uting to the candidate dominant accident se
quence. 

5. Revised human error p1 obabilities, including 
recovery actions. 

6. Estimated probabilities for recovery of all 
recoverable taults. 

8.5 Summary of Data Base 
Development Procedures 
Operating History 

Step 1. Review licensee event reports for the facility 
and note any peculiar problems associated 
with plant operation. 

Product: List of plant-specific occurrences which 
may raise questions regarding the applica
bility of generic data. 

Step 2. Discuss plant operating history with knowl
edgeable plant personnel to ascertain peculiar 
operational problems. 

Product: Further list of plant-specific occurrences 
which may raise question~ regarding the 
applicability of generic data. 

Test and Maintenance Data 

Step 3. Review plunt lechnic11l specifications for each 
front-line and support system to as<:ertain 
test intervals for each system. 

Prnduct: Test frequencies for each front-line and 
suppo~;t system. 

Step 4. Review plant logs and conduct discussions 
with plant personnel to determine test dura
tions. maintenance frequencies, and mainte
nance durations for each front-line and sup
port system/component. 

Product: Test durations, maintenance frequencies, 
and durations for each front-line and sup
port system/component. 

Step 5. Calculate test and maintenance unavailabili
ties for each system/component and estimate 
the error factors usociated with each. 

Product: Plant-specific test and maintenance un
availability data. 

Generic Data Base Modifications 

Step 6. From the review of plant logs performed in 
Step 4, add to the list of plant peculiarities 
from Step 2 any components for which the 
maintenance frequency is abnormally high. 

Product: More complete list of plant peculiarities. 

Step 7. For the components for which the generic 
data base does not seem to be appropriate, 
calculate new failure rates and modify the 
generic data base. 

Product: Modified generic data Lase. 

Step 8. For those component failure rates not includ
ed in the generic data base, as identified by 
the plant systems analysts, develop estimates 
for their failure probability and associated 
error factors. 

Product: Supplements to the data base to make it 
complete for this analysis. 

Initiating Event Frequencies 

Step 9. For each initiating event. identified in the 
plant familarization task as applicable to the 
plant., list the generic frequency given in 
EPRI NP-2230. 

Product: List of initiating events applicable to the 
plant and the associated generic frequency. 
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Step 10. From EPRI NP-2230,licensee event reports, 
or other data sour~. note where plant
specific initiating event frequencies differ 
substantially from those in Step 9. Modify 
the initi.ating event frequencies accordingly. 

Product: List of initiating event frequencies consis
tent with plant experience. 

Step 11. From the data prepared in Step 10, calculate 
the frequency of each initiating event group 
identified in the plant famniarization task 
and estimate the associated errct factors. 

Product: Plant-specific data for the frequency of each 
initiating event group. 

Data Refinement 

Step 12. For each event in the set of candidate domi
nant accident sequences identified in the 
accident eequence analysis task, reexamine 
the data used to ensure it is consistent with 
the data developed in the previous steps. For 
selected components, develop plant-specific 
data consistent with plant operating experi
ence. 

Product: Refined data, as needed, for use in final 
sequence quantificat.ion. 

Task Products 

Step 13. Summarize task products for the task report. 

Product: 

1. Generic failure rate data for all component 
failures. 

2. Plant-specific test and maintenance unavail
abilities for each system/component. 

3. Initiating event frequencies for each initiatin~ 
event group. 

4. Supplemented and modified generic data base 
and plant-specific C(lmponent failure rates for 
selected components. 

8.6 Summary of Accident 
Sequence Analysis Procedures 

Fault Tree Preparation 

Step 1. Form complete fault trees for each front-line 
system by merging the support systems fault 
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trees. as appropriate, with the front-.line sys
tem faJ;lt trees. 

Product: Front-line system fault trees complete with 
support system faults. 

Step 2. Plot each merged front-line system fault tree. 

Product: Set of plots f'or front-line systems. 

Step 3. Using the plots d~veloped in Step 2, check the 
fault trees to ensure consistency of event 
names with system drawings, compatibility 
with failure definitions for the events on the 
event trees, absence of logic loops, and ab
sence of dangling gates. Correct any errors 
found. 

Product: Corrected, merged front-line flystem fault 
trees. 

Step 4. Coalesce fault tree events which are indepen · 
dent of all other systems into "superevents," 
as appropriate, in each marged front-line sys
tem fault tree. 

Product: Merged front-line system fault trees with 
coalesced independent faults. 

Step 5. Prepare input to the fault tree analysis code 
for each merged front-line system fault tree 
with coalesced independent faults. 

Product: Computerized fault trees for each merged 
front-line systam fault tree with coalesced 
independent faults. 

Step 6. Plot each merged front-line system fault tree 
with coalesced independent events and per
form the same checks as in Step 3. Correct any 
errors found. 

Product: Corrected, merged front-line system fault 
trees with coalesced independent faults. 

Front-Line System Express:ons 

Step 7. Develop qualitative expres.sions for the com
binations of events-cut sets-which could 
result in failure of each front-line system. 
Truncate each expression by eliminating cut 
sets having a probability of 10-s or less (un
less a higher truncation value is necessary). 



Product: Truncated. qualitative cut set expressions 
for each front-line system fault b'ee. 

Step 8. Check the most probable and fewest term cut 
sets for each front-line system failure to en· 
sure these combinations of events actually do 
cause the top event. If not, correct the fault 
tree. 

Product: Verified, and corrected if necessary. cut set 
expressions for each front-line system. 

Step 9. If complement equations are to be used to 
account for system success states in the acci
dent sequence analysis, form the complement 
of each truncated front-line system expres
sion. 

Product: Complement expressions for each front-line 
system fault tree. 

Screening Calculations for Sequence Frequencies 

Step 10. Form quc.Uitative expressions for each core 
melt accident sequenca by appropriately 
combining initiating events and front-line 
system success and failure expressions (from 
Steps 8 and 9). Truncate these expressions, 
if neceasary, by eliminating sequence cut 
sets having a frequency of 10-9 or less (un
less a higher truncation value is necessary). 

Pmduct: Qualitative, truncated cut set expressions 
for each accident sequence. 

Step 11. Check the most frequent and fewest term 
sequence cut sets to ensure these combina
tions of events actually do cause the acci
dent sequence to occur. If not, correct the 
appropriate model. 

Product: Verified, and corrected if necessary, cut set 
expressions for each core melt accident se
quence. 

Step 12. Quantify t.he frequency of each core melt 
accident sequence using the generic data 
base and upper bol.ind estimates, where nec
essary. 

Product: EstimatE\d frequencies for each core melt 
accident stquence. 

Step 13. Select a set of accident sequences for closer 
;acrutiny, refmed data estimates. and recov
ery considerations. These are termed "candi
date dominant acdden~ sequences." 

Product: Set of candidate dominant accident se
quences. 

Final Sequence Frequency Calculations 

Step 14. Using best estimate human error probabili · 
ties and revised component failure rate data 
(where appropriate), calculate the frequency 
of each candidate dominant accident se
quence. 

Product: Revised sequence frequency estimates for 
the candidate dominant accident sequences. 

Step 15. Identify the cut sets which contribute signifi
cantly to the revised candidate dominant 
accident sequence frequency estimates. For 
each, determine which faults are recoverable, 
the action which must be takln, the location 
from which the action is to be taken, and the 
time required to perfot•m the action. Tabu
late this information. 

Product: Table of faults for which recovery will be 
considered and data pertinent to their 
quantification. 

Step 16. Estimate the time available for performing 
each recovtrable action. If this time is less 
than that required to perform the act, re
move the fault from the list of recoverable 
faults. Add this information to the recovery 
table from Step 15. 

Product: Modified recovery table to be used in quan
tification of recovery actions. 

Step 17. Using estimates of the probability of recov
ery from the human reliability analyst, recal
culate the frequency of each candidate domi
nant accident sequence including recovery. 

Product: Final estimate of the frequency of each can
didate dominant accident sequence. 

Step 18. Select a set of the most frequent accident 
sequences to be termed "dominant accident 
sequences." 
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Product: Set of dominant accident sequences for the 
plant. 

Tuk Products 

Step 19. S•1mmarize task products for the task report. 

Products: 

1. Fault tree models for each front-line system 
including all support system faults. 

2. Estimated frequencies for each core melt acci
dent sequence. 

3. Set of candidate dominant accident sequenceR, 
their frequency, and a qualitative expression of 
significant contributors to each. 

4. Set of dominant accident sequences, their fre
quency, and a qualitative expression of signifi
cant contributors to each. 

8. 7 Summary of Interpretation 
and Analysis of Results 
Procedures 

Engineering Insights 

Step 1. Analyze the qualitative expressions of failure 
combinations contributing most to the fre
quency of the dominant accident sequences 
identified in the previous task to identify 
those particular aspects of plant design con
tributing significantly to the likelihood of core 
melt. 

Product: Set of engineering insights associated with 
the dominant accident sequences. 

Step 2. Assemble insights developed in the course of 
performing the tasks of the analysis which, 
although they may not contribute significant
ly to the frequency of core melt, are interest
ing observations about the plant design and 
operation. 

Pwduct: Additional engineering insights regarding 
plant design and operation. 

Uncertainty Analysis 

Step 3. Using the medians and error factors associat
ed with each event, statistically estimate the 
median frequency and associated error factors 
for each dominant accident sequence. 
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Product: Uncertainty estimates for each dominant 
accident sequence. 

Step 4. Form a qualitative expression of the com bina
tions of failures leading to core melt from the 
dominant accident sequence expressions. 

Product: Cut set expression for core melt. 

Step 5. Using the medians and enor factors associat
ed with each event, statistically estimate the 
median frequency and associated error factors 
for core melt. 

Product: Core melt frequency and uncertainty esti
mate. 

Step 6. Identify the principal sources of uncertainty 
associated with each dominant accident se
quence and with core melt. 

Product: Insight into aspects of the analysis con
tributing significantly to the uncertainty of 
the analysis results. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Step 7. Identify assumptions/data which could vary 
due to lack of knowledge or uncertainty and 
which could, if changed, alter the set of domi
nant accident sequences. 

Product: Set of topics to be analyzed in the sensitivity 
analysis. 

Step 8. Identity the range of variation possible for 
each sensitivity issue. 

Product: Range of variation for ear.h sensitivity issue. 

Step 9. Assess the effect on the dominant accident 
sequences and their frequencies resulting 
from varying each sensitivity issue over its 
possible rs.-r.ge of values. 

Product: Sensitivity analysis for each selected issue. 

Step 10. Identify the assumptions/data which, if var
ied, significantly change the analysis results. 

Product: Insight into issues which, if varied, result in 
significant changes in t~e analysis results. 
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Importance Calculations 

Step 11. Using the expression for core melt developed 
in Step 4, calculate the importance of each 
tivent to core melt. 

Product: Event importance with respect to core melt. 

Stllp 12. Calculate tJ..e importance with respect to 
,~ore melt 'Jf each desired class of events. 

Product: Event class importance with respect to core 
melt. 

Step 13. Identity the most important events and 
event classes in terms of core melt. 

Product: Insight into the most important events/ 
event classes to core melt. 

,-ask Products 

Step 14. Summarize task products for the t.as.k nport. 

Products: 

1. Identification and discussion of the plant fea
tures contributing most to the frequency of 
core melt. 

2. Identification of the principal sources of uncer
tainty and an estimate of the range- of uncer
tainty associated with the frequency of each 
dominant accident sequence and with the fre
quency of core melt. 

3. Identification of assumptions which, if varied, 
could significantly change the results and an 
estimate of the possible range of results. 

4. ldentification of the most important events 
and classes of eveuts to the core melt fre· 
quency. 
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Part Ill. Methods for an IREP Analysis 

Part I of this guide contained information per
taining to organizing and managing an IREP analysis. 
Procedures for conducting the analysis are contained 
in Part ll of this guide. This part of the document 
aupplements the procedures by providing guidance to 
assist in performing particular taSks and, in some 
cases, providing examples. There is one section for 
each of the sevE!n majo.: IREP tasks. 

1. Plant Familiarization 
Methods 

1. 1 LOCA and Transient 
Functions 

One of the initial steps in the plant familiarization 
task is to determine the functions which must be 
performed to either successfully mitigate a LOCA or a 
transient or to lessen the consequences of a core melt 
should mitigation of the LOCA or transient fail. This 
section develops a set of accident response functions 
gen~:~ric to pressurized and boiling water reactors. 
Much of this material is taken from Reference 6. 

In response to a LOCA, reactor systems perform 
the following basic functions: 

1. Render the reactor subcritical. 
2. Remove core decay heat (i.e., provide emergen

cy core cooling). 
3. Protect the containment building from over

pr~ssure due to steam evolution. 
4. Scrub radioactive material from containment 

atmosphere. 

Except for reactor subcriticality, which must be per
formed immediately after the LOCA, the other func
tions must be continuously performed for an extended 
period of time. 

As a general rule, systems in a pressurized water 
reactor (PWR) per ~orm the latter three functions in 
two distinct phases known as injection and recircula· 
tion. During the injection phase, the medium which 
performs these functions, water, is drawn from a tank 
outside the containment. After the tank empties, the 

Preceding page blank 

systems enter the recirculation phase by realigning 
their suction to the containment sump. Since a PWR 
core meltdown accident can be initiated by system 
failures which occur during the injection or recircula
tion phases, and since the consequences of these two 
typt~s of accidents may differ, it is necessary to split 
these functions into subfunctions corresponding to 
these two phases. 

In a boiling water reactor (BWR), the "remove 
core decay heat" and "scrub radioactive material from 
the containment atmosphere" functions are not usual
ly split into phases. Systems which perform these 
functions do not in general require realignment r.~uing 
a LOCA. BWR systems which perform the "protect 
the containment building from overpressure due to 
steam evolution" function, however, usually operate 
during two time frames. 

During the early time frame, steam generated by 
the LOCA is condensed by a passive containment heat 
sink, the suppression pool. The suppression pool tem
perature then starts increasing and in several hours it 
is necessary to reject heat from it. The late time frame 
is characterized by the activation of systems so that 
suppression pool cooling can be achieved. Since a 
BWR core meltdown accident can be initiated by 
system failures which occur during the early or late 
containment overpressure protection time frame, and 
since the consequences of these two types of accidents 
may differ, it becomes necessary to split this function 
into subfunctions corresponding to these two time 
frames. 

Note that these time frames represent relative 
rather than absolute time frames. Depending on the 
LOCA size, the injection phase may range from ap
proximately 30 minutes to several hours. Further
more, :t is generally assumed that if a function suc
ceeds at the start of a time frame, it will continue to be 
successful throughout the time frame. This is equiva
lent to saying that the failure probabilities of the 
systems which comprise the functions are dominated 
by their unavailability (e.g., failure to start or change 
state) ratht!r than the unreliability (e.g., fai!ure to 
continue successful operation). 

In summary, the LOCA functions reactor systems 
perform are: 
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LOCA Functions 

PWR 

1. Render reactor 
subcritical 

2. Remove core decay 
heat 
a. During injection 

phase 
b. During recirculation 

phaae 

3. Protect containment 
from overpreuure 
due to steam 
evolution 
a. During injection 

phase 
b. During recircula· 

tion phase 

4. Scrub radioactive 
material from 
containment 
atmosphere 
a. During injection 

phase 
b. During recircula

tion phase 

BWR 

1. Render reactor 
subcritical 

2. Remove core decay 
beat 

3. Protect containment 
from overpressure 
due to steam 
evolution 

a. Early 

b. Late 

4. Scrub radioactive 
material from 
containment 
atmosphere 

In response to a requirement for a rapid reactor 
shutdown caused by transients rather than a LOCA, 
reactor Rystems initially perform the following func
tions: 
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1. Render the reactor subcritical. 
2. Remove core decay heat. 
3. Protect the reactor coolant system (RCS) from 

overpressure failure. 

Reactor suberiticality must be achieved immedi
ately Collowing the b'ansient. RCS overpressure pro
tection is DeeeBIWY if. for a given transient. the plant 
design requires it or if a delay is experienced in 
removing core decay heat. 

These functions are those required to bring the 
plant to a safe shutdown condition if the heat sink 
utilized in core decay heat removal ia the environment 
(e.g., condenser circulating water or steam generator 
atmospheric dump valves). If the environmental heat 
sink is not available, core decay heat is dumped to the 
containment. Since the containment is a closed sys
tem, it will heat up and additional systems are re· 
quired to operate in order to: 

4. Protect the containment building from over
pressure due to steam evolution. 

The PWR systems which perform this function 
are identical to the systems which perform the same 
function in a LOCA. The BWR systems which per
form this transient function are identical to the sys
tems which perform the same function during the late 
time frame following a LOCA. 

If successful mitigation of the transient cannot be 
achieved and a core melt ensues, the following plant 
functions can aid in lessening the consequences of the 
accident: 

4. Protect the containment building from over
pressure due to steam evolution. 

5. Scrub radioactive material from the contain
ment atmosphere. 

It should be noted that one additional function, 
RCS inventory control, could be included in the above 
list as being required if an RCS safety or relief valve 
failed to reclose after performing its RCS overpressure 
protection function. However, an accident sequence 
with a stuck open safety or relief valve constitutes a 
small LOCA and can be treated as such. 

In summary, the transient functions reactor sys
tems perform are: 
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Tr£.nSient Functions 

PWR 

1. Render reactor 
subcritical 

2. Remove core 
decay heat 

a. Environment 
heat sink 

b. Containment 
heat sink 

3. Protect RCS from 
overpressure 
failure 

4. Protect containment 
from overpressure 
due to steam 
evolution 

5. Scrub radioactive 
material from 
containment 
atmosphere 

BWR 

1. Render reactor 
subcritical 

2. Remove core 
decay heat 

a. Environment 
heat sink 

b. C;;,ntainment 
heat sink 

3. Protect RCS from 
overpressure 
failure 

4. Protect containment 
from overpressure 
due to steam 
evolution 

5. Scrub radioactive 
material from 
containment 
atmosphere 

2. Accident Sequence 
Delineation Methods 

2.1 Phenomenological 
Dependencies from Previous Risk 
Assessments 

At the event tree level, system phenomenological 
in'teractions have been and should be treated in IREP 
analysis. In past probabilistic risk assessments, some 
interactions between containment and core cooling 
rEJsponses to accidents, in particular, have been treat
ed. 

For the PWR, early loss of containment systems 
followed by subsequent containment failure and its 
effects on core cooling systems is an interaction of 
potential importance. If, for example, containment 
failure is sudden and catastrophic, essential injection 
piping could break or missiles could be generated 
which could prevent further operation of emergency 
coolant injection. Failure of containment or contain
ment systems could als·l affect the recirculation phase 
of core cooling in a number of ways. Past analyses 
have, for example, treatt.•d: 

l. Sump water flashing to steam upon eontain
ment failure, thus eliminating the recirculation 
water supply (as discussed in the ~C :sequence 
for Surry in WASH-1400). 

2. Raising recirculation water temperature such 
that emergency coolant recirculation pump op
eration is degraded or even fails. 

Other s11eh interactions may also exist which have 
not generally been considered in past analyses such as 
those involving the effects of structural failure. Exam
pies of such failures would include: 

l. Containment and/or piping debris falling into 
the sump possibly "choking-off" pump suction 
or causing pump damage. 

2. Damage to piping, valves, or control equipment 
due to containment debris or other contain
ment failure related phenomena such as hydro
gen burning. 

These and other possible interactions between the 
containment and core cooling systems should be re
viewed for applicability and importance in the IREP 
analysis. 

For the BWR, similar containment- core cooling 
system interactions have commonly been assumed. 
Several analyses have found (ate containment failure 
due to loss of containment heat removal to be a 
dominant accident sequence for BWR designs. This 
containment failure by eventual overpressure has usu
ally been assumed to cause vigorous suppression pool 
boiling and/or loss of net positive suction head. Emer
gency core cooling recircuJ.O\tion pumps drAwing from 
the suppression pool have been assumed to fail given 
one of these conditions. 

In addition, the rise in temperature of suppression 
pool water for sequences without containment heat 
removal has been examined as a source of failure of the 
recirculation core cooling systems. For accident se
quences in which the suppression pool water tempera· 
ture exceeded the design temperature of the recircula
tion core ~ooling pumps drawing from the pool, pump 
failure has been assumed to occur. 

As mentioned for the PWR case, the phenomeno
logical interactions between the containment and core 
c()l)ling systems in BWRs can also be important con
siderations in calculating the risk from nuclear power 
plant accidents. The PRA team should assure that 
such potential interactions are examined and either 
included in the IREP analysis or eliminated using 
appropriate justification for the particular plant of 
interest. 
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2.2 Development of a Systemic 
Event Tree 

Procedural Steps 11-16 and 18-23 of Part II, Sec
tion 2.2, addrese the construction of LOCA and tran
sient JYIItemic event trees, respectively. This section 
discUII~~e& the construction of a LOCA systemic event 
tree which appeared in the Arkansas Nuclear One 
Unit One IREP analysis [8). The LOCA event tree 
chosen applied to bre,a.ks in the range of 1.2 to 1.6 
inches equivalent diameter. 

Before construction of the event tree commenced, 
the system success critefia wefe determined. In re
sponse to a LOCA in the range 1.2 in. < D s 1.66 in., 
at ANO One, the combinations of front-line systems, 
grouped according to functions, depicted in Table 
2.2-1 must operate. 

With these IIUccess criteria in mind, the LOCA 
11yatemic event was constructed by following Steps 11-
16. These steps are given below with a discussion of 
how they were implemented. 

Step 11. Place the front-line systems in the approxi
mate order they will be called upon following 
the LOCA. 

Discussion: FoUowing the LOCA. the front-line sys
tems will respond in the following approximate order. 
{System acronyms are defined in Table 2.2-1.) 

1. The RPS will scram the reactor at an RCS 
pressure of 1800 psi. 

2. 2/3 HPIS pumps will actuate at an RCS pres
sure of 1500 psi. 

3. If one of the HPIS pumps fails. 1/3 HPIS 
pumps will actuate at 1500 psi. 

4. The EFS will actuate upon isolation of the 
main feedwater system foliowing a -1-psi ron
tainment preessure signal. 

5. The pressurizer SRVa will be demanded open 
at 2500 psi due to system repressurization if the 
EFS fails. 

6. The RBCS will actuate at a 4-psi containment 
pressure signal. 

7. The RBSI will actuate at a 30-psi pressure 
signal. 

8. The HPRS will be initiated by the operator 
upon depletion of the refueling water storage 
tank. 

9. The RBSR will be initiated by the operator 
upon depletion of the refueling water storage 
tank. 

Table 2.2-1. ANO One Success Criteria for LOCAa 1.2 ln.<D<1.66 in. 

lnjiK'tion Phase Recirculation Phue 

Emergency Containment Emergency Containment 
Reactor Core Overpressure Radioactivity Core Overpr.aure 

Functio-,l Subscriticality Cooling Protection Removal Cooling Protection 

Front-Uno Reactor Pro- 2/3 High l/2 Reactor 1/2 RBSI 1/3 High 1/2 Reactor 
&)'litem BUC• tection 11ya- pressure in· bldg. apray pressure re- bldg. spray 

cess criteria tern (RPS) in- jection ayatem injection circulation recirculation 
BBriB 2:6 (HPIS) and (RBSI) OR 1/ (HPRS) (RBSR) and 

control rod 1/2 pressuriz· 4 reactor aumpmixing 
group~~ into er safety re· Ndg. fan with low pres-
the core lief valves cool en aure beat ell-

open (SRVO) (RBCS) changer OR 
OR 1/3 HPIS 1/4 RBCS 
and 1/2 emer-
gency feed· 
water ayatem 
(EFWS) 

Note: 2/3 High Pressure Injection System means 2 out of 3 HPIS trains are required for success. 

Adapted from Reference (8] 

Rlldioactivity 

Removal 

1/2 RBSR 
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Note that the order of the eyetems corresponds to the 
order in which the functions are performed. 

Step 12. Identify dependencies among the set of 
front-line systems responding to the LOCA 
initiating event. 

Discussion: There are three types of eystem depen
dencies. These dependencies are grouped according to 
type below. 

Type 1. The system succeeds/fails by definition due 
to 11ucceee/failu,re of another system or set of systems. 

• The RBSR fails by definition due to failure of 
RBSI since both systems share most of the same 
equipment. 

• Succeas of two of three HPIS pumps implies 
success of one of three HPIS pumps. 

• The HPRS fails by definition due to failure of 
1/3 HPIS since both systems share most of the 
same equipment. 

Type 2. The system fails due to expected physical 
processes associated with the accident sequence. 

• The HPRS is conservatively predicted to fail 
following failure of the RBCS and RBSI(R). 
Failure of RBCS and RBSI(R) leads to contain
ment overpressure failure. Sudden depres;,.uri
zation of containment is assumed to cause the 
water in the sump to boil vigorously. Since the 
pumps located in the HPRS are not designed to 
pump two-phase flow, they are assumed to fail 
and cause a core melt. 

Type 3. Success/failure of the system does not affect 
the potential for core melt or reduce the consequences 
expected due to the success/failure of other systems in 
the accident sequence. 

• Given success of the HPIS (HPRS) and the 
RBCS, the core and containment are successful
ly protected during the injection (recirculation) 
phase. Operation of the RBSI (RBSR) does not 
matter, given success of these systems, since it 
does not significantly affect the consequences or 
the potential for core !f~elt .. 

• Given failure of the SRVO or 2/3 HPIS and the 
EFS, a core melt is predicted to occur. Operation 
of 1/3 HPIS or tne HPRS does not matter, given 
failure of these systems, since it is not expected 
to significantly affect the <:onsequences. 

• Given success of the EFS and 1/3 HPIS, the 
pressurizer SRVs will not be demanded and 
therefore will not affect the ,outcome of the 
accident. 

• Given failure of 1/3 HP[S or the EFS and 2/3 
HPIS. a core melt is predicted to occur. Opera
tion of the pressurizer SRVs does not matter, 
given failure of these systems, since they are not 
expected to significantly affect the conse· 
quences. 

• Given success of the EFS, 1/3 rather than 2/3 
HPIS pumps are r~uired. Operation of the 
extra pump will not affect the outcome of the 
accident. 

Step 13. Construct a systemic event tree, incorporat
ing the dependencies identified in Step 12. 

Discussion: The event tree was constructed in the 
following manner. First, the nine front-line syst.!m 
events were designated as event tree headings and 
placed in the order depicted in Step 11. Second, the 
dependencies delineated in Step 12 were incorporated 
into the event tree structure by removing success/ 
failure decision branches. And rmally, a simplification 
of the event tree structure was identified by reorder
ing the event tree headings. The tree was redrawn 
(refer to discussion in Step 14), tl:us producing the 
final event tree. 

The final event tree appears in Figure 2.2-L At 
points in the tree in which a decision branch is miss
ing, a number appears which indicates the type of 
dependency which allowed the bran ~h to be eliminat
ed (refer to Step 12). Each sequence has an assigned 
mnemonic designator; the first letter in the designator 
represents the initiating event and the subsequent 
letters represent the failed systems in the sequence. 
This nomenclature resembles that utilized in the Re
actor Safety Study in order to promote communica
tion in the probabilistic risk assessment community. 

Step 14. Review the LOCA systemic event tree to 
ascertain whether th12 structure would sim
plify, while retainir~~t system dependency 
information, if th'i: order of events were 
changed. 

Discussion: As mentioned in Step 13, the order of the 
event tree headings was modified in order to simplify 
the event tree structure. The event tree was first 
drawn with the events in the order listed in Step 11. 
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Thil orderiq produced the event tree atmcture, relat
ing to emergency core cooling during the injection 
phue, depicted below: 

,,.., 1/~M Ul IIIVO 

• 

i • 
f 

• 
F 

f 

This ordering produced six output paths. Each path 
represent. a different way of l!ucceeding (S) or failing 
(F) emergency core cooling during injection. 

It wu obterved that by reordering these events, 
tlve output paths could be produced which contained 
the same information as the six paths above. 

.,. ala HI'! 1/J Hl'l IIIVO 

I 

---1 
F 

~ 
I , F 

F 

The simplification stems from the observation 
that if the EFS is successful, 1/3 HPI rather than 2/3 
HPI pump is all that is requ~red to ensure successful 
cora cooling during injection. This revised structure 
reduced the original45 sequences to the 36 depicted in 
Figure 2.2-1. 

As a final simplification, decision branches follow
Ing RPS failures were eliminated. At ANO One, a core 
melt aequance involving a LOCA and failure of RPS is 
probabilistically insignificant (e.g.,< 10-7/Ryr). In
cluding these sequences would complicate the event 
tree by roughly doubling the number of sequences. 

Step 15. Identify where transient-induced LOCAs 
transfer into the LOCA systemic event tree. 
Review the structure to er.sure applicability 
of the tree for transient-induced LOCAs. If 
the structure is not applicable, modify the 
tree. 

Discussion: The ANO transient event trees identified 
possible sequences involving a stuck open pressurizer 
safety valve. These sequences would be classified as a 
LOCA since they fall in the range 1.2 in.< D :S 1.66 
in. The transfer from the transient event trees occurs 
at the two points indicated in Figure 2.2-1. The LOCA 
tree was then reviewed to ensure applicability of the 
tree to this transient-induced LOCA. This revealed 
that sequences 25-30 do not apply since they involve 
failure of the pressurizer safety valves to open. When 
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analyzing this event t.rM in t.he context oi transient
indth:ed LOCAs, it must be remembered that SRVO 
succeeds with a probe,bility equal to 1.0. (T! is ap
proach was taken rather tlui.n reordering the event 
tree eventl to avoid increasing the number of event 
tree ~uences.) 

cltep 16. Asaess each LOCA systemic accident se
quence to ascertain whether it results in 
core melt. 

Discussion: The results of this step are depicted in t'".~ 
"results" column in Figure 2.2-1. Also listed in the 
figure is the appropriate functional accident sequenci! 
number which applies to the systemic accident 
sequence. As can be noted, one functional accident 
sequence may be represented by severalayatemic acci
dent sequences. Designating the appropriate hnc
tional accident sequence serves tv.•o purposes. It serves 
as a check to ensure that the systemic event tree 
represents all poBBible functional accident sequences. 
Also, knowing the functions which have succeeded. 
and failed in a sequence aicb in determining the 
expected core meltdown phenomenology associated 
with the accident. This is discussed further in Refe"'· 
ence [2]. 
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3. Plant Systems Anaiysis 
Methods 

Fault tree models are constructed for each front
line system and each support system in order to 
identify the ways the systems may faiL In this section 
the procedures are described for analysis of the types 
of 1yatema commonly encountered in a reactor risk 
assessment. In addition, several topics that affect the 
development and analysis of the models are presented. 

3. 1 System Segrr~ent 
Decomposition 

3.1.1 Overview 
As discussed in Part II, Section 3.2 of this guide, 

the fault tree development process mvolves the de
composition of a system into system ser.ments and the 
development of system fault logic in ter-~a of faults in 
the segments. This basic approach is followed in 'fault 
tree development for all front-line and support sys
tems. In this section thfo! procedures for decomposition 
of fluid and electrical systems are illustrated. 

3.1.2 Fluid System J.t.nalyela 
Analysis of any system begins by clearly defining 

the bound•u·ies of the system and becoming familiar 
with the normal configuration and alternate flow
paths of the system. The first step in the fluid system 
fault tree development is to develop a simplified sys
tem diagram of the system of interest from the sys
tem's piping and instrumentation diagram. This is 
done by eliminating from consideration those pipe 
segments which do not have a significant impact on 
the system's performance. As a rule of thumb, piping 
which interfaces with the main t~ystem piping and is 
less than one-third the diameter of the main system 
piping should not have a significant impact on the 
system performance, and thus can be omitted from 
the simplified system diagram. Likewise, pipe seg
ments containing normally closed manual valves 
which could only improve the system performance if 
opened, can be omitted from the simplified system 
diagram becauae credit is generally not taken for 
manual valve manipulation by operators in response 
to accidents unless it is specified by procedures. 

Next, the simplified system di~tgram is broken 
down into pipe segments by placing nodes on the 
diagram at points where two or more pipes intersect. 
Each length of pipe between ~.:.jacent nodes is a pipe 

aegment. Figure '1,.1-1 &hows a simplified system pip
ing and instrumentation diagram broken down into 
pipe segments. 

·Fieure 3. q-1. E:um~le Auxiliary Feed water System 
Simplified Diagram 

3. 1.3 Electrical System Analysis 
The electrical system decomposition is based on a 

hus-to-bus development. This approach provides a 
sound logical basis for the fault tree development and 
allows for easy interfacing with the electrical require
ments of power plant components. 

The electrical system bus-to-bus development 
starts at the outermost bus, i.e., the bus which is 
farthest removed from the electrical power &Ources. 
The fault tree is then developed by going backward 
through the electrical system and defining the fRilure 
of each bus in terms oflocal faults, failure in cabling or 
components between the bus of interest and the im
mediately preceding bus. or failure of the immediately 
preceding bus. This development is carried out until 
the electrical power sources (i.e., offsite power, diesel 
generators, or station batteries) are reached. The sys
tem is decomposed into segments by placing a node at 
each point where two or more buses interstct. 
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At fM eJample, coru;ider t~ eleetrical diagram 
shown in Figure 3.1-2. Here, one portion of the system 
analysis would begin with bus B71 which is an outer
moet bus. The first step in the development is back to 
bWI B7 which is the bu.e immediately preceding bus 
B71. This development continues until the power 
aources are reached. When bus B72 is developed. it is 
only necessary to do the development back to bus 87. 
From that point on, the development done on bus B7 
for bus 871 is applicable. 

When electrical power faults to power plant com
ponents are being modeled, they are described in 
terms of faults in cabling or electrical components 
between the component of interest and the first elec
trical bus or faults in the first electrical hua. Faults in 
the first bus encountered are described in the develop
ment of the electrical system. 

1 
17 

Figure 3.1·2. Example Electrical System Drawing 

3.2 Treatment of Actuation 
Systems and Control Circuits 

3.2. 1 Overview 
Actuation systems continuously monitor plant 

and equipment status and automatically initiate pro
tective actions based on the detection of abnormal 
plant conditions. There are two basic types of logic 
used in actuation systems: "hindrance" logic and 
"transmission" logic. 

In an actuation system using hindrance logic, the 
output signal is normally "high" (e.g., + 12 Vdc) and a 
trip or actuation command is initiated when the logic 
output signal goes "low" (e.g., 0 Vdc). Thus a trip 
signal will automatically be initiated when a signal 
wire fails open or shorted to ground, when an electron
ic module is removed from service, or when control 
power is lost. The failsafe mode of hindrance logic is 
therefore to generate a trip signal. The reactor protec
tion system (RPS) uses hindrance logic. 
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In an ~tion system using transmission logic. 
the output signal is normally "'low" (e.g., 0 V de) and a 
trip or actuation command is initiated when the logic 
signa: goes "high" (e.g .• + 12 Vdc). With transmissSon 
logic, no trip or actuation command is initia~ on loss 
of control power or removal of an electronic module 
from service. The failsafe mode of transmission logic is 
therefore to not generate a trip signal Actuation 
systems for some engineered safety feature (ESF) 
fluid ~ystems use transmission logic. 

Both hindrance and tnmsmission logic systems 
generate on output based on a comparison of two ur 
more input channels in a specific manner (e.g., 2-
out-of-3, 1-out-of-2 twice. etc.). The output device of 
an actuation system is usually a relay coil or load 
driver which interfaces with contact pain in the con· 
trol circuits for specific components. Figure 3.2-1 il
lUJitrates the basic function elements of an actuation 
system. In this particular e:mmple, there are four 
independent input channels and two output channels. 

A control circuit implements commands for com
ponent actuation. It includes devices (e.g .. control 
switches, contact ;>airs) necessary to interfac-e with the 
operator and the actuation system. It also includes 
protective circuitry, interlocks, and other circuitry 
which are not considered part of the actuation logic, 
but which are necessary for component protection, to 
restrict component operation or to otherwise control 
componen\. operations. A control circuit is typically 
associated with a single component. This is in contrast 
to an actuation system which may provide an actua· 
tion input to the control circuits of many components. 

Failure of a control circuit may cause (1) an 
inability to change the operating stat a of a component, 
or (2) an unintended change in the cperating state of a 
component. Components that interface directly with 
a control circuit typically include circuit breakers 
(e.g., medium-voltage switchgear 480 Vac magnetic 
motor starters), some valves (e.g., solenoid-operated 
valve:s and pneumatic/hydraulic valves) and some 
dampers (e.g., pneumatic/hydraulic damper..;). These 
will be referred to as "directly actuated nmponents." 
Other components such as pumps, fans, and motor
operated valves or dampers do not have a direct 
interface with a control circuit and will be referred to 
e'l "ultimately actuated components." Their operation 
is controlled by an intermediate component that has a 
direct interface with a control circuit. An example of a 
contr<.'l circuit is shown in Figure 3.2-2. This particu
lar control circuit directly actuates a circuit breaker, 
and a medium-voltage motor (e.g., for a large pump) is 
the ultimately actuated componenl The AUTO 
STOP ancl A~TO START cont:1d pairs form the 
interface with the actuation system. 



The relatiombip among ultimately and directly 
actuated components and the associe.ted control cir
cuit ·and actuation system ia shown in Figure 3.2-3. 
Also shown in this figure are the potential interface 
contributors to control circuit and actuation system 
failure. 
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3.2.2 Modeling Control Circuita 
A baaic approach for modeling control circuits is 

to decompose the circuit into "networks" and "signal 
patha. H (Figure 3.2·4 illWitrates the use of these 
terms.) A fttult tree which describes the logical combi· 
nation of signa) path failureiS that can cause the net· 
work and subsequently the control circuit to fail is 
then developed. The l'esult is a fault tree which de
l!cribes control circuit failure in terms of signal path 
failu~es. ~his ~ction ~escribes some of the major 
conrnderat10ns m modelmg control circuits. 

3.2.2. 1 Identifying the Control Circuit and 
Control Power Failures That Can 
Contribute to the Failure Mode of 
the Directly Actuated Component Being 
Modeled 

The first step in modeling a control circuit is to 
identify the portion(s) or network(s) of the circuit 
containing the physical or electrical interface(s) with 
the directly actuated component. 

42 42 

The directly actuated component may be a circuit 
breaker, solenoid valve, or a pneumatic/hydraulic 
valve or damper which may be in one of two positious: 
open or closed. Genel'ally, it is a simple matter to 
determine the control circuit failure that may ,contrib
ute to a specific failure mode of the dsrect.ly actuated 
component. For example, roruider the 480 Vac 
magnetic mawr starter in Figure 3.2-5 that has an 
energize-to-close control circuit and nunnally open 
main contacts {the main contacts are considered to be 
a "circuit breaker"). Faults that prevent com~ieting 
the control circuit and energizing the magnetic starter 
are of interest when modeling failure of the main 
contacts in the open position. Such faults may include 
open circuits, shorts to ground, and loss-of-control 
power. If the main rontacts were assumed to fail 
closed, faults that cause the magnetic starter to be 
energized are of interest and control power faults, i.e., 
loss of cont.fol power, would not be modeled because 
control power is required to maintain the magnetic 
starter energized. Likewise, control power success 
would not be modeled because it is a high probability 
event and could also introduce incoherence into the 
fault tree. 
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A more romple:a: ~ase occms when a control circuit 
haJ different network$ to perform opening and closing 
functions and the directly actuated component failure 
mode being modeled is normally opened/fail opened 
or normally closed/fail closed. In these ~es, it may be 
necessary to model both portions of the control 
circuit. Referrjng to the control circuit in Figure 3.2~2, 
jt can be &een that a normally open circuit breaker can 
be maintained open if it is never commanded to close 
(e.g., the network containing the closing coil fails as an 
open circuit} or if an inadvertent trip command is sent 
(e.g., the network containing the trip coil fails as a 
complete circuit). 
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Figure 3.2-5. Example of an Energize-to-Close Control Cir· 
cuit for a 48U Vac Circuit Breaker (Motor Starter) 

3.2.2.2 Identifying the Control Circuit 
Components to be Modeled 

An open circuit condition may be caused by any 
component in a signal path; therefore, all open circuit 
component faults in a signal path should be combined 
under an OR gate. A complete electrical circuit is 
created when all two-position components in a signal 
path fail in the closed position; therefore, these 
component faults should be combined under an AND 
gate. A few components (e.g., cabl-es, rday coils, mag
netic starters) have a success mode associated with 
forming a complete cir~:uit.. These. components need 
not be included in the fault tree when failure as a 
complete drcuit is being modeled because their suc
cess is a high probability event and, as mentioned 
earlier, including success events in a fault tree can 
introduce incoherence . 

3.2.2.3 Identifying t.he Actuation System 
Failure Mode To Be Modeled 

As described previously, an actuation system usu
ally controls the operation of one or more pair:; of 
contacts in a control circuit. As the- fault tree- model of 
the control circuit is developed, the failure mode- of 
individ\lal contact pairs (e.g., fail opened or fail 
closed) will be defmed. Knowing the failure modP of 
the interfacing contact pair and the type of actuation 
system logic, the corresponding actuation system fail
ure mode can be de~rmined from Table 3.2-l. 

Table 3.2·1. Actuation System Failure 
Mode To Be Modeled 
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3.2.3 Modeling Actuation Systems 
An actuation system should be modeled as one of 

the potential contributors to individual control circuit 
failure (see Figure 3.2-3). This section describes some 
of the major considerations in developing the actua
tion system fault model. 

3.2.3. 1 Determining the Level of Detail To 
Be Included in the Actuation System Fault 
Tree 

A relatively simple approach for mweling an 
actuation system is to base the model on the level of 
detail available in a functi1Jnal block diagram of the 
system (see Figure 3.2-1 ). The system is then decom. 
posed into a series of"signal paths" and "noc1es" which 
are traced from the output devic~::s (e.g., load drivers 
or relay coils) back to the input sensors. This level of 
detail allows the major elements of th~ act.u&tion 
system to be modeled without havir.g t.o rfevelop the 
details of solid-state or relay-type logic. In addition, 
important interfaces with control power, P.nergency 
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ventilation $ysterru~, and plant personnel can be readi
ly developed. If greater modeling detail is desired, the 
method described pk'eviowdy for modelir.g control cir
cuit. can 8ho be applied to relay-type actuation sys
tems. 

3.2.3.2 Identifying the Type of Actuation 
Sy1tem and Failure Mode To Be Modeled 

AI deBCribed previously, there are two basic types 
of actuation syl!tem logic: hindrance and transmission. 
The Pctuation system failure mode to be modeled can 
be determined from Table 3.2-1 based on the effects 
on .,he associated control circuits. 

3.2.3.3 Modeling Actuation Syst9m 
Control Power Faults 

Unlike control circuits which usually have only a 
single control power aource, actuation systems usually 
have a separate and independent control power source 
for each instrument channel. Considering the example 
actuatior~ system in Figure 3.2-1, input channels A, B, 
C, and D would likely be powered respectively from 
divisions A, B, C, and D of the 125 Vdc electric power 
system. Output trains A and B would likely be 
powe!'ed from 125 Vdc divisions A and B, respectively. 
In this example, loss of de division A may cause the 
failure of input channel A and output train A. In 
contrast, loss of de division D may only cause the 
failure of input channel D. 

The separation and independence of control 
power sources must be carefully modeled in the actua
tion system fault tree. When modeling the system at 
the functional block diagram level of detail, control 
power requirements should be defined for each signal 
path between system nodes. 

3.2.4 Impact of '/entllatlon System 
Fallura on Control Circuits and 
Actuation Systems 

Failure of an equipment room ventilation system 
will usually cause the room in question to heat up. 
Elevated temperature conditions may cause control 
circuit and/or actuation system fa;lure. The specific 
failure(s) must be determined on an individual case 
basis. 

The time of control circuit or actuation system 
failure following ventilation system failure must be 
considered before deciding to devel.op ventilation 
system faults. These faults need not be modeled if the 
time frame being analyzed is short in comparison to 
the time it may take for a ventilation system failure to 
cauf!e control circuit or actuation system fAilure. 
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3.3 Power Conversion System 
Fault Trees 

Normally, fluid systems are modeled using the 
pipe decomposition technique described in Section 
3.1.2. However, the power conversion system (PCS) in 
a PWR can be treated in a different manner. There is 
sufficient industry data available to determine PCS 
unavailability due to independent causes. Thus, in 
kf~ping with the rule of thumb of developing a fault 
tree to a level commensurate with the available data, 
it is appropriate to handle PCS failure due to indepen
dent failure as a basic event. It is necessary, however, 
to develop PCS failure which is caused by a PCS 
support system in order to properly account for 
common cause failures with other front-line systems 
in the accident sequence under consideration. Figure 
3.4-1 shows how the PCS is modeled. 

fOil IIOOUo\N 
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Figure 3.3·1. Example of Power Conversion System 
Modeling 

3.4 Modeling Continuously 
Operatirag Systems 

Frequently, systems which are required for emer
gency response in nuclear power plants are also used 
during power operation of the plant. Thus, following 
most initiating events, these systems are already in 
operation. It is necessary to t.lke account of this aspect 
of operation of these systems in order to properly 
model the normally operating system and remove 
unnecessary conservatism from the analysis. The 
following discussion addresses this topic and provides 
guidance on how to proceed in model development. 
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It ii relatively easy to identify those systems in the 
plant which perform both safety functions and func· 
tions related to power operation. Some examples 
include the Chemical and Volume Contl·ol System, the 
Component Cooling Water System, many portions of 
the electrical system, etc. Once these systems have 
been identified, it is necessary to defme any slight 
changes in equipment alignment or operating mode 
necessary to go from normal power operation to emer~ 
gency operation. Often, these changes affect only a few 
valves and some standby pumps. 

The models f()r these systems do not need to 
cons~der valves which are already properly aligned 
except for a spurious actuation of th.e valve to an 
incorrect position. Pumps which are already operating 
need only be evaluated for failure to run and not for 
failure to start. Electric power to pumps, ventilation 
systems, etc., already exist and should continue unless 
the initiating event is a loss of offsite power or a bus 
failure related to the equipment. The actual model of 
the system ia not much different than if the system 
were in standby. The major differences come up in the 
auxiliaries for the components and the failure modes 
of the compon~nts. All equipment must be considered 
in both models except manual valves (unless these 
valves are assumed to be able to change position if 
failure occurs). 

To summarize the concerns, power-operated 
valves in the proper alignment do not get evaluated for 
actuation system faults except those dealing with 
impropar, spurious signals to valvef.. These faults are 
generally improbable unless a signal is expected to be 
sent to the compo1te1nt. O~ra~ing pumps need not be 
evaluated tor fai\ur() to start except when the initiat
ing event removed power to the pump (such as loss of 
offsite power). Manual valves already in proper align
ment do not actually change valve position. V alving 
which must be operated and pumps which are idle are 
modeled as usual. Electric power systems need only 
cm.11ider spurious circuit breaker openings or shorts 
since they are aligned as needed at the stsu-t of the 
initiating event, .. nless the event includes a power loss. 

The above model considerations should impact 
the systems reliability more than they impact the 
actual system failure model. This is not different from 
what might be expected since a standby system model 
includes a startup phase and a running phase, whereas 
an operating system model has only a small10tartup 
phase, if any, and a running phase. Thus the models 
may not be that different since most components have 
failure mechanisms in both the startup and running 
phases, but the reliability may be different due to a 
reduction in failures attributable to the startup phase 
in the operating sy5tem model. If startup failures do 

not dominate the system failure probability, then the 
system models would give similar results; however, 
startup failure prob&bilities are often dominant. 

3.5 :Modeling of Human Errors in 
the Fault Tree 

An important aspect of any system analysis is the 
analysis of the human interactions with the system. It 
is not uncommon for human action (or inaction) to 
dominate system failure. The two types of human 
interaction which are of importance in modeling 
system failure are test and maintenance restoration 
errors and operator error in response to accident 
sequences. 

The analysis of component unavailability due to 
test and maintenance is carried out as follows. First, 
using the system piping and instrumentation diagram 
and the test and maintenance procedures , the system 
alignment for each test and maintenance act which 
may be performed is determined. Then, it is deter
mined whether each test and maintenance alignment 
requires that component to be put in a nonsafety 
position. 'For each component put into a nonsafety 
position, both the unavailability during ~st or main
tenance and potential restoration errors are modeled. 
The restoration of a component may or may not be 
dependent upon the restoration of other components, 
depending on the procedures used for restoring the 
components. This determination must be made by the 
analyst. Figure 3.5-1 shows a typical fault tree devel
opment for test and maintenance. Similar develop
ment is included for each test and maintenance act. It 
is informative to label events according to the proce~ 
durc being used. In Figure 3.5-1 "TP-A-4" stands for 
Test Procedure A, Step 4, and MP-A-7 stands for 
Mllintenance Procedure A, Step 7. 

The contribution of operator error to system fail
ure in response to a given accident is treated with 
basic events at the component level. That is, under 
each component which must be manually operated 
during a particular accident sequence ia a basic event 
which models component failure due to operator er
ror. If two or more operator actions during an accident 
sequence are dependent, e.g., if t~ .. e actions are per
formed in the same step of an operating procedure, the 
basic events for operator error for these actions are 
given the same label. Spurious errors which may be 
instigated by an operator, e.g., the inadvertent actua
tion of a component, EU"e generally not included in the 
analysis. Figure 3.5-2 shows a typical fault tree devel
opment for operator error. Similar development is 
included for each operator action. (NOTE: EOP-4-2 
stands for Emer~ency Operating Procedure"· Step 2.) 
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Figure 3.5•1. Typical Fault Tree Development for Test and 
Maintenance 

VALVE A CLOSED 
V-A 

OPERATOR FAILS TO 
OPEN VALVE A 

VALVE A CLOSED 
FOR OTHER 

REASONS 

Flgur• 3.5·2. Typical Fault Tree Development for 
Operator Error 

4. Human Reliability and 
Procedural Analysis 
Methods 

Considerable work has been done by Swain, Bell, 
and Guttmann to develop techniques and procedures 
for conducting a human reliability analysis. These are 
documented, along with examples, in NUREG/CR-
2254, SANDSl-1655, "A Procedure for Conducting a 
Human Reliability Analysis for Nuclear Power 
Plants." [12] Basic techniques of human reliability 
analysis are documented in NUREG/CR-1278, 
"Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis With Em
phasis on Nuclear Power Plant Applications." [5] The 
user is referred to these documents for detailed meth
odological guidance. 

Brief summaries of selected tasks of the human 
reliability analysis follow. 

4.1 Task Analysis 
A task ana!ysis of each task contributing to the 

candidate dominant accident sequences is performed. 
This forms the basis for the development of human 
reliability event tree models. 

A formal breakdown of the procedure into tasks or 
smaller units of behavior is done; that is, for each step 
in the procedure that was identified for analysis by the 
system analysts, individual units of operator perfor
mance oust be identified, along with other informa
tion germane to these performances. These individual 
units of performance constitute elements of behavior 
fo:.· which potential errors can be identified. In other 
words, a large task made up of a set of steps should be 
broken down in order that errors associated with each 
step might be identifier!. 

All of this information must then be entered into a 
task analysis table. The format of this table is not 
specified other than that it contain all the information 
pertinent to later parts of the analysis. In most cases, 
the necessary information will consist of such items as 
the piece of equipment on which an action is per
formed, the action required of the opera~r. the limits 
of his performance, the locations of the controls and 
displays, and explanatory notes. If different tasks are 
to bP. performed by different operators, the allocation 
of tasks to personnel can be indicated in the task 
analysis table, or separate task analysis tables can be 
made for each operator. The detail in the task analysis 
and the amount of information recorded should facili
tate recapitulation st a later date of the rattonale for 
the HEP estimates that were used in the analysis. 

Once the breakdown of task steps has been done, 
errors likely to be made must be identified for each 
step. The steps should be listed chronologically. Based 
on the characteristics of the actual performance situa
tion, the human reliability analyst must determine 
which types of errors the operator is likely to make 
and which he is not. For example, if an operator is 
directed by a set of written procedures to manipulate a 
valve and that valve is fairly well isol9ted on the p "-Del, 
is of a different shape than other valves on the same 
panel, and has been very well labelled, the human 
reliabilit•1 analyst may determine that errors of selec
tion are not to be considered in this case. He should 
also have determined that an error (If omission made 
in following the written procedures might be made. 
Extreme care should he exercised in ci~ciding w hlch 
errors, if any, are to be completely discom~ted for an 
analysis. Rather than failing to consider a "question
able" error, one the huma:. reliability analyst thinks 
may be unlikely, the analysis should be completed 
including it. 



4.2 Development of a Human 
Reliability Event Tree 

Human reliability event trees are developed for 
each task aaeociated with the candidate dominant 
accident sequences. These are developed as foUows. 

Each error defined as likely in the task ana1ysis is 
entered as tbe right limb in a binary branch llf the 
human reliability analysis (HRA) event tree. Chrono
logically, in the order of their potential occurrence, 
these binary branches from the limbs of the HRA 
event tree, with the first potential error starting from 
the highest point on the tree at the top of the page. An 
example of an HRA event tree is shown in Figure 
4.2-1. 

Any given task appears as a two-limb branch, with 
each left limb representing the probability of success 
and each right limb representing the probability of 
failure. Once a te.sk is diagrammed as having been 
completed successfully (or unsuccessfully), another 
task is considered; the binary branch describing the 
probability of the success (or fnilure) of the second 
event extends from the left (or right) limb of the first 
branch. Thus every limb following the initial branch
ing depicts a conditional probability. 

In an IREP analysia, we are usually interested in 
determining the probability of error on a single task or 
in the probability that for a set of tasks, none or all will 
be performed incorrectly. For the first case, no HRA 
event tree need be developed unless performance on 
that single task is affected by other factors the proba
bilities of which should be diagrammed. A description 
of the task and knowledge of the performance shaping 
factors are sufficient for entering Chapter 20 of 
NUREG/CR-1278 [5] to determine a single human 
error probability. For the second case, in which we 
want to know the probability of all tasks' being per
formed without error, a complete-success path 
through the HRA event tree is followed. Once an error 
has been made on any task, a criterion for system 
failure hns been met. Given such a failure, no further 
analysis along that limb is necessary at this point. In 
effect, probabilities of event success that follow a 
failure and that still end in a system succeas probabili
ty constitute recovery factors and should be analyzed 
later in the analysis, if at all. Thus we have HRA event 
trees that are developed along the complete-success 
path only. This does not indicate that we think that 
this is the only combination of events possible; it 
indicates only that in the initial annlysis we go no 
further once system failure has been met. 

s F 

Figure 4.2-1. An Example of HRA Event Tree Diagram· 
ming. (Solid lines represent success; dashed lines, error.) 

4.3 Assigning Nominal Human 
Error Probabilities 

The first step in quantifying the human reliabi1ity 
analysis event tree is to assign nominal human error 
probabilities to each event on the tree. Briefly, this is 
done as follows. 

First, the tssk itself must be categorized. The 
analyst determines whether he is dealing with an 
operator manipulating valves, perform£ng a check of 
another's work, using a written procedure, or attempt
ing some other type of task. A description of each error 
identified for every task in the task analysis should be 
looked up in Chapter 20 of the Handbook (NUREG/ 
CR-1278 [5]). That is, the description that most close
ly approximates the situation under consideration 
should be identified. In some cases, the description in 
Chapter 20 will detail a scenario that differs slightly 
from the one in the analysis. If the differences in 
specifics are not large, the analyst may judge that they 
are so minor as not to affect materially the use of the 
human error probability as is. In other cases, the 
actual situation and the one described in Chapter 20 
may reflect tasks that are basically the same but that 
are performed under different circumstances. The 
human error probability must then be modified to 
reflect the conditions of actual task perfomumce. 
Usually, this is done during the assessment of the 
pertormance shaping factors acting on the task. 

Expecially for cases in which an estimated HEP 
other th~111 one found in the Handbook is used, the 
source for the human. error probability entered on the 
HRA event trees should be recorded, along with the 
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818Umptions made in their derivations. For easy refer
ence, this information can be added to the task analy
sis ts.blet. New columns in the table for the human 
error probability and its source can be made. This 
documentation is necessary for many reasons. Other 
analysts may want to check the similarity of their 
solutions to those of other problems. Given that the 
e~,~timates of many of the human error probabilities in 
the Handbook are numerically identical, these other 
analysts must have some method for tracing the origi
nal analysis. The assumptions should be recorded to 
prevent the analyst's having to reinvestigate a situa
tion should there be need to refer to an analysis again. 
Also, in the course of performing a series of analyses 
on a single facility, some sections of an analysis may be 
used several times. The analyst must, however, be able 
to demonstrate that the situations are indeed identical 
before reproducin~ part of one analysis to be used 
without modification in another. 

4.4 Assessing the Level of 
Dependance Among Different 
Tasks 

Dependence may exist among different tasks per
formed in operating the plant. The analyst must de
cide the level of dependence among these tasks to 
properly assign human error probabilities. NUREG/ 
CR-1278 (5] presents a model for considering depen
dence. 

A decision as to whether complete dependence or 
complete independence applies to a given case can be 
made relatively easily. That is, it should be obvious if 
one action is the causal factor for another or if two 
actions are totally unrelated. Distinctions among in
termediate levels of dependence are more difficult to 
make. First, decide whether dependence exists at all
whether the actions are completely independent. If 
dependence exists, decide whether complete depen
dence is appropriate and, if so, to what circumstances 
it applies. If a judgment is made that the dependence 
that exists is greater than zero but less than complete, 
an intermediate level must be assigned. This judg
ment can be made based on the relation of the actual 
situation to zero and complete dependence. If a deci
sion is made that the dependence demonstrated by the 
situation is much closer to zero than to complete 
dependence, assign a low level of dependence. If, on 
the other hand, a decision is made that the situation 
exhibits a degree of dependence that is very close to 
but not equal to complete dependence, assign a high 
level of dependence. If a definitive statement cannot 
be made to the effect that either of the above is true, 
assign a moderate level of del:'endence. 
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The dependence model in NUREG/CR-1278 [5] 
deals only with the effects and the quantification of 
positive dependence. If negative dependence is judged 
to be appropriate to a situation, its effects will have to 
be determined directly rather than using the depen
dence model Also, keep in mind that dependence is 
not necessarily symmetrical The same level of depen
dence may not exist for the success a.nd the failure 
paths of an HRA event tree. 

The model presents some point estimates that 
may be used in lieu of equations to determine the 
conditional probabilities of dependent events. Th~ 
point estimates should only be used when the nominal 
human error probability is less than or equal to 0.01. 
In other cases, the equations should be Uf'~d. 

5. Data Base Development 
Methods 

5.1 IREP Generic Data Base 
Table 5.1-lshows the generic reliability data base 

to be used for the IREP analyses. This has been 
adapted from information contained in EGG-EA· 
5887 [13]. In that document, "nominal values" of 
component failure rates and error factors, assumed to 
be 10% and 90% bounds, were given. Nominal values 
have been 888umed to be medium values for this 
report. The associated means were calculated from the 
medians and error factors assuming a lognormal dis
tribution. This data base is to be used for preliminary 
point estimate screening calculations where the pur
pose is to rank-order the importance of accident se
quences by relative lik..:lihood of occurrence and for 
propagating uncertainty in failure rate parameters to 
bound estimates of risk. However, a generic data base 
cannot provide the resolution that can be obtained 
from using plant specific data. Therefore, where bet
ter resolution is desired (e.g., to evaluate dominant 
accident sequences), plant specific data should be 
used wherever possible and practical to augment the 
generic data base. It should not be considered an 
unusual circumstance for the estimate of the relative 
importance of accident se~uences to change, depend
ing on whether they are evaluated with the data from 
the generic data base or with plant-specific data. 

The IREP generic data base contains failure rates 
and demand probabilities for classes of equipment 
commonly found in nuclear power plant safety sys
tems. Four types of numbers are found in this data 
base: 



• Component standby failure rates. which repre
sent the reciprocal of the mean time to failure of 
components that are normally in standby. 

• Component operating failure rates. which repre
sent the reciprocal of the mean time to failure of 
components that are normally operating. 

• Demand failure probabilities for selected stand
by component types such as pumps and valves. 

• Error factors for each failure rate or demand 
failure probability representing upper and lower 
bounds on the value of the reliability parameters 
(failure rate or demand probability). (These 
bounds are heuristic rather than statistical; they 
represent a range of values for each parameter 
that the parameter can reasonably be expected 
to assume.) 

The failure rates are in units of failures per hour. The 
demand failure probabilities represent failures per 
demand of t~e component. The median and error 
factor for a component failure mode define a lognor
mal distribution that describes the uncertainty in the 
reliability parameter for that failure mode, if the error 
factor is interpreted as representing a 90 percentile 
region for the parameter. Thus a data base containing 
only a median and error factor can be assumed to 
imply that the errors are lognormally distributed. 
This is the suggested interpretation for conduct of the 
IREP analyses. 

The failure rate and demand probability values 
listed in Table 5.1-1 represent both mean and median 
values, all given to one significant figure. Mean values 
are required for point estimates. The mean value' is 
related to both the median a.&:-~ c.rror factor. Table 5.1-
2 shows (for error factors of 3, 10, 30, and 100). 
multipliers to the median to compute the mean. For 
instance, referring to Table 5.1-1, the median demand 
failure probability for motor-operated valves failing to 
open is IE-3/demand, with error factor 10. Using the 
multiplier from Table 5.1-2 for error factor 10 results 
in an estimate of 2.66 E-3 for the mean demand failure 
probability (rounded to 3E-3). The general expression 
to compute the multiplier from the error factor is: 

M = EXP [ ( 1.:45 In [E. F.] r /2] , 
where M is the multiplier and E.F. is the error factor 

associated with a 90% confidence intervsl (if a differ
ent percentile confidence interval is used. the constart 
1.645 mliM be adjusted accordingly). 

Another caution in using the failure data of Table 
5.1-1 involves the meaning of the demand failure 
probabilities contained therein. Although these data 
are listed as demand failme probabilities, in reality 
they were originally generated simply as a matter of 
computational convenience. by multipling a failure 
rate by one half the number of hours in an (assumed) 
one month test period, i.e., using the expression 

q = 1/2 ~ T, 

where q: is the demand failure probability, ~ is the 
originally derived failure rate, and T is the number of 
hours in one month. These vai.Ies should not be 
construed to represent true demand failure probabili
ties, which would depend only on the number of times 
that the component was cycled from standby to oper
ating and which would be independent of the time 
between tests of operability of the component. For 
components whose test period is not substantially 
different from one month (i.e.. up to five or six 
months) the demand failure probability is considered 
adequate and should be used as stated in the data 
base. For components whose test period is on the order 
of a refueling cycle. however, it is suggested that the 
upper bound on the demand failure probability be 
used as the computational median. The rationale for 
this is that the demand probability and error factor 
were generated from a number of different data 
sources, containing examples of components that were 
tested at a variety of periods, including (presumably) 
test periods as long as a refueling cycle. Standby 
component failure probabilities for most components 
are probably better modeled as the sum of two contri
butions -one time dependent and one demand relat
ed, as: 

qc=qd + 1/2 >.,.T . 

Assuming that failure mechanisms include both de
mand related and standby time related failure mecha
nisms, the upper bound is assumed to represent those 
components that were tested at the longer test peri
ods. Data are not available to either substantiate or 
refute this assumption. In the absence of such data, 
the assumption appears to be reasonable. 
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Table 5.1·1. Generic Data a .... 

1. Pumps 

Component and 
Failures Modes 

1.1 Motor-driven 
1.1.1 Failure to start 
1.1.2 Failure to run, given start 

1.1.2.1 Normal Environment 
1.1.2.2 Extreme Environment 

1.2 Turbine-driven 
1.2.1 Failure to start (includes under 

and over speed) 
1.2.2 Failure to run, given start 

l.S Diesel-driven 
1.3.1 Failure to start 
1.3.2 Failure to run, given start 

2. Valves 
2.1 Motor-operated 
2.1.1 Failure to open 
2.1.2 Failure to remain open 
2.1.3 Failure to close 
2.1.4 Internal leakage (catastrophic) 

2.2 Solenoid-operated 
2.2.1 Failure to operate 

2.3 Air/Fluid-operted 
2.3.1 Failure to operate 

2.4 Check valves 
2.4.1 Failure to open 

2.4.2 Failure to close 

2.4.3 Internal Leakage 
2.4.3.1 Minor 
2.4.3.2 Catastrophic 

2.5 Vacuum breakers 
2.5.1 Failure to open 
2.5.2 Failure to close 

2.6 Manual valves 
2.6.1 Failure to operate 

*Adapted from EGG-EA-5887. [13) 
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Mean 

3E-3/d 

3E-5/h 
3E-3/d 

3E-2/d 

1E-5/h 

lE-3/d 
SE-4/h 

3E-3/d 
1E-7/h 
3E-3/d 
5E-7/h 

1E-3/d 

3E-3/d 

lE-4/d 
3E-7/h 
1E-3/d 
3E-6/h 

3E-5/h 
5E-7/h 

lE-5/d 
1E-5/d 

1E-4/d 
3E-7/h 

Median 

1E-3/d 

1E-5/h 
1E-3/h 

1E-2/d 

lE-5/h 

lE-3/d 
1E-4/h 

lE-3/d 
lE-7/h 
lE-3/d 
lE-8/h 

lE-3/d 

lE-3/d 

lE-4/d 
lE-7/h 
IE-3/d 
1E-6/h 

lE-6/h 
1E-8/h 

1E-5/d 
lE-5/d 

1E-4/d 
JE-7/h 

Error 
Factor 

10 

10 
10 

10 

3 

3 
30 

10 
3 

10 
100 

3 

10 

3 
10 

3 
10 

10 
100 

3 
3 

3 
10 

Remarks 

Pump and motor; excludes control 
circuits. 

Considered as interface with beavy 
chemical envirQnment sueh as concen
trated boric acid. 

Pump, turbine, steam and throttle 
valves, and governor. 

Pump, diesel, lube oil system. 
fuel oil, suction and exhaust 
air, and starting system. 

CatastroiJhiC leakage or "rupture" 
valves assigned by engineering 
judgment; catastrophic leakage assumes 
the valve to be in a closed 
state, then the valve fails. 

Hourly rate is based on one actuation 
per month. 
Hourly rate is based on one actuation 
per month. 

Valve initially closed. then failed. 

Appliea only to BWRs. 

Failure to operate is dominated by 
human error; hourly rate 
is based on one actuation per month. 
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Table 5.1•1. (conUnued) 

Component and 
Failure~ Model 

2. 7 Code taffty valves 
2. 7.1 Failure to open 
2.7.2 Failure to close, gi,-en open 

2.8 Primary tafety valves 
2.8.1 Failure to open 
2.8.2 Failure to close, given open 

2.9 Relief valves 
2.9.1 Failure to open 
2.9.2 Failure to close,given open 

2.10 Stop check valves 
2.10.1 Failure to open 

3. Switches 
3.1 Torque 

3.1.1 Failure to Operate 

3.2 Limit 
3.2.1 Failure to operate 

3.3 Pre~sure 
3.3.1 Failure to operate 

3.4 Manual 
3.4.1 Failure to transfer 

4. Other 
4.1 Circuit breaker 
4.1.1 Failure to transfer 
4.1.2 Spurious trip 

4.2 Fuses 
4.2.1 Premature open 

4.3 Buses 
4.3.1 All modes 

4.4 Orifices 
4.4.1 Failure to remain open (plug) 
4.4.2 Rupture 

4.5 Transformers 
4 .5.1 All modes 

• Adapted from EGG-EA-5887. [1 3] 

Mean 

1E·5/d 
lE-2/d 

lE-5/d 
3E-2/d 

3E-4/d 
2E-2/d 

lE-4/d 

lE-4/d 

1E-4/d 

1E-4/d 

3E-5/d 

3E-3/d 
SE-5/d 

3E-6/d 

1E-8/h 

3E-4/d 
3E-8/h 

lE-6/h 

Error 
Median Factor Remarks 

Applies only to PWRs; premature 
1E-5/d 3 opening treated as an 
lE-2/d 3 initiating event. 

Applies only to BWR&. 
1E-5/d 3 
lE-2/d h) 

lE-4/d 10 
2E-2/d 3 

lE-4/d 3 

Where torque/limit switches are 
used as part of pumps/valves, 

1E-4/d 3 switch failure rate is included in pump/ 
v&lve failure rate. 

1E-4/d 3 

lE-4/d 3 

lE-5/d 10 

For sizes 4 kV and smaller. 
lE-3/d 10 
lE-5/d 10 

lE-6/h 10 

lE-8/h 3 

WASH-1400 data; no alternate data 
3E-4/d 3 available. 
lE-8/h 10 

lE-6/h 3 
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T•ble ·5.1·1. (continued) 

Component and 
Failures Modes 

4.6 Emergency diesel (complete plant) 
4.6.1 Failure to start 
4.6.2 Failure to run, given start 

(emergency conditions) 

4.7 Relays 
4. 7.1 Contacts fail to transfer 

(open or close) 
4.7.2 Coil failure (open or Bhort) 

4.8 Time Delay Relays 
4.8.1 Premature transfer 
4.8.2 Fails to transfer 

4.8.2.1 Bimetallic 

4.9 Battery power system (wet cell) 
4.9.1 Fails to provide proper output 

4.10 Battery charger 
4.10.1 Failure to operate 

4.11 DC motor-generator!! 
4.11.1 Failure to operate 

4.12 Inverters 
4.12.1 Failure to O!>erate 

4.13 Wires (per circuit) 
4.13.1 Open circuit 
4.13.2 Short to ground 
4.13.3 Short to powered 

4.14 Solid state devices 
4.14.1 High power applications 
4.14.2 Low power applications 
4.14.3 Bistables 

*Adopted from EGG-EA-5887. [13) 
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Mean 

3E-2/d 

3~·3/h 

3E-4/d 
3E-6/h 

3E-4/d 

5E-6/h 

1E-6/h 

1E-6/h 

3E-6/h 

IE-4/h 

3E-6/h 
3E-7/h 
3E-8/h 

3E-6/h 
JE-6/h 
3E-7/d 

Error 
Median Factor Remarks 

Engine frame and associated moving 
3E-2/d 3 parts, ~.-!nerator coupling, governor, 

output breaker, static exdter.lube 
1E-3/h 10 oil system, fuel oil, intake and e:l.baust 

air, starting system; excludes starting air 
compressor and accumulator, fueling 
storage and transfer, load sequencers, 
and synchronizers. Failure to start is 
failure to start, accept load, and run for 
1/2 hour; failure to run is failure to run 
for more than 1/2 hour, given start. 

lE-4/d 10 
lE-6/h 10 

1E-4/d 10 

5E-6/h 3 Non-consensus source. Data source is 
MIL-HDBK-2178 [17}. Fail-to-transfer 
rates are not currently available for non-
bimetallic time delay r.elays. 

Assumes out-of-spec cell 
1E-6/h 3 replacement. 

lE-6/h 3 

lE-6/h 10 

1E-4/h 3 

Consistent with IEEE-500 
lE-6/h 10 data for 1000 circuit feet 
lE-7/h 10 
lE-8/h 10 

For more detailed infonnation, 
1E-6/h 10 see MIL-HDBK-217C {18). 
1E-6/h 10 
lE-7/d 10 
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Table 5.1·1. (concluded) 

Component and Error 
Failures Modes Mean Median Factor Remarks 

4.15 Terminal Boards Values given are per terminal 
4.15.1 Open circuit 3E-7/h 1E-7/h 10 
4.16.2 Short to adjacent circuit 3E-7/h 1E-7/h 10 

4.16 Dampers 
4.16.1 Failure to operate 3E-3/d lE-3/d 10 

4.17 Air coolers 
4.17.1 Failure to operate tE-5/h 1E-5/h 3 Not consensus data. Plant-specific from 

AN0-1 IREP study. 

4.18 Heat exchangers 
4.18.1 Tube leak (per tube) 3E-9/h 1E-9/h 10 
4.18.2 Shell leak aE-6/h lE-6/h 10 

4.19 Strainer/filter For clear fluids; contaminated fluids 
4.19.1 Plugged aE-5/h 1E-5/h 10 or fluids with a heavy chemical burden 

should be considered on a. plant-specific 
basis. 

4.20 Scram systems 
4.20.1 Failure to scram 3E-5/d 3E-5/d 3 

4.21 Instrumentation (general) 
4.21.1 Failure to operate 3E-6/h lE-6/h 10 

*Adapted from EGG-EA-5887. [13] 

Table 5.1-2. Multipliers to Compute Mean 
From Median 

Error Factor 

3 
10 
30 

100 

Multiplier 

1.25 
2.66 
8.48 

50.33 
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5.2 Generation of Plant-Specific 
Data 

Requirements for plant-specific data include the 
following: 

• F...timation of failure rates or demand failure 
probabilities for selected components such as 
dietel generators, batteries, or components in 
dominant cut set& of dominant accident 
sequences. 

• Standby safety system test information, includ
ing the set of components tested by a specified 
test, the failure modes tested for and not tested 
for, and the test period for each component. 

• Component outage data, including test periods 
and test time distributions, scheduled mainte· 
nance frequencies and maintenance time distri
butions, and unscheduled repair frequencies 
and repair time distributions. 

These data items can, in principle, all be estimated 
from raw plant data. The quality of the estimate may 
vary from plant to plant depending on the types of, 
and avaHability of, records kept by the plant. 

Raw data sources from which to estimate the 
above-defined plant specific risk model parameters 
include: 

• Plant technical specifications, including Limit
ing Conditions for Operation and surveillance 
requirements. 

• Licensing Event Reports 
• Plant Operating Procedures 
• Plant Maintenance Records 
• Communication with plant operating personnel 

and other plant records. 

The plant technical specifications define the maxi
mum test period and allow outage time for each safet~· 
system. In addition, they may prohibit certain safety 
system configurations, e.g., removing both parallel 
trains of a two-train system simultaneously. The Li
censing Event Reports contain summary component 
failure information that may be useful for estimating 
component failure rates. The plant-operating proce
dures contain information on the components tested 
by a specific test, the component failure modes tested 
for and those not tested for by the test procedure, 
information on test periods, and whether or not test
ing is staggered or sequential. The plant maintenan<.~ 
records contain information on scheduled and un
scheduled outage frequencies and times. Communica
tions with plant- operating personnel is a valuable 
source of information not contained in one or more of 
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the aforementioned SOUI'a!S. Table 5.2-lsummarized 
the sources of plant-specif'lC raw data. the require
ments for the&"' data, and the types of data that are 
obtained from the aources. 

Standard statistical techniques will be used to 
estimate the plant-specific risk model parameters 
from the data types. In those cases where operating 
personnel are queried for quantitative estimates, it is 
desirable to obtain upper and lower bound estimates 
as well aa an "expected" estimate. (Here, the term 
"expected" is used in a nonstatistical sense and baa a 
meaning that is closer to "most likely" than to the 
expected value estimator.) 

The risk model parameters to be estimated are of 
four basic types: 

• Frequency of occurrence (failure rates, frequen· 
cy of repair). 

• Demand probability. 
• Mean outage duration (test time, maintenance 

outage time). 
• Error factor. 

Example estimators for the mean values of the rllSt 
three items above are given in the following subsec
tions. Other estimation schemes (e.g., Baysian) are 
acceptable if appropriately applied. 

Error factor estimates can be obtained either ap
proximately from visual scrutiny of the data or by 
using an accepted statistical technique. Medians can 
be estimated either directly from the data or by using 
the mean and error factor. 

Several cautions should be observed when esti· 
mating model parameters from plant specific data: 

• For in-plant data the explicit dermition of a 
component is critical. For instance, does the 
definition of an MOV include the val\'e driver 
and associated logic? Does the dermition of a 
motor-driven pump include the motor as well HB 

the pump? Plant specific component failure 
rates consistent with generic failure rates can 
only be estimated if the number of failures are 
accurately counted - and they can only be 
accurately counted if the boundaries of the com· 
ponent are explicitly defined. The generic IREP 
data base defines pumps to include b1>th the 
pump and associated motOr, but not the associ
ated actuation logic necessary to start the pump 
automatically. Valves are defined in this data 
base to include the valve driver but not the 
associated logic. 

• Information in the operating procedures should 
be used preferentially over information in the 
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Technical Specifications, and information com
municated from plant penonnelshould be used 
preferentially over information from the operat
ing pJocedures. Plants may have operating pro
cedures that require more frequent tests than 
the requirements specirled in the Technical 
Specifications. Plants may also operate in a way 
that e1ceeda the requirements of the operating 
procedures by testing more frequently than the 
operating procedures specify. 

• If an unscheduled repair frequency is estimated 
from plant data for a component, it should be 
checked again&t the component failure rate. The 
unacheduled repair frequency should be larger 
than the failure rate since it contains instances 
where repair was performed on component deg
radation and insipient failure as well as cata
strophic failure. The component failure rate is 
developed (theoretically) only from catastrophic 
failures. 

Regarding the last point above, let .>.R = unscheduled 
repair frequency and .>.., = component failure rate. 
Then if Xa;::X.,: 

• Use Aa. to estimate the unscheduled repair out
age contribution of the componenL 

• Use A.: to estimate the component hardware 
contribution. 

If >-a <>.a then: 

or 

• Use A.: for both the unscheduled repair outage 
contribution and the component hardware con
tribution. 

• Show that there is a statistically significant 
reason to believe that Aa <>.e. and use ~R for both 
contributions. 

It is pointed out that the true value of Aa can never be 
less than the true value of >-c • 

However, the above rule will assure conservative 
estimates in those cases where the data are too srvrse 
to show statistically significant deviations from the 
normal. 

Table 5.2·1. Summary of Plant-Specific Data Requirements, Data Sources, and 
Type of Data 

Data 
Requirement 

Component Failure Rate 
or Demand Failure 
Probability 

System Test Information 

Component Outage 
Information 

Plant Sp13cific 
Data Source 

• Licensing Event Reports 
• Operating Procedures 
• Test Records; Discu&aions/Operat

ing Penonnel 

• Operating Procedures 
• Surveillance Requirements 
• Discussions/Operating Personnel 

• Operating Procedures 
• Technical Specifications 
• Maintenance/Outage Records 
• Discussions/Opeiating Personnel 

Data Type 

• Times between failures 
• No. of occurrences of the specified fail

me mode within a defined operating 
period (from LERs) 

• No. of trials that could result in speci
fied failure mode during the operating 
period 

• Components tested by a specified test 
• Failure modes tested for/not tested for 
• Time between tests (test period) 

• Test periods and test time distribution 
information 

• Scheduled maintenance frequencies and 
outage time distributions 

• Unscheduled maintenance frequencies 
and outage time distributions 
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5.2.1 Mean Frequency of Occurrence 
• The data type is a list of times between occur

rences 
• Sum the times between occurrences, T;. and 

divide by the number of occurrences, N, to 
obtain the mean time between occurrences 

N 

T = }2TtfN 
1-1 

• An acceptab!e estimate of tha mean occurrence 
frequency, X, ib the reciprocal of T 

5.2.2 Demand Failure Probability 
• The data types are number of failures within an 

operating period, and number of trials within 
that period. 

• Divide the number of failures (Nt) by the num
ber of trials (Nt) 

• Qd is the demand failure probability estimate. 

5.2.3 Mean Outage Duration 
• The data type is a list of outage duration times. 
• The estimator is the same as for T above. 

5.3 Component Reliability 
Calculations 

This section discusses component point estimate 
unavailability and unreliability calculation expres
sions. Two basic component reliability measures are 
commonly calculated to obtain point estimates for 
fault trees and event trees: 

• Component average unavailability, defined as 
the average probability that a component will 
not be available to mitigate an accident 

• Component reliability, defined as the probabili
ty that a component fails before completing the 
mission for which it is intended. 

Although the component average unavailability is the 
most commonly used reliability measure, it is occas
llionally necessary to compute the component point
wise unavailability to estimate the unreliability of 
standby components that are never tested. The com
ponent pointwise unavailability is defined with re
spect to some specified timet, and is the probability 
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that the component is not available at t. The average 
and pointwise unavailability are related; the average 
unavailability, q, is: 

q = ·¥fq(t)dt, 

where Tis some time interval. q(t) is the pointwise 
unavailability, and q is the average unavailability over 
the time interval T. 

Two types of contributions to component average 
unavailability are assessed: 

• Component failures 
• Component outages 

The component failure contribution arises because 
the component may fail. The component outage con
tribution arises when the component is removed from 
service for test, maintenance, or repair. 

5.3.1 Component Failure Contribution 
Several considerations are important when evalu

ating the component failure contribution in terms of 
unavailability or unreliability. The component may 
normally be in standby, or it may normally be operat
ing. If the component is part of a standby safety 
system, the component average unavailability is esti
mated using either a time-based failure rate or a 
demand failure probability for the component failure 
mode being assessed. A time-based failure rate is 
appropriate when the failure mechanism is related to 
the time that the component is in service between 
checks of its operability (i.e., component tests). The 
test perio:i, or time between tests, is an important part 
of the unavailability calculation for such component 
failure modes. A demand failure probability is appro
priate for component failure modes that do not de
pend on the test period length, but rather are related 
to the number of times that the component is "de
manded," that is, asked to operate. For a component 
failure mode that is truly demand dependent, the 
length of the test period is irrelevant. 

For operating components, one of two risk mea
sures may be required: 

• The unavailability of an operating component. 
• The mission failure probability of an operating 

component. 

Operating components or subsystems may appear in 
standby systems, e.g., electric power buses. The aver
age unavailability of such components must be esti
mated. For components contained in systems required 
to operate for a specified period of time to mitigate an 
accid~mt, for instance during the recirculation phase 



of an accident, the mission failure probabHity is 
estimated. 

Point estimate reliability computations for stand
by and operating components are shown in the follow
ing subsections. 

5.3.1.1 Standby Components 
Two models for estimating standby component 

average unavailabiJity are (1) use a time-based failure 
rate and (2) use a demand failure probability. The 
component average unavailability using a time-based 
failure rate is approximately estimated as: 

q~ - l/2~,T , 

where q. is component average unavailability, A. is the 
standby failure rate for the component failure mode 
being evaluated, and T is the test period length. If, for 
instance, monthly testing is performed, and if A, is the 
reciprocal of the mean time between failures in hours, 
then T is the number of hours in a month. The 
approximation formula is adequate if >-.T<O.l. 

The demand failure probability for failure modes 
where it is appropriate to use this measure is given 
directly in the data base. Therefore, 

where q. is again the component average unavailabili
ty and q11 is the demand failure probability. 

The unavailability of components in standby is 
probably more correctly modeled by assuming that 
such components have both time dependent and de
mand failure contributions. Thus the component un
availability model is: 

qc = Qd + 1/2 A,. T , 

where q., qd, A,., and T are as previously defined. 
However, data are not available to estimate both the 
time dependent and demand related portions of com
ponent unavailabilities. The IREP data base does not 
contain separate time dependent and demand contri
butions, so the correct model cannot be used. Rather, 
the correct model is approximated by either the time 
based or demand models. These approximations are 
reasonal>ie for most cases, where the component test 
period is relatively small (e.g., on the order of 3 or 4 
months, or less). 

5.3. 1.2 Components in Operating Systems 
To compute the unavailability of an operating 

component, assuming that the component is repair
eble (and that the failure is detected), the approxima
tion expression: 

q = A.,r 

is used, where q. is the .average component unavail
ability, ).... is the operoting failure rate for the failure 
mode being evaluated, and r is the outage time for the 
failed component. The outage time is the (average) 
total time that the component is out of service after it 
has failed. Again, if >... is the reciprocal of the mean 
time to failure in hours, then r is expressed in hours. 

To compute the missiou failure probability (or 
unreliability) of a component, the approximation ex
pression 

is used, where Qe and )..., are as previously defined, and 
T M is the total mission time. This formulation as
sumes that the component is nonrepairable during the 
mission time T M· The approximation expression is 
adequate for .>..,T114sO.l. 

5.3.1.3 Standby Components That Are 
Never Tested 

Occasionally a situation is discovered where a 
standby component is never tested during the plant 
lifetime. Two cases are identified, depending on 
whether or not it is evident that the situation will be 
corrected in the near-term by devising a means of 
testing the component. 

Case 1: The Situation Will Be Corrected in the 
Near Term 

In th~ case it is recommended that the pointwise 
unavailab\lity of the component that corresponds to 
the current lifetime of the plant be computed. That is, 
if the plant has been in operation for 10 years at the 
time that the analysis is being performed, compute the 
pointwise unavailability of the component at 10 years. 
The expression is: 

where q,is the pointwise unavailability evaluated at T P 

(e.g., 10 years}, and>-. is the standby failure rate. 

Case 2. The Situation Will .Jot Be Corrected ii1 the 
Fcreseeable Future 

In this case it is recommended that the average 
unavailability of the component over the remainder of 
plant life be computed. This is the average probability 
that the component will be in a failed state for the 
remainder of plant life. The expression is: 
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where Qc, A., and T P are as previously defined, and T t.ot 

is the total plant lifetime. 

5.3. 1.4 Component Outage Contribution 
Component outages occur when components are 

removed from service for test, maintenance, or repair. 
The impact of component outages on system reliabil
ity is identical to the impact o. failures, with the 
exception that the repairability of outages may be 
diffefent than the repairability of failures. Compo
nent outages result in the component being unavail
able. 

Two classes of component outages, encompassing 
three types of outages must be considered: 

• Scheduled outages, including periodic tests and 
scheduled maintenance. 

• Unscheduled outages, including unscheduled 
component repair. 

Components in standby systems are tested periodical
ly to ensure their operability. If the test results in that 
component or other components being removed from 
service for a portion of the test, then a component test 
outage occurs. If a single test removes more than one 
component from service, only a single test outage 
contribution is calculated. 

Scheduled maintenance is sometimes conducted 
on major components during normal reactor opera
tion. When scheduled maintenance removes a compo
nent from service, a maintenance contribution to un
availability occurs. Scheduled maintenance is usually 
conducted at a frequency that is different than the 
test frequency. Since the test period is the baseline 
period used to calculate component failure contribu
tions, the frequency of scheduled maintenance (with 
respect to the test period) must be accounted for when 
calculating the maintenance outage contribution. Not 
all plants conduct schedu!ed maintenance of the type 
that removes a safety system component from servke 
while the reactor is at power. 

Unscheduled repuir occurs when a component is 
found to require repair. For standby components, this 
often occurs during a periodic test when a component 
is discovered to be in the failed state. However, it 
could occur at other times also. Often repair ensues 
when the component is found to be degraded but 
operable, or when insipient failures such as leaky seals 
occur as well as when a catastrophic failure occurs. 
Thus the frequency with which unscheduled repair 
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occurs is expected to be at least as large as the compo
nent failure rate. which includes only catastrophic 
failures. 

Point estimate unavailability computations for 
component outages are presented in the following 
subsections. 

5.3.1.5 Test Outage Contribution 
The test outage contribution to component un

availability for point value computations is calculated 
as: 

where qt is the average unavailability from the test 
outage,; is the average duration of the test (in hours), 
and T is the intervai between tests (te.st period) in 
hours. 

5.3.1.6 Scheduled Maintenance Outage 
Contributions 

The scheduled maintainance outage contribution 
to component unavailability for pC'int value computa
tions is calculated as: 

QM = fM. (;M/T) • 

where QM is the component unavailability due to 
maintainance, fM is the frequency (per test period) of 
scheduled maintainance, r:u is the mean component 
outage time for scheduled maintainance, and T is the 
time between tests. Since <1M is a probability, the units 
of all parameters on the right-hand side of the above 
equation must be compatible and cancel so that QM is 
dimensionless. For instance, for monthly testing, if 
the test period is expressed as hours per month, TM is 
hours, and fM is the reciprocal of the number of 
months between maintenance acts, then qM is dimen
sionless. 

5.3.1.7 Unscheduled Repair Outage 
Contribution 
The unscheduled repair outage contribution to com
ponent unavailability for point value computations is 
calculated as: 

Qa = fR ' (TRfl'), 

where qR is the component unavailability due to re
pair, fR is the frequency (per test period) with which 
repair is expected to occur, Ta is the mean component 
repair time, and Tis the test period (time between 
tests). Again, the units must cancel because QR is a 
probability. 
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5.3.1.8 Summary of Computational 
Expreeslona 

Table 5.3-lsummarizes both the component fail
ure and component outage computational expressions 
for use in obtaining point estimte component reliabil
ity values. 

6. Accident Sequence 
Analysis Methods 

The accident sequence analysis identifies the acci
dent sequences expected to have the highest frequen
cy and the most important minimal cut sets for these 
sequences. Tt :'~ is accomplished by analyzing the 
accident sequences defined by the event trees using 
the fault trees for each front-line system and the 
human reliability, test and maintenance, and compo
nent failure rate data. 

The first quantification of the accident sequences 
is a screening calculation, designed to eliminate those 
sequences which have a negligible estimated fNquen
cy. This quantification uses estimated upper bounds 

for the failure probabiliti.es from the numan reliability 
and procedural analysis task and initiating event fre
quencies. generic component failure rates, and plant
specific test and maintenance fr~uencies and dura
tions from the data base development task to estimate 
initial accident Eequence frequencies. 

The sequences which are not eliminated by the 
.. creening quantification are selected for closer scruti
ny and consideration of operator recovery actions. 
These sequences, and their minimal cut sets, are used 
by the human reliability analysts to determine those 
human errors for which estimated failure probabilities 
are calculated. Important component failures repre
sented in these sequences 3l'e requantified, if nec-es
sary, using plant-specific information. The second 
calculat!vn of accident sequence frequencies uses the 
improv<:!d human error estimates and recovery proba
bilities and inclUdes changes in the data based on 
plant-specific data. The sequences with the highest 
frequencies are termed "dominant accident se
quences." The qualitative expressions for the minimal 
cut sets of the dominant accident sequences provide 
the qualitative information needed for the subsequent 

Table 5.3·1. Component Reliability Calculational Expressions 

Calculational 
Unreliability Type of formuia Panmeter 
Contribution Measure (Approximate) Definition 

Hardware Failure Uni!vailability Qc=l/2X.T X. standby failure rate 
(standby component) (average) or T component test period 

qc=A.t A.t demand failure probability 

Hardware Failure Unavailability qc=h.,T Ao operating failure rate 
(operating component) (average) T component outage time 

Hardware !o'••.nure Unreliability Qc=hoTM Ao operating failure rate 
(operating cc,mponent) (mission failure) TM = mission time 

Hardware Failure Unavailability 1 -J. Tp q.= -e • X. standby failure rate 
(untested 3tandby (pointwise) Tp plant operating time, to 

compo11ent) date 

Tt:st Outage Unavailability qt=T!'r T test outage time (average) 
(standby component) (average) T test period 

Maintanance Outage Unavailability l,'M =fM • ( TMfr} fM scheduled ma~'ltenance 
(standby component) (average) TM maintenance outage time 

T test period 

Repair Outage Unavailability qR = fR · ( TJI') fR unscheduled repair frequency 
(standby component) (average) Ta repair outag~ time 

(average) 
T test period 
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uncertainty and importance calculations. Additional 
discussion of the accident sequence analysis process 
may be found in Reference 19. 

6.1 Identification and Resolution 
of Logical Loops 

6. 1. 1 ~vervlew 
Logical loops are instances of circular logic which 

may occur in a multisystem fault tree nr in control 
circuits and which must be resolved before a solution 
to the fault tree can be obtained. Logical loops fre
quently occur when time-dependent interrelation
ships among auxiliary systems (e.g., electric power, 
room cooling, service water) have not been adequately 
considered. The basic problem here arises when Sys
tem A requires System B for startup and/or for initial 
operation, and System B requires System A, but in 
some longer-term time frame. Logical loops occur in 
cont:-ol circuits in the form of feedback loops. 

The type of time dependency occurring in multi
system fault trees can be illustrated by th~ Class lE ac 
and de electric power systems. The de. power system 
must supply control power to start th~ standby ac 
diesel generator and operate some ac distribution 
system switchgear. At some later time, determined by 
battery capacity, the ac power system must supply de 
loads via the battery -;:harger to maintain operation of 
the de system. The ac power system fault tree will 
show the de power system as a required auxiliary 
system. The de power system fault tree will show the 
ac power system as source of de power, via a battery 
charger. Each system fault tree by itself is logically 
correct, but when combined, a logical loop occurs (e.g., 
ac requires de which requires ac, etc.). 

Some of the logical loops that should be anticivat· 
ed are shown in simplified form in Figure 6.1-1 and are 
assodated with the following auxiliary systems: 

• Control power 
• Diesel service water 
• Equipment room heating, ventilating, and air

conditioning (HVAC) systems 

These loops do not appear in the fault tree for a single 
system. Therefore, a coordinated effort must be marle 
among persons preparing system fault trees if poten
tial logical loops are to be identified and eliminated 
early in the fault tree development. This section 
describes the origin of logical !Clops in detail and 
presents recommendations for their elimination. 
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Flg1.!re 6.1·1. Overview of Potential Logical Loops 

6. 1.2 Logical Loops Associated With 
External Control Power 

There are numerous logical loops potentially uso
ciated with external control power. These loops are 
illustrated in Figure 6.1-2. These logical loops do not 
exist for circuit breakers that (1) are manually actu
ated, or (2) have control circuits with internal control 
power sources. 

Loops A, B, and C in Figure 6.1-2 arise when the 
de control power fault tree development continues 
back through the battery charger and into the ac 
power distribution .system. The logical quandry creat
ed by this modeling is that the ac system and diesel 
generators require de control power which may be 
derived from the ac power dist;ibution system via a 
battery charger. In the short term, the ac supply to the 
de power system is not required. Diesel g•::nerators are 
designed so that they can be started and loaded when 
the battery alone is available as a control power 
source. Design battery capacity provi-ie& for a mini
mum of one to two hours of operation of the de system 
before the battery chargers are required. This time 
dependency could be reflected in the fault tree for the 
electrical power systems by providing separate short
and long-term de power and diesel generator subtrees. 
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For the short term solution, loops A, B, and C in 
Figure 6. i-2 are broken by not modeling the de power 
supply via the battery charger (path P2). For the 
long-term solution, path P2 is modeled, but the devel
opment of the ac power supply to the de system is 
stopped at the first 480 Vac bus. This procedure 
allows the key interface between the ac and de power 
systems to be modeled while breaking loops A, B, and 
c. 

Loop Din Figure 6.1-2 arises when the ac control 
power fault tree development continues back through 
an inverter, battery charger and into the ac power 
distribution system. This loop is broken by the same 
procedures described previously to handle loops A, B, 
and C. Loop E in Figure 6.1-2 is also associated with ac 
control power. Path PS may be e primary or an 
alternaU: power path to a 120 Vac vital bus. In either 
case, power via this path is not available if offsite 
power has been lost, and the diesel generator is not in 
operation. For a short-term solution, Loop E 111 uroken 
by not modeling path PS. For the long-term solution, 
path PS is modeled, but the ac power supply develop
ment is stopped at the first 480 Vac bus. This proce
dure can be implemented by developing short- and 
long-term electrical power system fault trees as dis 
cussed previously. This approach allows the key inter
face between an ac instrumentation and control power 
system and the remainder of the ac power distribution 
system to be modeled wnile breaking Loop E. 

Loop F in Figure 6.1-2 arises when de control 
power faults for the battery circuit breaker (if it is 
power operated) are developed. This loop is broken by 
developing the control power fault tree only back to 
the first de bus (e.g., the battery bus in Figure 6.1-2). 

6. 1.3 Logical Loops Associated With 
Diesel Service Water 

The logical loop associated with the diesel service 
water system is illustrated in Figure 6.1-3. This logical 
loop arises when the diesel generator is snpplying ac 
power, and the development of the fault ;.~ee for the 
diesel service water system continues back into the ac 

power system to model motive power faults affecting 
service water pumps and valves. The logical quandry 
created by this modeling is that the service water 
system requires ac power. but the ac power :system 
requires the service water system for diesel cooling. 

Diesel engines generally have a closed-loop cool
ing water system that serves as an intermediate heat 
transfer loop between the engine and an opened-loop 
service water system. Tbe closed-loop cooling water 
system usually includes a gear-driven and a 
de-powered water pump; therefore, operation of this 
system .is independent of ac power. Th.is system serves 
as a heat sink for the diesel until the generator is 
loaded, the service water system is placed in opera
tion, and the heat transfer path to the ultimate heat 
sink is completed. Only a few minutes may be avail
able to complete the heat transfer path to the ultimate 
heat sink, but the key point is that the diesel generator 
can be started and placed in operation without the 
service water system. 

The closed-loop cooling water system in some 
diesel installations rejects heat directly to the atmo
sphere by means of water-to-air mechanical draft heat 
exchangers. Modeling the ac power requirements for 
the fans associated with this system will introduce the 
same type of logical loop as the service water system 
described above. 

The logical loop in Figure 6.1-3 can be broken by 
provid~ng separate short- and long-term diesel genera
tor subtrees. The short-term diesel subtree models 
diesel generator startup and initial operating require
ments, and the logical loop is broken by not modeling 
the service water system (or the f'8DS, if appropriate). 
The diesel closed cooling water system is an adequate 
heat sink for the diesel during this initial operating 
period. The long-term diesel subtree includes the 
service water system, but the ac power supply devel
opment is stopped at the first 4160 (or 6900) Vac or 
480 Vac bus. This approach allows the key interface 
between the service water system and the ac power 
system to be modeled while breaking the logical loop 
in Figure 6.1-3. 
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6. 1.4 Logical Loops Associated With 
HVAC Systems 

It can usually be assumed that satisfactory ambi
ent conditions exist throughout a plant at the start of 
an accident (e.g., at timet= 0). Continued operation 
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of equipment without support from room or area 
HVAC systems may lead to a significant increase in 
ambient temperature. If severe ambient conditions 
could cause equipment failure, HV AC system faults 
should be included in the appropriate fault tree. The 
time-dependencies associated with HV AC system op
eration should, however, be determined on an individ
ual case basis. 

There are many logical loops potentially associat
ed with HVAC systems that are required for main
taining suitable ambient conditions for continued op
eration of plant equipMent. These loops are 
illustrated in Figure 6.1-4, and include all equipment 
and systems in the continuous aeat transfer path from 
an equipment room or area to the ultimate heat sink. 
These loops arise when HV AC requirements are mod
eled for the following: 

• Control circuits for HVAC equipment. 
• ac electric power supply for HVAC equipment. 
• de electric power supply (control power) for 

HVAC equipment. 
• Fluid sytems in the heat transfer path between 

the room coolers and the ultimate h~t sink. 

The logical loops in Figure 3. 7-4 can all be broken 
by simply not including HVAC faults in HVAC
related equipment fault trees. This approach yields an 
accurate model of the faults that may prevent the 
HVAC equipment from starting (e.g., at time t = 0) 
and operating for some potentially short-term time 
period. Equipment HV AC requirements are not usu
ally of concern during this period. If it is determined 
that equipment room cooling is ultimately required 
for continued operation of HV AC-related equipment, 
long-term versions of the fault trees should also be 
developed for the affected equipment. This version 
would include the potential contribution of equip
ment-room cooling system faults; however, the heat 
transfer path to the ultimate heat sink would not be 
developed beyond the equipment or area cooler unit 
(e.g., interfaces of this unit with chilled water, compo
nent cooling water, or service water system are not 
developed). An exception is the following: the fault 
tree for a control circuit or an ac power supply of an 
equipment-room cooler unit should not include 
HV AC faults when the control circuit or supplying ac 
bus is in the room or area served by the room cooler 
unit. This approach allows the key interfaces between 
HVAC-related equipment and their own HV AC sup
port systems to be modeled while breaking the logical 
loops in Figure 6.'.-4. 
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Figure 8.1-4 Potential Logical Loop Associated With 
HVAC Systems 

6. 1.5 Feedback Loops In Control 
Circuits 

Feedback loops can occur in control circuits as an 
inherent part of circuit design. Generally speaking, 
circuit breakers and relays are the components that 
indicate feedback loops may appear. For example, if 
two loops of a control circuit are interconnected by 
circuit breakers and/or relays, the flow of current in 
one loop of the circuit will depend on the flow of 
current in the other loop and vice versa. Thus a 
situation arises in which there is feedback, either 
positive or negative, between the two loops. When 
such a circuit is modeled by a fault tree, the feedback 
loop appears as circular logic, i.e., in the development 
of an event, the event reappears as a potential contrib
utor to its own failure. 

The circular logic created by feedback loops asso· 
ciated with nonmodulating components, e.g., most 
pumps and valves can be handled in a relutively 
simple manner, but depends on whether th~ feedback 
is positive or negative. In the case of positive feedback, 
the fault tree is developed down to the point where the 

circular logic is encountered. At this point, the devel
opment is stopped by the use of a "house"' event. The 
value of the house event depends on the initial condi
tions in the circuit. 

As an example, consid;;lr the control circuit shown 
in Figure 6.1-5. The fault tree development for this 
circuit where "Motor Runs When It Should Be OfF is 
th~ TOP event is ahown in Figure 6.1-6. The minimal 
cut &ets for this fault tree are I, 2-3, 2-4, and 2-FB. In 
the case where the motor is initially running, i.e., there 
is current in loop 3, FB is 1, and the minimal cut sets 
become 1 and 2. In the case where the motor is initially 
off, FB is 0, and the minimal.cut sets become 1, 2-3, 
and 2-4. 

In the case of negative feedback, the fault tree 
development is stopped at the point where circular 
logic is encountered by the use of a house event also. 
However, in this case the house event is always given a 
value of 1, i.e., it is always "on". 

The circular logic created by feedback loops asso
ciated with modulating components, i.e., components 
which operate over a range of speeds or positions, 
cannot be explicitly handled with the current method
ology. Thus it is necessary to handle these control 
circuits in a simplistic manner, i.e., control circuit 
failure is handled as a basic event which can cause 
component failure. The problem then lies in deter
mining an appropriate failure probability for the cir
cuit from operation data, manufactuer's specifica
tions, or some other source. 

Switch 1 

l 
./". 

Loop3----

Figure 6.1·5. Control Circuit With Positive Feedback 
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Figure 6.1·6. Fault Tree Development for the Control Cir
cuit in Figure 6.1-5 

6.2 Development of Independent 
Subtrees 

The front-line system failures depicted in the 
accident sequences are modeled by system fault trees. 
A minimal cut set of a fault tree is a smallest set of 
primary events that causes the occurrence of the top 
event. Since the top event of the system fault t:;ee is 
the failure of the system, the minimal cut sets of the 
system fault tree represent all of the fundamental 
ways the system can fai1. 

The system fault trees in an IREP analysis are 
large and complex, representing interactions of many 
support systems and primary events. Even with the 
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Figure 6.1-6. (Concluded) 
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use of a computer code, it may not be possible to 
identify all of the minimal cut sets of a system fault 
tree. One technique that reduces the size of the fault 
tree and the number of minimal cut sets is the identifi
cation and solution of the largest independent sub
trees. 

An independent subtree (or module) of a fault tree 
is a subtree for which none of its primary events 
appear elsewhere in the fault tree. AL independent 
subtree behaves as a "super component" in that it is 
sufficient to know the state of the top event of the 
independent subtree as opposed to knowing the states 
of all of the primary events in the subtree. The inde
pendent subtrees can be quantified and evaluated 
individually and replaced by developed events in the 
system fault trees. 

The concept of independent subtrees is relative to 
the top event of the fault tree being evaluated. This is 
an important point for accident sequence analysis, 
since each accident sequence usually combines several 
system failures. Subtrees that are independent in one 
system fault tree may contain events that appear in 



other syst.em fault trees, so treating them as indepen
dent in a sequence which combines these system fail
ures is m::~ ~'lrreet. The independ!nt subtrees can be 
identified on a sequence-by-sequence basis, but this is 
a time-consuming task and produces minimal cut sets 
that are in terms of different subtrees for different 
sequences, which can be confusing. It is more efficient 
and manageable to identify the independent subtrees 
relative to all of the front-line system fault trees. Then 
the aubtrees identified as independent will be inde
pendent in any accident sequence. Some of the advan
tages of this approach are: 

• The independent subtrees are independent rela
tive to any accident sequence. 

• Evaluation and quantification of the indepen
dent subtrees are done only once and apply to all 
accident sequences. 

• The analyst must become familiar with only one 
set of independent subtrees to evaluate system 
fault tree and accident sequence minimal cut 
sets. 

To facilitate the identification of subtr'3es which 
are independent in any accident sequence, a gloiJa! 
fault tree is formed. The top gate of the global fault 
tree is an AND gate and the inputs to the top gate are 
the top gates of all of the front-line system fault trees. 
Subtrees which are identified as independent subtrees 
of the global fault tree will be independent in any 
accident sequence. 

After the existing independent subtrees are iden
tified, additional independent subtrees are created. 
An AND or OR gate, G, can be redefined to create 9..n 

independent subtree if at least two of the inputs to G 
are nonreplicated primary events or nonreplicated 
intermediate events which are tops of independent 
subtrees. All of the nonreplicated primary events and 
nonreplicated top events of independent subtrees that 
are inputs toG, are replaced by a single input from a 
new gate, G'. The created gate G' has a single output to 
the gate G and it has as its inputs all of the nonrepli
cated primary events and nonreplicated top events of 
independent subtrees that were inputs to G. The 
created gate G' is the same kind of gate as G, and it is 
the top ever.t of a new independent subtree. If some of 
the inputs to G' are tops of existing independent 
subtrees, then G' is the top of the largest independent 
subtree which contains these existing independent 
subtrees. 

A pair of consecutive OR gates or a pai'" of consec
utive AND gates can often be coalesced into a single 
gate. Any OR gate, G, which has an input from a 
nonreplicatcd OR gate, G', can be equivalently repre
sented by replacing the input toG from G' with all of 

the inputs toG', and deleting the gate G'. Similarly. an 
AND gate, G, which bas an input from a nonreplicated 
AND gate, G', can be coal~ into a single equivalent 
AND gate. Coalescing does not create an independent 
subtree, but by coalescing consecutive gates of the 
same kind wherever possible, including gates which 
are the result of previous coalescing, it is often possi
ble to collect, as inputs to the same gate, at least two 
inputs which are nonreplicated primary events or 
nonreplicated top events of independent subtrees. 
Such a gate can then be redefined to create an inde
pendent subtree. 

6.3 System Fault Tree Minimal 
Cut Sets and Truncation 

The first step in developing minimal cut sets for 
the front-line system fault trees is to determine the 
minimal cut sets of the independent subtrees in each 
system. The probability of each minimal cut set is 
estimated by computing the product of the point 
value probability estimates for the primary events in 
the minimal cut set. The sum of the probabilities of 
the minimal cut sets of an independent subtree pro
vides an approximation to the probability of the inde
pendent subtree. This approximation (called the rare 
event approximation) is adequate if all of the primary 
events are small probability events. The top event of 
the independent subtree is replaced by a primary 
(developed) event and the probability approximation 
for this event is added to the data base. For the 
remainder of the analysis, this event is treated like any 
other primary event until it is nectlssary to reintroduce 
the independent subtree minimal cut sets for the 
uncertainty analysis and importance calculations. 

Even with the use of independent subtrees, a 
system fault tree may have millions or even billions of 
minimal cut sets. Since the minimal cut sets of several 
system fault trees will be combined in some of the 
accident sequences, the number of minimal cut sets of 
an accident sequence is generally much greater than 
the number of minimal cut sets of the system fault 
trees. With these considerations in mind, a truncation 
value is sehcted in order to minimize the number of 
minimal cut sets which must be determined at this 
stage of the analysis. In general, the truncation value 
should be as small as possible, but still limit the 
number of minimal cut sets to a manageable number. 
The use of independent subtrees usually permits the 
use of a smaller truncation value. The actual choice of 
the truncation value, th'3refore, is dependent upon the 
methodology and computer code being used to facili
tate the analysis. The same truncation value should be 
used for all of the system fault trees. If not., it is 
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possible ~ discard a potentially significant a~ident 
sequence minimal cut set which appears in more than 
one of the system fault trees. 

When truncation is used, only minimal cut sets 
with an estimated probs~Uity greater than the trunca
tion value are determined. The minimal cut set proba
bility is estimated by computing the product of the 
probabilities of the primary events which comprise 
the minimal cut set. This is the true probability of the 
minimal cut set if the primary events are utatistically 
independent. A branch and bound algorithm is typi
cally used to take advantage of the fact tll at including 
more events in a minimal cut set can only decrease its 
probability. This makes it possible to discs.rd a large 
number of minimal cut sets which are less than the 
truncation value without actually determining the 
minimal cut sets. Howev~r. it also makes it difficult 
and often impossible to compute the error introduced 
by truncation. This must be kept in mt'ld when the 
accident sequence frequencies are generat\·~ at a later 
stage of the analysis. If it becomes necessary to in
crease the probability point estimate for any of the 
primary events after the truncation process has been 
completed, the truncation process should be repeated 
with tt.e new point estimates. Thus it is important to 
use upper bound estimates for primary events which 
have little data (e.g., human error rates) in the initial 
screening quantification. 

There are a few primary events of the system fault 
trees which correspond to the initiating event .. of the 
accident sequences. Loss of offsite power, for example, 
is one such event. The probability of such a primary 
event is dependent upon the eccident sequence being 
analyzed. Given the initiating event of an accident 
sequence, such a primary event corresponding to the 
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initiating event is treated as if it ':las a probability of 
one when quantifying the accident sequence. There· 
fore, when the truncated system .fault tree minimal cut 
sets are being determined, these primary events are 
assigned a probability of one. 

The result of the system fault tree analysis is a set 
of minimal cut sets which satisfy the truncation crite
ria for each system fault tree. The minimal cut sets of 
each system fault tree are in terms of primary events 
which represent component failures, human erron, 
test and maintenance events, and independent sub
trees. 

Each accident sequence to be quantified contains 
one or more front-line system failures. There are 
generally hundreds of accident sequences which must 
be quantified in the screening calculations. Therefore, 
it is efficient to solve the system fault trees once and to 
use the minimal cut sets of the fault trees in the 
accident sequence analysis. 

The most common way of retaining and using the 
system fault tree minimal cut sets for the accident 
sequence analysis is to use a Boolean equation repre
sentation of the minimal cut sets. The left-hand side 
of the Boolean equation is a variable corresponding to 
the top event of the system fault tree. The right-band 
side of the Boolean equation represents the minimal 
cut sets of the fault tree and is called the Boolean 
minimal cut set expression. Each minimal cut set is 
represented by the Boolean product (AND) of the 
primary events in the minimal cut set. The minimal 
cut sets are separated from one another by the Bool
ean sum (OR) operator. A comparison of the fault tree 
representation and the Boolean representation for 
minimal cut sets is provided in Figure 6.3-1. 
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Flgur• 8.3·1 Fault Tree and Boolean Representation 

6.4 Accident Sequence Minimal 
Cut Seta 

Each accident sequence contains an initiating 
event and one or more system failures and may con
tain system successes. An accident sequence fault tree 
is a fault tree with an AND gate as its top event. The 
inputs to the top gate are the initiating event and the 
top gates of the system fault irees for the system 
failures in the accident sequence. The minimal cut 
sets of the accident sequence fault tree represent all of 
the fundamental Nays, in terms of the initiating event 
and the primary lh•ents of the system fault trees, that 
the accident sequence can occur. The minimal cut sets 
are checked for consistency with the system successes, 
if any, in the accident sequence. Minimal cut sets 
which cause the failure of a system defined to be in a 
success state in the accident sequences are eliminated. 
The remaining minimal cut sets are subsequently 
quantified to produce a frequency estimate for the 
accident se1uence. 

Actually forming the accident sequence fault trees 
and d••~.ermining their minimal cut sets requires re
so}'l.'ing the same system fault trees in various combi
r· ..ations, possibly hundreds of times. This is a time 
consuming and expensive process. Alternatively, the 
Boolean minimal cut set equations for the accident 
sequence fault trees can be formed by using the Bool
ean minimal cut set equations for the system fault 

trees. If any minimal cut set of any of the system feult 
trees contains a primary event which corresponds to 
the initiating event, drop the primary event from the 
minimal cut set. Forming the Boolean product (AND) 
of the Boolean minimal cut set expressions for the 
system failures and the initiating event, and applying 
the Boolean identities P*P = P and P + P*Q = P 
produces a Boolean minimal cut set expression for the 
accident sequence fault tree. 

The number of minimal cut sets may be so large 
that determining all of them is not possible. Trunca
tion may again be necessary. The truncation value 
should again be as small as possible. but it should not 
be any less than the truncation value used for the 
system fault trees times the frequency of the initiating 
event. since some of the accident sequence fault tree 
minimal cut sets with a frequency less than this 
product may have already been discarded when the 
system fault tree minimal cut sets were truncated. The 
same truncation value that was used for the system 
fault trees or the product of the truncation value used 
for the system fault trees and the i~titiating event 
frequency are the most common choices for the trun
cation value. 

The system successes, if any, in the accident se
Q.Uence are included in the analysis at this time to 
eliminate minimal cut sets of the accident sequence 
fault tree which are precluded by the logic associate~ 
with the system successes in the accident sequence. 
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Any minimal cut set of an accident sequence fault tree 
which causes the failure of a system defmed to be in a 
success state in the accident sequence is eliminated. A 
system success which is independent of the system 
failures need not be included since no minimal cut sets 
will be dropped. However, in general a l!ll'ge number of 
minimal cut seta will be dropped when the system 
successes are considered, and it is often necessary to 
use a computer code. The computer code usually uses 
one of two approaches: a complement approach or a 
direct comparison approach. 

The complement approach is best suited for small 
fault trees; it can be very difficult to determine the 
complement expression for a large fault tree. The 
Boolean minimal cut set expression for a system fault 
tree represents the ways the system can fail. The 
complement of this expression identifies combina
tions of primary events which ensure the success of the 
system. The complement expression can be simplified 
by the application of the identities P + P•Q = P and 
p•p = P. Taking the Boolean product of the accident 
sequr nee fault tree minimal cut set expression and the 
com) ••.ement expressions for each system success in 
the accident sequence, and applying the identity P•P 
- ~. where, P designates success of event P, elimi
nates the minimal cut sets of the accident sequence 
fault tree which cause the failure of a system defined 
to be in a success state in the accident sequence. After 
the complements have been used to eliminate zero 
products, they are dropped from the minimal cut set 
expression. Although theoretically the complemented 
events could be carried throughout the remainder of 
the analysis, there are several reasons for not doing so. 
First, the inclusion of the complemented events in the 
Boolean expressions for the accident sequences great
ly increases the size of the expressions. Second, the 
rare event approximation cannot be used on such an 
expression since the probabilities of the complement
ed events are close to one. Third, it can be shown that 
dropping the complemented events, after applying the 
P*P = tJ! identity, and applying the identity P + p•Q 
= P to the resulting expression produces a conserva
tive ar,proximation to the accident sequence expres
sion with all of the complemented events retained. 
Experience has shown that the conservatism intro
duced by dropping the complement terms at this 
point is quite small. 

The direct comparison approach compares the 
accident sequence fault tree minimal cut sets with the 
minimal cut sets of the system fault trees for the 
systems which are in a success stare in the accident 
sequence. If a minimal cut set of a system fault tree for 
a system success is a subset of a minimal cut set for the 
accidem sequence fault tree, the latter minimal cut set 
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is dropped from the set of minimal cut sets for the 
accident sequence fault tree by application of the 
identity P + p•Q = P. A description of this approach 
can be found in [20). This approach is equivalent to 
the complement approach and has been used success
fully on very large accident sequence Boolean expres
sions. 

Whichever method is used, the end product is the 
same: the accident sequence fault tree minimal cut 
sets which do not cause the failure of any of the system 
successes in the accident sequence. These minimal cut 
sets will be called the accident sequence minimal cut 
sets (as opposed to the accident sequence fault tree 
minimal cut sets). 

6.5 Acclc!ent Sequence 
Screening Quantification 

The screening quantification identifies accident 
sequences which are candidates for being dominant 
accident sequences. ThE> quantification at this step of 
the analysis relies on point values and the rare event 
approximation. Let the Boolean minimal cut set rep
resentation for accident sequence S be given by 

The init.iating event, IE, is in every minimal cut set N1 

and can btl factored out: 

where 

IE•M; = N;, i = 1, 2, ... , n 

The M;'s are the Boolean minimal cut set representa
tions without the initiating event. So the Boolean 
equation: 

is the Boolean minimal cut set equation for the acci
dent sequence S without the initiating event. 

Each minimal cut set M;, i = 1, 2, ... , n, consists of 
the Boolean product of one or more primary events. 
Assuming statistical independence of each primary 
event, the probability of the minimal cut set M; is the 
product of the probabilities of each primary event in 
M;; i.e., 

k 
P(M;) = P(&.;) · P(a;_2) · P(S;,k) = ll P(~) , 

j=l 



where P(IIJ) is the probability of primary event a;,;. 
The probability expression for P(T) is given by: 

P(T)- P(M1) + P(Mt) + ... + (M.)} P1 

- P(M1 * ~) • P(M1 • Ma) - ••• - P(M1 • M.)} 
- P(M2 • MJ) • P(~ • M4 ) • ... • P(~ • M.> P2 

- ... • P(M3 • M .. ) - ... - P(M11•1 • M .. ) 

+ P(M1 • M, • M3) + P(M1 • M 2 • M 4) + ... } 
+ P(M1 • Mt • MJ + P(M1 • M3 • M4) + ... P3 

+ P(M1 • M~ • M.) + ... P(M •. 2 • M ... 1 • M .. ) 

- P(M1 • ~ • Ma • M4) - ... - P(M1 • M 2 • ~ • M,)} 
- ... - P(M •. 3 • M •. 2 • M ... 1 • M.) p4 

+ ... + (-1)"+1 P (M1 • M2 • M3 * ... • M.)}P. 

If we let the P1 represent the parts of the equation as 
shown, then P(T) is less than the minimum of P~o P 1 + 
P :1 + P 3, ... and greater than the maximum of 
P 1 + P2, P 1 + P2 + P3 + P,, .... The P1 value is an 
upper bound on P(T) and is also a good approxima
tion for P(T), called the rare event approximation, 
when the primary events in the equation for P(T) have 
small probability values. The approximation P! is a 
conservative one since P(T) :::; P •. Although the ap
proximation may be too conservative, this is not of 
great concern in the screening quantification. 

Initiating event frequency estimates are provided 
by the data base development task. Multiplying the 
initiating event frequency by the rare event approxi
mation for P(T) produces an approximate frequency 
for S, the accident sequence. 

The accident sequences are ranked based on their 
frequency, and accident sequences which have a negli
gible approximated freq\tency are eliminated. The 
remaining accident sequences are candidates for being 
dominant accident sequences. 

6.6 Quantification of Candidate 
Dominant Accident Sequences 

The primary event data used to quantify the 
candidate dominant accident sequences is subjected 
to a closf!r scrutiny, and the possibility of operator 
recovery action is also considered. The candidate 
domin11nt accident seouence minimal cut sets are 
examined to determine human errors for which point 
value estimates are to be computed and component 
failures whose point value estimates should be 
checked for accuracy in the light of plant-specific 
information. If the point value estimates for any of the 
primary events increase when the data is revised, it is 
necessary to again determine the truncated ninimal 
cut sets of the system fault trees which contain any of 

these primary events since some of the system fault 
tree minimal cut sets were eliminated by truncation 
based on the data used for the screening quantifies~ 
tion. 

The minimal cut sets of the candidate dominant 
accident sequences are again determined using the 
minimal cut set expressions (some of which may differ 
from those used in screening calculations as discussed 
above) for the minimal cut sets of the system fault 
trees. Truncation is emplQyed, if necessary, to keep 
the number of accident sequence minimal cut sets at a 
manageable level. 

A candidate dominant accident sequence minimal 
cut set equation can be expressed as S = IE * (M1 + 
M2 + ... + Ma), where T = M1 + M2 + ... + M. is the 
expression to be quantified. The M1's can be ordered 
so that T = M1 + M2 + ... + MK + MK+l + ... + Ma 
where Mh M2, ... , MK are minimal cut sets comprised 
of only small probability primary events, i.e., P(a;:.;) :S 
N, where the value of N is chosen by the analyst. The 
remaining minimal cut sets, MK+h ... , M.. each have at 
least one primary event with probability > N. Then 
P(Ma + Mz + ... + MK) is approximated using the 
rare event approximation while P{MK+l + MK+2 + ... 
+ MD) is approximated by computing successive up
per and lower bounds, i.e., Ph P 1 + P~, Pa + P2 + Ps, 
... , until a reasonable approximation can be made. The 
sum of these two approximations multiplied by the 
frequency of the initiating event gives the preliminary 
approximate frequency of the candidate dominant 
accident sequence. The final approximate frequency 
of each candidate dominant accident sequence is not 
obtained until the possibility of recovery is considered 
for the candidate dominant accident sequence mini~ 
mal cut sets. 

6. 7 Treatment of Recovery 
Each candidate dominant accident sequence min· 

imal cut set represents one way the sequence may 
occur. The information available to the operator and 
the recovery action to be taken depends on the partic
ular minimal cut set, so recovery actions are consid
ered at the minimal cut set level rather than at the 
accident sequence level. Since there may be a large 
number of minimal cut sets for an accident sequence, 
it may be neceasary to consider recovery for only the 
most significant minimal cut sets. A probability of 
nonrecovery is estimated for each minimal cut set 
which is recoverable by some operator recovery action. 
The frequency of the minimal cut set is then multi
piif~d by its probability of nonrecovery to compute an 
estimate of the minimal cut set frequency with recov
ery. The final estimated frequency for a candidate 
d~)minant accident sequence is computed using these 
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(reduced) minimal cut set frequencies with recovery. 
Tbe primary events of a particular accident se

quence minimal cut set may or may not be recoverable 
by routine recovery actions. Heroic recovery actions or 
repairing components are not considered, but routine 
recovery actions are. For example, the overhaul of a 
pump or diesel generator is not considered, but the 
manual realignment of a valve, whether by hand
switch in the control room or local turning, is. If a 
primary event can be recovered by a routine recovery 
action, the location of the recovery action is deter
mined. In general, recovery actions can be sepe.rated 
into those which can be accomplished from the control 
room and those which can only be performed locally. 
If recovery can only be performed locally and the local 
site is inaccessible (i.e., inside containment), the pri
mary event is considered nonrecoverable. 

Once a primary event is deemed recoverable and 
the location ~.,. t.he recovery action is determined, a 
critical time for the recovery action is estimated. Two 
type& of critical times are considered when determin
ing the critical time for a recovery action. The primary 
event itself can have a critical recovery period which is 
independent of the accident sequence, or the state of 
the core or containment in an accident sequence can 
have a critical time period for restoration of the pri
m .. ·'Y event. 

An example of primary event critical time is that 
of lube-oil cooling for a pump. If the primary event is 
the loss of such cooling, there is a definite time inter
val during which the pump can operate without the 
cooling, and this time interval defines the critical time 
for the recovery of the primary event. 

The second type of critical time considers the 
mitigative function in which the primary event is 
involved during the course of the accident sequence. 
In general, the accident sequences can be combined 
into groups with each group having its own set of 
critical times. For example, sequences initiated by 
large LOCAs have different tim':l constraints for core 
recovery mitigation than do sequences initiated by 
small LOCAs. In this second type of critical time 
examir.ation, the questions asked in determining the 
critical time for recovery are phenomenological in 
nature. For example, if neither containment spray 
pump receives an actuation signal, the critical time 
during which they can be manually actuated is deter
mined by how long it takell in the sequence for the 
containment to be pressurized to the point of failure. 
When both types of critical times are applicable for a 
particular recovery action, the shortest critical timt: is 
ULed. 

After the critical times and locations of the possi· 
ble rec;:,very actions are established, the probability of 
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recovery is estimated for each recovery action. The 
probability of nonrecovery is ()De minus the probabili
ty ofrecovery.lf a primary event is not recoverable, its 
probability of recovery is zero and its probability of 
nonrecovery is one. The foUowing table is an example 
of a simple recovery model, where the probability of 
recovery is a function of the critical time and location 
of the recovery action. Note that if a primary event has 
a critical time of 18 minutes and can be recovered by a 
recovery action in the -control room, the probability of 
nomecovery is 0.1. If this primary event can also be 
recovered locally, its probability of nonrecovery is 
0.25. For these cases, the probability of nonrecovery 
used in the analysis is the smallest one, 0.1 in this 
example. 

Probability of Recovery an~ ~~onrecovery 

P(R) P(NR) 

0.0 1.00* 
.75 .25 
.90 .10 
.95 .05 
,g7 .03 
.99 .01 

Critical Time 
for Recovery Action 

In 
Control 
Room Locally 

<5min <15 min 
5-10 15-20 
10-20 20-30 
20-30 30-40 
30-60 40-70 
>60 :>70 

*In addition, P(R)=O.O ~md P(NR) - 1.00 for faults which 
are nonrecoverable or whose location is inaccessible. 

If more than one primary event in a minimal cut 
set is recoverable, the recovery action chosen for the 
minimal cut set is the one with the highest probability. 
For most minimal cut sets, recovery of a single prima
ry event of the minimal cut set will restore the se
quence to a success (no core melt). For these minimal 
cut sets, the freqency of the minimal cut set is multi
plied by the probability ofnonrecovery to estimate the 
frequency of the minimal cut set with recovery. In a 
small number of minimal cut sets (less than 1% of the 
minimlll cut sets for the Arkansas Nuclear One IREP 
analysis [8}) more than one primary event in the 
minimal cut set requires recovery to restore the se
quence to a success state. Recovery of just one primary 
event in these minimal cut sets alters the minimal cut 
set so that it becomes a minimal cut set of another 
sequence, but this ,,ther sequence still leads to core 
melt. The prob&bility of nonrecovery for a minimal 
cutset which requires the recovery of more than one of 
its primary events is determined by 



n 
P(NR) - 1 - n (1 - P(NR)J , 

i=1 

where n is the number of primary events requiring 
recovery and P(NR)11 1 <i::sn, is the individual proba
bility of nonrecovery for each of the n primary events 
which must be recovered. 

Minimal cut sets may contain primary events 
(which are developed events) that represent indepen
dent subtrees. One approach to applying recovery to 
the independent subtrees is to replace the developed 
events which represent independent subtrees by the 
minimal cut sets of the independent subtrees which 
were determined earlier in the analysis. Recovery can 
then be applied as previously described. 

A recovery event is added to each probabilistically 
significant minimal cut set in the candidate dominant 
accident sequence expressions. The !'lrobability for 

Table 6.7·1. Arkanaaa Nuclear One, Unit 1, 
Dominant Accident Sequences• 

Dominant 
Accident 

Sequence.., 

T(LOP)LD1YC 
B(l.2)DtC 
T(DOl)LQ-Da 
T(A3)LQ-D3 

T(D01)LD1YC 
T(FIA)KDt 
B(l.2)D1 

T(D02)LD1 YC 
T(D01)LD1 

T(D01)LD1C 
B(4)H1 

T(A3)LD1C 
B(l.66)H1 

T(A3)LD1 

Estimated 
Frequency/Yr 
w/o Recovery 

4.2E-5 
2.0E-5 
2.1E-5 
7.0E-6 
5.2E-5 
2.8E-6 
2.2E-5 
5.8E-6 
l.BE-5 
9.7E-6 
3.8E-5 
3.4E-6 
2.7E-5 
5.9E-6 

*Taken from Reference [8). 

• • Legend: Initiating Events 

Estimated 
Frequency/Yr 
w/ Recovery 

9.9E-6 
4.4E-6 
4.0E-6 
3.3E-6 
3.1E-6 
2.8E-6 
2.8E-6 
2.5E-6 
2.2E-6 
l.SE-6 
1.4E-6 
l.4E-6 
l.2E-6 
9.5E-7 

8(1.2) Reactor Coolant Pump Seal Rupture or 
Small-Small LOCA (0.38 in. < D < 1.2 
in.) 

each event is the nonrecovery probability associated 
... ith the particular cut set. The frequency estimates 
r:or the candidate dominant accident sequences are 
again computed using the minimal cut set frequencies 
including the nonrecovery probabilities for the mini·· 
mal cut sets of the candidate dominant accident se
quences. (The minimal cut set frequency with recov
ery is the original cut set f"l'equency multiplied by the 
probability of nonrecovery for the cut set.) The candi
date dominant accident sequences are ranked by their 
estimated frequency and the dominant accident se
quences are selected. As an example, the following 
table gives the dominant accident sequences and their 
estimated frequencies for the Arkansas Nuclear One 
IREP analysis. The table also illustrates the impor
tance of recovery in decreasing the estimated frequen
cies of the dominant accident sequences for Arkansas 
Nuclear One IREP analysis. 

8(1.66) - Small LOCA (1.2 in. < D ::s 1.66 in.) 

B(4) • Small LOCA (1.66 in. < D s 4 in.) 

T(LOP) - LoBS of Offsite Power Transient 

T(PCS) • Loss of Power Conversion System Tran-
sient Caused by Other Than a Loss of 
Offsite Power 

T(FIA) - Transients With All Front-Line Systems 
Initially Available 

T(A3) - Transient Initiated by Failure of the ES 
Bus A3 (4160 Vac} 

T(DOI) • Transient Initiated by Failure of the ES 
Bus DOl (125 Vdc) 

T(D02) • Transient Initiated by Failure of the ES 
Bus 002 (125 Vdc) 

System Failures 

'"' J -

Ht -
K -
L -
Q -
y -

Reactor Building Spray Injection System 
High Pressure Injection System (1 of 3 
Pumps) 
High Pressure Injection System (2 of 3 
Pumps) 
High Pressure Recirculation System 
Reactor Protection System 
Emergency Feedwater System 
Reclosure of PreB&urizer Safety /Relief Valves 
Reactor Building Cooling System 
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7. Interpretation and 
Analysis of Results 
Methods 

A Monte Carlo simulation is performed on the 
dominant accident sequences and the core melt ex
pressinn to illustrate the variability in the accident 
sequence frequencies as a result of uncertainties in the 
point value estimates used in the accident sequence 
frequency calculations. The uncertainty analysis re
quires probability distributions for the human error, 
component failure, test and maintenance, and recov
ery events. 

The Birnbaum and Fussell-Vesely measures of 
importance are computed for the individual events 
including initiating events, primary events from the 
fault trees, and recovery events. These probabilistic 
measures of event importance make it possible to rank 
the initiating events, human errors, component fail
ures, test and maintenance, and recovery events to 
reflect their overall contribution to core melt. 

For these calculations, it is convenient to replace 
the independent subtrees, which are represented by 
developed events in the dominant accident sequences, 
by their minimal cut sets, which were determined 
early in the analysis. This facilitates the uncertainty 
analysis since primary events which represent identi
cal components have correlated data which should be 
accounted for in the uncertainty analysis. It is also 
useful for the probabilistic importance measures since 
these measures are usually computed for the original 
primary events instead of the developed events which 
represent independent subtrees. 

7.1 Formation of the Core Melt 
Expression 

Uncertainty, sensitivity, and importance calcula
tions are performed not only for the dominant acci
dent sequences but also for the core melt expression. 
This expression is formed by taking the Boolean sum 
(OR) of the minimal cut set expressions for all of the 
dominant accident sequences and applying the identi
ty P + P*Q = P to the resulting expression. The 
Boolean products in the core melt expression repre
~ent the core melt minimal cut sets, i.e., all of the 
fundamental ways that core melt can occur as a result 
of one of the dominant accident sequences occurring. 

7. 2 Uncertainty Analysis 
The frequencies of the dominant accident se

quences were computed using point value estimates 
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for the eveut probabilities. Similarly, the core melt 
expression could be quantified using only point esti
mates. The point value estimates are, however, impre
cise. There are a variety of methods for ~ing the 
impact of this imprecision on the computed frequen
cies for the dominant accident sequences and core 
melt. One common method is to perform a Monte 
Carlo simulation. 

A median probability and an error factor are 
associated with each event (initiating events, primary 
events, and recovery events) represented in the domi
nant accident sequence and core melt expressions. 
The error factor is used to defme a possible range of 
values for a particular random variable. If the median 
probability of occu"tence of some event X is Xo.s. then 
the possible values of the random variable represent
ing the occurrence of X are between Xo.Jf and Xa.s.f, 
where f is the error factor for event X. The median 
probability and the error factor are used to calculate 
upper and lower bounds which are percentile points of 
some probability distribution. From this, the parame
ters of a probability distribution for the occurrence of 
the event are calculated. Values given in Part III, 
Section 5, for the primary events represent the as
sumed 90th and lOth percentile points of a lognormal 
distribution. A number of arguments are presented for 
the applicability of the lognormal distribution for 
describing the primary event data in the Reactor 
Safety Study (Reference 4, pp. 11-42, 11-43). 

Some information regarding error factors for initi
ating events may be found in Reference 13. Error 
factors associated with recovery events are a matter of 
analyst judgment. Each trial in the Monte Carlo simu
lation consists of taking a random sample from the 
probability distributions for the primary events and 
recovery events and a random sample from the fre
quency distribution for the initiating event(s). The 
approximate frequency of the accident sequence (or of 
core n:.:elt) is computed as described in Part III, Sec
tion 6.5. After a certain number of trials (e.g., 1200 for 
the AN0-1 IREP analysis), the resulting distribution, 
the mean, standard deviation, 5th, 50th, and 95th 
percentile points are computed, which are then used 
to compute the equivalent median and error factor for 
the dominant accident sequence and core melt fre
quencies. 

The computer codes which are currently available 
for the uncertainty analysis and the importance mea
sures (discussed in the following section), do not allow 
values greater than one since they were designed to 
handle probabilities. The frequency of an initiating 
event is usually given for a time interval of one year. 
Tre median frequency or the product 'Jf the median 
frequency and the error factor for some initiating 



events may be greater than one. When this occurs, 
these events can be scaled to values less than 1 by 
choosir a sufficiently small time interval to ensure 
that there are no values greater than one. Upon com
pleting the calculation, the results of the analysis and 
calculation·. can be converted to a time interval of one 
year by m\>&tiplying through by the scaling factor. For 
details of this approach see F..eference 19. 

A minimal cut set may contain two or more prima
ry events whose probabiiity distributions have been 
derived from ~he same data and are therefore identi
cal. If different ~andom samples from the same distri
bution are generated for each of these primary events, 
the resulting freq,~ency for the minimal cut (let, and 
hence the accident sequence, will be underestimated. 
This problem can be avoided by generating one ran
dom sample from the probability distribution and 
using it for all of the primary events with this proba
bih'Y distribution. In order to accomplish this, it is 
necessary to replace independent subtrees by their 
minimal cut se.ts in terms of their primary events so 
that primary events with the same distrib~,;;tion are 
identified and treated accordingly. 

7.3 Importance Calculations 
Probabilistic importance measures are used to 

estimate the contribution a particular event makes to 
the frequency of a dominant accident sequence or to 
the overall core melt frequency. 

There are three principal types of measures corre
sponding to the Barlow-Prosch~n. Fussell-Vesely, and 
Birnbaum measures. These measures are defined and 
described in [21). 

The Barlow-Proschan and Fussell-Vesely mea
sures are more closely related to each other than to the 
Birnbaum measure. The exact nature of the relation
ships among these and other measures can be found in 
[22}. Th~ Barlow-Proschan and Fussell-Vesely mea
sures compute the probability that an event is contrib
uting to the accident sequence frequency, and there
fore provide information on which events, if made less 
probable or less frequent through improved quality or 
redundancy, will most decrease the accident sequence 
or core melt frequency. The principal aifference be
tween these two measur~s is that the Barlow-Proschan 
measure allows incorporation of time-dependent fail
ure distributions. Although the Fussell-Vesely mea
sure does not allow time-dependent failure distribu
tions, it does incorporate a sense of contribution to 
failure b that it measures, for example, the probabili
ty that repairing a component restores the system, a 
slightly different inteq :etation than the Barlow
Proschan measure. 

The Birnbaum measure is &.n indication of the 
sensitivity of accident sequence or core melt frequency 
to the probability or frequency of an individual event. 
Thus it mea.:.;ures the rate of change of accident se
quence frequency to change in event probability o;.
frequency. 

As described in [22], these measures are intimate
ly linked, and their differences are quite subtle. Thus 
it is difficult to make recommendations on which 
measures are appropriate to use in different situa
tions. The choice between the Barlow-Proschan mea
sure and the Fussell-Vesely measure only has meaning 
if time-dependent failure distributions are avaiLble; 
otherwise, these measures are the same under the 
assumptions used to calculate them in most available 
computer codes. The choice between Barlow-Pros
chan/Fussell-Vesely and the Birnbaum measure is 
more difficult since they measure different aspects of 
system reliability. However, the Birnbaum measure is 
not a function of the event's probability or frequency, 
so it is not as useful as the Fussell-Vesely measure for 
measuring the contribution of an individual primary 
event with a given point value probability estimate. 

There are other probabilistic importance mea
sures that are similar to the Fussell-Vescly measure, 
including the criticality measure and the upgrading 
function [21]. However, for reliable systems these 
measures all give the same ranking of events. 

The ranking of events for each dominant accident 
sequence identifies the important primary events for 
that sequence. It does not, hc;wever, provide a measure 
of the overall importance of these event relative to ai.l 
of the dominant accident sequences or relative to 
some group of accident sequences. Applying the prob· 
abilistic importance measures to the events in the core 
melt expression, however, allows the ranking of events 
to identify their l'alative r·ontribution to core melt. 
The importance of classes of events, such as all test 
and maintenance events, is obtained by summing the 
import.ance measures of all of the events in the class. 
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